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ABSTRACT 

During the fifty-year timespan covered by this study, science fiction has 
changed from a so-called white man’s genre into a drastically more diverse 
one. This study traces that change from the 1960s to the 2010s by a series of 
case studies from science fiction authors Samuel Delany, Octavia Butler, Nalo 
Hopkinson, Nnedi Okorafor, and Violet Allen, and critical interpretations of 
their work. The thematic focus of this study is on one of the most essential 
tropes of science fiction: the alien encounter. I discuss how the authors have 
used the genre to construct, negotiate, and deconstruct identity, difference, 
and otherness in novels and short stories depicting human-alien contact, and 
how their works reflect and spur change in the genre conventions of science 
fiction. I demonstrate how each generation of writers has—within their own 
contexts and to an extent influenced by those—consciously aimed at 
transforming or subverting science fiction to allow for more diversity, more 
writers and characters from different backgrounds, and more variety of 
themes. In order to provide a wider view of the change, this thesis also 
discusses other forces that are at play when a genre is changing, using Gary 
Westfahl’s model of unknowingly shared authority. 

Science fiction is often commended as the literature of change. Yet, when 
Samuel R. Delany started his career in the 1960s, the inclusion of a black 
protagonist could even prevent a story from getting published in a science 
fiction magazine. Since issues like race and racism could not be openly 
discussed, they were instead often dealt with under the guise of metaphors, 
such as the alien encounter. As times and the genre changed, race has 
gradually become a more visible motif in science fiction by black authors, and 
the role of the alien other has changed as well. As these changes have become 
the acknowledged reality in the genre, writers of the new generation boldly 
write science fiction that is diverse in content and—as a sign of an emergent 
sense of membership in and ownership of the genre—also more openly critical 
of the genre’s conventions. 

The literary analyses in this thesis are based on the rhetorical theory of 
narrative, an approach that understands narrative as communication from the 
author to the audience, an act of “somebody telling somebody else on some 
occasion for some purpose that something happened” (Phelan, Narrative 
218). As the theory has mainly been used to analyze mainstream literature, 
this thesis also draws conclusions on the suitability of rhetorical poetics for 
studying genre fiction, arguing that some of the concepts, such as unreliability, 
double audience, and genre, may need to be adjusted in order to accommodate 
the idiosyncratic features of genre literature and the questions of identity 
politics.  

In the end, there emerges a tale of the opposing forces of inclusion and 
prejudice, subversion and tradition. Whereas the genre these writers have 
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chosen to write in may be said to have to some extent limited and thwarted 
their writing and the themes and motifs available during the first decades, 
today black science fiction authors are consciously changing and subverting 
the genre into something more inclusive, which does not flinch in the face of 
diversity but lives up to the potential of the genre as literature of change and 
possibility.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 EXPLORING FIFTY YEARS OF GENERIC CHANGE 

“White as a Ku Klux Klan rally” is how Canadian science fiction author Charles 
Saunders described the science fiction genre in 1977 (qtd. in Tucker, A Sense 
51). Five decades later, however, science fiction has been transformed so that 
it includes diverse cultures and ethnicities. In fact, in 2006, Jeffrey Allen 
Tucker wrote that while “in the 1980s, there was a prevailing sense that science 
fiction and African American culture were mutually exclusive categories,” the 
contemporary scene has been changed so much by the presence of notable 
black writers that “such assumptions seem almost quaint” (“Samuel R. 
Delany” 341). This study traces the change from the 1960s to the 2010s by a 
series of case studies from selected black North American science fiction 
authors, and the critical interpretations of their work. 

When Samuel R. Delany started his career in the 1960s, there were virtually 
no other African American writers of science fiction, and having a black 
protagonist could even prevent a story from getting published in a science 
fiction magazine. Since issues like race and racism could not be openly 
discussed, they were, instead, often dealt with under the guise of allegories, 
such as the alien encounter. As times and genres changed, race has gradually 
become a more visible motif in science fiction by black authors, and the role of 
the alien other has changed as well. The turn of the millennium has also seen 
a rise not just in the numbers of black American writers but also of critics and 
fans. As these changes have become the acknowledged reality in the genre, 
writers of the new generation boldly write science fiction that is diverse in 
content and—as a sign of an emergent sense of membership in and ownership 
of the genre—also more openly critical of the genre’s conventions.  

The thematic focus of this study is on one of the most essential tropes of 
science fiction: the alien encounter. I shed light on how Samuel R. Delany, 
Octavia E. Butler, Nalo Hopkinson, Nnedi Okorafor, and Violet Allen have 
used the genre to construct, negotiate, and deconstruct identity, difference, 
and otherness in novels and short stories depicting human-alien contact, and 
how their works reflect and spur change in the genre conventions of science 
fiction. In other words, the presence of alien encounters has been the main 
criterion in choosing the works analyzed in this thesis: in all of the works 
discussed, alien encounters play a significant role, even as each author makes 
use of the trope in different ways.  

I will also consider how the works reflect developments in the surrounding 
society and identity politics. Human-alien relations in the works discussed 
show that, as an embodiment of difference, the alien is a good indicator of how 
we theorize and relate to otherness. Delany’s early work from the 1960s can be 
argued to contain echoes of the Civil Rights Movement, whereas his later work 
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uses Derrida’s concepts to deconstruct identities—and prejudices. Octavia 
Butler, on the other hand, clearly favors hybridity and advocates embracing 
difference, while Nalo Hopkinson’s alien encounters are in dialogue with 
postcolonial ideology. Being representative of a new generation of authors, 
Violet Allen and Nnedi Okorafor employ bold and strategic stereotypes to 
expose racism in the genre, popular culture, and society. 

The literary analyses in this thesis are based on the rhetorical theory of 
narrative, an approach that understands narrative as communication from the 
author to the audience, an act of “somebody telling somebody else on some 
occasion for some purpose that something happened” (Phelan, Narrative 
218). The approach provides tools for analyzing the alien encounters through 
the kind of ethical judgments the narrative encourages its readers to make: 
whether, for example, the analyzed story or a certain passage in it aims to 
evoke empathy for the human characters or the alien character, and what 
kinds of conclusions readers are expected to draw from certain events in the 
narrative. Thus, rhetorical poetics provide a good method for analyzing the 
didactic function of these works, in terms of both changing the genre and 
changing the world.  

I suggest that the combination of a popular literary genre, identity politics, 
and rhetorical narratology also sheds light on the ideological role of popular 
culture, which Dominic Srinati lists as one of the central themes or arguments 
in theories of popular culture in the twentieth century.1    

Is popular culture there to indoctrinate people, to get them accept and 
adhere to ideas and values which ensure the continued / dominance of 
those in more privileged positions who thus exercise power over them? 
Or is it about rebellion and opposition to the prevailing social order? 
Does it express, in however an imperceptible, subtle and inchoate 
manner, resistance to those in power, and the subversion of dominant 
ways of thinking and acting? (Srinati 3–4) 

 
In the case of the writers discussed, the answer is definitely the latter: all of the 
authors subvert and resist not only generic conventions but also social evils 
like racism, sexism, and homophobia.  

PREVIOUS SCHOLARSHIP ON SF BY AFRICAN AMERICAN AUTHORS 
Even though questions of race and otherness in science fiction, and science 
fiction written by African American authors have been studied previously 
(though not by any means exhaustively), my research attempts to create a 
broad analytical survey that combines aspects of identity politics, genre 
conventions, and definitions, and the way they are manifested in science 

                                                 
1 The other two central themes are: “what or who determines popular culture” and “the influence of 

commercialisation and industrialisation on popular culture” (Srinati 3). 
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fiction written during a timespan of fifty years—a period during which much 
has changed both in the genre and in the real world. 

Explorations of race and the fantastic were rare before the turn of the 
millennium. One of the few examples is Into Darkness Peering: Race and 
Color in the Fantastic (1997), a collection of critical articles edited by Elizabeth 
Anne Leonard. Soon, however, others followed suit. An important milestone 
for African American presence in science fiction was the publication of the 
Dark Matter anthologies—Dark Matter: A Century of Speculative Fiction 
from the African Diaspora (2000) and Dark Matter: Reading the Bones 
(2004). A combination of essays and short stories by African American 
authors from W.E.B. Du Bois to contemporary voices, they made a mark in the 
scholarship by showcasing old and new black science fiction authors and 
influential essays, to the extent that John Rieder credits the anthologies for 
establishing an “alternative canon” (Science Fiction and the Mass Cultural 
127). 

One of the earliest single-author monographs relating to race and African 
American presence in American science fiction was Visions of the Third 
Millennium: Black Science Fiction Novelists Write the Future by Sandra M. 
Grayson (2003), which, in addition to Delany’s and Butler’s work, explores 
some of the less often studied authors, like LeVar Burton.2 Grayson’s book was 
followed by Sharon DeGraw’s thoroughly analytical The Subject of Race in 
American Science Fiction (2007), which compares the texts of Edgar Rice 
Burroughs, George Schuyler, and Samuel Delany, and thus analyses the uses 
of race and otherness in works by both black and white authors. DeGraw also 
discusses how race and ethnicity have always been present in the works of 
white popular fiction writers like Burroughs, and how Burroughs’s works, 
despite their apparent racism, also still afford other kinds of interpretations. 
In her analysis of the reception of and scholarship on George Schuyler’s Black 
No More, DeGraw also brilliantly demonstrates how criticism and 
interpretation of works by an African American author depend on the context 
in which critics place the novel.  

The 2010s saw a proliferation of interest in race and science fiction. One of 
the most comprehensive analyses of the area, Isiah Lavender III’s Race in 
American Science Fiction (2011), focuses on the pervasive themes of race and 
racism in American science fiction, and how they are both overtly and covertly 
manifested in science-fictional others, such as aliens and androids. In his 
study, Lavender introduces the concept blackground, which, as he defines it, 
“question[s] racialized structures and, perhaps more importantly, American 
culture in the genre […] trac[ing] the development of scientific racism through 
literary, cultural, and scientific discourses and how this shapes sf” (6–7). 
Another work published in 2011 is The Black Imagination: Science Fiction, 
Futurism, and the Speculative, a collection of critical articles mainly on 
African American authors’ work, and edited by Sandra Jackson and Julie E. 

                                                 
2 For a science fiction audience LeVar Butron is is perhaps better known for playing Lt. Commander 

Geordi La Forge in Star Trek: The Next Generation. 
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Moody-Freeman. In 2014, Black and Brown Planets: The Politics of Race in 
Science Fiction, edited by Lavender, presented an influential collection of 
critical articles on subjects ranging from children’s literature to indigenous 
authors. André M. Carrington’s Speculative Blackness: The Future of Race in 
Science Fiction (2016) explores the relationship between race and science 
fiction across a variety of forms of cultural production, from comics and 
television to fan fiction, arguing that speculative fiction “tends to reproduce 
conventional understandings of race” (2).  

Furthermore, several books have been written about Afrofuturism, the 
aesthetic movement or form of cultural production that is sometimes used 
interchangeably with science fiction by African American authors. Two of the 
most influential ones discussing literary Afrofuturism include Ytasha 
Womack’s Afrofuturism: The Black Sci-Fi and Fantasy Culture (2013) and 
Lavender’s Afrofuturism Rising: The Literary History of a Movement (2019).  

These studies, as well as now numerous articles and special issues of 
important journals, have been indispensable and have provided much of the 
background for my research. This thesis complements the existent scholarship 
by providing a comprehensive exploration of how the rhetorical structures of 
the genre have changed over the period from the 1960s to the 2010s, 
accommodating the authors and issues I focus on, and what roles the authors, 
as well as other stakeholders in the genre, have played in the process.  

1.2 THEORY AND METHOD 

The literary analyses in this thesis are based on rhetorical poetics as 
formulated by James Phelan. Rhetorical poetics understands narrative as a 
rhetorical act, where “somebody tell[s] somebody else on some occasion and 
for some purpose(s) that something happened” (Experiencing 3–4). The 
approach is particularly suitable for this thesis due to its focus on ethics, which 
Phelan sees “as inextricably connected to narrative” (Living 21). On the basis 
of Phelan’s theory, this dissertation maps the rhetorical structures of science 
fiction narratives by African American authors and the ethical judgments 
readers are invited to make during the process of reading. As my focus is on 
how science fiction by the selected authors—alongside with the telling of an 
entertaining story—often also functions as a didactic medium that aims to 
change both its audience and its genre, literary analyses in this thesis are well 
served by a theory that ultimately aims to account for how fictional narrative 
can “reinforce, extend, challenge, or sometimes change what we know, think, 
believe, and value—and to that extent, its ability to reinforce, challenge, or 
even change who we are” (Experiencing xv).3  The presence of Phelan’s theory 
also has another role in this dissertation: as many of the chapters discuss 

                                                 
3 We must note, however, that even though a narrative may direct readers to adopt changing ethical 

stances during the process of reading, presently there is no compelling evidence for the permanence of 
the changes in readers’ actual ethical positions (e.g., Keen 16–26; Sanford and Emmott 233–234). 
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specific narratological concepts and their relevance for science fiction, or 
specifically science fiction by writers of color, this thesis also constitutes a 
series of case studies regarding the applicability of rhetorical poetics to genre 
literature in general and science fiction in particular.  

My understanding of genre and generic change is based on a historical 
approach to genre outlined by John Rieder, and on Gary Westfahl’s notions of 
“unknowingly shared authority” in the formation and definitions of science 
fiction (“Who Governs”). Instead of dwelling on genre definitions as such, the 
historical approach to genre is interested in “how and why the field is being 
stretched to include [certain] texts or defended against their inclusion [and] 
how the identification of them as SF challenges and perhaps modifies the 
accepted meaning of the term” (Rieder, “On Defining” 194). As Rieder points 
out, it is also important to keep in mind that definitions are always the product 
of human agents and agency: “It is not just a question of the properties of the 
textual objects referred to as ‘science fiction,’ then, but also of the subjects 
positing the category, and therefore of the motives, the contexts, and the 
effects of those subjects’ more or less consciously and successfully executed 
projects” (Rieder, “On Defining” 192). Westfahl’s model of “unknowingly 
shared authority” provides a tool for a closer inspection of the human agents 
and agency in defining science fiction. Rieder’s and Westfahl’s notions are 
employed in this dissertation in order to understand how and why the genre 
of science fiction has changed into a more inclusive one and what roles 
different “authorities” play in that change. 

ON THE RHETORICAL THEORY OF NARRATIVE 
In the rhetorical theory of narrative, narratives are understood as 
communication. Authors craft their texts in order to elicit particular reactions 
among their audiences, and they do so through “the words, techniques, 
structures, forms, and dialogic relations of texts as well as the genres and 
conventions readers use to understand them” (Experiencing 4). From this 
focus on communication arises one of the central ideas in Phelan’s approach: 
its emphasis on audience responses and judgments. Following the narrative, 
readers “engage in many kinds of responses: judging characters, developing 
hopes, desires, and expectations for them, and constructing tentative 
hypotheses about the overall shape and direction of the narrative” (Living 20). 
These reader responses result in judgments that can be divided into three 
types: interpretive judgments, ethical judgments, and aesthetic judgments 
(Phelan, Experiencing 9). Interpretive judgments include an understanding of 
the narrative’s events, actions, and characters, while ethical judgments 
determine the ethical or moral values of those actions or characters. Aesthetic 
judgments in Phelan’s theory mainly involve the artistic quality of the 
narrative, but can be connected to genre as well, as I will discuss in Chapter 5. 
These judgments are not clear-cut but often overlap, and one judgment can 
influence another. Furthermore, they are not static but tend to evolve and 
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change during the narrative’s progression: as characters, actions and settings 
change, the audiences’ responses follow suit (Experiencing 7). In addition, 
readers make judgments about “the ethics of storytelling itself”; that is, they 
aim to grasp the overall moral of the story, the ethics of the told, and the “ethics 
of the telling”: the author’s ethical stance and purpose for telling the story 
(Experiencing 12). These judgments will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4, 
where I compare a selection of critical readings of alien encounters in Butler’s 
Xenogenesis trilogy and “Bloodchild” to a rhetorical analysis of the ethical 
judgments encouraged by the texts themselves.  

Rhetorical poetics is a good instrument for studying ethical aspects in the 
fantastic genres because of its focus on proceeding “from the inside out” 
(Experiencing 11), that is, from text to ethics. Rhetorical poetics studies the 
ethical framework and ethical judgments arising from the text, rather than 
analyzing how it conforms to a theoretical framework or ethical principles 
imposed on it from the outside by a certain thematic or theoretical framework, 
for example. Emphasizing the ethical standards in the narrative itself is 
essential when studying alien encounters and future societies in science fiction 
because of the radically different cultures and often radically different ethics 
depicted. Understanding and judging characters and events in a science-
fictional culture on the grounds of how well it conforms to our own culture’s 
ethical standards may lead to a misjudgment of how a genre-literate reader 
interprets a story. Another aspect in Phelan’s model which makes it interesting 
as regards genre fiction is that it also takes into consideration the aesthetic 
aspects of a text, similarly proceeding from the inside out. Even though in 
Phelan’s model the relationship between aesthetics and ethics is at times 
reduced to a parallel between aesthetically pleasing and ethically correct, the 
model still has potential for studying genre literature, where aesthetics, ethics, 
and interpretation are intertwined in generic conventions. Readers’ 
interpretations of a character’s action, for example, depend not only on putting 
it into perspective concerning the narrative’s ethical framework but also on the 
conventions of the genre: for example, readers are aware of what typical 
science-fictional heroes are like and what they are expected to do when 
encountering a member of an alien race. On the other hand, the authors’ 
adhering to or breaking the conventions of the genre can tell readers 
something about the author’s ethical position. These issues will be discussed 
in Chapter 5, where I analyze Nalo Hopkinson’s subversive strategies in her 
novel Midnight Robber (2000). 

The generic component also links the three kinds of responses Phelan 
outlines for an audience: thematic, mimetic, and synthetic: 

Responses to the mimetic component involve an audience’s interest in 
the characters as possible people and in the narrative world as like our 
own. Responses to the thematic component involve an interest in the 
ideational function of the characters and in the cultural, ideological, 
philosophical, or ethical issues being addressed by the narrative. 
Responses to the synthetic component involve an audience’s interest in 
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and attention to the characters and the larger narrative as artificial 
constructs. (Living 20) 

 
Most of the chapters in this thesis explore the thematic and mimetic functions 
of the works discussed. In Chapter 6, however, the focus turns to the synthetic 
function when I analyze the use of metafiction and exaggerated stereotypes in 
Nnedi Okorafor’s and Violet Allen’s narratives, which direct the audience’s 
attention toward racist genre conventions.  

In Phelan’s model, the audience of a narrative has four levels: the narratee, 
the narrative audience, the authorial audience (or the implied reader), and the 
flesh-and-blood reader (the actual reader). The narratee is the one whom the 
narrator addresses, the person to whom they tell the story. It can be a fictional 
character inside the storyworld or it can coincide with the narrative audience. 
The narrative audience is “[t]he observer role within the world of fiction, taken 
on by the flesh-and-blood reader in that part of her consciousness which treats 
the fictional action as real” (Phelan, Living 217). The authorial audience, or 
the implied reader, is “[the] hypothetical, ideal audience for whom the implied 
author constructs the text and who understands it perfectly” (Living 213). 
Therefore, the authorial audience is a mirror of the (implied) author’s 
purpose—albeit various interpretations of any piece of fiction are of course 
inevitable. Phelan explains the differences between individual readers’ 
responses through the concept of the flesh-and-blood reader: “The concept of 
the authorial audience makes it possible to understand how readers can share 
the reading experience, while the concept of the flesh-and-blood reader can 
shed light on how different individuals can have different responses and 
interpretations” (Experiencing 5).  

Although rhetorical poetics is otherwise suitable for analyses outlining the 
ethical judgments in the novels, in this thesis I will discuss some of the 
concepts more closely and suggest modifications when using Phelan’s theory 
to focus on genre literature. For a science fiction reader and critic, the first 
objection might be Phelan’s above quoted characterization of the mimetic 
component as involving characters “as possible people” and narrative worlds 
“like our own,” which may sound like a definition that excludes all of the 
fantastic genres, where the point of narrative worlds is often that they are not 
like our own, and characters are not like people in our reality. This potential 
disjunction is also noted by others, for example, by Matthew Clark, who argues 
that Phelan’s theory has “no place for the nonrealistic” (Clark and Phelan 6). 
Phelan answers the claim by explaining his model’s ability to accommodate 
the fantastic through the narrative audience: 

Once in that observer position, the narrative audience adopts the 
normative beliefs and attitudes of that storyworld. For example, the 
narrative audience of Dracula believes in the reality of vampires, and 
the narrative audience of Rowling’s Harry Potter novels believes that 
the world population can be divided into those with powers to do magic 
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(wizards and witches) and those without such powers (muggles). (Clark 
and Phelan 157) 

 
It is in this sense of the narrative audience’s suspension of disbelief that the 
mimetic component can be applied to the alien characters and the narrative 
worlds of science fiction as well, and it explains how audiences can relate to 
alien characters and be immersed in the science-fictional worlds of a 
speculative future. Therefore, I see no need to modify this part of Phelan’s 
theory. On the contrary, as I will argue later in Section 1.4, I want to develop it 
as a useful way to understand the special quality of alien characters in the 
intersection of the mimetic, thematic, and synthetic components of narrative, 
and in Chapter 5, I sketch an understanding of generic change through the 
differences of audience levels.  

The first modification to Phelan’s model involves the authorial audience. 
Placing the source of different readings in the flesh-and-blood reader, Phelan’s 
model implies a single, unified authorial audience. Like Brian Richardson 
(“Singular”), I am not convinced that this is always the case. In fact, I argue 
that Phelan’s model needs to be modified to accommodate the possibility of a 
double authorial audience, a claim that I will justify in Chapter 2 when 
discussing the alien encounter scene in Delany’s The Ballad of Beta-2. 

Another narratological concept deserving of more intense scrutiny in the 
context of genre fiction is the potentially vast spatial and temporal distance of 
the narrator and narratee from the audience. While usually quite 
straightforwardly bridged, this gap can be used as a tool for what Bo Pettersson 
calls “expositional manipulation,” in order to regulate readers’ understanding 
of the narrative world and the events in a science-fictional narrative (“Kinds”). 
This makes it possible for the author to employ a particular kind of unreliable 
narration often ignored by narratologists, who mostly focus on realist fiction. 
This aspect will be discussed in Chapter 3 in connection with Delany’s novel 
Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand.  

Another key issue that has not received enough attention in narratological 
scholarship is the location and function of genre, especially in cases where 
generic conventions are critiqued and violated. In Phelan’s theoretical 
formulations and close readings, genre is discussed mainly as an aspect that 
affects readers’ aesthetic judgments of a literary work. However, throughout 
this thesis and specifically in Chapter 5, I suggest that genre can also have a 
more pronounced role through its political function, when its conventions are 
not neutral but exclusive and at times even racist, as has been the case with 
some of the tropes of traditional science fiction. In generic change aiming to 
be more inclusive, aesthetics is inextricably interwoven with the ethical and 
the political.  

Combining genre with ethics and politics does, however, bring its own 
challenges: for example, how can ethical judgments that proceed from the 
inside out be combined with a thematic reading, often involving a real-world 
political dimension? Phelan notes that thematic and rhetorical readings 
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sometimes produce different kinds of results, and this becomes evident in my 
readings of Octavia Butler’s Xenogenesis and “Bloodchild” in Chapter 4, where 
I discuss the differences that appear when thematic (allegorical) 
interpretations of these works are compared to a rhetorical reading. The 
political will also be in the spotlight in Chapter 6, where I analyze the emphatic 
role of metafiction in more recent works of science fiction by black authors. 

ON GENRE 
When writing about genre fiction, one cannot easily avoid definitions of the 
genre being discussed. However, I purposefully avoid the task of defining 
science fiction by adopting Damon Knight’s pragmatic non-definition from 
1952: “Science fiction is what we point to when we say it” (qtd. in Stableford, 
Clute, and Nicholls n. pag.). Even though this (non-)definition is not in itself 
very informative, it fruitfully highlights the premise that the genre of science 
fiction is constantly being defined, and that defining is an active act, This 
perspective is useful in my study, which spans almost half a century of the 
emergence and gradual inclusion of African American writers’ works.  

American science fiction is often described by dividing it into different eras. 
For the purposes of this thesis, the relevant ones begin with the Pulp era 
(1920–1940) and the Golden Age (1940–1960).4 These eras have produced 
and laid ground for the kind of narratives which are throughout this thesis 
referred to as the traditional science fiction narratives, and whose alien 
encounters and ways of relating to alterity the authors discussed in this thesis 
write in dialogue with.  

During the Pulp era, science fiction began to be defined as a distinct genre. 
The biggest single influence on this period in the genre’s history was editor 
Hugo Gernsback, who gave the name ‘science fiction’5 to the kind of stories 
that he published in his “pulp” magazines, that is, magazines printed on low 
quality paper. While Gernsback’s effect in defining science fiction was largely 
to stress the role of science and technology, the Pulp era is also significant in 
providing the starting point for the development of the alien encounter trope. 
During the Pulp era, the alien encounter motif was characterized by what 
Adam Roberts aptly describes as “the repeated use of a Wellsian trope of alien 
invasion in order to celebrate the superiority of humankind over the 
unprovoked threat from an unspeakable alien menace” (Science Fiction 69). 
The pulp era was succeeded by the Golden Age, an era that meant “a quantum 
jump in quality” (Nicholls and Ashley n. pag.), but which was still in its early 

                                                 
4 The years constituting the Golden Age vary depending on the source. According to a narrower 

definition, the era spans only from 1938 to 1946, but as The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction points out, 
“it is difficult to say in what sense the Golden Age could be said to have stopped in 1946, or anywhere in 
the 1940s” (Nicholls and Ashley n.pag.). In his History of science Fiction, Adam Roberts attributes to 
the Golden Age the decades from 1940 to 1960. Attebery, on the other hand, conflates both the Pulp era 
and the Golden Age into one: ”the Magazine Era,” which covers the timespan from 1926 to 1960 (“The 
Magazine Era”). 

5 Before settling with the term science fiction, Gernsback called the new genre "scientific fiction" and 
“scientifiction” (Westfahl, “Gernsback” n.pag.). 
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years dominated by titillating adventure stories with demonized alien 
adversaries. At the time, perhaps the most prominent figure in American 
science fiction was editor John W. Campbell, whose influence on the genre was 
not to advocate inclusivity, as will be discussed in more detail below (in 1.3. 
and 2.1). Alien encounter narratives that were reactions to the “unspeakable 
alien menace” of Pulp science fiction did, however, begin to appear during the 
Golden Age. If the period is seen in the widest sense as extending well into the 
1960s, this is also the era whose last years saw the emergence of Samuel 
Delany’s early career, which, somewhere between The Ballad of Beta-2 and 
The Einstein Intersection, was influenced by the New Wave.  

The New Wave (discussed in more detail in Section 2.3) was a movement 
within the genre that shifted emphasis from grand adventures and the hard 
sciences to human psychology and a more literary style during the 1960s and 
the 1970s. The New Wave also marks a crisis within the genre, as not everyone 
was happy with the new direction, or saw a need for change. Instead, most 
authors continued to write “older-style SF” during the New Wave decades 
(Roberts, History 377). The interest shown in the New Wave towards the social 
sciences also meant a different approach to otherness and alien encounters. 
Its aspiration “to integrate more thoroughly the marginalized” (Roberts, 
History 377) took part in laying the ground for the so-called Feminist 
explosion that started in the 1970s, and with the proliferation of women in 
fandom and the emergence of many new women authors the genre gained 
science-fictional treatises of gender and sexuality as well as motifs such as 
feminist utopian societies (see also Hollinger, “Feminist” 125-131; Larbalestier 
144-179). Such explorations of gender and sexuality are also evident in both 
Delany’s and Butler’s works (discussed in Chapters 2-4).  

During the 1980s and 1990s, many science fiction authors turned to virtual 
reality and dystopian technological futures with the Cyberpunk era. Often seen 
as confluence of science fiction and postmodernism,6 cyberpunk attracted 
“unprecedented” interest both in the academia and beyond (Bould, 
“Cyberpunk” 229; see also Vint 96). Delany is often credited as one of the 
cyberpunk predecessors (see, e.g. Bould, “Cyberpunk” 222; Hollinger, 
“Cybernetic” 47), and echoes of the era’s themes and styles can be traced in 
Hopkinson’s Midnight Robber (discussed in Chapter 5). 

Nearing the 2000s, Afrofuturism and the colored wave of science fiction 
consisted of the proliferation of black authors, fans, and critics. Similarly to 
the Feminist explosion, which highlighed the earlier male-orientedness of the 
genre, the emergence of many new authors and fans of color drew the genre 
communities’ attention to the whiteness of science fiction, prompting 
discussions about and promoting research on race and/in science fiction. 
These questions will be discussed in Chapter 6 and in the Conclusion. The 
latest stage of American science fiction at the time of writing is the rise of 
Global science fiction. From the 2010s onwards, a growing awareness of non-

                                                 
6 See Veronica Hollinger’s article “Cybernetic Deconstructions” for an exploration of the links 

between cyberpunk and postmodernism. 
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Anglophone science fiction has begun to question the centrality of Anglo 
American SF (see, e.g. Csicsery-Ronay “What”). The rise of global science 
fiction is reflected in Nnedi Okorafor’s Africanfuturist fiction, and is briefly 
discussed in Section 6.3. 

Once these historical developments are taken into account, the idea of a 
single definition for the science fiction genre becomes all the more difficult to 
construct. The changes that have occurred since the 1920s mean that Knight’s 
definition of science fiction as whatever we point to when we say it has had 
many different answers, and the groups of works included in and excluded 
from the genre has shifted with each new era. Thus, within the larger frame of 
Knight’s pragmatic definition, I adopt a historical approach to genre outlined 
by John Rieder. This approach is also not interested in genre definitions as 
such but rather asks “how and why the field is being stretched to include 
[certain] texts or defended against their inclusion [and] how the identification 
of them as SF challenges and perhaps modifies the accepted meaning of the 
term” (Rieder, “On Defining” 194). Such a view keeps in mind that definitions 
are always the product of human agents and agency: “It is not just a question 
of the properties of the textual objects referred to as ‘science fiction,’ then, but 
also of the subjects positing the category, and therefore of the motives, the 
contexts, and the effects of those subjects’ more or less consciously and 
successfully executed projects” (Rieder, “On Defining” 192). Hence, 
definitions are not something that emerges innocently or objectively according 
to neutral and stable criteria. As Mark Bould and Sheryl Vint put it, “genres 
are never, as frequently perceived, objects which already exist in the world and 
which are subsequently studied by genre critics, but fluid and tenuous 
constructions made by the interaction of various claims and practices by 
writers, producers, distributors, marketers, readers, fans, critics and other 
discursive agents” (48).  

As inclusions and exclusions are interpretive acts, it is also important to 
recognize who the players in the field instigating those actions are. It is 
deceptively easy to look at science fiction as a marginal genre, and thus defined 
and developed by a fairly coherent set of actions. Still, recognizing the variety 
of players in the field is important for understanding generic change. As John 
Rieder points out about definitions, like that of Knight:  

The use of the pronominal “we” here would constitute a kind of 
grammatical mirage imputing collective intentionality to a process 
without a subject—or, to be more precise, a process involving so many 
and such disconnected subjects that they share only the nominal 
common ground of their participation in the production, distribution, 
and reception of sf. This anonymous and scattered sense of a defining 
collectivity stands in sharp contrast to the practice of referring the 
construction and definition of sf to a rather tightly knit community, a 
folk group who gets to say what sf is by virtue of its shared participation 
in the project of publishing, reading, conversing, and otherwise 
interacting with one another about it. (“On Defining” 201–202) 
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In discussing the problematic “we” and definitions of science fiction, I employ 
Gary Westfahl’s model of “unknowingly shared authority” to form a historical 
approach to the genre of science fiction and its exclusion and inclusion of 
African American authors and themes. In Westfahl’s model, there are five 
“authorities” defining science fiction, authorities whose demands, ideas, and 
definitions form a force field within which the genre is suspended, while each 
of the authorities pulls or pushes the genre in different directions: (1) Hugo 
Gernsback, who originally coined the term science fiction; (2) those writers, 
editors, readers, and fans who identify with the genre and influence what gets 
reviewed, read, and prized as science fiction; (3) the general public using the 
term; (4) people working in large publishing companies, who decide what is 
published and marketed as science fiction; and (5) academics studying and 
teaching science fiction (“Who Governs” 64). Even though Westfahl created 
his model mainly for exploring the inclusion and exclusion of fantasy elements 
in science fiction and does not take into account any internal differences 
within the groups of “authorities,” the model is useful in establishing a 
framework of different forces at play in genre definitions and helping 
understandings of how each of these authorities may (knowingly or 
unknowingly) influence genre definitions, and determine how each work of 
fiction is labeled.  

It is worth remembering, however, that these authorities and the genre of 
science fiction do not exist in a vacuum, because changes in a genre are “also 
motivated by a genre’s immersion in a particular socio-cultural context,” as 
Heta Pyrhönen argues. Pyrhönen bases her argument on Bakhtin’s views of 
genres as   

not only formal but also socio-historical entities. They are ways of seeing 
and interpreting particular aspects of the world, strategies for 
conceptualizing reality. Genres have this function of representing 
changing conceptions of the world, thanks to their status as 
“transmission belts” [Bakhtin, “Problem” 88] between social history 
and linguistic history. (Pyrhönen 121)  

 
One such socio-historical context in the case of science fiction by African 
American authors is, of course, systemic racism, which is bound to affect black 
and white members of any of the Westfahlian authorities differently. 

Because of the model’s lack of attention to race, gender, and politics in 
general, I have made some modifications to Westfahl’s authorities in order to 
allow for more complexity within each group. First, in addition to Hugo 
Gernsback’s influence on the definition of science fiction, I will add another 
major name in the history of classic science fiction: John W. Campbell. 
Furthermore, it is obvious that none of the authorities in Westfahl’s model are 
monolithic: there is no unified set of fans, readers, authors, or editors. 
Therefore, I have attempted to formulate those groups as sets of inner forces 
that may in fact be in conflict. For the purposes of my argument, the two 
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opposing forces of diversification and conservatism stand out as the most 
relevant. By diversification, I mean those factors, opinions, and actions that 
aim to make science fiction more inclusive and more diverse as regards both 
subject matter and the human agents participating in its production and 
consumption. Conservativism, in this context, refers to forces and opinions 
that seek to resist and restrict those changes and, instead, define science 
fiction in a way reminiscent of definitions and practices inherited from the 
times of Gernsback and Campbell. A further dimension is added by the fact 
that when discussing science fiction, the groups in categories 2 to 5 tend to 
overlap: authors are often part of fandom, fans become authors, authors can 
also be critics, and more and more authors, fans, and critics also contribute to 
academic discussions. Thus, it is difficult to say whether Delany, for example, 
at any given time is speaking as a reader, an author, or a critic of science 
fiction—or as all of them simultaneously.  

Rieder argues that “[u]nderstanding the relations among its various 
communities of practice, whether of negotiation or conflict or deliberate non-
interaction, is among the most important problems that genre theory poses for 
SF critics and scholars” (“On Defining” 204). Below, I aim to advance such an 
understanding by sketching a historical approach to science fiction by African 
American authors, with the help of Westfahl’s authorities.  

1.3 DEFINING “AFRICAN AMERICAN SCIENCE 
FICTION”—OR NOT 

Trying to present a literary historical view of science fiction by African 
American authors is a task illustrative of the historical approach to genre, as 
the canon and implicit definitions of the genre have shifted to include black 
authors and themes like race and racism. For instance, Delany has usually 
been credited as the first African American author of science fiction. However, 
not always comfortable carrying that title, Delany has often pointed to his 
predecessors, such as Martin Delany and Sutton E. Griggs, who wrote “what is 
often referred to as proto-science fiction” (“Racism” 383)—a move DeGraw 
sees as “reveal[ing] Delany’s desire to reform the science fiction community 
and its relationship to race” (105). Furthermore, as many of the writers 
contributing to the early pulp magazines submitted their fiction by mail and 
were only known by their pen names, it is impossible to know whether the 
authors behind those monikers were “blacks, Hispanics, women, Native 
Americans, Asians, or whatever,” as Delany points out (“Racism” 384).7 
Complicating the matter even further, Mark Bould notes that because of the 
one-drop rule in the United States around the time of the emergence of genre 
science fiction, some authors “were undoubtedly […] ‘black,’ whether they 
knew it or not” (“Afrofuturism” 396).  

                                                 
7 Delany credits the idea to Harlan Ellison (“Racism” 384). 
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Today, many works by African American authors that were excluded from 
the canon, are being “discovered” as undeniably science fictional. Works like 
George Schuyler’s Black No More, a satirical tale of what happens when a black 
scientist invents a procedure that turns black people white, and W.E.B. Du 
Bois’s short story “The Comet” were not introduced to wider audiences until 
the Black Matter anthologies (2000, 2004). What is more, several academics 
have brought under the umbrella of science fiction works that are perhaps not 
so obviously part of the genre according to traditional definitions: Bould, for 
example, writes about Black Power science fiction (“Come Alive”), and Kali Tal 
about “black militant near-future fiction” (“That Just Kills Me”). Therefore, 
the previously often asked question of why African American writers do not or 
did not write science fiction is to some extent a question of definition: some 
actually did, but their work has not always been counted as such. As Greg Tate 
points out, African American writers of the 20th century have always used 
“huge dollops of fantasy, horror, and science fiction” (qtd. in Dery 207) but 
their work has not been included in those genres. Moreover, John Lennard 
notes that “very similar works by African, South American, and European 
writers are likely to be differentiated in sales and criticism as, respectively, 
Fabulism, Magic Realism, and Science Fiction” (12). An author’s ethnicity can 
thus determine how a work is labeled.  

Another central question is whether there even is such a thing as African 
American science fiction, which draws its borders along the ethnicity of 
authors. Speaking of “black” science fiction, Lavender puts emphasis on 
content instead of the identity of authors:  

What may be thought of as “black” science fiction has been written by 
many people of diverse backgrounds—black, white, and other. Of 
course, factors from race and class to geography and the media help 
determine how these people write their own kind of black sf. However, 
addressing this “blackness” in sf is central to changing how we read, 
define, and critique the genre itself. (Race 24)  

 
A similar emphasis on content and theme is found in the work of Elisa 
Edwards, who in her introduction to Race, Aliens and the U.S. Government in 
African American Science Fiction justifies studying African American science 
fiction writers as a single group based on the common themes present in their 
works. She notes that “many black SF texts have distinct characteristics and 
topics which are dissimilar from the mainstream and may thus be well 
discussed and appreciated as a sub-group” (11). From the point of view of 
generic definitions, the question of sub-categories is an important one, as 
definitions can be a form of exclusive circular reasoning: these works are seen 
as a sub-category because they deal with themes that are not dealt with in the 
mainstream, because employing those themes signals a sub-category. This, of 
course, again depends on how the main genre category is defined. If the works 
of African American authors are grouped by distinct characteristics and 
themes (e.g., those of race and racism), the determining factor in the inclusion 
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of works as science fiction is whether race and racism are counted as “science-
fictional” topics. These issues will be delved into further in the analytical 
chapters of this thesis.  

Furthermore, whether science fiction by African American authors is seen 
to form a subgenre is significant, since categorization has concrete 
consequences. Gene A. Jarrett argues that defining “African American 
literature” as “literature by, about, and/or for African Americans” is not by any 
means a neutral act but “a determination of the way authors think about and 
write the literature, the way publishers classify and distribute it, the way 
bookstores receive and sell it, the way libraries catalog and shelve it, the way 
readers locate and retrieve it, the way teachers, scholars, and anthologists use 
it, the way students learn from it—in short, the way we know it” (Jarrett 4).8 
Therefore, defining something as African American literature often excludes it 
from being labeled science fiction, because African American literature and 
science fiction have been seen as mutually exclusive categories.  

In this thesis, I have chosen to use the formulation “science fiction by 
African American authors,” partly because I am focusing on the authors’ 
identity and texts chosen on the basis of their alien encounters instead of the 
thematic of race as such, and partly in an attempt to heed Delany’s warning in 
“Racism and Science Fiction”: “As long as racism functions as a system, it is 
still fueled by aspects of the perfectly laudable desires of interested whites to 
observe this thing, however dubious in reality, that exists largely by means of 
having been named: African-American science fiction” (395). On the other 
hand, naming and re-naming can also be acts of taking control, as Westfahl 
argues was happening when science fiction writers started to employ the term 
speculative fiction, for example. This also goes for terms like “Afrofuturism” 
and “Africanfuturism,” as will be argued in Chapter 6. First, however, it is 
useful to get a grasp on how different groups of authorities in the Westfahlian 
sense have defined science fiction by means of inclusive or exclusive 
classifications.  

ORIGINS: GERNSBACK AND CAMPBELL 
The primary authority in Westfahl’s model is Hugo Gernsback—an authority 
that I have modified to include both Gernsback and John W. Campbell. Hugo 
Gernsback (1884–1967) and John W. Campbell (1910–1971) are perhaps the 
two most influential figures of Pulp era and Golden Age science fiction, 
respectively, and both left their mark in the genre through their editorships. 
Gernsback is credited with inventing the term science fiction (Westfahl, 

                                                 
8 The content and categorization of African American literature has been under discussion for 

decades. As Zora Neale Hurston, for example, notes in her 1947 essay “What White Publishers Won't 
Print” that “Publishing houses and theatrical promoters are in business to make money. They will 
sponsor anything that they believe will sell. They shy away from romantic stories about Negroes and 
Jews because they feel that they know the public indifference to such works, unless the story or play 
involves racial tension. It can then be offered as a study in Sociology, with the romantic side subdued” 
(55). 
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“Gernsback” n. pag.). An inventor and radio amateur, his focus was on the 
scientific and technological content of fiction published in his magazines 
(ibid.). Gernsback’s fascination with technology may have had consequences 
for the early readership. Samuel Delany comments in an interview: “The 
flashing lights, the dials, and the rest of the imagistic paraphernalia of science 
fiction functioned as social signs—signs people learned to read very quickly. 
They signaled technology, and technology was like a placard on the door 
saying, ‘boys club! Girls, keep out. Blacks and Hispanics and the poor in 
general, go away!’” (qtd. in Dery 188). In Charles Saunders’ words: during the 
“so-called Golden Age [...] hard science was a king whose court was closed to 
blacks” (399).  

Gernsback pushing the genre firmly toward a focus in technology and the 
hard sciences did not, as such, define the genre as exclusive, but together with 
“social signs” it had the effect that others than white male Caucasian readers 
felt that this genre was not for them. In addition to technology being a turn-
off, future as the setting of a novel or a short story could have had a similar 
effect. Delany ponders that African Americans may have been “impoverished 
in terms of future images […] because, until fairly recently, as a people we were 
systematically forbidden any images of our past” (qtd. in Dery 190–191). 
Gernsback’s definition of genre thus had mostly inadvertent anti-
diversification consequences, as it turned black authors and audiences away, 
and was definitely one of the reasons hindering issues like race and gender 
from being discussed in science fiction. Lately, however, the role of technology 
as a social sign has changed. As Lavender notes, “Perhaps the ultimate dream 
science fiction holds out for African Americans is the prospect for freedom of 
social transformation through science and technology; and this prospect 
demands a mental release from the legacy and turmoil left behind by the 
American slavery” (Race 63). This is clearly displayed in the emergence of 
black superheroes like DC Comics’ Hardware (1993–) and movie successes 
like the Black Panther (2018), and especially in the technology-inspired 
artistic movement of Afrofuturism, which I will discuss in Chapter 6.  

John W. Campbell’s influence on African American presence in the genre 
was more sinister. Campbell started out as a science fiction author of “galactic 
epics of superscience” before taking on the life-long editorship of the magazine 
Astounding (M. Edwards n. pag.). When Isaac Asimov described him as “the 
most powerful force in science fiction ever” (I, Asimov 74), he probably had 
different merits in mind than Lavender, who also attributes Campbell with a 
major role in shaping the field—but not in a very positive sense: “The history 
of sf looks vastly different, if not barren, to scholars interested in racial issues 
[as compared to feminist issues] because of publishing customs such as those 
practiced by John W Campbell Jr. while editing Astounding in the 1940s and 
1950s” (Race 158). Campbell’s ideology is most pointedly worded by Westfahl, 
who charges Campbell with being “a racist, a bigot, a sexist, and an anti-
Semite” (Mechanics 272). I will further discuss Campbell’s impact on science 
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fiction publishing further in Chapter 2 in conjunction with Delany’s 
experiences of entering a genre dominated by straight white men.  

Gernsback and Campbell not only influenced the naming and content of 
science fiction, but they also had an influence on the birth of science fiction 
fandom, as their magazines published readers’ letters and “encouraged 
readers to meet together in clubs and conventions to which writers and editors 
were invited as guests” (Attebery, “Science Fictional Parabolas” 5). The fact 
that fandom formed around the magazines edited by the two influential figures 
further enhanced their role as an authority in defining science fiction. 

On the other hand, the “universality of the Anglo male perspective,” as 
DeGraw (4) calls it, was also a direct extension of the genre’s roots in adventure 
stories (DeGraw 3) and colonialism, as Rieder convincingly demonstrates in 
Colonialism and the Emergence of Science Fiction. The inheritance of these 
previous genres ensured the prevalence of “a single, highly individualistic 
action hero” in science fiction (DeGraw 3). That white action hero, DeGraw 
argues, was part of “a triangle of racial and gender similarity,” which consisted 
of the main character, the readers, and the authors and editors (DeGraw 3). 
Thus, if the content of science fiction defined the early stages of the genre, its 
development was equally dependent on the racial issues tied to the real-world 
agents of authors and editors.  

WRITERS, EDITORS, READERS, AND FANS 
The other two other sides in DeGraw’s triangle of racial similarity are found in 
Westfahl’s system the second authority: “those writers, editors, readers, and 
fans who identify with the genre and influence what gets reviewed, read, and 
awarded as science fiction,” in other words, the science fiction community. As 
this description implies, the community’s power of definition mainly works by 
inclusion and exclusion, based on what is considered science fiction, and what 
is commended as good science fiction. As a defining authority, however, the 
science fiction community is a not a monolithic entity but a diverse and at 
times a divided one. Even if in Campbell’s time science fiction was a genre with 
“no more than fifty core figures who did 90 percent of the writing and editing” 
(Malzberg 240), and, as Delany points out, even if many of the authors during 
his time were from “a liberal-Jewish tradition” (“Racism” 386), the genre in its 
early days was not exempt from racism and has always dealt with its own inner 
opposing forces of diversification and conservatism.  

Still, the genre—both its content and the community of authors and fans—
used to often be described as “race neutral” (see, e.g., Samuelson), which has 
perhaps hindered discussions about race and racism. When the genre 
community was of the opinion that there was no racism, there was no need to 
have those discussions or think of strategies to diversify the fan base. Black 
science fiction author N.K. Jemisin describes her experience of the genre 
community in 2010 by noting its willingness to close its ears to certain 
subjects:  
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[I]t used to be very noticeable that I could at least broach the subject of 
race in every other aspect of my life—academia, the counseling psych 
field, political activism of course, literature/art in general—but not in 
[science fiction and fantasy]. The conversations would simply shut 
down, often thanks to respected personages/fans who would 
emphatically declare that there was no racism in the genre outside of a 
few unimportant loudmouths, and no need to discuss race since there 
was no racism, so let’s move on to something interesting like quantum 
physics. (“Why I Think” n. pag.)  

 
Jemisin’s blog entry is from the year following the so-called RaceFail ’09 
discussion about racism and prejudice in the genre. The topic that started the 
debate was the portrayal of people of color in science fiction and fantasy, but 
discussions soon widened to include racism and respect for others in fandom, 
and those discussions still continue today.  

Even as late as 2013–2017, a backlash against the diversification of science 
fiction took place as an effort to take control of what is viewed as good science 
fiction. In 2013, a group of right-wing authors and fans started a campaign to 
affect the Hugo Awards, the prestigious annual prizes given out by the World 
Science Fiction Society on the basis of votes by members of Worldcon. This 
group, sarcastically calling themselves the “Sad Puppies,” claimed that the 
awards were dominated by “works with progressive themes and/or by non-
white, LGBT and female authors winning Hugos in the 2010s” (“Puppygate” 
n. pag.). Their preference was action-laden stories with, for example, “[b]attle-
armored interstellar jump troops shooting up alien invaders,” as Brad 
Torgersen, co-founder of the Sad Puppies voting-bloc controversy writes in his 
blog (n. pag.). These tensions have produced their own boundary around the 
subjects considered “properly” science fictional, as well as the right to be a full 
member of the community. The controversy made it clear that there exists a 
faction within the science fiction community who would rather not see the 
genre diversified.  

However, the idea of change also seems to be ingrained in the genre since 
its emergence, whether that change be technological or societal: the genre of 
science fiction is seen as one that can challenge the way things are, or as “the 
very literature of change,” as Frederik Pohl described it (qtd. in Shippey 6). 
This aspect is often mentioned as one of the reasons why science fiction has 
attracted (or should attract) African American writers. Walter Mosley, African 
American author of science fiction and detective fiction, suggests that science 
fiction is appealing to African Americans because “[t]he genre speaks most 
clearly to those who are dissatisfied with the way things are: adolescents, post-
adolescents, escapists, dreamers, and those who have been made to feel 
powerless” (“Black” 405). Science fiction provides a place to escape to, but 
there is more to the dreams than just entertainment or a refuge from harsh 
reality: “The power of science fiction is that it can tear down the walls and 
windows, the artifice and laws by changing the logic, empowering the 
disenfranchised, or simply by asking: What if?” (Mosley, “Black” 407). All in 
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all, the science fiction community as a defining authority is a complex one. It 
has often taken pride in its inclusiveness and believed in the genre’s power to 
change the world, but at the same time it is clear that it has not always lived 
up to that image.  

THE GENERAL PUBLIC 
The third authority in Westfahl’s theory is the general public. The general 
public’s view of what constitutes science fiction is often an amalgam of certain 
tropes like aliens, spaceships, or “a combination of scientific fact and 
imagination that need not take narrative form,” in contexts like newspaper 
articles about new technologies (“Who Governs” 66). In the general public’s 
view, then, science fiction is more tied to technology and innovation. In the 
context of African American literature and science fiction, however, the 
question is often whether the perceptions of the general public allow writing, 
reading, or researching science fiction to be seen as activities that African 
Americans engage in. Jeffrey Allen Tucker, an African American scholar, 
points out that “[p]erhaps the principle obstacle facing African American SF 
writing […] is the discourse of black authenticity” (A Sense 51). Tucker has first 
hand experience of it himself: he recounts how his cousin commented on his 
dissertation on science fiction, “We don’t do that. We leave that kind of stuff 
for white folks” (A Sense 52).  

Therefore, the general reading public has been prone to consider African 
American science fiction authors “anomalies in African-American literature in 
the sense that they are clearly dealing with the kinds of things that African-
American literature has traditionally dealt with—racism and alienation—but 
they’ve made a conscious decision to deal with those issues in the context of 
genre fiction” (Tate in Dery 209). It was seen as a marked choice for an African 
American writer to write something that can be seen as “noncanonical texts,” 
as Jarrett calls Butler’s and Delany’s works. Jarrett sees Delany’s and Butler’s 
choice of genre to indicate that they “embraced certain philosophies of literary 
aesthetics, race, or culture that fueled their skepticism over the traditional 
properties and implications of African American literature” (14). In other 
words, dealing with certain themes and topics can thus, also in the mind of the 
general public be linked to a certain literary genre and the idea of authenticity 
is undermined by the transgression of literary traditions. 

The question of authenticity is closely related to the role of the black writer, 
which is at least a century-old question. As Richard Wright asked in an essay 
in 1937: “Shall Negro writing be for the Negro masses, molding the lives and 
consciousness of those masses towards new goals, or shall it continue begging 
the question of the Negroes’ humanity?” (47). It is not surprising, then, that 
the one writer who was both taking part in the discussions on the role of 
African American art and wrote novels that today are regarded as science 
fiction, George Schuyler, was of the opinion that African American art should 
not be thought of as something that is separate from American art:  
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On this baseless premise, so flattering to the white mob, that the 
blackamoor is inferior and fundamentally different, is erected the 
postulate that he must needs be peculiar; and when he attempts to 
portray life through the medium of art, it must of necessity be a peculiar 
art. While such reasoning may seem conclusive to the majority of 
Americans, it must be rejected with a loud guffaw by intelligent people. 
(“The Negro-Art Hokum” 26) 

 
Schuyler clearly thought that the assumption that black and white Americans 
write differently and about different things was ridiculous, and might well 
explain why he had no objections to writing science-fictional texts either. In 
the general public’s view, however, Schuyler has been seen as an African 
American author, even though, as DeGraw points out, Schuyler’s novel Black 
No More “always could have been defined as science fiction” (56). However, 
“because of its racial topic and the racial identification and professional 
affiliations of Schuyler, the text has been discussed solely in the context of 
African-American literature,” which “clearly reveals the distinct, mutual 
separation of the two literary fields of African-American and science fiction” 
(DeGraw 56).  

The general public’s interest in science fiction is also one of the motivations 
behind the drive for generic change. Rieder points out that the omnipresence 
of science-fictional imagery in the “cultural vernacular,” which began during 
the 1950s and 1960s and was established with the success of the Star Wars 
movies, “changed the ideological power of recoding SF tropes,” as they became 
“normative, hegemonic fantasy vehicles” (Mass Cultural 168). Rieder calls the 
decades after Star Wars “the period of bifurcated SF practices” (168), which 
saw science fiction go into two directions: the “mass cultural” and 
“subcultural” practices (166). Rieder notes that the bifurcation did not affect 
the science fiction subculture, which was left “relatively untouched” (177), but 
as I discuss in Chapter 6, it could be argued that the mass cultural science 
fiction is catching up, as the new generation of writers recodes the motifs of 
both subcultural and mass cultural science fiction. 

LARGE PUBLISHING COMPANIES 
The mutual separation of science fiction and African American literature has 
even more concrete results when done in the publishing business. Westfahl 
characterizes the labeling practiced in publishing companies as a “blunt 
instrument of authority”: 

they decide whether to place the label “science fiction” or “SF” on the 
spine of any given book. That decision determines where that book will 
be placed in bookstores, whether or not it will reach an audience of 
science fiction readers, and whether it will be reviewed as science fiction 
or as some other type of book. And, because they are the ones who pay 
the science fiction writers, they can, if they choose, exercise some direct 
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control over the contents of the books they choose to present as science 
fiction. (“Who Governs” 65) 

 
Large, commercial publishing companies aim for the most efficient marketing 
strategies for each book, and a central aspect of that marketing is the act of 
labeling. 

Publishers can also act as gatekeepers. Walter Mosley relates in an 
interview that when he was offering a book of his to publishers in the 1980s, 
he was told that “white people don’t read about black people. Black women 
don’t read about black men and black men don’t read” (“Eavesdropping” 97). 
Thus, in the publishing business a black writer used to be exposed to what 
Delany calls “the slippery and always commercialized form of liberal American 
prejudice” (“Racism” 387). 

In Westfahl’s model, large publishing businesses also form a key category 
in terms of the distinction between high and low culture, because “mass-
market publishers tend to encourage low-quality science fiction” (“Who 
Governs” 66; see also Rieder “Defining”). For large mass-market publishing 
companies, therefore, more literary works aiming for social significance may 
be viewed with less favor than swashbuckling adventure stories. This is exactly 
the opposite tendency to the last of the five authorities: the Academy. 

ACADEMIC CRITICS  
In the world of scholarship, interest often focuses on the canonical and the 
literary. “Academic critics,” Westfahl writes, “seek out idiosyncratic, polished 
talents, promote interest in them through critical essays and books, and 
inspire others to follow their lead” (“Who Governs” 66). Academia is largely 
responsible for what gets taught and studied as science fiction, and academics 
can also influence the reading public when they compile anthologies or “speak 
directly to the public in introductions or afterwords to noteworthy books” 
(Westfahl, “Who Governs” 65). Furthermore, anthologies and the research 
they are based on can function as means of retro-labeling: for example, the 
Dark Matter anthologies have brought works like W.E.B. Du Bois’s “The 
Comet” and George Schuyler’s Black No More (1931) to the attention of both 
science fiction audiences and academic critics. Similarly, Bould’s article on 
John M. Faucette (“Space/Race”) brought into the spotlight another relatively 
unknown African American author who wrote already in the 1960s.  

The heightened interest in Afrofuturism and science fiction by black 
American authors demonstrates the role academic critics can have in defining 
a genre and its canon. Critics can, for example, discuss in the field’s influential 
journals certain previously unknown authors and works or works that have not 
previously been thought of as science fiction, , and thus make a case for their 
inclusion in the genre. The above-mentioned articles by Bould about Black 
Power science fiction (“Come Alive”) and by Tal about “black militant near-
future fiction” are good examples. Even though they present the works as 
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subgenres, these categories make it possible for those works to be brought into 
the margins of the genre and to the attention of science fiction scholars. Even 
though in Westfahl’s framework academic critics represent a single authority, 
it is not, of course, a homogenous group of scholars. Today, many of the most 
distinguished researchers in the previously mostly white field of science fiction 
studies are African American, for example Isiah Lavender III, Jeffrey Allen 
Tucker, Douglas Kilgore, Ytasha Womack, and Gene Andrew Jarrett. The 
increasing diversity inside the field has contributed to the diversification of 
what is taught and researched as science fiction. 

Just as large publishing companies take part in defining science fiction 
through the act of labeling, in academia generic distinction can occur along the 
borders of disciplines and departments. It is likely that Schuyler’s novel, for 
example, is categorized differently depending on whether it is included in the 
syllabus of African American studies, science fiction studies, comparative 
literature, or any other department whose area of expertise the novel might fit. 
On the other hand, such work is more likely to be ignored in academia, because 
it may not belong to the canon of any of those areas (see also Fishkin 
“Desegregating”). The same compartmentalization may explain the treatment 
of “race” in The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction, an important handbook for 
science fiction research: there is no entry for “Race”—not even in the second 
edition published in 1995, which “subsumes race under the entry on ‘Politics’” 
(DeGraw 103). Reflecting changes in awareness and the genre itself, in the 
third edition published entirely online in 2011, “Race in SF” has its own, quite 
thorough entry, whose first version is dated 2008.  

Ignoring race in science fiction may also, paradoxically, have to do with the 
tendency of academia, especially academic critics and authors, to highlight the 
genre’s liberal and “race-neutral” nature (see, for example, Scholes and Rabkin 
187–189). As discussed above in the context of the science fiction community, 
the claims of “colorblindness” in the genre can be questioned and shown to be 
too optimistic. Even though academia as an authority on science fiction has 
lately began to pay more attention to works, themes, and issues that have been 
previously usually overlooked and excluded, the work has but begun. As Isiah 
Lavender argues, “If substantial steps are to be taken, we, as sf readers, 
scholars, and teachers must develop more sophisticated, comprehensive, and 
extended critical treatments of race in science fiction because meaningful 
conversations on racial issues is long overdue” (Race 230). This thesis aims to 
contribute to such conversations through mapping generic change, in which 
Westfahl’s authority groups can be seen as variously policing and diversifying 
the racial borders of the genre and in which the authors discussed in this thesis 
have played a significant part. 
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1.4 ALIEN ENCOUNTERS 

One of the main thematic foci in this thesis is on alien encounters in science 
fiction by African American authors, both for their potential as allegories of 
otherness and as one of the central science-fictional tropes that the authors 
use as a subversive tool in their fiction. As the “most versatile metaphor” of 
science fiction (Disch 186), aliens are often used to reflect human relations 
with otherness or to offer an estranged point of view on humanity. Still, the 
question remains, whose other are we talking about when we talk about 
science-fictional aliens as others?  

Despite their central role in science fiction, literary aliens and the alien 
encounter motif in SF literature have not been meticulously studied and 
theorized, and only a few book-length studies have been devoted to this 
science-fictional other. Mark Rose’s Alien Encounters: Anatomy of Science 
Fiction (1981) characterizes science fiction as a genre whose central paradigm 
is the nonhuman—whether the nonhuman be space, time, machine, or 
monster (32-33). Rose divides generic development into three phases: 
primary, secondary, and tertiary phase. The primary or early phase consists of 
early writers like Jules Verne and H. G. Wells and the Pulp era. Regarding the 
theme of alien encounters, the greatest imprint on the genre in the early phase 
was left by J. G. Wells’s War of the Worlds (1898), which, Rose points out, was 
the root of the stereotypical “hostile alien” that dominated the pulp era (80). 
The Wellsian stereotype, in turn, became the basis for “witty variations on 
established themes” (14) that emerge during the subsequent secondary phase 
in a genre’s development. Rose locates the boundary between the primary 
phase and the secondary phase in the beginning of John W. Campbell’s era–
that is, at the start of the Golden Age. The tertiary phase, Rose argues, is one 
of internalization and metaphorization. In alien encounters, these themes 
manifest in, respectively, alienation (such as the monster within) or the alien 
as a metaphor for otherness. Through these phases, Rose argues, science 
fiction both sustains and subverts the opposition between human and 
nonhuman (49), that is, “the fundamental dichotomy through which we 
conceive our existence” (192). 

Similarly, Neil Badmington in Alien Chic: Posthumanism and the Alien 
Within (2004) sees our cultures’ fascination with the alien as expressive of 
humanity’s quest for identity. Badmington analyses the presence of aliens in 
cultural phenomena from science fiction film and television to alien abduction 
narratives to various material objects. A trailblazer in the area of aliens and 
posthumanism, Badmington’s book studies the alien encounter as 
symptomatic of “the contemporary crisis in humanist discourse” (3) and 
argues that our fascination with the alien is partly a defense mechanism: when 
posthumanist ideology blurs the differences between humans, other animals, 
and machines, “’we’ turn to the alien for instant difference” (90). This 
transferal of otherness is something that is also deconstructed in the works 
studied in this thesis.  
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Ten years later, Elana Gomel’s Science Fiction, Alien Encounters, and the 
Ethics of Posthumanism: Beyond the Golden Rule (2014) also adopts a 
posthumanist standpoint, concluding that science fiction can “expose the 
inadequacies, lies, and evasions of humanist ideologies. And it does so through 
its greatest invention: the alien” (212). Gomel’s explicit emphasis, however, is 
on the ethics of alterity in the posthuman age: she asks whether the Golden 
Rule (Do to others as you want others to do to you) can be applied in situations 
where the others are so different that your own ethical guidelines do not apply 
to them—a situation often present in alien encounter narratives of science 
fiction. Providing an excellent wide survey of different kinds of alien 
encounters in science fiction literature, Gomel identifies three types of alien 
encounter narratives: confrontation, assimilation, and transformation, and 
links aliens and otherness in science fiction to questions like postcolonialism, 
religion, and war. Gomel also discusses science fiction and aliens in the context 
of narratology, especially the peculiarities and complexities of describing true 
otherness without reverting to “literary anthropomorphism” (98).  

What is evident in these groundbreaking studies, however, is that they 
generally presume a rather unified human “we” that can turn to the alien for 
instant difference, as Badmington put it. Even though the authors discussed 
in the case studies by the three scholars do briefly include Delany and Butler, 
alien encounters in science fiction by African American authors have not yet 
been comprehensively studied.  

It is clear, however, that race has played a role in science-fictional 
encounters with the other. During much of the pulp science fiction era, the 
roles aliens played in science fiction narratives were rather fixed and 
straightforward: they were a “source of imminent danger, even extinction, for 
the human race” (Malmgren, Worlds Apart 38). Many of these stories were 
“anxious fantasies” based on “the spectre of the Yellow Peril” or “the kind of 
unthinking racism and antisemitism which were for many years endemic in 
popular fiction of all kinds” (Langford et al. n. pag.). In other words, aliens in 
American science fiction could be decoded as xenophobic metaphors for 
foreigners, and such uses of the trope can often be pinpointed to certain 
moments in American history. Patrick Parrinder, for example, points out how 
Isaac Asimov’s Jovians in “Victory Unintentional” (1942) can be recognized 
“as Japanese in disguise” (156), and especially science fiction cinema in the 
1950s was imbued with the imagery of the “Red Scare” (Nama 14).9 Hence, 
“the alien can ‘signify everything’ that is ‘other’ to the dominant audience of 
middle-class, young white Western males” (Merrick, “Gender” 243).  

Despite the threat posed by the alien other in those early narratives, the 
encounter always resulted in human victory over the alien enemy. In such 
stories, the main character or his team are those with whom readers are 
expected to identify, and whose victory they are expected to wish for. An 
illustrative example is A.E. van Vogt’s story “Black Destroyer” (1939), which is 

                                                 
9 For a more detailed discussion of the Yellow Peril, race, and aliens in science fiction, see Edward 

James’s groundbreaking essay “Yellow, Black, Metal, and Tentacled” from 1990. 
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often credited as being the “opening salvo” of Golden Age science fiction 
(Jameson 314). In this story, human space exploration encounters a black cat-
like alien creature called Coeurl. It first poses as harmless and friendly but then 
deviously strikes under the cover of darkness, killing the human space 
explorers one by one. Even though hunger and survival could be taken as 
understandable motives for the killings, it is still presented only as a man-
killing monster—and in these kinds of narratives, monsters must be destroyed. 
At the end of the story, it is not enough that the surviving humans have escaped 
unharmed; they decide to go back and kill all of Coeurl’s kind, just to be on the 
safe side. In one of the human characters’ words: “Never mind the sympathy 
[…] We’ve got a job—to kill every cat in that miserable world” (Van Vogt loc. 
4628). In “Black Destroyer” and other similar space adventure narratives, the 
obvious lesson to be learned is not that humanity should be careful when 
trespassing on other species’ planets, but that transgressing the social divide 
between human and monster—for example by trusting the monster or treating 
it almost as an equal—is deadly. For the monstrous alien, too, the 
transgression is fatal: by attacking humans it condemns itself and its entire 
species to death. 

Since those days, literary alien encounters have become more versatile and 
complex affairs. The role of the other was already slowly changing from the 
1930s onwards,10 but only decades later were aliens allowed a more positive 
role in science fiction on a larger scale. Monstrosity and alterity slowly came 
to be seen as relative, negotiable, and potentially even positive. It is probably 
no coincidence that the change in science fiction and the fantastic genre in 
general happened at an increasing rate during the late 1960s and the 1970s, at 
the same time as the social upheavals of American society. The Stonewall riots, 
sexual liberation, feminism, and the Civil Rights Movement all gained 
momentum during the 1960s. Writers started to realize the potential inherent 
in “the literature of change,” and science fiction began to reflect and catalyze 
that change.  

But what happens when the alien encounter is viewed or even narrated 
from the point of view of those who recognize themselves in the marginalized 
other? One would expect the alien, as a trope with racist and colonialist 
history, to reflect the change of perspective. From this angle, the alien becomes 
an object for an inquiry into genre conventions and traditions, and the way 
different audiences and authors perceive of, apply, and subvert those 
conventions. Therefore, alien encounters in science fiction by African 
American authors can also shed light on differences between audiences, and 
on subversive uses of popular literature by authors, audiences, and critics. 

In terms of rhetorical poetics, the alien occupies a special position among 
the mimetic, thematic, and synthetic components of narrative. While the 
mimetic dimension allows for the narrative audience to read a work of science 

                                                 
10 Stanley Weinbaum’s A Martian Odyssey (1934) is often mentioned as the first science fiction story 

where the alien others were not adversaries but sympathetic (see, for example, Le Guin, “American SF” 
209).  
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fiction as an exciting story with relatable characters both human and alien, 
readers are also well aware of the synthetic element, namely that the alien 
characters are figments of the author’s imagination. Foregrounding the 
synthetic, Phelan points out, typically downplays the mimetic (Experiencing 
220). This, in turn, makes readers pay more attention to the thematic 
dimension of the alien characters and makes them more open for allegorical 
interpretations than their human counterparts. 

As discussed above, the alien is often written and/or read as an 
embodiment of difference, like race, sexuality, and gender—a literalized 
metaphor11 of otherness. The allegorical potential in alien encounters has 
sometimes been viewed as one of the reasons why science fiction as a genre is 
suited for African American writers and discussions of race. Lavender points 
out, “Science fiction often talks about race by not talking about race” (Race 7). 
Instead, race is echoed in the genre’s “postcolonial depiction of aliens, artificial 
persons, and supermen in subordinate positions” (Lavender, “Ethnoscapes” 
188). Through its use of allegory and estrangement, science fiction has the 
potential to question and criticize the current state of affairs without turning 
into a political manifesto. Even explosive issues such as race and racism can 
be dealt with in more subtle ways through allegory. African American writers 
like Delany and Butler have used science fiction to deconstruct identity 
categories of race, gender, sexuality, and even species to convey a message of 
tolerance. In so doing, they often use the trope of alien encounter and utopian, 
dystopian, or heterotopian fictional future worlds as their starting points. The 
allegorical dimension of an alien encounter, therefore, can provide fresh 
insights into marginalization in the real world. Dery has suggested that science 
fiction should be of interest to black Americans, because the genre virtually 
tells their story: “African Americans, in a very real sense, are the descendants 
of alien abductees; they inhabit a sci-fi nightmare in which unseen but no less 
impassable force fields of intolerance frustrate their movements; official 
histories undo what has been done; and technology is too often brought to bear 
on black bodies” (180). The allegorical approach is not without its problems, 
however. It can be argued that there is hardly anything suggestive of a 
“literature of change” in the metaphor of the alien and its continued use. In 
fact, Lavender laments the often lost potential of the genre: “Unfortunately, sf 
has mirrored rather than defied racial stereotypes throughout much of its 
history” (Race 12). Nalo Hopkinson also points out the flaw in the metaphor 
from the vantage point of colonialism: the uneasy relationship between science 
fiction’s past connection with colonial history.  

Arguably, one on the most familiar memes of science fiction is that of 
going to foreign countries and colonizing the natives, and […] for many 
of us, that’s not a thrilling adventure story; it’s non-fiction, and we are 

                                                 
11 For science fiction as a genre of literalized metaphors, see, for example, Peter Stockwell’s thorough 

discussion in The Poetics of Science Fiction (2000) and Brian McHale’s article “Speculative Fiction,” 
which explores how science fiction literalizes narratological concepts. 
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on the wrong side of the strange-looking ship that appears out of 
nowhere. To be a person of color writing science fiction is to be under 
suspicion of having internalized one’s colonization. (“Introduction” 7)  

 
Thus, allegorical interpretations risk turning into reproductions of power 
structures, presuming whichever group is the colonized or marginalized one 
in the storyworld to represent African Americans and slavery. Rather than 
undermining the demonization of the other, an allegorical relationship may 
end up normalizing the repression.12 Carl Malmgren writes, “The encounter 
with the alien inevitably broaches the question of the Self and the Other. In 
general, the reader recuperates this type of fiction by comparing human and 
alien entities, trying to understand what it means to be human” (“Self and 
Other” 15). However, it seems as if not everyone gets to represent the self, but 
certain groups are more readily designated the role of the other, even in 
science fiction written and read with the best of intentions.  

Even though the allegorical aspect of the genre is hailed as one that makes 
science fiction attractive to writers of color, its subversive potential is not 
necessarily due to the kind of estrangement of black Americans or 
identification with the marginalized that were discussed in the quotes above. 
In fact, none of the works analyzed in this thesis seems to function entirely 
within this allegorical structure, even though references to slavery and 
colonialism abound in science fiction written, for example, by Butler and 
Hopkinson. Nor have African American science fiction authors simply 
reversed the othering of aliens, representing people of color as human and 
white people as aliens, even though this is how Butler’s “Bloodchild,” for 
example, often tends to be interpreted. Rather, their alien encounters are 
complicated, multidimensional affairs—or conversely utterly naturalized 
interactions with different individuals, as in Delany’s Stars in My Pocket Like 
Grains of Sand (discussed in Chapter 3). In other words, the otherness of the 
alien is both undermined and underlined—undermined in the sense that 
otherness poses no threat, and underlined in the sense of highlighting utterly 
alien ways of thinking and acting which need to be reconciled in order for 
human-alien coexistence to work. As Elisa Edwards demonstrates in her study 
of alien encounter stories by African American authors,13 the major threat to 
the African American population in the stories is not comprised of aliens but 
the U.S. government and other humans. The same is true for the science fiction 
analyzed in this thesis, with the exception that there is no conspiring 
government but people who are xenophobic and opposed to difference and 
change. In Delany’s fiction, for example, alien encounters may involve danger 
and suspense. However, the conflict is usually based on some kind of 
misunderstanding, and the crisis can be resolved by communicating.  

                                                 
12 I discuss this in more detail in Chapter 4 when analyzing the human-alien relationship in Octavia 

Butler’s “Bloodchild.” 
13 Edwards’s study discusses “The Space Traders” by Derrick Bell, The Wave by Water Mosley, and 

Octavia Butler’s short story “Amnesty.” 
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The duality of the alien, that is, its repression and its subversive potential, 
can be understood through the figure of the monster. In Golden Age narratives 
like “Black Destroyer,” the alien is decidedly monstrous. However, the 
monstrous alien is intrinsically subversive, because “monsters serve as 
secondary bodies through which the possibilities of other genders, other 
sexual practices, and other social customs can be explored” (Cohen 18). As 
“disturbing hybrids,” they cannot be placed in existing categories (Cohen 6). 
Therefore, monsters “ask us to reevaluate our cultural assumptions about race, 
gender, sexuality, our perception of difference, our tolerance toward its 
expression. They ask us why we have created them” (Cohen 20). This may be 
the key to aliens in the science fiction by Delany and Butler: more often than 
not, the alien’s “monstrous” hybridity and unclassifiable nature destroys 
dichotomies instead of just overturning them, thus making it clear that the 
perceived monstrosity is in the eye of the beholder. The transgression of 
boundaries and deconstruction of categories are monstrous activities only for 
those in favor of and benefiting from the conservation of those categories. 

Hence, in the threatening existence of the monstrous alien, there is 
something empowering for those who have been othered, marginalized, and 
even demonized in their society. As will be discussed in some detail in the 
following chapters, in the work of African American authors of science fiction, 
breaking categories becomes a positive—albeit at times painful—process. In 
the works of Delany, Butler, Hopkinson, Okorafor, and to some extent Allen, 
the monstrosity of the alien is its strength. Through carefully built ethical 
judgments, the authors construct a narrative that presents otherness in a 
positive light, whereas characters prejudiced against those others are shown 
to be bigoted, and even monstrous. 

What also makes monsters interesting in this context is the insight they 
provide into the culture that produced them. Cohen points out that as 
“embodiment[s] of a certain cultural moment” (4), they “must be examined 
within the intricate matrix of relations (social, cultural, and literary-historical) 
that generate them” (5). As Cohen goes on to note, “From the classical period 
into the twentieth century, race has been almost as powerful a catalyst to the 
creation of monsters as culture, gender, and sexuality” (10). Analyzing its 
aliens and human-alien interactions can thus give insight into a culture’s fears 
and anxieties.14 In the following chapters, I also touch on how identity politics 
and theoretical paradigms are mirrored in the alien encounter narrative and 
the relationship between human and alien characters.  

                                                 
14 Of course, the othering and monstrosity of the alien were not simply invented in and for the SF 

genre. Since science fiction as a genre is based on and intertwined with other popular literatures, it 
inherited some of their stock imagery and attitudes, simply transferred into alien encounters. Bo 
Pettersson demonstrates how Chesney’s The Battle of Dorking can be seen as the starting point of alien 
invasion literature due to its influence on H.G. Wells’s novel The War of the Worlds. Pettersson notes 
that “what Wells did in The War of the Worlds was to change the Germans into Martians, thus in fact 
launching the subgenre of alien invasion in science fiction” (How Literary 224–225; see also Rose 80). 
With roots in depictions of warfare, it is no wonder that alien encounters of science fiction were skewed 
from the beginning. 
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Just as aliens and monsters are windows onto the culture that produced 
them, as one of the central tropes of the genre, the alien and its encounter with 
humanity are also catalysts for and indicators of generic change. The alien 
encounter motif with all of its history and variations is part of the science 
fiction megatext, the huge collective of all of the iconic science-fictional motifs, 
conventions, and imagined worlds (see e.g. Vint 55–72). The megatext, as 
defined by Damien Broderick, can also be understood as “the huge body of 
established moves or reading protocols readers of science fiction that the 
reader learns” gradually by reading science fiction (“SF Megatext” n.pag.). In 
other words, it is a key component of genre literacy. Knowledge of the 
megatext informs readers’ expectations and interpretations of any given 
science fiction narrative, forming what Sherryl Vint (57) describes as “a vast 
and interconnected web of meanings that exceeds what appears in any single 
text” (57). For instance, all alien invasion narratives are connected to H.G. 
Wells’s The War of the Worlds through the intertextual self-reflexivity of the 
megatext (Vint 57). Therefore, an author treating the theme of the alien 
encounter in a way that significantly differs from the traditional narratives is 
also an intertextual reference and a statement. Another useful concept to 
describe the role of the trope within the genre is that of a science fiction 
parabola, Brian Attebery’s term for the “combinations of meaningful setting, 
character, and action that lend themselves to endless redefinition and jazzlike 
improvisation” (Attebery and Hollinger vii). The concept is also particularly 
useful in the context of this dissertation because it highlights “the inherently 
collaborative nature of the science fiction genre” (Attebery and Hollinger viii) 
and thus makes room for the influences of the different authorities outlined 
above.  

The novels and short stories studied in this thesis redefine the science-
fictional parabola of the alien encounter. For example, whereas in Delany’s 
The Ballad of Beta-2 (1965) the alien is, in the spirit of Golden Age science 
fiction adventures, a monstrous destructive force (albeit it is not maleficent 
but just ignorant), in Butler’s Xenogenesis trilogy (1987–1989) and 
Hopkinson’s Midnight Robber (2000) aliens have more complex roles that 
question the genre’s traditions. In Okorafor’s and Allen’s short stories (2004 
and 2016, respectively), the criticism of the tropes of science fiction reaches 
parodic dimensions, only to return to a more traditional role in Okorafor’s 
Africanfuturist Binti series (2015–2017). Comparing the tradition and the 
authors’ modifications to the parabola of alien encounters provides a useful 
prism to study both cultural changes and changes in the representational tools 
of the genre.  
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1.5 THE STRUCTURE OF THE CHAPTERS 

The analyses presented in this thesis proceed in a chronological order, in order 
to present these authors and their work in the historical of continuum of 
changes in the genre and the surrounding society.  

Chapter 2 first briefly presents the state of the genre when Samuel R. 
Delany emerged as “the first African American science fiction author.” Against 
this background, the chapter discusses Delany’s early work: The Ballad of 
Beta-2 (1965) and The Einstein Intersection (1967). The Ballad of Beta-2 is an 
alien encounter novel as well as a narrative about obsessive normativity, which 
destroys a star fleet full of people. When analyzing the novel’s alien encounter 
scene, I discuss the narrative’s covert double audience, which becomes more 
obvious when it is considered in the context of the novel’s publication during 
the heyday of the Civil Rights Movement and two years after the March on 
Washington and Martin Luther King’s “I Have a Dream” speech. I argue that 
the novel’s ethical judgments promote different readings for different 
audiences (black or white) and different characters to identify with in the novel 
(human or alien), but both messages aim for the same end result: peaceful 
coexistence. In The Einstein Intersection, the alien encounter occurs only 
theoretically, as the alien beings inhabit Earth only after humans have been 
gone for a long time. However, there is a different form of contact in the aliens 
trying to live their lives as humans and according to human mythology. My 
discussion focuses on how Delany’s novel is part of the New Wave of science 
fiction, and how the alien characters’ misunderstandings and interpretations 
of human culture(s) provide an estranged view of our world through the lens 
of a fictional far future.  

In Chapter 3, the spotlight is still on Delany, but now on his later work, 
Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand (1984), which continues the theme of 
estrangement. The chapter analyzes how narrative dynamics, aesthetics, and 
ethical judgments are intertwined in the novel, which can be read as a kind of 
deconstruction of the readers’ prejudices. The novel challenges its readers by 
putting them in situations where it is impossible to interpret an ambiguous 
situation in a way that would conform to a conservative reading and be both 
aesthetically and ethically pleasing. The ethical judgments that the text guides 
readers to make also change during the process of reading. A world that is 
presented as a dystopia in the beginning is later revealed to be uncomfortably 
like the world we live in now, whereas the disconcertingly ambiguous world 
later in the novel becomes more and more desirable. Written during a period 
of backlash against liberal values, the novel thus juxtaposes utopian and 
dystopian societies, and negative and positive attitudes toward difference and 
change. Another clear source of inspiration for Delany was the theory of 
deconstruction. While writing this novel, Delany was heavily influenced by 
Jacques Derrida’s thought, and the end product reflects the social and 
intellectual discourse of its time in the guise of popular fiction. This chapter 
also discusses how the concept of unreliability and its definitions can be 
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problematic when applied to science fiction, where the reliability of a narrator 
cannot easily be judged based on the readers’ knowledge of the world, as that 
knowledge may not apply in the world of the narrative.  

Chapter 4 moves into the 1980s and 1990s with Octavia Butler’s 
Xenogenesis trilogy (1987–1989) and her short story “Bloodchild” (1984). 
Even though “Bloodchild” is contemporary with Delany’s Stars in My Pocket, 
its human-alien relations and relationships are different. Whereas Delany’s 
strategy seems to have been to downplay the suspense of meeting the other, 
and his alien encounters are less disruptive in the end, Butler’s alien 
encounters change the human race in profound ways. Butler’s narratives also 
make race and gender more visible. This, combined with the thematic of 
pressing power issues in Butler’s oeuvre, make her work subject to criticism 
and readings that take the (flesh-and-blood) author’s identity as their starting 
point, reading her aliens as metaphors for race and gender. Therefore, 
allegorical readings of “Bloodchild” often end up reproducing the power 
structures Butler’s narrative is deconstructing and, in so doing, ignore Butler’s 
criticism of the genre and her rewriting of the alien encounter parabola. 
Furthermore, because the ethical judgments Butler evokes in her authorial 
audience are dynamic and change during both the trilogy and “Bloodchild,” I 
argue that these kinds of readings do not always coincide with the ethical 
judgments the texts’ authorial audiences are guided to make. 

In Chapter 5, I discuss how a decade after Butler’s trilogy, Nalo Hopkinson 
sets out to subvert science fiction in her novel Midnight Robber (2000). In this 
chapter, I explore the location of genre and its critique in the theoretical 
construction of rhetorical poetics, while tracing Hopkinson’s subversive 
strategies in the novel. I demonstrate how Hopkinson diversifies science 
fiction motifs and conventions by employing many of the stock conventions of 
science fiction and popular culture just to refute them. In addition to being a 
recoded take on the alien encounter motif, in Midnight Robber the generic 
subversion is done by diversifying both the narration and the storyworld. 
Hopkinson’s work also questions whether it is only the Western worldview 
that can act as the basis for science-fictional speculation.  

Focusing on Violet Allen’s and Nnedi Okorafor’s short stories, Chapter 6 
demonstrates a shift in identity politics through the authors’ employment of 
stereotypes. By using satirically exaggerated stereotypes, Allen and Okorafor 
are, I claim, representatives of a new generation of black American artists, 
who, according to Shawan Worsley, challenge audiences to explore stereotypes 
rather than refute them. Both Allen and Okorafor attack and make fun of racist 
stereotypes abundant in popular culture, but their works also reflect on the 
growing awareness and openness in the genre regarding discussions of race 
and racism. Allen and Okorafor also use metafiction in their short stories, not 
to highlight the synthetic nature of the narratives but to underline their 
message and to encourage readers into a more active role. Finally, I return to 
the question of definitions by considering Okorafor’s recent argument that her 
fiction should be labeled Africanfuturism instead of Afrofuturism.  
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Finally, my study concludes by drawing together the aspects of generic 
change discussed in the analysis chapters, outlining how and why science 
fiction has changed during the six decades covered in this dissertation. I also 
draw conclusions on the suitability of rhetorical poetics for studying genre 
fiction, arguing that while the rhetorical theory of narrative is well suited for 
analyzing science fiction in general and science fiction by African American 
authors in particular, some of the concepts may need to be adjusted in order 
to accommodate the idiosyncratic features of genre literature and the 
questions of identity politics.  
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2 “THIS PIVOTAL SUSPENSION”: SAMUEL 
DELANY’S EARLY WORK 

2.1 ON GENRE, GENDER, AND RACE 

Samuel R. Delany (b. 1942) is an African American science fiction writer who 
is also renowned for his prolific theoretical work and literary criticism. He has 
also written fantasy, other fiction, autobiographical books, and pornographic 
novels, and has had a long career in the academic world. His contribution to 
the field of science fiction has been profound as well as wide in scope: he has 
participated in the genre and its changes as a writer and a critic, and 
“professionalize[d] the study of sf, [making] it as intellectually rigorous and as 
theoretically deft and resourceful as any other area of literary criticism” 
(Freedman, “Samuel R. Delany” 65). His first science fiction novel, The Jewels 
of Aptor, was published in 1962, and since then he has authored the staggering 
amount of eighty novels, novellas, graphic novels, essay and short story 
collections, and non-fiction works (Nicholls, “Delany, Samuel R.” n. pag.). 
Many of Delany’s science fiction novels include aliens or non-human sentient 
beings, as, for instance The Jewels of Aptor, The Fall of the Towers trilogy 
(1963–1965), and Babel-17 (1966), in addition to the works discussed in this 
thesis. 

Delany is usually considered the first black American science fiction 
writer—which, as discussed in the introduction, both is and is not true: even 
though other black writers before him wrote novels and short stories that were 
undeniably science fictional in their content, they have not been regarded as 
part of the genre’s canon until recently. However, it is fair to say that in the 
American science fiction circles, which Delany became part of when starting 
his career, he was, at least practically speaking, the first African American. 
Being a pioneer in the field has been one of the factors defining the conditions 
in which he has had to work.  

This chapter presents a picture of how a black author entered a genre that 
was relatively liberal but still prejudiced. The two novels discussed in this 
chapter also reveal the effects of generic change, which were not directly 
concerned with race, or not with race alone, but had consequences on how 
Delany expressed himself and portrayed both his main characters and 
human/alien relations in the novels. This chapter contains analyses of two of 
Delany’s earlier novels, The Ballad of Beta-2 (1965) and The Einstein 
Intersection (1967), focusing on the way they deal with the ethics of otherness 
and argue for difference, diversity, and tolerance in the framework of the 
science fiction genre and American society in the 1960s. These novels have 
been chosen for two reasons. First, neither of the novels has yet been 
exhaustingly studied, and second, they are interestingly different yet 
thematically very similar treatises on identity and difference. Discussed 
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together, they thus demonstrate both Delany’s personal development as a 
writer and generic development in what was possible as regards the style and 
content of the science fiction of their time. The Ballad of Beta-2 is stylistically 
a rather traditional science fiction adventure, whereas The Einstein 
Intersection displays features of the New Wave. Among other things, one of 
the aims of the New Wave was to make science fiction more “literary,” and New 
Wave works were often “franker in their treatment not only of sexuality but of 
politics and religion” (Latham 64). These tendencies are already evident when 
one compares The Ballad of Beta-2 and The Einstein Intersection, and they 
become even more evident in Delany’s later work, as will be discussed in 
Chapter 3.  

Delany’s early works are very much part of the pulp and space opera 
traditions of science fiction. In fact, Delany himself has characterized his early 
work, until 1968, as “yearn[ing] to be at […] the center of the most traditional 
enterprise” (Dery 190). Even in his early work, however, another tendency is 
already discernible: Delany’s subtle transformation of tropes and conventions 
of science fiction, a strategy Delany himself has described as the “genre 
equivalent of gender bending” (Silent 226). Much of this genre bending also 
includes gender bending; much of his work is seasoned with non-binary 
genders and non-heteronormative sexualities. In the 1980s and 1990s, the 
“bending” was often based on poststructuralist theory and especially 
deconstruction. It is no surprise that deconstruction, which was geared toward 
overturning and neutralizing hierarchical dichotomies, would interest a writer 
like Delany. In an interview from 1983, Delany says that his “life has always 
tended to have a large element of marginality in it, at least if you accept a 
certain range of experience that overlaps those of an ideal white, middle-class, 
heterosexual male as the definition of centrality” (“Semiology” 41). Similarly, 
in his autobiographical The Motion of Light in Water (1988), Delany describes 
his feelings about this nonconformity. One night in a park in the early 1960s, 
his friend and future wife Marilyn Hacker asks him to make love to her, even 
though she knows him to be gay. Afterwards he meditates: 

I was a young black man, light-skinned enough so that four out of five 
people who met me, of whatever race, assumed I was white. […] I was a 
homosexual who now knew he could also function heterosexually. […] 
So, I thought, you are neither black nor white. 
You are neither male nor female. 
And you are the most ambiguous of citizens, the writer. 
There was something at once very satisfying and sad, placing myself at 
this pivotal suspension. It seemed, in the park at dawn, a kind of 
revelation—a kind of center, formed of a play of ambiguities, from which 
I might move in any direction. (The Motion of Light 111) 
 

Thus, for Delany, ambiguity and uncertainty are positive, the source of 
possibility and creative play. However, he later came to the realization that this 
in-betweenness was actually dictated by the norms of society. In other words, 
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what he took as freedom was in fact an attempt to “shrug [...] off the social 
pressures [he] felt from being black, from being gay, indeed, from being a 
citizen who made art” (The Motion of Light 368–369). In the racist and 
homophobic society of the 1960s, it may not have been a joyful play of 
ambiguities but rather an attempt to define himself in terms of that society. 
Or, in Delany’s words, it was an attempt to reach “the most conservative 
position you might inhabit, however poorly you might be suited for it” (369). 
Still, ambiguity and play are lenses through which Delany’s science fiction 
focuses on themes of difference, race, gender, and sexuality, which in various 
combinations permeate all of his science fiction.  

Because of the “pivotal suspension” Delany felt himself to be in at the time, 
the “blackness” in and of Delany’s work has been debated by readers and 
critics: Delany has been sometimes accused of not being “black enough” and 
his novels of not dealing with black issues as much as is somehow expected of 
a black writer. The discussion is part of a larger cultural debate on whether and 
how an African American writer (or any writer) should represent race. For 
Shelley Fisher Fishkin, such positioning centers on “a segregated set of 
assumptions: white writers write books focused on white protagonists (where 
issues of race, if present, remain relatively peripheral); meanwhile black 
writers write books focused on black protagonists (where issues of race are 
omnipresent and central)” (121). Refuting this dichotomy forms an important 
part of the context of Delany’s early fiction.  

African American critics like Thulani Davis, Ross Posnock, and Greg Tate 
have appraised Delany’s fiction, claiming that, in the words of Davis, 
“Delaney’s [sic] people are black in fact, if not so much culturally” (qtd. in 
Tucker, A Sense 53). For these critics, the fact that race may not be the primary 
factor of the characters’ identity in Delany’s science fiction has also positive 
effects. Posnock, for one, points out that Delany avoids being “caught in the 
net of predictable expectations attached to racial and gender markers” (qtd. in 
Tucker, A Sense 14). Tate, even though admitting to have found Delany’s work 
very problematic at first, seems to have understood his motives better later on, 
realizing that “[b]y sidestepping the race question, he’s been able to criticize 
sexual, racial, and economic oppression in America and depict a wider range 
of human, alien, and mutant characters” (166). In his study A Sense of 
Wonder, Jeffrey Tucker presents a thorough and detailed analysis of critics’ 
reactions to race and identity in Delany’s work. Two aspects of this discussion 
are especially relevant in this context: first, some of the views seem to change 
between Delany’s early and later science fiction; second, some of the critics 
have not fully taken into account the genre Delany is writing in (A Sense 
passim). Delany himself, too, has explicitly stated that he feels that his 
“project” has changed during the course of his career. In an interview, Mark 
Dery asks Delany whether he has “ever felt, as one of the few blacks writing SF, 
the pressure to write science fiction deeply inscribed with the politics of black 
nationalism” (188). Here is Delany’s answer:  
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If you mean: Do I feel that, deep within my work, I’ve situated material 
that encourages the reader’s engagement with some of the political 
questions that the disenfranchised people in this country, victimized by 
oppression and an oppressive discourse based on the evil and valorized 
notion of nationhood and its hideous white—no other color—
underbelly, imperialism, must face but cannot overcome without 
internalizing some of the power concepts and relationships inescapably 
entailed in the notion of “nation” itself? Well, if that’s what you mean, 
my answer is: Damned right I have! Certainly from my 1974 novel 
Dhalgren on, that’s been a major plank, reason, and justification in, of, 
and for my project. (qtd. in Dery 188) 

 
Delany’s novel Dhalgren is therefore a watershed moment in his fiction. His 
early fiction, as evidenced in the earlier quotation and discussed in this and 
the following chapter, is marked by its compliance with traditions of the genre, 
whereas his later fiction is permeated with “material that encourages the 
reader’s engagement” with race, gender, and sexuality. Some of the changes 
that are manifest in Delany’s oeuvre from Dhalgren onwards are surely due to 
Delany maturing as a writer, as he was very young when starting his career: 
when The Ballad of Beta-2 was published, Delany was only twenty-three years 
old. However, very significant changes took place in society at that time: 1968, 
when Delany says he “sat back and decided to figure out what [he] was really 
doing” (qtd. in Dery 190), was a year when much happened in the United 
States; it was “the multiple-eventful year” (Tucker, A Sense 53). In 1968, 
Martin Luther King was murdered, the Civil Rights Movement reached one of 
its goals with the Civil Rights Act, and gender and sexuality were prominent in 
the news; the Stonewall riots leading to gay rights occurred the following year. 
Race, gender, and sexuality were on the nation’s agenda, and it is no wonder 
that they more pronouncedly appeared on Delany’s, too. 

While race issues have been the focus of the critics’ spotlight, the generic 
side of Delany’s treatment of identities has to some extent been overlooked by 
critics more versed in mainstream literature and culture. Tucker, who argues 
against “the invention of Delany as divested from ‘race’” (A Sense 54), points 
out that “[appreciating] how race operates in his writing, […] requires attentive 
reading along with awareness of the author’s commitment to difference and to 
SF” (A Sense 30–31). Gene Andrew Jarrett, on the other hand, notes that 
“[l]iterary avoidance or disruption of [historically specific conventions of 
racial realism] […] does not automatically or necessarily mean the acceptance 
and depiction of whiteness. Such texts do not necessarily or always employ 
race as the primary human marker” (18). When Dery asked Delany about his 
opinion of Rastafarians as a representation of black people in Gibson’s 
Neuromancer, Delany answered: “your question is indicative of precisely what 
I was talking about in the essay you cited: the interpretive idiocies that arise 
as soon as a book is lifted out of its genre and cut loose from the tradition that 
precedes and produces it—in this case, science fiction” (qtd. in Dery 195). 
Elsewhere Delany describes his writing as being “far more contoured by the 
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marginal workings of science fiction than what I take to be the central concerns 
of literature, that is, those concerns organized around ‘the priority of the 
subject’” (qtd. in Tucker, A Sense 27). To find out how exactly science fiction 
“contours” the work of African American writers and their discussions on 
identity is one of the main aims of this dissertation.  

However critics view Delany’s position on race in his fiction, they all seem 
to agree that his work has enriched the genre of science fiction enormously. In 
DeGraw’s words, “He has brought science fiction several steps closer to 
realizing its full potential as the literature of possibility” (107). Just his “entry 
into the previously all-white field of SF can be seen as a postmodern 
intervention” (Tucker, “Samuel R. Delany” 38). In his article “Racism and 
Science Fiction,” Delany sums up the situation at the beginning of his career 
by stating that even though racism has only been a relatively “slight force” in 
the field, “it was definitely there” (386). One of the most illustrative and often 
cited examples is when Delany’s novel Nova was refused publication in serial 
form by the editor of Analog magazine, John W. Campbell (1910–1971). 
Campbell told Delany’s agent that “he didn’t feel his readership would be able 
to relate to a black main character” (Delany, “Racism” 387). Even though 
Campbell’s rejection was clad in terms of readers not being able to “relate to” 
a black main character, Campbell’s rejection of the novel was based on racist 
motives (“Racism” 386). In fact, Campbell had, Delany relates, “reputedly” 
written a letter to Daniel Koonz where Campbell “claims in seriousness that a 
technologically advanced black civilization is a social and biological 
impossibility” (“Racism” 387).  

As Campbell was one of the most influential editors of magazine science 
fiction, his effect on the emerging genre was enormous. It was not, of course, 
all just Campbell’s doing. Sandra Y. Govan blames editorial practices in 
general: “race may not be a theme because editors and publishers have said 
that it cannot be” (“Insistent” 44). John M. Faucette, an African American 
science fiction author, describes in his short story collection Black Science 
Fiction (2002) the time when he submitted a “story of Justinian Elroy Black 
(yes, even his name was black), […] [who] is sent at gunpoint to the world of 
the Two Cities and the Seven Valleys. There, in a land hammered by alien 
invasion and race war, he survives a string of adventures that climaxes in a 
coming together of the white, black and yellow races to live in harmony” (“The 
Road” n. pag.).15 The work was rejected by the editor who “said he couldn't 
publish it. He never said why” (“The Road” n. pag.). As no reason was 
provided, it is impossible to say decades afterwards whether it actually was 
Faucette’s subject matter that got his work rejected. However, the fact that he 
did publish a few novels—for example, The Warriors of Terra (1970), a novel 
which Mark Bould suggests may have been “genre SF’s first neo-slave 

                                                 
15 It is notable that even though Faucette in his article remembers regretting the fact that “[i]t was 

always a white man went to a planet and kicked the butts of the grey, brown, red, blue or green aliens”  
(“The Road” n. pag.), his narratives seem to end in negotiated peace, a lot like Delany’s. In The Warriors 
of Terra, for example, the main character is tempted to “kill every Morg in the universe” but instead 
becomes the “greatest Peacemaker who ever lived,” as the blurb on the novel’s front cover puts it. 
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narrative” (“Space/Race” 122)—suggests that the subject matter of an explicit 
race war may have been too volatile for a science fiction magazine in the 
1960s.16 Even though in Warriors of Terra humans are enslaved by another 
humanoid race on the planet Morgia and the novel contains graphic scenes 
depicting violence against the human slaves by their Morgian masters, the 
novel differs from Faucette’s rejected novel (as far as we can tell from his own 
description of it) in that Warriors of Terra is never race-specific; as Bould 
points out, “Faucette studiously avoids giving his protagonist, Ron Hudson, as 
skin color or racial identity” (“Space/Race” 122).17 This makes it possible for 
the vivid descriptions of violence to be taken as proof of the cruelty of the alien 
Morgs rather than referring to actual American history, even if the allusions 
are striking. One Morgian character called Sarf, for example, is getting excited 
about hunting down runaway human slaves:  

“Oh, I like the hunt,” said Sarf […]. “I get away from my wife and get a 
chance to fire a bullet. But I love what happens afterwards the most. […] 
I thought of a new idea: tie the slave to a pole, put it over a fire, and let 
the slave roast. Think of the screams and the pain. Why, it sends shivers 
up my back!” he declared. (15) 

 
In his essay, Delany ponders whether a similar graphic scene in Schuyler’s 
Black No More, where two white characters who are believed to be black men 
in disguise are lynched by a blood-thirsty mob, “might […] have been too much 
for the readers of Amazing and Astounding” (“Racism” 385). It may well be 
that race and slavery could be discussed in early science fiction only if 
sufficiently distanced from real-world parallels. 

Thus, Delany was by no means the only writer to encounter prejudice. What 
connects all these cases of racism in the field is their potential disturbance of 
the “(white) racial triangle of author/protagonist/ audience,” which according 
to DeGraw dominated the field and was further highlighted by Delany’s first 
works (107). Delany’s intervention in a field where white authors wrote about 
white protagonists to white audiences reveals that of the three points of the 
triangle, the protagonist is where the tensions were played out: having a black 
protagonist was a very visible aberration from the traditional conventions, and 
as the criticism of Delany’s work referred to above indicates, representation 
has always been a contested field. Therefore, Delany has had to “walk [a] racial 
tightrope”:  

Delany’s inclusive racial attitude was essential to the success of his early 
career in the science fiction field. Not only did Delany face 
discrimination as a black writer, but also he had to struggle against the 

                                                 
16 Faucette emphasizes that he does not (anymore) accuse that editor of racism. He writes: “I realize 

now it was simply economic self-interest. You don't publish what you don’t think there is a market for—
especially if it’s believed publishing black subject matter and/or authors will drive away or alienate the 
audience” (“The Road” n. pag.). 

17 See Bould’s article (“Space/Race” 121–125) for a more detailed analysis of the novel’s allegorical 
dimensions. 
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racist norms of the generic conventions. Had he challenged these norms 
too directly or revised them radically, at this early stage, his texts would 
not have been published in the science fiction genre. […] Delany subtly 
and slowly revised elements of the traditional white, male, heroic 
protagonist of science fiction. (DeGraw 109)  

 
This “tightrope” position is discernable in Delany’s early fiction, and 
regardless of whether the contested “blackness” of his characters in his early 
fiction is a political statement or a deconstructive strategy, the position was at 
that point in time also a necessity dictated by the possibilities to get published, 
especially in science fiction.18 Even though Delany did not hide his black gay 
identity, the themes had to be suppressed in his early work.  

Delany’s subtle strategy shows in both The Ballad of Beta-2 and The 
Einstein Intersection. One of the most obvious examples is the estrangement 
of the trope of the alien conveyed in the novels. As discussed in the 
introduction, often in traditional science fiction the science-fictional others are 
either metaphorically or literally black (see Roberts, Science Fiction 118–120). 
This is not the case, however, when Delany’s early fiction negotiates the 
burden of the colonialist and racist tropes involved in the alien encounter 
parabola. Delany’s alien encounters can be read as allegorical, but not in the 
familiar sense of the aliens representing the racial other. For Delany, alien 
encounters may involve danger and suspense, but the danger is based on some 
kind of misunderstanding and thus can be resolved by communicating. This is 
also how the alien encounter unfolds in the narrative world of The Ballad of 
Beta-2. 

2.2 THE BALLAD OF BETA-2, DIFFERENCE, AND THE 
DOUBLE AUDIENCE 

The Ballad of Beta-2 demonstrates how Delany is able to discuss race, 
difference, and identity without actually mentioning them, and how this is 
made possible by the context of speculative fiction. The 1964 novel tells of a 
young anthropologist studying the history of a space mission, the “Star Folk,” 
and the origins of a poem called “The Ballad of Beta-2.” Behind its quite 
traditional narrative, the novel promotes acceptance of difference by showing 
that differences are, in fact, what make us human. During their journey 
through interstellar space, the Star Folk become obsessed with what they 
perceive as normality, and start persecuting those who are aberrant. However, 
the novel specifically does not mention race, gender, or sexuality among the 
critical differences that can get a person prosecuted and condemned to death. 
In this way, Delany presents a future where those facets of one’s identity do 

                                                 
18 The fact that Delany is writing science fiction situated millennia in the future is, of course, another 

important factor in the equation. I will return to this issue in my analysis. 
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not matter, and paradoxically at the same time he turns his readers’ attention 
to those very issues.  

By putting the novel into the context of both science fiction and the societal 
context in which it was published, I aim to demonstrate that the alien 
encounter can be interpreted differently depending on which character in the 
encounter readers empathize with and which ethical point of view they are 
more willing to accept. On the basis of two possible interpretations of the 
central scene of the alien encounter, I will follow scholars like Brian 
Richardson, who argue for the possibility of a double authorial audience.  

The Ballad of Beta-2 has been far from extensively studied, having even 
been dismissed as “Delany’s minor work” (McEvoy 46) and “a slight, 
apparently lightweight story” (Barbour 22). For instance, as DeGraw notes, 
Slusser “ignores the text completely in his critical evaluation of Delany’s early 
career” (116). Even Jeffrey Tucker, who has written a book-length study on 
Delany, mentions the novel only in passing, linking it to The Einstein 
Intersection through the novels’ interest in normativity and difference (A 
Sense 40). Similarly, in an essay collection dedicated to Delany’s fiction, edited 
by James Sallis in 1996, there is only a single mention of the novel in one of 
the essays (Samuelson). Furthermore, Peplow and Bravard’s bibliography 
from 1980, purporting to list “every book and article that had anything at all 
to say about Delany” (99), gives only one short mention of the novel, in Judith 
Merrill’s “Books” column in The Magazine of Fantasy and Science Fiction in 
1965: “short, unpretentious, and adequate” (Merrill, qtd. in Peplow and 
Bravard 100). Thus, it is fair to say that there is room for a closer look into a 
novel that, I claim, does not deserve the snub it has been given. 

As discussed in Section 1.3, science fiction by African American authors 
often fall between disciplines in academia. DeGraw argues that one of the 
reasons behind the exclusion of the novel might be Delany’s use of “the 
estrangement techniques of time and space to discuss contemporary issues in 
his early works,” as “its chronological and spatial distance obscures its 
connection to the Civil Rights and Black Power Movements of the 1950s and 
60s” (115–116). Thus, the novel has not evoked academic interest in the area 
of African American Studies. On the other hand, the traditional pulp science 
fiction guise of the novel can turn away literary scholars. As Nicholls notes in 
The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction entry (“Delany, Samuel R.”), Delany’s 
early and later fiction have somewhat different readerships. His later fiction 
has perhaps had more of an academic audience, whereas it did not appeal to a 
large part of the audience more in tune with his early novels. Whatever the 
reason behind the previous lack of interest in The Ballad of Beta-2, let us now 
have a closer look at how the estrangement of the 1960s societal context is 
manifested in the novel and how its alien encounter demonstrates the need for 
a double audience. 
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ESSENTIALISM AND DIVERSITY IN THE BALLAD OF BETA-2
At the beginning of The Ballad of Beta-2, when the galactic anthropology 
student Joneny T’waboga is sent to do research on an early colony of 
spaceships, piloted by the “Star Folk,” he objects to wasting his time on “a 
bunch of chauvinistic, degenerate morons” (7–8). In this way, he primes the 
audience for a different outcome, as is often the case with blatantly prejudiced 
opinions presented by a character at the beginning of a narrative. From 
Joneny’s argument with his supervisor, we learn that the Star Folk were part 
of an early mission to colonize a distant star system. They left Earth many 
generations ago, but while traveling the slow way hyperspace was discovered, 
and the fleet eventually arrived at their destination long after humans had 
established a connection with that star system. Being hostile to anyone trying 
to contact them, the Star Folk were left to their own devices, endlessly orbiting 
the distant star system. 

Surprisingly perhaps, Joneny’s initial prejudices prove to be right. When 
he reaches what is left of the Star Folk, it turns out that the remaining people 
on the spaceships have literally degenerated and hardly resemble humans 
anymore: “their eyes were small and pink, probably half blind. They were bald. 
Their ear trumpets had grown to their skulls. Round-shouldered, with nubby, 
nail-less fingers, they paused and groped mechanically at instrument dials and 
nobs…” (30). While “loping” through plastic tubes, they resemble naked mole-
rats or hamsters in a cage rather than human beings. No explanation is offered 
at this point as to the reason for their evolutionary change, except that the 
machinery they are operating is obviously part of a nuclear reactor, which 
might mean that they have been exposed to radiation. However, as the story 
unfolds, it is implied that the reason behind the degeneration may not be the 
ship’s radiation, but rather the Star Folk’s obsession with the idea of normality.

On one of the deserted Star Folk ships, Joneny meets a green-eyed boy who 
shows him about and helps him get access to the captains’ logs and recordings 
of various court proceedings. He discovers that the Star Folk had become 
obsessed with norms about what humans should be like, in order to keep 
humanity human. As a judge in a recording proclaims: “Our ancestors charged 
us with bringing human beings to the stars. And no deviation will be tolerated” 
(45). During the course of the novel, Delany makes it clear that the characters 
prosecuted for breaking the Norm are actually the sensible ones who try to act 
ethically, but who were outnumbered by the Norm followers. The ones 
prosecuted and executed for breaking the Norm had deviated from the average 
in absurdly insignificant ways: for example, Jackson, whose trial recordings 
Joneny listens to, is accused of being “a physical and mental deviate of the first 
magnitude” (41) because, among other things, he has a birthmark on his 
shoulder and “[i]n situations of great strain, artificially induced, his 
perspiration index is 9.75 as opposed to 8.91 of the Norm” (43). The moral of 
the story is evidently that there is no essence of humanity that could be refined 
and conserved—unless that essence is difference itself, and strict normativity 
and intolerance do not save humanity but destroy it.
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Even though the novel highlights diversity and shows that it is the 
necessary condition of humanity, the examples of differences between human 
beings in the novel are in fact not connected to any of the current topics in the 
identity politics of the 1960s. For instance, apparently none of those accused 
of breaking the Norm are gay, black, or female, or at least none of these factors 
is included in what they are prosecuted for. In addition to arguing for the 
acceptance of difference, the estranging tactic of silence about co-temporary 
identity politics has two interpretations. First, it is possible that there were no 
people of diverse ethnicities or various sexualities on board those ships—an 
interpretation that most likely many science fiction readers in 1960s 
automatically and unconsciously made, since this was the default expectation 
of the genre.19 The second possibility, however, is more likely in a narrative by 
Delany: these aspects of identity had lost their discriminatory status in the 
future society of The Ballad of Beta-2 at the time when the Star Folk embarked 
on their long journey, and it never occurred to the Star Folk to persecute 
anyone because they were gay or black. DeGraw interprets the Star Folk as 
originally “a multi-racial and ethnic group” (113), but the clues provided by the 
novel are understated and ambiguous. One character is described as “dark,” 
and other characters’ ethnic backgrounds can be guessed from their last 
names—like Khocran, Blodel, DeRogue, Vlyon, and Tomasa (39)—which are 
mentioned in the court records. Another human character whose skin color is 
mentioned is Captain Leela, whose “alabaster” skin another (male) captain 
describes in his logbook. Delany’s decision to mention both the darkness and 
whiteness of a character’s skin counters pulp science fiction’s unquestioned 
norm of white characters. This is easily missed—or the female captain’s 
whiteness could also be read as reassuring conservative white readers that 
even if one of the ships had a female captain, at least she was white as 
alabaster.  

Another character whose skin color is mentioned in The Ballad of Beta-2 is 
the boy whom Joneny meets on the ship and who is later revealed to be a 
human-alien hybrid, the son of the alien “Destroyer” and Captain Leela. His 
whiteness is not “Caucasian” whiteness: his skin is “luminously white,” his 
“nose flat, the lips thin” (28). As facial features were one of the classifying traits 
in early anthropology, and as Joneny is a galactic anthropologist, it is hard not 
to take his observations of facial features as significant, hinting that the boy is 
of mixed race. Furthermore, the copies or clones of the Destroyer’s child, 
whom he calls “the rest of me,” have “azure” skin—that is, not a human skin 
hue. Thus, in The Ballad of Beta-2, Delany also demonstrates the power of 
science fiction to make metaphors literal (see also McHale “Science Fiction”; 

                                                 
19 Attebery mentions The Ballad of Beta-2 as an example of a novel employing the generation 

starship parabola. Delany could rely on his readers to fill in much of the background information 
regarding a generation starship, because readers were already familiar with conventions of the story 
type, like those employed by Heinlein in Orphans of the Sky (1941): “mutations caused by radiation, 
attempts to maintain the human norm by culling those who depart from it, and the consequent loss of 
intellectual innovation along with genetic variation” (“Science Fictional Parabolas” 16). The prior 
knowledge readers bring to the narrative, I argue, also include the default whiteness of the space crew 
on a generation space ship. 
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Roberts, Science Fiction 146–169). Similarly, since in science fiction there is 
no reason to expect humans and aliens not to display all the colors of the 
rainbow, words denoting human skin color can undergo such literalization.20 
Delany’s treatment of skin color is also a form of estrangement that allows 
readers to recognize something about themselves in the science-fictional 
culture. Delany, however, distorts the process of recognition by having 
characters of “impossible” color alongside “possible” ones, thus preventing a 
direct correspondence between the real world and the narrative world (for 
example, by populating a planet with blue and green aliens). 

A similarly distorted estrangement is at work when Delany replaces race, 
gender, and sexuality—real world differences on the basis of which people are 
discriminated against—with small, ridiculous-sounding details, such as 
birthmarks, the rate of perspiration, or the length of one’s limbs. Once Delany 
has his readers recognize that the subject is senseless hatred of difference, 
however unfamiliar the form in which it is presented, it is possible to evoke the 
artificiality and detrimental nature of the demarcations. Such a realization 
depends on an allegorical reading in the sense that any kind of difference can 
be substituted for another. In fact, this is a genre-typical interpretation. 
Estrangement and the absence of reference to more “topical” aspects of 
identity in the novel comprise a strategy in line with their absence from science 
fiction at the time. Delany’s use of estrangement in The Ballad of Beta-2 thus 
has the effect DeGraw intends: it “lessens the volatility of the text’s racial 
message” (142) by distancing the novel’s events from the events of the 1960s. 
It allows Delany to speak about the unspeakable, to comment on human 
differences in a way that is more subtle with its didactic message and thus, 
perhaps, more palatable for all kinds of audiences—while still being able to 
promote its message of accepting diversity. 

The fact that race, gender, or sexuality are not among the critical 
differences in the world of The Ballad of Beta-2 can also be seen in relation to 
Darko Suvin’s cognitive estrangement, concisely defined by Farah 
Mendlesohn: “cognitive estrangement is the sense that something in the fictive 
world is dissonant with the reader’s experienced world” (5). In the light of the 
“white” history of the genre and its imagined futures, a fictional world where 
race really does not matter is a radically different way of conceiving the world.  

Delany’s strategy of “creat[ing] fairly race-specific characters without a 
race-driven plot” (DeGraw 110) has also been used by other writers, like Robert 
E. Heinlein in Starship Troopers (1959) and Ursula K. Le Guin in The Left 
Hand of Darkness (1969). In an appendix to Trouble on Triton (1976), Delany 
describes his experience of reading Heinlein’s Starship Troopers, where the 
non-whiteness of the main character is revealed to readers only briefly and 
later on in the novel.21 Delany describes the reading experience as follows: 

                                                 
20 Play with words describing skin color and values attached to the words “black” and “white” 

becomes even more explicit in Delany’s later novel Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand, which is 
discussed in Chapter 3. 

21 Despite Delany’s detailed description of a scene where the main character looks into a mirror and 
sees his brown reflection in it—and Pohl’s anecdote about readers who abandoned the book, disgusted, 
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“What remains with me, nearly ten years after my first reading of the book, is 
the knowledge that I have experienced a world in which the placement of the 
information about the narrator’s face is proof that in such a world the ‘race 
problem,’ at least, has dissolved” (“Appendix A” 287). It is possible that Delany 
is aiming for a similar effect in The Ballad of Beta-2.22 Such an interpretation 
is further supported by the fact that the main character of The Ballad of Beta-
2, Joneny, is initially called only by his first name, which does not give any 
clues of his possible ethnic background. His surname, which suggests an 
African origin, is not mentioned until he introduces himself to another 
character as “Joneny Horatio T’waboga” (55). Until then, most readers most 
likely assumed him to be white, since at the time the default science fiction 
protagonist was a white male. 

This strategy of estrangement is a double-edged sword, however. While on 
one hand it portrays a future world where racial prejudices are no longer an 
issue, on the other hand it makes it possible for readers to bypass the idea 
completely. As the name is mentioned only in passing and no other clues are 
provided, it is easy to miss the revelation of Joneny’s apparent African heritage
(or mixed race, given his Shakespearean middle name), just as the last names 
mentioned in the court records and the brief mention of one character’s 
“darkness” might well go unnoticed. Similarly, DeGraw has described the risks 
of such a subtle strategy as Delany’s: “The largely white audience of science 
fiction, combined with the generic convention of an Anglo male hero” might 
miss the “small racial clues in the description of a character, especially if it is 
not part of the larger plot” (111). Nevertheless, it is reasonable to assume that 
including such small details in the novel signals that they were meant to be 
noticed, at least by some readers.

I will return below to the development of the “specificity” or visibility of 
race, gender, and sexuality in Delany’s early work, in conjunction with 
discussing The Einstein Intersection, where the race of characters becomes 
more pronounced. Nevertheless, the potential of some readers missing the 
understated clues, while others may enjoy their implications, suggests that 
readers can be attuned to certain issues differently, which leads us to the two 
audiences of the alien encounter in The Ballad of Beta-2. 

THE ALIEN ENCOUNTER AND THE DOUBLE AUDIENCE
In addition to the implicit diversity of the human race in the novel, there are 
also aliens—or, more accurately, one alien creature and its human-alien 
offspring—in the novel. An alien encounter occurs both in the frame story and 
in the discovered history of the Star Folk. From the captains’ logs, Joneny 

                                                
when reaching that passage (9)—I have not located such a scene in the editions of the novel that I have 
encountered. Lavender (Race 159–160) and Edward James (218 n. 3) note the same.

22 Even though Trouble on Triton was published in 1976, according to the date at the end of the text, 
Delany finished the novel in November of 1973 or July of 1974; this means that “nearly ten years after 
[his] first reading of [Starship Troopers]” may have preceded or coincided with his writing of The Ballad 
of Beta-2.
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learns that while the ships were on their way across space, the fleet was 
attacked by a telepathic alien creature that inhabited interstellar space. It 
started to tear the ships apart one by one, killing everyone inside, until Captain 
Leela of the ship called Beta-2 had the courage to explore what is going on and 
her intervention was able to prevent further carnage. Before readers learn 
about the Star Folk’s alien encounter disaster, there is another, less dramatic 
(albeit suspenseful) alien encounter in the narrative, when Joneny meets the 
luminously white, green-eyed boy on one of the space ships, and for a while he 
(like the readers) is utterly oblivious to the fact that the boy is not fully human, 
until the ship’s “robot mechanism” announces that despite its efforts to locate 
someone to meet Joneny “no human agent has responded” to its call (50). The 
boy is thus revealed to be a human-alien hybrid: his mother is Captain Leela, 
and his father is the alien creature named the “Destroyer” by the humans. 
DeGraw argues that “[w]ithin the specific context of American race relations, 
Delany’s alien/human hybrid mirrors the mixed racial position of mulattos” 
(140). Still, in the context of speculative fiction, perhaps the traditional, pulp 
age alien encounters offer a more meaningful point of comparison. In this 
context, Joneny’s first encounter with the non-human boy is significant in its 
ordinariness and its lack of threat, even though the narrative evokes suspense 
due to Joneny not knowing what the boy is. In traditional space opera, an 
encounter with a non-human being who looks deceptively human could 
suggest the motif of xenophobic paranoia of malevolent aliens “passing” as 
humans. Therefore, the lack of threat posed by the boy, who looks human but 
is not, is striking and emphasizes the novel’s ethical stance of accepting 
difference instead of demonizing it. 

At the end of the novel, Joneny realizes the immense potential the boy has 
for communication between the races in the galaxy: being telepathic, he can 
communicate with anyone regardless of language or cultural differences. The 
hybrid character’s powers are only enhanced by his “fragmented subjectivity,” 
while its hybridity challenges “the concept of a static, essentialist, racial 
identity” (DeGraw 140). Still, DeGraw rightly notes in a footnote that hybridity 
is “muted” by the fact that the boy is embodied as a white male (205 n. 53). 
However, as I noted above, the white male embodiment is not as unambiguous 
as it seems, since the luminous whiteness combined with his facial features 
enhance the hybridity rather than downplay it.  

Perhaps an even more intriguing alien encounter occurs in The Ballad of 
Beta-2 in the narrative of Captain Leela from Beta-2 meeting the Destroyer.23 
Leela describes her alien encounter in the captain’s log as follows:  

                                                 
23 It is quite possible that the Destroyer is a reference to A. E. van Vogt’s classic short story “Black 

Destroyer” (1939) mentioned in Section 1.4. Whereas van Vogt’s “Black Destroyer” stereotypically 
connects blackness with monstrosity, Delany’s alien is incorporeal but manifested as white. The major 
difference, however, lies in the way the conflict resulting from the alien encounter is resolved in the two 
narratives: Delany’s alien encounter involves communication and reconciliation, whereas van Vogt’s 
ends in retributive genocide. 
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Then it happened. I think most of it happened in my head. Things just 
went crazy ... The whole thing took me so I just cried out, “Stop that!” 
And it stopped.  
“What are you doing!” I demanded [...] 
“Help me,” it said. “I—I don’t know.” 
“You’re killing us,” I cried. “That’s what you’re doing!” 
“I approached slowly,” it said. “Very carefully into their minds but they 
died screaming. Their minds are not big enough.” 
“But you’re not killing me,” I said. 
“You told me to stop.” [...] 
Suddenly I remembered. “Where is Captain Alva?”  
“He’s dead, and so are most of the others . . . there; they are all dead 
now.” 
“All?”  
“They didn’t say stop.” … “I did not realize,” it went on, “that you were 
alive until just now when you told me to stop. That was the first time 
any of you addressed me directly.” … The image comes to me of one of 
your people breaking open an anthill to see what is inside. That is how I 
broke open your ships. I saw the confusion, but I did not realize it was 
wrong until you told me.” (109–110) 

 

After this exchange, the creature realizes that it is alone and lonely, and it 
starts to cry. Suddenly, it tells Leela it loves her, and asks her if she loves it 
back. It promises her “descendants who will be able to live among the stars” 
(113), which Leela finds tempting, as she has seriously begun to doubt that the 
Star Folk, fanatic about their Norm, will ever make it to their destination.  

I quoted this alien encounter passage at some length in order to 
demonstrate the scene’s two important aspects: the fact that Leela told the 
Destroyer to stop and it obeyed; and that the Destroyer did not know what it 
was doing. So, even though the Destroyer demolished entire spaceships and 
killed everyone inside, it was doing this out of ignorance and curiosity, as it did 
not realize the humans were sentient beings. Only when Captain Leela told it 
to stop did it understand it was dealing with living creatures. In this passage, 
emotions and ethical judgments change rapidly as Leela, the protagonist and 
narrator of this embedded narrative, moves within the space of two pages from 
“quivering, mad, and scared” (110) to “feeling all sorts of empathy with this 
creature” and, finally, love: “You love me!” the telepathic Destroyer realizes 
(113–114). Readers’ ethical judgments of the events and characters are likely 
to follow suit, at least to some extent. For readers, too, this scene dismantles 
the alien’s monstrosity and allows for “all sorts of empathy” toward the alien 
being.  

In terms of traditional science fiction, such an unconventional encounter is 
a humane move on Delany’s part to resolve a crisis through negotiation and 
understanding. Still, one would expect more drama from an alien encounter 
with a creature that has killed thousands of people. The understanding and 
empathy shown in the narrative for the Destroyer, and the comparative ease 
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with which Leela, and perhaps readers as well, side with an alien creature who 
has, however unintentionally, killed thousands of people, may seem baffling 
today. However, when viewed in the social and cultural context of American 
society in the 1960s and the mainly white science fiction fanbase, this 
encounter has another potential dimension. When reading the alien encounter 
scene, keeping in mind that the story was published in 1965—that is, in the 
heyday of the Civil Rights Movement, amidst great social upheaval and violent 
attacks against black Americans—it is possible to discern that the text 
encourages two different interpretations, depending on which of the 
characters readers primarily identify with. The ethical judgments invited by 
the scene are also potentially double. Hence, there are two different views of 
the encounter, and they may well depend on which side of the “color line” (to 
use W.E.B. Du Bois’s term) readers are on.24 

It is likely that identifying and sympathizing with the Destroyer is a 
position that is more readily available for a white reader. Even though readers 
can easily identify with Leela’s agony and sorrow, it is also possible to 
sympathize with the Destroyer, as it realizes what a terrible deed it has done. 
The alien is presented as sympathetic through its confusion and newly 
discovered loneliness: it did not know what it was doing, and the massacre 
must weigh on its conscience, and it asks for help.25 From the Destroyer’s 
angle, the situation includes a horrified realization of the harm it has caused, 
and the need for clemency. This reading emphasizes the resolving of the crisis 
through understanding the other. 

 If read another way, identifying with Leela and her bravery, the Destroyer 
is not allowed to take the heroic role and the readers’ sympathy from Leela. 
Highlighting Leela’s brave act of telling the Destroyer to stop, it is possible to 
see that there might be another moral to the story, which is perhaps more 
readily available to the non-white reader. By confronting the alien life form 
and making it realize that the humans are sentient beings, Leela prevents 
further carnage. From her point of view, the situation is solved simply by 
telling the Destroyer to stop. In this reading, the Destroyer represents white 
supremacy and systemic racism, which deny or ignore the human rights of 
black Americans with tragic consequences. A parallel between Captain Leela’s 
cry of “Stop!” and the Civil Rights Movement becomes tangible when 
considering, for instance, photographs from the March on Washington in 
August 1963: with Martin Luther King, Jr., protesters march onwards, holding 
placards demanding an end to inequality, police brutality, segregated schools, 
etc. In this way, the novel can be read to suggest that not only is eliminating 
and prosecuting difference bad for humanity, but the way to reach a viable 

                                                 
24 Of course, the fact that Leela is a woman, and the Destroyer is apparently male also opens up the 

possibility of reading their encounter from a feminist perspective. Still, I would argue that the double 
audience I discuss below remains the same, whichever identity or political framework it is set into. 

25 Jeffrey Cohen argues that the figure of the monster can be made “into a symbol of the desirable,” 
and this often happens “through the neutralization of potentially threatening aspects with a liberal dose 
of comedy: the thundering giant becomes a bumbling giant” (Monster Theory 18). In The Ballad of Beta-
2, the principle is similar, but the neutralization that leads to desire is accomplished not through comedy 
but through empathy and pity.  
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future also depends on the courage to say “Stop!” as well as on the ability of 
the offending side to realize from that expression that it is dealing with human 
beings.  

As is often the case when applying allegorical interpretations, reading the 
scene as a straightforwardly allegorical one (with black Americans as the ones 
destroyed by the white society) seems to include one caveat: The Destroyer 
tells Leela that the people he approached “too fast” died because “their minds 
were not big enough” (70). The seemingly supremacist claim can, however, be 
a part of the built-in double perspective: it diminishes the alien’s culpability, 
as it was partly the humans’ own weakness and difference that led to their 
death. In other words, had their minds been more advanced, they might have 
survived the encounter. More provocatively put, it can be read as an equivalent 
of alleviating white guilt. Furthermore, “not big enough” minds can also be 
read as narrow-minded. After all, these characters are part of the Star Folk, 
who will condemn their non-normative members to death. As one of the 
central motifs in the frame narrative is Joneny’s quest to decode the Ballad of 
Beta-2, where the meaning of many words has shifted slightly in the new 
context, this interpretation is also plausible. 

James Phelan maintains that differences between readers’ interpretations 
can be located in differences between actual readers: “the concept of the flesh-
and-blood reader allows the rhetorical approach to recognize that differences 
among individual readers can lead to their different responses and 
interpretations,” even as “the concept of the authorial audience allows the 
rhetorical approach to consider the ways in which readers can share the 
experience of reading narrative” (Phelan, Experiencing 4–5). This implies that 
Phelan sees no need to include a double or multiple authorial audience in his 
model. In an article discussing John Edgar Wideman’s short story “Doc’s 
Story,” Phelan wonders whether there is something that he, a white man, does 
not see—but concludes that even though he and African American readers may 
have different kinds of reactions, they still sit in the same audience, albeit 
perhaps in different rows (Living 186), and there is no need for a double 
audience. Certainly, many differences between readers’ interpretations can be 
explained by differences between flesh-and-blood readers. However, Phelan’s 
analysis of “Doc’s Story,” in which he argues that readers familiar with 
basketball will get more out of the story, is a case where the concept of multiple 
authorial audience is perhaps not very consequential.  

In The Ballad of Beta-2, the different interpretations of the encounter 
between Captain Leela and The Destroyer cannot be associated with different 
reading individuals only, nor with whether those individuals are more or less 
familiar with some thematic details. There are clearly two different positions 
readers can take, and they are likely to do so based on more than their 
individual experience. As Brian Richardson demonstrates in his article 
“Singular Text, Multiple Implied Readers,” some texts in fact have two implied 
readers inscribed into them; for example, children’s literature is often written 
in order to accommodate both child and adult readers. Richardson also points 
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out that the multiplicity of implied readers often originates from “the basic 
divisions in society (gender, race, class, and sexual orientation),” divisions that 
“regularly produce opposed readers, and these oppositions are regularly 
inscribed within texts. Historically, African American fiction has been directed 
to two different audiences” (261). Richardson quotes James Weldon Johnson, 
who in 1928 wrote about the divided audiences that racialized authors faced: 
“the Aframerican faces a special problem which the plain American author 
knows nothing about—the problem of the double audience. It is more than a 
double audience; it is a divided audience, an audience made up of two 
elements with differing and often opposite points of view” (qtd. in Richardson 
261). Even though Johnson wrote about the authorial dilemma almost forty 
years before The Ballad of Beta-2 was published, the issue was still topical in 
the 1960s, and unfortunately it continues to be so. Richardson also notes that 
that “[p]olitical censorship produces its share of double codings” (259). In 
science fiction in the 1960s, the censorship was political but also economic, as 
Delany put it in his essay “Racism in Science Fiction.” Whereas children’s 
literature has had to cater to both child and adult readers, since adults are 
usually the ones choosing and buying the books, an African American science 
fiction writer in the 1960s had to accommodate white readers in order to be 
published and get paid.  

It is thus clear that the concept of a double or multiple authorial audience 
(or implied readers) is sometimes needed. However, it can admittedly be 
difficult to determine exactly how to differentiate between a double audience 
and, for example, an ambiguous text, as Richardson rightly notes (267). First, 
as the basketball example Phelan mentions implies, there are always several 
aspects in a text that may divide audiences and affect their interpretations. 
Furthermore, since an authorial audience is in part an authorial construct and 
in part deciphered from the text by readers, the definition does not necessarily 
require an obvious conscious effort on the author’s part, and the line between 
an ambiguous and multiple implied audience may be difficult to draw. 

Furthermore, as Richardson argues, in the case of a multiple implied 
audience “the black or anti-imperial reader can comprehend everything the 
white or conservative reader does as well as the deeper meaning and the inside 
jokes that the other cannot get” (263–264). This epistemological hierarchy is 
something to keep in mind when studying literature written by authors from 
different backgrounds than one’s own. In other words, no matter how 
experienced a reader a literary scholar is, and however skilled they might be in 
spotting the different levels in a text, it is still necessary to keep in mind that 
one may belong to the “white or conservative” readership that does not get 
everything. An anecdote about Delany’s discussion with Greg Tate about Stars 
in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand exemplifies the risk of being blind to 
something in the text. Tate relates that “Delany told [him], rather devilishy, 
that there is only one white character in the book and the trick is to spot whitey. 
How much of a smile this brings to your lips depends on your sensitivity to SF 
universes full of a zillion species of extraterrestrials and only Caucasoid 
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humans” (“Ghetto in the Sky” 160). Furthermore, Delany once commented on 
a scholar’s question that “[i]f you wrote, ‘Behind a deceptively cool, even 
disinterested, narrative exterior you can hear the resonances of the virulent 
anti-white critique that informs all aware black writing in America today,’ I 
would think you were a downright perceptive reader” (“The Semiology of 
Silence” 50). Delany’s subtlety makes it easy to miss certain clues, expecting, 
for example, all characters self-evidently to be “Caucasoid” or failing to see that 
there are other possibilities to interpret an ambiguous scene than the one 
based on one’s own background. Therefore, the dual audience of The Ballad of 
Beta-2 does not have to be seen as a restriction, a “special problem of the 
Aframerican writer,” as it was for Johnson in 1938, even though Delany, 
wanting to get his book published in the 1960s, had to downplay race for the 
majority of white readers. Despite this, The Ballad of Beta-2 conveys its pro-
tolerant and anti-essentialist message to both audiences. Both those expecting 
a familiar sf adventure story, and those who immediately recognize its racial 
themes, will find the novel’s ending satisfying, as Joneny solves the mystery of 
what happened to the Star Folk spaceships and plans to take the Destroyer’s 
Child back to the university to help humanity “reach the stars” (78), just as The 
Destroyer promised Leela that their offspring would. The Star Folk, who 
degenerated because of their obsession with normality, are left behind as the 
narrative turns to the possibilities opened up by the hybrid boy, whose mother 
was brave enough to say stop but kind enough to love the alien. Because of his 
use of the double audience and the strategy of estranging controversial identity 
politics in the Star Folks’ persecution of differences that are insignificant to 
readers, Delany is perhaps even able to get his message through to an audience 
which, to use a theater metaphor, might not have entered the show if they 
knew what the play was about.  

2.3 THE EINSTEIN INTERSECTION AND THE NEW 
WAVE OF SCIENCE FICTION 

The Einstein Intersection, which was published only two years after The 
Ballad of Beta-2, is in many ways a very different novel. Still, they share a 
central theme: both are fictional treatises on difference and myth. The Einstein 
Intersection takes place on Earth, in the far future long after humans are gone 
(either having left the planet or having died) and an alien species has taken 
over the planet, adopting a human form. In everything they do, they try to act 
as human as possible and are guided by human myths and narratives in their 
understanding of the world. Actively looking after their gene pool, these aliens 
show a greater appreciation for genetic diversity than the Star Folk did in The 
Ballad of Beta-2, even though they continuously debate whether changing or 
preserving the gene pool is the best way to proceed, whether they should 
broaden the definition of normality, and what it means to be human. They 
keep their “non-functional” offspring separated from others in “kages,” and 
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only those deemed functional enough are endowed with a title “La,” “Lo,” or 
“Le,” according to their sex (although what the third gender is ends up being 
only partially explained, late in the novel). The alien narrator and protagonist, 
Lo Lobey, is one of the “functionals,” even though he later learns that he, too, 
is “different” in that he has a telepathic ability to hear music in the minds of 
others. Lobey, explicitly presented as an Orpheus figure, sets out on a journey 
to hunt the killer of his lover Friza. The novel thus continues the motifs evident 
even in The Ballad of Beta-2, but at the same time it is both more complex and 
more explicit. The Einstein Intersection is more obscure than The Ballad of 
Beta-2 in terms of identity and difference: unlike the earlier pulp-styled novel, 
The Einstein Intersection includes characters that are obviously black and 
clearly sexual. However, because the idea of humanity is here doubly estranged 
by an alien narrator, readers easily find themselves in a maze, not knowing 
whether the alien interpretation of humanity is supposed to be read as reliable 
or not.  

Due to its complexity, estrangement, symbols, and mythological content, 
the novel and its central scenes have justifiably been interpreted in different 
ways, and the novel actively encourages these interpretations by having 
characters implicitly refer to themselves or other characters by alluding to 
various mythic characters. H. Jane Gardiner captures the novel’s complexity 
by aptly characterizing the novel as “a multitude of interlocking myths” (112). 
Robert A. Collins reads The Einstein Intersection as the product of turbulent 
times: “the American black’s struggle for a cultural identity, a prominent 
theme of the 1960s when the novel was written, was at least one of the demons 
that occupied Delany’s mind” (87). On the other hand, in his foreword to the 
Wesleyan edition (1998) of the novel, Neil Gaiman compares its fascination 
with social change and its description of a people trying to live and act out the 
myths of a different, ancient civilization with the “hippie” generation’s 
endeavor to build a new world. For Sandra Grayson, the novel “suggest[s] that 
those who are different are essential to the past, present, and future and that 
people need not be defined or limited by the dominate cultural ideology” (90). 
In the final analysis, however, the novel frustrates all attempts to define it in 
any straightforward way. George A. von Glahn has summed up the attempts to 
understand the novel and its main character: “When is Lobey Orpheus, when 
is he an alien ‘psychic manifestation’ creature in semihuman disguise, and 
when is he Delany’s alter ego? Often it does all come together admirably, but 
complete interpenetration of so many levels proves impossible” (131).  

The complicated and multi-layered structure of the novel is symptomatic 
of the New Wave of science fiction that emerged in the latter half of the 1960s. 
The New Wave is sometimes contested as a meaningful concept, especially “as 
a kind of homogeneous, monolithic politico-literary movement” (Nicholls, 
“The New Wave” n. pag.), and there is no consensus over whether there even 
was an American New Wave in addition to the British movement (Merrick, 
“Fiction” 104). Discussing the existence of an American New Wave, Roger 
Luckhurst points out that the American circumstance was different from the 
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British scene during the 1960s and 1970s. In the American context, the 
decades were marked by the Civil Rights Movement, and in the science fiction 
sphere there was still “an ossified ancien régime to topple,” that is, Campbell’s 
intolerant views and his “right-wing editorials” (Science Fiction 160). In 
addition to the different views regarding the existence of an American New 
Wave, critics have not always been unanimous about Delany’s status as a New 
Wave writer. In contemporary scholarship, he is “generally seen as being in 
the forefront of the New Wave, emphasizing cultural speculation, the soft 
sciences, psychology and mythology over technology and Hard SF” (Nicholls, 
“Delany, Samuel R” n. pag.). Delany is also included as a New Wave writer in 
histories of and general introductions to science fiction (see, e.g., Roberts, The 
History of Science Fiction). Delany himself, however, has refused the moniker 
of New Wave writer. Luckhurst quotes Delany “lambast[ing] academic SF 
historians for mislocating his work” in what Delany calls the “underresearched 
and ahistorical myth of the ‘New Wave’” (qtd. in Luckhurst 162). Delany has 
pointed out that he was actually “all but excluded” from the circle of New Wave 
writers because of his “SF conservatism” (Silent Interviews 225; see also 
Tatsumi 272–273). That is, unlike other New Wave writers, he did not seek to 
make science fiction into mainstream literature. As Carl Freedman notes, 
“whereas the contemporary New Wave sf authors of the 1960s […] sought to 
break with the pulp tradition […] Delany loved pulp fiction, especially space 
opera; and […] his project was to rejuvenate [pulp science fiction and space 
opera] rather than to leave them behind” (“Samuel R. Delany” 61). On the 
other hand, Luckhurst points out that Delany was involved as a co-editor in 
the journal Quark, which was “clearly modelled on New Worlds” (162), a 
British New Wave journal, and despite his personal objections, New Wave 
influences are evident in his fiction. Thus, regardless of whether one sees 
Delany as a New Wave writer or not, it is clear that the New Wave influences 
on the genre made new kinds of literary experiments possible.  

Whether regarded as a coherent movement or not, the New Wave can be 
understood as a set of changes in the genre that happened during the latter 
part of the 1960s.26 The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction entry characterizes 
the rationale behind the change as a kind of saturation point that science 
fiction reached during the decade:  

Traditional Genre SF had reached a crisis point in both the UK and the 
USA by the middle 1960s; too many writers were working with the same 
few traditional sf themes, and both the style and content of sf were 
becoming generally overpredictable. Many young writers entering the 
field came to feel […] that genre sf had become a straitjacket; though 

                                                 
26 Anyone interested in more detail about the history of and writers associated with the New Wave 

can start with The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction article on the subject (Nicholls, “New Wave”). The 
general introductions to the genre (for example, The Routledge Companion to Science Fiction) also give 
a concise account of the time period. Readers in need of deeper analysis and a wider view could consult 
Adam Roberts’s chapter on the New Wave in The History of Science Fiction. 
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widely supposed to emphasize change and newness, sf had somehow 
become conservative. (Nicholls, “New Wave” n. pag.) 

In addition to the renewal of the style and ethos of science fiction, the entry 
relates that the “fundamental element” of the New Wave was “the belief that sf 
could and should be taken seriously as literature” (ibid.). As a part of being or 
becoming serious literature, the New Wave of science fiction brought to the 
genre an appreciation of more complex style and more complex characters, 
which made it possible for sf to be “more concerned with ‘inner’ than outer 
space” (Merrick, “Fiction” 103). It is these New Wave themes and the stylistic 
complications in The Einstein Intersection that this subchapter focuses on.

Even though The Einstein Intersection is clearly influenced by the New 
Wave, the differences between The Ballad of Beta-2 and The Einstein 
Intersection are, of course, not only due to New Wave aspirations to rejuvenate 
the genre. Much of the increasing complexity can also be attributed to Delany 
developing as a writer. In an interview, he describes the beginning of his career 
as almost accidental, something that “simply happened” (“An Interview” 31). 
Only after his fourth science fiction novel did he realize that he had “become a 
science fiction writer,” and has “since then put a great deal of thought into how 
to become a better science fiction writer” (31). Therefore, the aspirations to 
develop as a writer and improve the genre are impossible to tell apart. 
However, the personal/generic distinction becomes rather irrelevant as both 
perspectives boil down to the view of what, for Delany, is good science fiction. 

THE NEW WAVE: NEW POSSIBILITIES FOR IDENTITY POLITICS
As discussed above, the complexity of style that the New Wave brought to 
science fiction manifests in The Einstein Intersection as a variety of 
interpretations of what the novel is “about” and what the references and 
metaphors implied in the alien characters’ re-enactment of humanity are. 
Unlike the comparatively straightforward The Ballad of Beta-2, The Einstein 
Intersection is laden with symbols and references that lead its readers in 
several directions. At the core of both novels, however, is the acceptance of 
difference and change.

Even though most genre science fiction of the New Wave “avoided thinking 
about race” (Bould, “Afrofuturism” 397), one of the changes in the genre 
brought about by the new forms of writing involved sex, gender, and sexuality 
as subject matters. Before the 1960s, science fiction did not pay much 
attention to gender and sexuality (Attebery, Decoding 5), and despite rare 
examples of sexual extrapolation in the genre even in the 1950s, the decade 
was marked by a general tone of “puritanical rectitude” in science fiction 
(Latham 52). During the late sixties, reflecting the changing attitudes in the 
Western world, science fiction, too, started to question the binaries of gender 
and sexuality, and the New Wave met the challenge by imagining new 
possibilities and alternatives (Latham 68). Latham sums up the debate 
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between the New Wave proponents and the “Old Guard”: “both sides in the 
debate basically accused their opponents of displaying some form of sexual 
pathology, whether puritanical repression or neurotic desublimation” (63). 
The Einstein Intersection’s matter-of-fact sexuality avoids both extremes. 
While there are no actual sex scenes in the novel, sex is not taboo for the 
characters and it is quite openly talked about. It seems to be mostly harnessed 
for the purposes of reproduction, but not within the nuclear family: it is 
preferable not to have more than one child with any partner in order to “keep 
the genes mixing, mixing, mixing” (77).27 

The Einstein Intersection also begins the complication and deconstruction 
of gender which was to become another motif in Delany’s oeuvre (as well as in 
much of the feminist science fiction of the time). It is easy to determine from 
conventionally gendered human names like La Carol and Lo Little Jon, 
mentioned on the first pages of the novel, what those two titles stand for, but 
the third one, “Le,” is more obscure, and its meaning is never properly 
explained other than that it signifies an androgynous character. About a third 
into the novel, in a discussion between Lo Lobey and the androgynous 
“kagekeeper” Le Dorik, it is revealed that Le Dorik is not male nor female, but 
has been mistakenly taken as either of those by both Lobey and Lobey’s lover 
Friza, and both encounters have produced offspring. Later, Lobey muses: “I’ve 
often wondered why we didn’t invent a more compatible method of 
reproduction to go along with our own three way I-guess-you’d-call-it-sexual 
division” (76). This implies that the third category, Le, is the result of human 
bodies being adapted to another, alien, way of procreation. Using the titles and 
classifying people on the basis of their gender and functionality are, however, 
considered offensive and indicative of “backwoods ways” in the larger city of 
Branning, as a traveler warns Lobey later on (95).  

Opening his worldview by traveling from a village where the most urgent 
debates seemed to concern whether to “preserve” or to change, Lobey has to 
unlearn his need to classify people and instead see difference in a more 
positive way—but it does not seem to occur during the course of the novel, 
since Lobey does not get rid of his conservative ideas of gender or his repulsion 
for the androgynes. Toward the end, when Lobey realizes that a character 
called Dove is not La Dove but Le Dove (i.e., androgynous),28 Lobey is shocked 
to the point of “back[ing] away” with his knife exposed. The Dove is a character 
whose job in Branning is to represent a kind of ultimate sex object and to be a 
“key image in an advertising campaign” reminding the people of Branning not 
to settle with one partner without having children with others as well. 
Threatened by Lobey, Le Dove tries to reason with him, explaining that their 
trying to be human is an illusion: “We’ve tried to take their form, their 
memories, their myths. But they don’t fit” (128). On the next page, even a 

                                                 
27 The almost total absence of explicit sexual descriptions in Delany’s science fiction before Stars in 

My Pocket Like Grains of Sand is striking if one considers that his writing career includes clearly 
pornographic novels (for example, The Tides of Lust (1973), later published under the title Equinox). In 
other words, Delany was directing his “sextrapolation” into another kind of literature. 

28 See Pitkänen (7–20) for a detailed discussion of how the Dove’s gender comes across in the novel.  
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computer left from human times tells him: “You’re a bunch of psychic 
manifestations, multisexed and incorporeal, and you—you’re all trying to put 
on the limiting mask of humanity” (129). From the point of view of a species 
with several sexes and no bodies, trying to be human indeed means restraining 
the possibilities of being. Lobey’s aggression toward Le Dove can be described 
as a kind of heteronormativity or transphobia, which is part of the limiting 
mask of humanity he has put on.  

Another difference between the two early Delany novels and their views of 
identity is that in The Einstein Intersection the skin color of characters is made 
explicit, unlike in The Ballad of Beta-2. In the latter, it seems as if the race or 
skin color of characters is not mentioned because it had become insignificant 
in the novel’s universe. In The Einstein Intersection, however, as Littlefield 
(238), too, has noted, while skin color seems to be trivial for the alien 
characters themselves, it is not irrelevant for the human myths they are 
enacting—or for the actual readers of the novel. The aliens are copying a 
human world that will exist thousands of years in the future, and therefore 
their ignorance of racial differences can be a product of a post-racial society, 
as in The Ballad of Beta-2 (and other Delany novels), implying that the future 
human society on which the aliens base their human imitation is one where 
race does not matter. Another interpretation is that the aliens are simply not 
aware of all the ballast carried by the cultures and mythologies they are 
copying, and they innocently mirror the human world as they understand it. 

The disinterested echoing is best described by the main character Lobey’s 
description of himself, his friends, and his community. For 21st-century 
readers, perhaps the most awkward moment is when Lobey describes the 
previous generation’s lack of success in breeding, which is manifested in the 
birth of “non-functionals, idiots, mongoloids, and cretins” (2). However 
startling the usage of those words is for 21st-century readers, they were 
probably not considered so offensive and blatantly ableist at the time of the 
novel’s publication, when they could still be considered valid medical terms. 
Still, Lobey’s choice of words illustrates how an alien character’s naïve human 
personification exposes or mirrors attitudes and myths inherent in human 
culture without hidden agendas on the characters’ part. The author, however, 
may have an agenda, and readers will also bring their cultural and personal 
prejudices to the interpretation. 

The same kind of naïve mirroring in the novel occurs in terms of skin color. 
This was assuredly intentional by Delany since, at the time of writing race was 
undeniably a significant factor in the world. At the beginning of the novel, 
Lobey describes himself and his closest friends: “What I look like? […] a whole 
lot of big nose and gray eyes and wide mouth crammed on a small brown face 
proper for a fox […] scratched around with spun brass for hair” (1), while his 
friend Little Jon “will till death look like a small black fourteen-year-old with 
skin as smooth as volcanic glass,” with “silver mesh for hair” (3). Explaining 
the chemistry behind Little Jon’s silvery hair, Lobey explains that it is a 
pigment different from the “rusty iron brown of melanin that suntans you and 
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me” (3). Lobey reminding “you” that melanin “suntans you and me” is vague 
enough to lead to two readings regarding the narratee. It can be a direct 
address to white readers to remind them of the fact that all the shades of 
human skin color are based on the same substance, whether one’s skin is 
brown or pale when not suntanned. Or, presuming that the “you” referred to 
is also black, it challenges the default white reader.  

The strategy of questioning the whiteness of the author-hero-reader 
triangle of science fiction is further supported by the word “normal” in Lobey’s 
characterization of his lover Friza. Friza is mute, although she can 
communicate telepathically with some people, and her status as a “functional” 
is a subject of debate. Lobey says that “[s]he looked normal: slim, brown, full 
mouth, wide nose, brass-colored eyes” (4), thus presenting a black female 
character as “normal” in the context of a science fiction novel in the late sixties. 
A third way of reading the descriptions of the male characters discussed above 
is that they resist stereotypical categorization: despite their brown skins, 
Lobey has gray eyes and brass-colored hair, and Little Jon’s hair is silvery.  

In Lobey’s description of the “non-functionals,” his description of his fellow 
characters—and the narratee—is devoid of any social judgment; he merely 
describes what they look like. Therefore, any further judgment—ethical or 
otherwise—regarding the issue cannot really be attributed to the characters or 
their context. Their condition thus resembles that of a naïve narrator in the 
sense that gluing meaning to things like skin color happens behind the 
characters’ backs. This is in practice the case in all allegorically interpreted 
alien encounters, of course, but in The Einstein Intersection the skin color of 
characters is explicitly commented on by the narrator, which makes race and 
gender visible in the characters’ discourse. It could thus be argued that The 
Einstein Intersection inverts the more traditional trope of the alien as 
metaphor. Whereas aliens in a wider science-fictional context can often be 
taken to be metaphors for otherness and the alien characters are completely 
unaware of their role in performing a certain mythical role, in The Einstein 
Intersection the aliens are very much aware of the roles they play, but not of 
the human markers for otherness, like skin color.  

Just as the “rusty melanin” that suntans both Lobey and his narratee can 
be read in two ways, there is another controversial passage suggesting at least 
two interpretations. When he for the first time sees a glimpse of the character 
who will become his nemesis, Lobey describes the character “as pale as Whitey 
dying” (50). The two possibilities of reading the comparison spring from 
whether “Whitey” here refers to a minor character of that name, who died a 
few pages earlier and whom Lobey helped bury, or whether, as Tucker 
interprets Littlefield as “provocatively” implying,29 the alien species has 
adopted “racialized language as part of their cultural inheritance” (A Sense 283 

                                                 
29 Littlefield writes: “Kid Death, among his other, more horrible characteristics, is described as a 

vivid, ghostly white. In fact, he seems to be a caricature of the classic Aryan type, with his blazing red 
hair, green eyes, and skin ‘as pale as Whitey dying’” (236), thus ignoring the fact that there is a (dead) 
character in the novel of that name as well. 
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n. 142). But whatever the word’s use in the fictional world, “Whitey” has an 
effect on readers, and the differences between interpretations of the scene—
whether “Whitey” refers to the actual character in the novel or whether it is the 
legacy of racialized human language Lobey has adopted—suggest a possible 
double audience in The Einstein Intersection in one of the senses Richardson 
mentioned: as an inside joke which only a part of the audience will get. 

A double audience can also be present in readings of the white character 
Kid Death, whose whiteness challenges the connection between blackness and 
monstrosity in much of popular culture. While for a white science fiction 
audience the character’s whiteness may be a refreshing reversal of the trope, it 
may have different echoes for a black audience. Littlefield points out that 
stereotypically white evil villains are a part of “the Afro-American mythology 
which began to emerge in the literature of the twentieth century” (235). Even 
though the effect of a white antagonist is the same for black and white 
audiences, that is, challenging blackness as “the color associated with mystery 
and evil” (Littlefield 235), the two audiences may interpret the racialization of 
such color-coding differently, due to their connections with different 
traditions.  

Littlefield notes that generally in Delany’s novels “It is the villains more 
than the heroes who represent a racial stereotyping” (238). While this is true, 
it is important to also note the significant distinction in Delany’s work between 
villains and othered aliens. Delany’s truly villainous characters are always 
more or less members of the same group, be they alien or human characters, 
and their malice is directed toward other members of that group. Thus, the 
white villain of The Einstein Intersection differs from the alien antagonist in 
The Ballad of Beta-2 and the body of Delany’s other works in that his bad 
deeds are not just due to misunderstanding but he is unquestionably evil. For 
example, Kid Death brings Lobey’s love Friza back from the dead only because 
he wants to kill her again in front of Lobey’s eyes. Furthermore, whereas The 
Destroyer in The Ballad of Beta-2 can be sympathized and even identified 
with, very little sympathy is directed to The Einstein Intersection’s luminously 
white alien in human form.  

True to its New Wave complexity, rather than settle for a narrative of an 
archetypal battle between a white villain and a black hero, The Einstein 
Intersection presents its readers with a plethora of meanings and references 
to different cultural contexts. The final confrontation between Lobey and Kid 
Death is not, in fact, a fight between those two characters, even though finding 
and killing Kid Death is presented as the purpose of Lobey’s quest from the 
beginning, and that is what readers are primed to expect. In the end, it is not 
Lobey who kills Kid Death; he only distracts Kid Death long enough with his 
music for a character called Spider to take out the villain with his whip. Spider 
is a dragon-herder whom Lobey befriends on his way to the city. Spider 
characterizes himself as “Green-eye’s Iscariot […] Kid Death’s Pat Garrett 
[and] Judge Minos at the gate who [Lobey] must charm with [his] music” 
(113). However, when all of the allusions and myths connected to each 
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character during the novel are considered, none of them fit as such. Staging 
Kid Death as Billy the Kid and Spider as Pat Garrett suggests the possibility 
that Kid Death, a Western antihero, was whipped to death by a Native 
American, because Spider has skin “burned red, and the red burned brown but 
still glowing through” (57). On the other hand, following the biblical allusions 
in which Kid Death is the Devil, “the Devil” is killed by Spider as Judas Iscariot. 
Finally, in an interpretation based on the race of the characters, Lobey may be 
“a sort of Martin Luther King, Jr., challenging the white power structure and 
winning,” as Littlefield (238) suggests. Nevertheless, in the final confrontation 
scene, Lobey is not, strictly speaking, the one who is victorious, as he only 
provides a distraction.

As Littlefield has convincingly shown, “allegories of race” abound in the 
novel, even though they may be lost on some readers due to its many levels. To 
use a mythical metaphor also employed in the novel, The Einstein Intersection
is like a three-dimensional labyrinth, where race and gender are corridors 
where your interpretation may (or may not) lead you. One kind of audience is 
led down one path, while another is perhaps prone to choose a different route. 
The complexity of the labyrinth, due to its New Wave aspirations, also allows 
for a route that bypasses race as a central theme in the novel; in 1967, this may 
have still been a necessary precaution. Therefore, in The Einstein Intersection, 
too, there is a double audience present in metaphors and characters that can 
be read in different ways, and implications—such as those of the white arch 
enemy and references to melanin that “suntans” you and me—may be read 
differently by different readers.

DOUBLE ESTRANGEMENT: ALIEN INTERPRETATIONS OF 
HUMANITY 

In addition to the rich content, complexity is deeply ingrained in the structure 
of The Einstein Intersection. As Alterman points out, this tendency is typical 
of Delany’s “literary style,” which is “a combination of subtly derived linguistic 
techniques coupled with a disturbing liberation of certain structural elements” 
(n. pag.). Alterman argues that “time, point of view, and logic” function 
differently in Delany’s fiction (n. pag.), and nowhere in his fiction is it more 
obvious than in this New Wave novel, which takes Gödel’s theorem as its 
central metaphor. In other words, notions of uncertainty and distorted logic 
become the novum that spurs a new kind of thinking. Delany has a character 
describe Gödel’s theorem in The Einstein Intersection as follows:

In any closed mathematical system—you may read ‘the real world with 
its immutable laws of logic’—there are an infinite number of true 
theorems—you may read ‘perceivable, measurable phenomena’—which, 
though contained in the original system, can not be deduced from it —
read ‘proven with ordinary or extraordinary logic.’ Which is to say, there 
are more things in heaven and Earth than are dreamed of in your 
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philosophy, Lo Lobey-o.30 There are an infinite number of true things in 
the world with no way of ascertaining their truth. Einstein defined the 
extent of the rational. Gödel stuck a pin into the irrational and fixed it 
to the wall of the universe so that it held still long enough for people to 
know it was there. (111–112) 

 
Alterman notes that “[t]he resultant universe is one in which traditional 
rational explication takes second place. It is a universe of experience and 
emotion” (n. pag.). Yet, it is also a textual universe where the logic of the story 
cannot always be “proven with ordinary or extraordinary logic,” as Gödel’s 
theorem was explained in The Einstein Intersection. As I argued above, the 
same goes for the myths evoked in the novel: they almost systematically fail to 
be logical explanations of the novel’s plot. However, what the theorem does 
explain is the novel’s stance on difference. With “an infinite number of true 
things” that cannot be deduced from the original system, The Einstein 
Intersection opens up the free play of differences of gender and race—a motif 
that is even more pronounced in Delany’s later work (see Section 3.1). 

The complex logic of the novel is especially evident in the ambiguous 
narratee, which also makes possible a kind of indeterminable feedback loop in 
terms of questions of identity. In Section 2.3.1, I discussed how Lobey’s 
addressing of his narratee as “you” raises questions of the narratee’s race. This 
narratee has also been a source of confusion in the criticism of the novel. As 
George A. von Glahn has put it: “Why is Lobey, the narrator, telling this story 
in the first place? Who is he writing it for? If it is the people from the past earth 
(the ‘you’ he addresses), does he expect them to read it? How?” (131). Von 
Glahn’s questions are justified and hard to answer: while the first-person 
narrator at times seems to address a human being with asides like “(We hadn’t 
adjusted to your images yet. Ah, well)” (2), the narratee, on the other hand, 
seems to be situated in the same universe as Lobey, but from the era when 
humans still existed. Clearly, it is a far-future human society, because at the 
time “humanity was able to reach the limits of the known universe with ships 
and projection forces that are still available to anyone who wants to use them” 
and its cities were “bustling centers of interstellar commerce” (112).  

Chatelain and Slusser present The Einstein Intersection as a prime example 
of what they call “extrapolative narratives,” and they describe it as a novel in 
which “unknown worlds [are] recounted in near-hermetic collusion between 
narrator and narratee […] produc[ing] not only temporary bafflement but 
sustained, radical disorientation in the virtual reader” (174).31 They argue that 

                                                 
30 This, of course, is an allusion to William Shakespeare’s Hamlet, where the words are addressed to 

Horatio. In fact, in early editions of The Einstein Intersection, Delany seems to have had “Horatio” 
instead of Lo Lobey-o, because in critical work published in the 1970s and 1980s the passage is quoted 
as “there are more things in heaven and Earth than are dreamed of in your philosophy, Horatio” (see, 
for example Eastman 274; Alterman n.pag.). Horatio can also be an allusion to Joneny’s middle name in 
The Ballad of Beta-2, raising the intriguing possibility of Lobey also enacting the role of Joneny on his 
quest. 

31 The virtual reader, in Chatelain and Slusser’s terminology, is an approximation of the authorial 
audience and the flesh-and-blood reader in Phelan’s terms, as the virtual reader is the one “the real 
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this “more or less broad disparity between the world known to the narratee 
and that of the virtual reader” is what is behind estrangement in science 
fiction. (175).32 When the narrator is recounting their story to someone 
cohabiting the same world as the narrator, the narrator will not need to 
provide the same amount of expositional information that contemporary 
readers would require to effortlessly understand the narrative world 
(Chatelain and Slusser 174). In The Einstein Intersection, the time difference 
between the events of the novel and the contemporary audience is quite 
considerable: “The sun has captured two more planets since the time the Old 
People began here” (The Einstein Intersection 112). The temporal and cultural 
distance between the narrator, on the one hand, and the narratee and readers, 
on the other, create a kind of double estrangement: the human society and 
culture that the aliens take on is not one that twentieth-century or twenty-first-
century readers can know—nor can the aliens, as they have arrived after 
humans have died or left.  

Chatelain and Slusser maintain that there are moments in The Einstein 
Intersection where readers are offered background knowledge about the 
novel’s world, especially in dialogue between characters, noting that those 
characters “speak of things and concepts that, though apparently of human 
origin, are uttered in ways that remain oblique to the virtual reader’s own 
system of codes, myths, or knowledge” (174). However, the obliqueness can be 
caused by either the aliens not understanding the human culture or the readers 
not understanding the future culture that the aliens are copying. As readers 
are not familiar with the future societies that the aliens base their human 
interpretations on, it is sometimes hard to know whether Lobey and his fellow 
characters are portraying and enacting it correctly. This is the case, for 
example, in the passage (discussed above), where Lobey uses the expression 
“pale as Whitey dying.” The narratee, who bridges the temporal continuum 
between the disappearance of humans and Lobey’s time, probably 
understands Lobey’s narration and the dialogues between characters, and thus 
no explicit explanation is offered.  

Another doubly estranged question in the novel is what has happened to 
the human race. Some information is offered in the novel, which may point to 
the probably most popular way to end the world in the genre in the 1960s: 
nuclear apocalypse. Just before embarking on his epic journey, Lobey 
converses with a computer which has been left in a cave by the humans. The 
computer tells Lobey: “I remember when there were humans. They made me. 
Then they all went away, leaving us alone in down here. And now you’ve come 
to take their place. It must be rather difficult, walking through their hills, their 
jungles, battling the mutated shadows of their flora and fauna, haunted by 
their million-year-old fantasies” (30). This view is corroborated when Lobey 

                                                 
author” writes for. In Chatelain and Slusser’s schema, “narrator is to narratee as author is to virtual 
reader” (159). 

32 I have discussed this aspect of narrator and narratee elsewhere (Väätänen “Educating”) in terms 
of narrative unreliability, which is closely related to estrangement in this sense. I return to questions of 
unreliability in science fiction in the next chapter as well. 
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finds documents which he tries to read, but then confesses that “most of the 
words were beyond [him]”: “Evacuate upper levels with all due haste. Alarm 
system will indicate radiation at standard levels” (52). Still, even though Lobey 
does not understand what they are about, readers will most likely recognize 
the nuclear disaster implied, even though the environment is not that of a 
nuclear plant as we know it: the computers and the sources of radiation are 
deep underground, in “source caves” that span vast areas.  

The aliens’ understanding of what happened to humans is provided later in 
a rather opaque but central passage, the one where Lobey and Spider discuss 
Gödel and Einstein. Spider explains to Lobey: “when the line of Gödel’s law 
eagled over Einstein’s, its shadow fell on a deserted Earth. The humans had 
gone somewhere else, to no world in this continuum. We came, took over their 
bodies, their souls. Both husks abandoned here for any wanderer’s taking” 
(112). Their interpretation of the events may simply entail their inability to 
comprehend human death: they are, after all (as readers learn later), 
“incorporeal” “psychic manifestations” (129), to whom the limitations of a 
corporeal being might be incomprehensible. 

As the aliens in The Einstein Intersection are doing their best to interpret 
human mythology and become human, their interpretations of humanity 
produce estrangement in a Shklovskyan sense: they allow readers to recognize 
the possible human future described, even as it is also made to seem 
unfamiliar. In the end, understanding everything is not necessarily the most 
important aspect of reading the novel, whose language “is in large part closer 
to poetry than prose” (Merrill, qtd. in Peplow and Bravard 102). As Alterman 
argues, “The resultant universe is one in which traditional rational explication 
takes second place. It is a universe of experience and emotion” (n. pag.). 
Capturing this spirit of the novel becomes a “Gödelian” reading experience: 
“there are an infinite number of true theorems—you may read ‘perceivable, 
measurable phenomena’—which, though contained in the original system, can 
not be deduced from it—read ‘proven with ordinary or extraordinary logic’” 
(Einstein Intersection 111–112). The web of meanings that the novel weaves is 
formed of images, meanings, and implications. And the moment when readers 
realize that is the moment when, Chatelain and Slusser argue, “[the virtual 
reader] grasps the principle of Lobey’s narrative, [and] makes cognitive 
contact with the narratee, and thus to some extent is brought to share his 
strange future” (174–175). Due to this moment of cognitive contact, the 
readers who reside outside of this narrative world make possible the 
communicative logic of the novel.  

2.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

In this chapter, I have discussed how Delany’s two early novels demonstrate 
both the context of the science fiction community in the 1960s and its limited 
possibilities for discussing identity and difference. At a time when race and 
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identity were very much an issue in the United States and racist publishing 
policies could prevent black authors from getting published, Delany used 
estrangement and metaphor to convey his message of tolerance. This strategy 
is more evident in The Ballad of Beta-2, which on the one hand is mainly 
traditional science fiction, but on the other hand performs a “genre bending” 
that begins the generic change from a genre “white as a Ku Klux Klan rally” to 
one that would become, as we will see in the following chapters, a far more 
inclusive genre.  

In The Ballad of Beta 2, issues like race, gender, and sexuality were not and 
could not be discussed explicitly. Rather, Delany makes his point through 
allegories of toxic normativity and alien encounters where communication and 
mutual understanding are the key. The central themes of normativity and 
difference are also present in The Einstein Intersection, a New Wave novel that 
in its complexity demonstrates a moment of generic change that seems to have 
taken place between the two Delany novels. Whereas The Ballad of Beta-2 is 
rather straightforward in its allegorical didactic message, The Einstein 
Intersection is more complex. 

In both novels, Delany can be said to cater to two authorial audiences. One 
is composed of white, traditional science fiction readers used to dominating 
one of the corners of what DeGraw described as the white triangle of 
author/protagonist/reader. For this audience, Delany serves a message of 
tolerance. The other audience, the black science fiction audience and readers 
sensitive to issues of race and gender, is rewarded with black protagonists 
(whose blackness may be ignored by careless or insensitive readers), “bent” 
genre conventions like atypical alien encounters and non-binary genders. 
However, Delany’s emphasis is on difference rather than on identity, as he has 
always been a skeptic about identities as restricting categories: “Differences 
are what create individuals. Identities are what create groups and categories. 
Identities are thus conditions of comparative simplicity that complex 
individuals might move toward, but (fortunately) never achieve—until society, 
tired of the complexity of so much individual difference, finally, one way or 
another, imposes an identity on us” (“Coming / Out” 88). This emphasis is at 
its clearest in Delany’s later work, especially in Stars in My Pocket Like Grains 
of Sand, a deconstructive novel that comprises the topic of my next chapter.  
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3 “LOST IN DARKNESS ETERNAL?”: 
SAMUEL DELANY’S LATER WORK 

3.1 STARS IN MY POCKET AND ITS CRITICISM  

In the previous chapter, I demonstrated how Delany’s early fiction, in adhering 
to the traditions of the genre, thematized race, gender, and sexuality without 
necessarily representing any of these themes explicitly. In The Einstein 
Intersection, however, the emergence of the New Wave brought a more 
complicated style and made possible more open discussions about sexuality. 
The 1980s marked the dwindling of the New Wave and the emergence of the 
“postmodernists,” as Michael Swanwick in 1986 preliminarily named the 
generation which at that point was not “named yet” (314). Still, leaving the 
New Wave behind did not mean that Delany’s style or sexuality as a motif got 
any less complicated. On the contrary, along with race and difference, gender 
and sexuality are the central themes in Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand 
(1984), the novel which I focus on in this section. Stars in My Pocket is in many 
ways the culmination point of these themes in Delany’s fiction and critical 
work. Whereas Delany’s early fiction was fairly straight space opera and, in his 
own words, “written as ‘heterosexually’ as any homophobe could wish” 

(Delany, “Samuel R. Delany” 3), from the 1970s onwards, his science-fictional 
treatment of gender and sexuality became more pronounced, as epitomized in 
the rigorously deconstructive Stars in My Pocket.  

In the 1960s, the early editors and their often racist views were one of the 
most formative authorities of science fiction, but during Delany’s later career, 
the biggest influences seem to have come from outside of the genre. In addition 
to reflecting the development of the genre and Delany’s growth as a writer, 
Stars in My Pocket also reflects changes in the surrounding society and topical 
issues in identity politics. During the late 1960s and early 1970s, feminism and 
gay and lesbian rights had brought gender and sexuality to the agenda of the 
nation in the United States, and by 1980, the pioneers’ work was bearing fruit: 
the gay community was being established “as a powerful minority” 
(Cruikshank 75), and the multiracial feminist movement was strong during 
that decade (Thompson 344). At the same time, however, gay and lesbian 
activism was confronted by a conservative backlash with the New Right and 
Christian Right leaders targeting gender and sexual liberation (Stein 116–117). 
This clash between liberal and conservative ideologies is vividly present in 
Stars in My Pocket. The opposing ideologies are dealt with in the novel in a 
manner clearly modeled on Derrida’s notions of deconstruction, which is 
another strong influence on the novel. At the time of writing, Delany was 
influenced by Derrida’s deconstructionist philosophy, and he even wrote an 
article for The New York Review of Science Fiction on deconstruction and 
poststructuralism in 1989 (“Neither the First Word”). However, rather than 
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understanding deconstruction as a reading method which reveals gaps and 
contradictions in a text, in Stars in My Pocket Delany targets its readers’ 
prejudices. By prejudice I do not mean only overt racism, sexism, homophobia, 
or the like, but a more general concept of preconception or pre-judgment, 
namely, the way thinking and perceiving the world are structured and shaped 
by our culture(s).  

Even though the novel is complicated in terms of its structure, its plot is 
fairly straightforward. It begins with a sixty-page prologue, whose main 
character Korga is a young man living on a planet called Rhyonon. Korga is 
subjected to “Radical Anxiety Termination,” a lobotomy-like procedure that is 
supposed to make him a happy person instead of the anxious outcast he is. 
Even though his ability to feel anger and anxiety is removed by the operation, 
Korga does not achieve happiness but becomes a slave—until one day his 
planet is destroyed in a mysterious conflagration. After the prologue, the 
protagonist and setting change as readers meet Marq Dyeth, the protagonist 
and narrator for the rest of the novel. Marq Dyeth lives in the “urban complex” 
Morgre on the planet Velm, which is home to two sentient species: humans 
and the six-legged lizard-like evelmi. His work takes him around the galaxy, 
which includes an enormous variety of life forms, cultures, and customs.  

The variety of cultures is kept in check by a galactic organization called the 
Web, which collects information and makes it available through “General 
Information,” a system linked directly to the brain. The Web is a parent 
organization of two ideologies or societal systems, the Sygn and the Family. 
The main aims of both the Sygn and the Family are to achieve societal stability 
and to prevent “cultural fugue,” a situation where “socioeconomic pressures … 
reach a point of technological recomplication and perturbation where the 
population completely destroys all life across the planetary surface” (70). 
However, their strategies are completely different: the Family tries to limit 
cultural variety and change, whereas the Sygn embraces difference and change 
as the basis of a balanced society. Thus, the main factor separating the two 
ideologies is their attitude toward difference, gender, sexuality, and the 
various alien species populating the numerous worlds in that galaxy.  

When Marq has been the narrator for more than fifty pages and provided 
background information about the future narrative world, readers learn that 
Rat Korga has survived the holocaust of Rhyonon and that the Web has been 
caring for him. Because Korga happens to be Marq’s perfect erotic object (the 
Web has records of at least some individuals’ sexual predilections), it is 
decided that the now homeless Korga should settle on Marq’s world. Marq and 
Korga are together for hardly more than a single eventful day, but Korga 
attracts the attention of so many people that the social stability in the urban 
complex is threatened. The Web officials decide to take Korga somewhere else, 
and Marq is left mourning the loss. The novel was meant to be the first part of 
a diptych, but the planned second part, The Splendor and Misery of Bodies, of 
Cities, has never been finished—and it probably never will be, as Delany has 
admitted in interviews. Because of the missing second part, some questions 
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raised during the course of the novel are left unanswered and narrative threads 
remain open, but the ambiguity is perfectly in line with Delany’s 
deconstructive strategy.  

Despite its obvious potential for academic interest, Stars in My Pocket has 
not been very extensively studied. In fact, Robert F. Reid-Pharr has even 
lamented the “woefully underexamined” fate of the novel (390). The relative 
scarcity of academic interest in the novel may be caused by the fact that critics 
were waiting (in vain) for the sequel to be published. Of the existing criticism, 
some of the scholarly interest has been directed to examining the rather 
didactic tone of the novel. Both Carl Freedman and Mary Kay Bray have drawn 
attention to how the novel seems to “modulate its readers’ consciousness” 
(Bray 18). Freedman analyzes the poststructuralist aspects and politics of 
difference in Stars in My Pocket, whereas Bray focuses on the way the novel 
can be used as a point of comparison with the readers’ own societies. Martha 
Bartter, on the other hand, compares the narration of Stars in My Pocket to 
quantum physics and concludes that readers experience “a paradigm shift” 
regarding literature when they are “exposed” to novels like Stars in My Pocket 
(336). Moreover, Russell Blackford has pointed out that Stars in My Pocket is 
a “courageous attempt to dramatize explosive themes in the teeth of traditional 
social attitudes” (41), although he does not seem to agree with everything that 
Delany is trying to achieve with the novel. Damien Broderick, while using 
Stars in My Pocket as an example of postmodern science fiction, aptly 
characterizes the novel as “a cognitive assault on late twentieth-century 
certitudes, or at least on what the text assumes by its activities are such smug 
prejudices” (Reading 140).  

Focusing more on thematic issues in the novel, Jeffrey Allen Tucker (“The 
Necessity”) concentrates on the racial themes of the novel, while Reid-Pharr 
analyzes the connection between the idea of cleanliness and the gay identity. 
GerShun Avilez takes a queer perspective on the work’s narrative world, 
arguing that the public spaces in the novel offer “cartographies of desire” and 
create “queer spaces” within the novel (127). Deirdre Byrne explores the 
imbrications of language, gender, and power in Stars in My Pocket, using 
Kristeva’s notions of the semiotic and the symbolic, concentrating mainly on 
the final section of the novel. José Liste-Noya explores the novel as a “socio-
political extrapolation” (403) that “expands onto a cosmic scale the 
geopolitical make-up of our own asymmetrically globalizing if not yet fully 
global environment” (403–404). 

Even though others have found that Stars in My Pocket has had an impact 
on its readers, to date little attention has been paid to the overall rhetorical 
structure and Delany’s utilization of Derrida’s ideas. This chapter aims to fill 
that gap by combining, widening, and deepening the earlier observations with 
a rhetorical analysis of Stars in My Pocket. My plan is to analyze how Delany 
uses strategic ambiguity, and how the novel directs readers to condemn an 
ideology they themselves may have identified with at the beginning of the 
reading experience. This strategy depends on confusing readers with the help 
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of ambiguous and conflicting information, on inviting them to make certain 
ethical judgments, and on evoking the connection between the narrative world 
and the readers’ reality only after readers have committed to a judgment. This 
is made possible by the fictional variety of the English language used in the 
novel, but also a special kind of unreliability that Bo Pettersson calls 
expositional manipulation. 

In his 2015 article “Kinds of Unreliability in Fiction,” Pettersson suggests 
that literary unreliability should be seen in a wider context: “Unreliability in 
fiction in fact often seems to go beyond narrators and characters and be lodged 
in the exposition as such or in combinations of expositional, narratorial and 
focal unreliability” (“Kinds” 115). Building on Meir Sternberg’s and Menakhem 
Perry’s insights into exposition, Pettersson argues that the expositional 
manipulation of readers can include a range of types of rhetorical and 
structural methods in various combinations including, for example, 
“ambiguous” exposition, where readers cannot determine whether the 
narrator or characters are completely trustworthy (“Kinds” 119–120), and 
“misleading” exposition, a technique of delayed and misleading exposition 
especially used in detective stories (“Kinds” 121). Pettersson’s category of the 
“fantastic” focuses on classics like The Arabian Nights and Don Quixote, and 
emphasizes that contrary to the traditional coupling of unreliability with 
realistic fiction, fantastic literature can also be unreliable (“Kinds” 123–124). 
Indeed, as I will demonstrate, Pettersson’s concept of expositional 
manipulation offers a fruitful perspective on unreliability and ambiguity in 
science fiction, where unreliability may work differently and exposition 
usually has a more pronounced role than in literary fiction. According to Meir 
Sternberg, the function of exposition is “to introduce the reader into an 
unfamiliar world, the fictive world of the story, by providing him with the 
general and specific antecedents indispensable to the understanding of what 
happens in it” (1). Thus, even though exposition is one of the key factors of any 
literary artifact, it is especially central in science fiction, where stories often 
take place in a galaxy far away, in the future, or in an alternative universe. In 
science fiction, the world seldom functions as mere background to the plot but 
rather has an important role to play, to the extent that it can even be called “a 
major character in the story” (G. Jones 163). In classic pulp science fiction, 
stories are sometimes burdened by expositional passages, less affectionately 
called “infodumps” (Clute et al. n. pag.), where readers are educated, for 
example, about the laws of physics or the technology fueling the spaceship, 
usually under the guise of explaining it to less knowledgeable characters.  

When the emphasis is on delivering information about the fictional world 
and new technologies, there is little room for unreliability. Therefore the role 
of protagonists and other characters in pulp science fiction was subservient to 
innovations and grand adventure plots, making flat characters not only 
possible but also more functional (Käkelä 55), and unreliable narrators, who 
would hinder the smooth progress of the plot, undesirable. In contemporary 
science fiction, however, characters can be as multidimensional and as 
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unreliable as in any form of literature, and exposition and its manipulation can 
be more varied. By manipulating exposition, authors like Delany can ration 
the amount of information they provide their readers at a certain point at the 
narrative and thus create ambiguity and set readers up for initially false 
interpretations.  

Below, I first analyze how Delany presents and juxtaposes two societies, the 
dystopian Rhyonon and the utopian Morgre, thus encouraging readers to draw 
conclusions about their own world. In Section 3.3, I explore how Derrida’s 
concepts are present in the novel and how Delany deconstructs binary notions 
of race and gender in the narrative world by contrasting a conservative 
ideology with what in Derridean terms might be called a decentered one. 
Delany’s deconstruction does not stop at the borders of the narrative world, as 
I demonstrate in Section 3.4, but continues to destabilize readers’ assumptions 
with the help of his fictional variety of English and the expositional 
manipulation it makes possible. Finally, in Section 3.5 I discuss the role ethical 
judgments play in Delany’s rather didactic novel. 

3.2 JUXTAPOSED SOCIETIES 

Stars in My Pocket introduces and juxtaposes two completely different 
societies: “Rat”33 Korga’s home planet Rhyonon, which is the narrative world 
of the prologue, and Morgre, the society where Marq Dyeth lives on planet 
Velm. Readers are first introduced to the world of Rhyonon, but after 
Rhyonon’s apocalypse the setting changes to embrace the whole of the 
populated galaxy, focusing mainly on Marq Dyeth’s “urban complex” Morgre. 
Therefore, even though readers are likely to have made interpretations and 
judgments about Rhyonon, a comparison of the two worlds is not encouraged 
until Marq and Korga meet and the two different worlds are contrasted with 
each other in Marq and Korga’s discussions. During these passages, the 
defamiliarization of the worlds is unveiled and readers are invited to see the 
similarities and differences between the societies in the novel and the world 
they live in. 

The world of Rhyonon, which is the setting of the prologue and Korga’s 
story, is from the outset clearly presented as a dystopian society, albeit 
judgment of it is left entirely for the audience: the information shared is sparse 
and unemotional because the narration is focalized through the RAT-treated 
and thus detached Korga. Furthermore, as Korga mostly spends his time 
working at research stations during the timespan of the prologue, readers do 
not get to see much of the planet. Therefore some details are revealed only 
later on in the novel, when Korga tells Marq about his life on Rhyonon, after 
Korga’s RAT-treatment has been reversed and he is able to feel and think 
again.  

                                                 
33 The name “Rat” is an abbreviation of “radical anxiety termination,” the lobotomy-like process that 

all slaves in that world have undergone.  
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However, it is not difficult to infer from the discussions and events which 
Korga witnesses that in addition to its institutionalized slavery, Rhyonon is a 
sexist, hierarchical society, riddled with taboos regarding sexuality. Some of 
the taboos are familiar to the twentieth- and twenty-first-century audiences, 
while others are more estranged versions of prejudice: for example, sex 
between a tall and a short person is forbidden, as is homosexuality before the 
age of 27, and apparently it is not really socially acceptable after that either; as 
one female character notes, it is an “unspeakable desire” (53). Sex and 
sexuality in general seem to be vehicles of power and tools of abuse. “Rat” 
trainers abuse the slave workers sexually, supposing that it adds to their 
authority: “It goes along with keeping you rats in line. I mean, what’s a damned 
rat for, anyway? I ain’t never heard one of you complain about it,” one of the 
trainers reasons (14). 

In the world of Rhyonon, almost all prominent positions in the research 
stations are occupied by men, and the only exception is explicitly commented 
on by male workers: “I just never was that comfortable working for a damned 
bitch,” complains one of the male workers (9). Racism is not as explicit as 
sexism. No one’s skin color is mentioned in the prologue, except that of Korga 
(“red-brown”) (27), the woman who illegally buys him to be her personal slave 
(“brown with little red at all”) (27), and a “new man” at the polar station, who 
is described as “brown” and who obviously is not very popular amongst his 
workmates, as he is overseeing “the worst jobs” (55). Many of the scientists 
Korga works for are apparently blue-eyed—but in Delany’s future worlds, that 
does not necessarily mean that they are white. Only later in the novel do 
readers learn that thirty percent of Rhyonon’s original colonizers were white, 
considerably more than in the rest of the universe.  

There are very few clues in the novel that slavery is linked to race on 
Rhyonon. In fact, the only actual allusion to the North American institution of 
slavery, located by Robert Elliott Fox, is the fact that at one point in the 
prologue Korga is “sold south” to another research station (Conscientious 118). 
Nevertheless, the very idea of institutionalized slavery will evoke analogies 
with North American slavery for many readers. Carl Freedman argues that the 
treatment of the “rats” and the attitudes toward them are “quasi-racial in 
character” (Critical 160), while Lavender points out that “Delany deliberately 
distances our cultural memory of slavery through the future. The success of his 
story hinges upon alien cultures echoing the sociohistorical structures of the 
United States of America” (Race 56). However, it is also possible to interpret 
Rhyonon’s slavery by the fact that Korga and his RAT-treated co-slaves are 
zombie-like workers in the machinery of capitalism, or “chattel slavery [in] a 
neoliberal context” (Stringer 208). This interpretation could be supported by 
the fact that Rhyonon does not seem to be a place where individualism is 
appreciated. No one’s name is mentioned in the prologue; rather, people are 
referred to as “the man,” the bitch,” or “the rat.”  

All in all, Rhyonon is presented as an unhappy society where most 
characters seem to be dissatisfied with their lives and none of the characters—
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except for Korga—are particularly empathy-evoking. Therefore, it is not 
particularly shocking that one day the planet of Rhyonon is destroyed in a 
mysterious holocaust, the cause of which readers never learn.34 The 
straightforward narration describing the apocalypse does not seem designed 
to evoke a strong emotional response, except for frustration at the futility of 
Korga’s wasted life. The planet’s destruction is over in a few matter-of-fact 
words at the end of the prologue:  

…in a conflagration that lasted some seventeen hours, all life on the 
surface of [Rat Korga’s] world—a world whose name is all his forty-one 
years he’d had less than a dozen opportunities to speak, a world he’d 
known only from the most impoverished perspective, a world whose 
coordinates in the Web’s encyclopedia of inhabitable worlds he had 
never even heard—was destroyed. (57)  

 
The ending is in line with the narration of the prologue as a whole, which is as 
emotionally detached as Korga’s RAT-treated mind. Korga and the other “rats” 
are not able to understand that they are treated badly, and the narrator’s 
detached way of recounting the situation reflects both the rats’ inability to are 
about the way they are treated and the society’s indifference to the abuse. 
Ethical questions arise occasionally in dialogue between the polar station 
workers, when Korga happens to overhear them. Even though it is hard for 
readers not to draw conclusions of the sexism and power abuse on Rhyonon, 
the narrator’s detachment discourages vigorously questioning or analyzing the 
society of Rhyonon at this point.  

After the prologue, Marq Dyeth becomes the novel’s protagonist and first-
person narrator. In stark contrast with Korga’s unhappy life and his ignorance 
of his own world even, Marq is quite a cosmopolite, whose egalitarian “urban 
complex” of Morgre values individuality, relying on “the living interaction and 
difference” between individuals and cultures as the basis of a vital society (86). 
It becomes obvious that sexuality in all forms is a natural and pleasurable part 
of everyday life in Morgre; everyone can fulfill their sexual desires regardless 
of gender or the species of the object of her desire—and there are no moral 
judgments or values attached to sexuality or ethnicity. The same applies to race 
and species differences. In Morgre, humanity is not considered to be a norm 
which the native evelmi should adapt to and be judged by. Both species have 
equal rights and they live and work together peacefully. Cultures blend, 
providing hybrid forms and combinations in language, fashion, and 
architecture—adapted to the needs of a hybrid society. As Marq puts it, in 
Morgre the differences between the two species are “the parameters about 
which everything that is human and everything that is evelm are in play” (76). 
The inter-species coexistence is not as celebrated everywhere on Velm, 
however; in fact, there are regions where the two peoples are in conflict. What 

                                                 
34 This might be deliberate, or something Delany planned to provide an explanation for in the second 

novel. 
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is more, the existence of the two ideologies, the Sygn and the Family, present 
more tension and variety in Velmian communities and the whole of the galaxy. 

Even if Morgre is in many ways an open and happy society, it is not a utopia. 
Traditional utopias tend to be guilty of totalization, denying the possibility of 
further change by representing the “unimaginative exclusion of the singular” 
(McGuirk 177). Rather than imposing rigid structures and readymade 
solutions on everyone, Morgran society seems to negotiate the interests of 
society and the individual quite well: it guarantees good living conditions and 
freedom of choice for each individual, and the contented individuals create its 
peaceful society in return. Because of the presence of dystopian elements and 
societies like Rhyonon in the novel, Morgran society is better described as a 
critical utopia, which Tom Moylan defines as a text that “reject[s] utopia as 
blueprint while preserving it as dream” (10). According to Moylan, a critical 
utopian novel “focus[es] on the continuing presence of difference and 
imperfection within utopian society itself and thus render[s] more 
recognizable and dynamic alternatives” (10–11). In this way, the dystopian 
features in a critical utopia highlight the difference between what is and what 
could be: critical utopias “dwell on the conflict between the original world and 
the utopian society opposed to it so that the process of social change is more 
directly articulated” (Moylan 11).  

Even though the Morgran way of life is constantly contrasted against the 
novel’s other dystopian societies (Freedman, Critical 159), where the relations 
between the species and sexuality are a more complicated issue than in 
Morgre, the most pronounced juxtaposition occurs between Morgre and 
Rhyonon, the two societies presented in detail. These societies are compared 
through the effect they have on the respective protagonists. Before Korga and 
Marq meet, it has been established that Marq lives a fulfilling life, whereas 
Korga’s life has been anything but satisfactory. Thus, the initial factor in 
creating and guiding ethical judgments of the two societies in the novel is the 
way the central characters experience them and how they are treated. But 
when Korga has been saved and his ability to feel and think critically restored 
during his recovery from the catastrophe, he becomes “a kind of utopian 
Everyman” (Freedman, Critical 161) who helps readers draw the kind of 
conclusions Delany aims for. As a result of the contrast between the societies 
of Morgre and Rhyonon, readers are likely to have the revelation Bray 
suggests: “When considering the ways in which the present and known world 
would have to be different for a society like Rhyonon’s to exist, readers might 
well surmise that except for its alternative placement in time and space, 
Rhyonon already exists” (21). Freedman rightly points out the important role 
Korga has in this comparison of the two fictional societies and the readers’ 
reality, a process he calls “complex triangular estrangement,” a result of 
contrasting Korga’s world and Korga’s experiences with those of Marq, as well 
as the readers’ own “mundane earthly actuality” (Critical 161). For this 
triangular estrangement to have the desired effect, readers need to see the 
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parallels between their society and that of Rhyonon, and the contrast between 
the two and the critically utopian society of Morgre.  

Delany has structured his novel so as to provoke his audience to have this 
epiphany. For example, when discussing the differences between their worlds, 
Korga tells Marq about the laws concerning sexuality on his now-destroyed 
home world: “On my world, sex between males was illegal until you were 
twenty-seven, although it went on pretty constantly anyway. What was 
completely illegal on my world was sex between a person your height and a 
person of mine [a short and a tall person]. For all genders” (198). As Tucker 
has noted, the conversation between Marq and Korga shows the arbitrariness 
of such proscriptions against different sexual behaviors (“The Necessity” 258). 
When Marq asks the question which many readers are likely to have on their 
minds—“Whatever for?”—Korga answers, “It was a law—a law that, today, I 
understand. Thanks to the Web” (198). Being dependent on the dialogue 
between the two characters during this scene, readers are not provided any 
more information than Korga’s enigmatic answer to Marq. Without a valid 
explanation, Delany leaves his readers wondering about the motivations 
behind laws regulating sexuality—including those of their own society.  

To heighten the effect, the narration in Stars in My Pocket often pauses 
soon after perplexing passages like this, and Marq’s narration prompts certain 
kinds of interpretations by commenting on the experience. This comes across 
at times metaphorically, seemingly commenting on something else, and at 
times directly, as when Marq wonders to himself: “Will sex between humans 
ever lose its endless repeated history?” (199). This specific rhetorical question 
stands out in the novel not only due to its didactic tone but also because Marq, 
living in a galaxy full of sentient beings, is not likely to use the word “human.” 
He does not differentiate between human history and the history of other 
species anywhere in the novel, but uses the Arachnia term ‘women.’ Therefore, 
this particular question seems to come from the implied author and be 
directed at the readers. Such an estranging moment foregrounds the 
fictionality of the text and prompts readers to draw parallels between the 
fictional world and their own reality.  

As a “utopian everyman,” Korga’s role in these discussions is often to 
mirror readers’ reactions. Even though the liberal new world pleases Korga, it 
still makes him slightly anxious, as his comment on his experiences and all the 
new things he has learned shows: “One burden of all this new knowledge is 
that old certainties crumble beneath it” (199). As Korga is originally from a 
world that resembles the world the readers are familiar with, many of Korga’s 
old certainties are the same as those of the authorial audience. On the other 
hand, readers who by the end of the novel are willing to question their old 
certainties marvel, like Rat Korga, at the new worlds and new ideas. 

Through Marq’s solitary ponderings and his discussions with Korga, 
Delany first leads his readers to see Rhyonon as a dystopia, a world with 
absurd norms and regulations, where life is almost unbearable. Then, if 
readers start to think more closely about the relationship between the life on 
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Rhyonon and in the world in which the novel is written, they may perceive that 
the absurdity and cruelty of Rhyonon does not in fact differ much from 
contemporary conservative values and prejudices. Thus, the whole prologue 
can be interpreted as a kind of a trap for the readers: it presents an unhappy 
society, points out its faults, and guides readers to judge it negatively—until it 
finally leads them to realize that it is in fact their society that is being described 
and judged. As Moylan points out, this kind of estrangement is typical of 
science fiction in general: science fiction and utopian literature are 
“meditations upon deep conflicts in the historical present that are displaced 
onto the terrain of an otherworldly locus so that the reader, consciously or 
unconsciously, can see her or his society and its contradictions in a fresh and 
perhaps motivating light” (32). In fact, Delany’s strategy adds another layer to 
the revelation. By making Rhyonon’s binary structures of race, gender, and 
sexuality seem undesirable and repressive and then evoking allegorical 
interpretations and unmasking the defamiliarization at strategic moments, the 
prologue makes readers more open-minded toward the ensuing 
deconstruction. 

The juxtaposition of and comparison between different societies continues 
throughout the novel proper in the form of the two competing ideologies in 
Delany’s future galaxy, the conservative Family and the liberal Sygn. Marq’s 
home planet, especially the Morgre region, mostly adheres to the Sygn 
ideology, which is “committed to the living interaction and difference between 
each [person] and each world from which the right stability and play may 
flower,” whereas adherents to the Family are “trying to establish the dream of 
a classic past as pictured in a world that may never even have existed [the 
Earth] in order to achieve cultural stability” (80). Another difference between 
the two ideologies is their relationship to the other sentient species and the 
human colonization of the galaxy. In the history of the Stars in My Pocket 
universe, humans have (supposedly) spread from Earth and colonized the 
galaxy, which of course has caused problems in the relationships between 
humans and the native peoples of the colonized planets. Apparently human 
colonization began as a Family enterprise, and the Sygn appeared as a post-
colonial reaction when the human-centered social structures proved 
insufficient for the co-existence of two or more different species and 
worldviews (96). It is also in the two ideologies that Derrida’s influence on 
Delany’s novel is most evident. 

3.3 DIDACTIC IN 3D: DELANY, DERRIDA, AND 
DECONSTRUCTION  

Before delving into the deconstruction in Stars in My Pocket, to better grasp 
Delany’s use of Derrida’s concepts and terminology a brief summary of 
Derrida’s ideas is in order. The most influential of Derrida’s works for Stars in 
My Pocket is clearly his essay “Structure, Sign, and Play in the Discourse of the 
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Human Sciences” (1967), which can be taken as an important transition from 
structuralism to poststructuralism. It had an enormous influence on literary 
criticism in the USA (Selden et al. 170) and its imprint can clearly be seen in 
Stars in My Pocket. In his essay, Derrida describes how the concept of 
structure has changed over time. Before the change came about, structures 
were not actually even thought of as structures; they were only the self-
explanatory and natural order of things. Structurality was masked by a center 
or “a fixed origin” that justified that order. The center organizes the structure 
and holds it together, at the same time limiting the play of the structure (278).  

Building on Saussure’s argument that language is a system of differences, 
Derrida sets up a theory where language as a structure cannot have a “fixed 
origin” or a transcendental signified which itself is not subject to play. 
According to Saussure, words and concepts obtain their meaning only 
negatively, that is, in opposition and relation to other words and phonemes 
(Saussure 130–131). Even the center “is never absolutely present outside a 
system of differences” (Derrida, “Structure” 280) it, too, is subject to 
différance, gaining its meaning only in relation. Once the restricting 
transcendental signified at the center is rejected as a mere illusion, free play 
has no limit (Derrida, “Structure” 280). Words and concepts, signifiers and 
signifieds, can float and produce meanings in a free play of signification where 
nothing is absolutely fixed. In Derrida’s words, “The absence of the 
transcendental signified extends the domain and the play of signification 
infinitely” (“Structure” 280).  

Derrida delineates two approaches to free play, which decentering opens 
up. One is “turned towards the lost or impossible presence of the absent origin” 
(“Structure” 292). This view sees the absence of the center as a loss, as a 
definitely negative thing that only causes uncertainty and anxiety by 
disrupting what is seen as the natural and original order of things. The other 
approach, which Derrida calls “the Nietzschean affirmation,” does not see the 
absence of the center as a failure. On the contrary, it welcomes and celebrates 
“the play of the world and the innocence of becoming, the affirmation of a 
world of signs, without fault, without origin which is offered to an active 
interpretation” (“Structure” 292). It is probably obvious by now that Delany 
subscribes to the latter view, according to which rigid centered structures are 
harmful. Concepts and ideas are—and must be—constantly interpreted, 
because the world is never finished but always in a state of becoming.  

These two ways of relating to free play are represented in Stars in My 
Pocket by the two competing ideologies, the Family and the Sygn, while the 
lost origin, or the “restricting transcendental signified,” in the novel is the 
Earth and its human-centered worldview. Adherents to the Family cherish 
objects like “the platinum centimeter bars [...] and plastic molecular models of 
human DNA, all lovingly imported (supposedly) from world to world” (96). 
They conserve them in museums on the planets they colonize, building the 
museums in a location that is in some way significant for the native species on 
that planet; in this way, they disturb the culture and religion of the original 
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population. Because of their desire for an origin, the Family would not like to 
give up their Earth-centered and safely structured view of a universe 
dominated by humans. Rather, from generation to generation, they continue 
to perceive the universe through those structures. The Family’s longing for 
Earth, human kind’s lost origin, is portrayed in slogans like “Lest I forget thee, 
Oh Urth!” (109) or exclamations like “By my roots on Eurd!” (83). Ironically, 
the numerous misspellings of ‘Earth’ in the Family slogans suggest that the 
origin is already lost to them.  

Whereas the Family are still “[t]urned towards the lost or impossible 
presence of an absent origin” (Derrida, “Structure” 292), Sygn adherents, like 
Marq Dyeth, have broken with their roots on Earth, as is suggested by Marq’s 
skeptical definition: Earth is “a world that may never even have existed” (80). 
For the adherents of Sygn, the absence of the center is not a loss but a 
liberation which makes free play possible. This attitude becomes clear in 
Marq’s description of the Sygn as being “committed to the living interaction 
and difference between every woman and each world from which the right 
stability and play may flower” (80). They are “concerned with preserving the 
local history of local spaces” (96); they respect the native cultures, and they 
seem to adapt to them instead of imposing their culture on others.  

From a decentered Sygn perspective, concepts—even societies—are not 
rigid and predetermined. Rather, they should be interpreted and re-
interpreted in every context, in each society and at all times, in order to fit the 
context and the needs of that society at that moment. For example, because in 
The Stars in My Pocket universe there are species with more than two sexes, 
like the third gender (neuter) of the evelmi, the concept of gender needs to be 
modified to meet the needs of that species. Sygn adherents seem to make this 
adjustment quite automatically, while Family advocates, who still try to 
interpret the universe through the old Earth binary structures, find the third 
gender very confusing. Even the Sygn rituals, tenets, and symbols are different 
on different worlds, even to the point of being unrecognizable for someone 
from other parts of the galaxy.  

The name Sygn is of course a reference to ‘sign,’ the signifier that is never 
fixed but retains its meaning in context with other signifiers. While the link 
between ‘Family’ and deconstruction is not as evident, the underlying logic is 
made clear in Delany’s afterword to the 2004 edition of Stars in My Pocket:  

I think that any time when there was such a notion of a centered subject, 
especially when related to the white, western, patriarchal nuclear 
family, not only was it an ideological mirage, it was a mirage that 
necessarily grew up to mask the psychological, economic, and material 
oppression of an ‘other’—often (though not necessarily) a tyrannized 
member of the same family. (355)  

 
For Delany, a nuclear family and the Family ideology form a hierarchical, 
repressive, and restrictive structure, which the Sygn try to avoid. For the 
Family, the basic unit of society is the traditional nuclear family consisting of 
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a father, a mother, and their biological children. The Sygn avoids that model—
and the word ‘family’—because for them, it represents an unwanted “power 
structure, a structure of strong and mediating powers, and subordinate 
powers, as well as paths for power developments and power restrictions” (119). 
In Sygn society, the concept of family is replaced by “nurture streams” based 
on “community and communion” between individuals regardless of their age, 
species, or gender (118). In contrast to the Family way of perceiving a family, 
Marq calls a traditional family with biological children “an egg-and-sperm 
relation” (119), which reduces family relationships to biology. Thus, it also 
disrupts the age-old hierarchical dichotomy of nature/culture, and a family’s 
place in that hierarchy. According to Family ideology, a family is the 
prerequisite of culture. A Family-minded character comments on the Sygn way 
of life that it looks “as if they had not even reached the elementary stage of 
culture [...] where a family takes its appropriate course” (302). However, 
Marq’s term emphasizing the biological relations between nuclear family 
members places the concept of family on the side of nature rather than culture, 
revealing the paradox at the heart of the Family ideology: what they think of 
as the basic unit of culture is, in fact, based on nature—a very Derridean 
deconstructive move.  

As indicated earlier in my overview of Derrida’s thought, a key idea in 
deconstruction is that language is artificial. In a written interview, Delany 
makes a similar move by defining language as a codic system, where 
“[k]nowing the simplest meaning of a word is a matter of knowing a code” 
(“Semiology” 23). If meaning consists of language, and language is an artificial 
code, meanings, too, are artificial and dependent on context. Delany 
emphasizes the locality of semiotic systems at every turn in Stars in My 
Pocket: to know the meaning of anything (a sign, word, gesture, etc.), you need 
to know the context. For example, Marq points out that depending on where 
you are, putting up a hand can mean either “halt,” “full speed ahead,” or “I 
have to go to the bathroom” (180). In other passages, Marq muses on the 
difficulty of ever mastering a context, as in a passage where his evelm sibling 
Bucephalus meets Rat Korga for the first time. Marq describes the situation: 

Always reticent with strangers, Bucephalus only moved her long tail 
twice to the left and twice to the right as it lay on the stones—which, 
she’d told me some time in the last five years, was a sign of friendliness 
the neuter evelmi in an isolated mountain tribe in the far south used 
with one another […]. I wondered if she thought this was 
communication. (216) 

 
As an Industrial Diplomat who spends a great deal of his time traveling around 
the universe, naturally Marq is extremely aware of the complexities of 
multicultural communication; thus he realizes that Korga, to whom this token 
of friendship was primarily addressed, will not get Bucephalus’s meaning, and 
probably not even realize that she was trying to communicate anything.  
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Readers are often in the same situation as Korga: not knowing the cultural 
context, they are likely to be confused by many of the details in the novel, and 
will miss many things during the first reading. The occasional communication 
gaps between Marq and the readers are, I would argue, intentional on Delany’s 
part, as he is aiming to puzzle his readers and convince them of the instability 
of meaning. In his introduction to a collection of his interviews, Delany 
describes the postmodern reader as someone who “reads for the wild and 
wacky that insinuates itself in the crevices and crannies of every text […] so as 
to display, with long face and secret smile, the text’s self-subversions and thus 
the impossibility of ever mastering it” (Silent 2). One could say that in Stars in 
My Pocket, Delany deliberately provides his readers with a dizzying number 
of crevices and crannies to make evident the impossibility of mastering the 
text.  

3.4 DECONSTRUCTING READERS THROUGH 
EXPOSITIONAL MANIPULATION 

In addition to the juxtaposition of different societies and the deconstruction of 
key concepts, Delany’s didactic approach in Stars in My Pocket manifests in 
strategically confusing readers through ambiguity and passages that are 
almost unintelligible without knowing the narrative world in some detail. By 
strategically manipulated exposition and with the help of a fictional variety of 
English, Delany often first confuses his readers and then provokes them with 
the contrasted worlds and ideologies to have moments of epiphany. 
Sometimes Delany purposefully sets traps for his audience through situations 
that cannot be interpreted in a way that would be satisfactory in any 
conservative or binary framework. In addition to concepts like nature and 
culture, what gets deconstructed during the course of the novel are readers’ 
prejudices or preconceptions about gender, sexuality, and race. Delany’s 
deconstructive strategy in Stars in My Pocket thus depends to a large extent 
on strategically distributed or withheld information. This is enabled by having 
a first-person narrator who, like Lobey in The Einstein Intersection, tells the 
story to a narratee in the same narrative world and thus does not explain 
everything for the authorial audience. This narrator-narratee structure makes 
it possible for Delany as the author to withhold information from his authorial 
audience that would help them make sense of the passages more quickly.  

Delany’s chosen narrative structure, with its implied author and first-
person narrator speaking to slightly different audiences, is one that shares 
many elements with traditional unreliable narration. However, the question of 
whether Marq Dyeth is an unreliable narrator is not one that can be easily 
answered in terms of unreliability as usually defined in realistic fiction. 
Discussing indicators of unreliability in fiction, Ansgar Nünning lists as one of 
the factors that readers’ interpretations of literary fiction can depend on “such 
referential frameworks as the reader’s general world-knowledge and 
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standards of normal behavior. Deviations from what is usually referred to as 
‘common sense’ or general world-knowledge may indicate that the narrator is 
unreliable” (100). Other clues to unreliability include aspects of what is 
considered “normal” in a person’s behavior and whether their values are 
sound. Furthermore, a narrator’s credibility is undermined if readers can 
detect “internal contradictions within the narrator’s discourse and 
discrepancies between his or her utterances and actions” (96). However, as 
Nünning (96) admits, this commonsense assumption does not necessarily 
apply when reading science fiction—or any other fantastic genre. Consider, for 
example, Nünning’s example that the narrator of William Trevor’s 
(mainstream) short story “Beyond the Pale” may be deemed unreliable, as she 
“could feel the others thinking” (qtd. in Nünning 100). In a science fiction or 
fantasy context, however, this sentence would not be as likely to strike readers 
as a reason to doubt the character’s reliability, because the assertion could be 
perfectly possible, due to, say, telepathy or some new technological invention. 
Encountering a sentence like that, science fiction readers, rather than 
doubting the narrator’s reliability or sanity, would be likely to turn to the 
fictional world for an explanation.35 

The same goes for values, conceptions of normality, and to some extent 
even internal contradictions: while these criteria of unreliability are intuitively 
correct, in a science fiction context they are not as straightforward and cannot 
necessarily be used as touchstones for reliability, as concepts like normality 
and common sense may not apply in a science-fictional narrative world with 
different norms and customs, further technological development, and so on. 
As Elke D’hoker and Alice Jedličková have noted when discussing the effects 
of surreal or magical events in unreliable fiction, the strategy to interpret 
inconsistencies in the narrative as a sign of the narrator’s unreliability does 
not necessarily work if the storyworld contains non-realistic elements, since 
the events that are impossible according to the readers’ world-knowledge may 
well be possible in the fictional world. Similarly, when reading science fiction, 
readers have to withhold their judgment of the narrator’s reliability until they 
know enough about the world in order to assess whether something is in 
accordance with that world or not. What is more, as the above examples 
illustrate, a first-person narrator can manipulate the distribution of that 
expositional information quite effectively, as readers may have nowhere else 
to turn. 

By keeping readers strategically in the dark, this kind of unreliability 
challenges the traditional view of unreliability as “a secret communion of the 
author and reader behind the narrator’s back,” as Wayne C. Booth (307) 
formulated. In these science-fictional cases, it is not the narrator immersed in 
the fictional world who becomes the butt of irony. Instead, stretching the 

                                                 
35 Delany has often noted the potential for a sentence in science fiction to signify differently, to 

“literalize the meanings” of sentences like “She turned on her left side” and “His world exploded”—both 
of which open up for different interpretations when encountered in speculative fiction, where they can 
“leave the banality of the emotionally muzzy metaphor, to abandon the triviality of insomniac tossings” 
(Delany, “Shadows” 288). 
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analogy, I claim that a science-fictional narrator such as Marq Dyeth is, in fact, 
in secret communion with the author, and when such a narrator reveals the 
ethical shortcomings of the readers or their society, it is the readers who are 
the butt of irony. Fallible (or even gullible) readers may interpret the 
ambiguous passages by making use of their presuppositions, as well as cultural 
and personal factors—and then have those presuppositions challenged when 
they turn out not to be tenable when interpreting the narrative’s ambiguities.

Since in Stars in My Pocket the exposition is mainly rationed via Marq’s 
first-person accounts, readers are dependent on him for most, if not all, of the 
information about the narrative world; thus, he is in a key role as regards the 
exposition. While Marq is not unreliable in the sense of providing wrong 
information, through him Delany practices what Phelan (Living 51) calls 
underreporting or, to modify Phelan’s term for the science-fictional context, 
underexplaining. Therefore, Delany’s narrator cannot, as I have argued above, 
unproblematically be labeled either reliable or unreliable in the traditional 
meaning of the terms. Pettersson’s concept of expositional manipulation, on 
the other hand, explains more accurately what happens when Marq Dyeth 
confuses readers with his narration. Delany’s “play with multiple, corrected, 
and thwarted meaning,” as Pettersson characterizes expositional 
manipulation (“Kinds” 116), often leaves the authorial audience to cope on 
their own, at least for a while. Furthermore, the term is suitable for describing 
a work of fiction like Stars in My Pocket, which is carefully designed to evoke 
certain interpretations at certain points in the narrative: manipulation 
describes perfectly the activity Delany and his narrator are engaged in. They 
ration information about the narrative world and the workings of the language 
used in that world, in order to create ambiguity and to evoke a certain response
in the readers.

MALE WOMEN 
One of the most skillful examples of expositional manipulation in Stars in My 
Pocket has to do with conceptions of gender when, after the prologue, readers 
meet Marq Dyeth for the first time. Marq is on a working trip to a planet called 
Nepiy, where he notes how his local employer refers to an “other (human) 
woman” as “he,” which makes Marq “flex an imaginary lip bone” (62). This 
early in the novel, it is impossible for readers to know what this means: What 
is a lip bone, and what does it mean to flex it? Is Marq smiling at the local 
employer’s language error? While readers probably presume that the local’s 
use of the pronoun is somehow significant here, they cannot know how and 
why, because even the meaning of Marq’s imaginary gesture is foreign. 
Delany’s audience cannot but read on as the confusion is far from resolved.

Because of Marq’s name, most readers have probably envisioned him as 
male in the beginning. Suddenly, however, this expectation is upended. On the 
way home from Nepiy, Marq stops at a space station called Free-Kantor. While 
waiting for permission to fly his spaceship into the space port, Marq finishes 
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his ponderings by stating that “after all, I’m a woman” (68). Returning to the 
somehow marked Nepiyan use of ‘he,’ Marq soon asks the General Information 
system—a system providing information directly into one’s neurons when 
simply thinking of a question—what the pronoun implies on Nepiy. However, 
due to a system overload, Marq’s query is not answered immediately, and she 
gets “the hiss of mental white noise,” which goes on and on and “makes it too 
hard to think too much about anything” (69). As noise containing all 
frequencies, white noise is symbolic of the confusion which readers are going 
through when pronouns, genders, and desires are mixed. Readers have now 
adjusted their interpretation of the gender of the main character from male to 
female, but the culmination point for gender disorientation is a scene where 
two women approach Marq in the corridors of Free-Kantor:  

Both human, both female, […] two women strolled up to me. “I think 
that’s him ...” one announced. 
“Perhaps for you,” said her friend. “For me, while she’s quite a pleasant 
looking male...” 
“I’m complimented.” I smiled. I nodded. “But while I’m indeed male, 
this woman is going to refuse your proposition!” (70) 

 
Soon after this perplexing passage, General Information starts working again 
and the logic of the language is explained: the usage of ‘he’ in Nepiy is standard 
Arachnia, meaning that all individuals of any sentient species are called 
‘women’ and referred to with the pronoun ‘she,’ while ‘he’ is “reserved for the 
general sexual object of ‘she’ during the period of excitation, regardless of the 
gender of the woman speaking or the gender of the woman referred to” (73). 
This fictional version of English has implications that are later explicitly 
discussed in the novel in conversations between Marq and Korga. Korga notes 
that “in my world, ‘he’ was what everyone, male or female, wanted to be … 
perhaps the males though they were a little closer to it. On your world and, I 
have been told, on the vast majority of others, ‘he’ is what everyone, male and 
female, wants to have. Perhaps all of us are equally far away from that” (200). 
Carl Freedman argues that the fact that in Arachnia ‘he’ always refers to one’s 
object of sexual desire carries “strong implications of homosexuality” for the 
readers (Critical 156). From a male reader’s (or character’s) point of view, this 
is probably true. However, even though we do see the society through Marq 
Dyeth's eyes, Marq is not the only one speaking that language: female 
characters use it as well, and female readers are more likely to find Delany’s 
pronoun shift a deconstructive, feminist move instead. For example, Byrne 
notes that in Stars in My Pocket, like in his critical work, “Delany emphasises 
the necessary relationship between language, power and gender, insisting that 
gender identities are constructed in and through language and are intricately 
bound up with power” (160–161; see also Davis Rogan 450). 

The Arachnia play with expressions for gender is also a major factor in 
Delany’s deconstructionist expositional manipulation that “unbuilds 
oppositions by unmasking the hierarchies that hide behind them” (Delany, 
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“Neither” 145). After the gender confusion is resolved, and the mental white 
noise in Marq’s head has stopped, he remembers being convinced that “lost in 
darkness eternal, I was (at least for the moment) nowhere at all!” (73). Delany 
often comments on his authorial audience’s experience in such comments by 
Marq: like him, for a while, readers had nothing to base their interpretations 
on due to the conflicting and ambiguous narration and a language with 
counterintuitive logic.  

At the beginning of the next chapter, Marq begins to recount a childhood 
memory, but then pauses to ponder: 

I must interrupt to ask: does the above disorientation and estrangement 
return me to this early moment in the mode of terrified retreat, or do I 
come to it through a broad and relaxed sense of disinterested aesthetic 
contrast? Both terror and aesthetics no doubt fuel memory to spear 
night and time to that morning thirty (standard) years before, but in 
what form, combination, interplay? Perhaps the answer is in the 
account itself. Or is it likely that women are more complex than can be 
made out by starlight alone? (74) 

 
On the surface, Marq is talking about the disorientation caused by the mental 
white noise from the General Information overload. More importantly, 
however, Marq’s temporary disorientation is analogous to the readers’ 
temporary disorientation when at first confronted with the strange usages of 
‘she’ and ‘he.’ In a pattern similar to Derrida’s two ways of relating to free play, 
readers may either feel petrified by the play with gender and gender-related 
words, or they may feel liberated, enjoying the experience. Obviously, Stars in 
My Pocket aims for the latter option in the end; achieving the state in which 
difference and ambiguity can be viewed with a “broad and relaxed sense of 
disinterested aesthetic contrast” is one of the most important aims of the novel 
as a whole. That is, it is a novel whose rhetorical structure is such that the 
“answer is in the account itself,” in the ambiguities, juxtapositions, and play 
that are part of the process of reading the work. 

The connection between sexuality, gender, and twentieth-century sexual 
mores is also negated in the novel by differences between societies and what 
they consider “normal.” One of the key passages in the novel’s discussion of 
sexuality is when Marq and Korga talk about the different views of sex and 
sexuality on their home planets and on the many planets Marq has visited. 
During their discussion, Marq mentions that on some worlds “virginity” is 
totally forbidden (199). By including a ban on virginity in Marq’s and Korga’s 
discussion of different kinds of prohibitions and restrictions concerning 
sexuality, Delany arguably problematizes the general notion of sexuality and 
the rules and laws regulating it. Here, not having sex becomes one among 
many manifestations of sexuality, and one that can be considered a perversion. 
As quoted above, Avilez rightly notes that the range of sexualities creates 
“queer space” within the novel (126). By presenting a universe full of diverse 
sexualities, Delany has obviously wanted his readers to gain the insight that 
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“when one begins to consider the range of diversities through the sexual 
landscape, the so-called normalcy of heterosexuality does not seem so ‘normal’ 
anymore” (“Aversion/Perversion/Diversion” 141). The free play of sexualities 
in the novel’s narrative world, where heterosexuality has lost its status as the 
center, is obviously designed to deconstruct any binary understandings of 
sexuality that readers of the novel may have.

The transgression of gender and sexuality is made literal in that the aliens 
in Stars in My Pocket, the evelmi, are a kind of incarnation of a deconstructed 
gender. They have three genders: male, female, and neuter. The fact that
Delany has here chosen neuters (instead of, for example, hermaphrodites, as 
the third sex) is hardly a coincidence. Neuters are disturbing, since they are 
not intelligible in terms of the framework that Judith Butler, in Gender 
Trouble (1990) called the heterosexual matrix (151n6), in which only genders 
that “in some sense institute and maintain relations of coherence and 
continuity among sex, gender, sexual practice, and desire” are culturally 
intelligible in Western society (17). In this regard, the evelmi can be described 
as grotesque. Istvan Csicsery-Ronay points out how the science-fictional
grotesque works by “present[ing] ‘a certain set of obstacles to structured 
thought’, and the mind is troubled, trying to find a solution to the problem 
posed by perceiving what it should not be possible to perceive” (Seven 186,
citing Geoffrey Harpham). Delany’s narration and his ambiguous characters 
challenge attentive readers in that they, as Csicsery-Ronay notes on the 
science-fictional grotesque, “call into question the adequacy of our ways of 
organizing the world, of dividing the continuum of experience into knowable 
parts” (Seven 186). Even though the “neutrality” of gender might, in terms of 
the heterosexual matrix, evoke an association of asexuality, the evelm neuters 
are sexually active beings—and so complicate the idea that sexuality must be 
connected to gender. Their sexuality in a way exists without any sex, thus 
further sabotaging readers’ possible attempt at interpreting the neuter evelmi 
according to binary structures. Thus, the evelmi, as well as the gender 
ambiguities of Stars in My Pocket, resist easy classification and question the 
meaningfulness of strictly binary categories of sex, gender, and sexuality. 

ALIEN ALLEGORIES OF RACE
In addition to issues of gender and sexuality, Delany’s novel also sets out to 
deconstruct issues of race. The childhood memory that Marq began to recount 
before the interruption cited above begins the thematizing of race and species 
in the novel. Marq remembers “crawling the soft nursery loam between the 
furry bodies of [his] schoolmates” (74) when he was five years old. As this 
scene is at the beginning of the novel, straight after the confusing play with 
Marq’s gender, readers may start to wonder whether Marq is, after all, human. 
Actually, he has, mentioned in passing being human at the very beginning of 
the novel proper, but as was the case with the term “woman,” there are no 
guarantees that “human” should mean what readers presume. The ambiguity 
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is resolved, however, when Marq tells about his bumping into another child: 
“Finally I got to an area where a naked (like me) human (like me) male (like 
me) was kneeling in the dirt” (75). However, even if his species is now clear, 
the ambiguity of his ethnicity is never resolved. We realize he is not white, 
because he marvels at the paleness of the boy in the kindergarten, yet he also 
describes himself as “blond” later in the novel (167). 

The child Marq is watching in kindergarten is another ambiguous 
character. Marq describes the child as having smooth, yellow hair and a round 
visage “with bright brown eyes not deep at all in the friendly face” (75). Marq 
goes on to note that “[a]t that age, I did not know that at one time perhaps a 
fifth of the human race had such pale skins and such colored and textured 
hair—and were called Caucasian, nor that over the six thousand worlds today 
well over half have such marvelous eyes as his, once called Mongolian” (75). A 
person with pale skin, yellow hair, and “Mongolian” eyes would be an 
impossible blend in the framework of ethnic categorization of late twentieth-
century Earth. Or, if one insists on reading the child as Caucasian with 
“Mongolian” eyes, and at the same time rejecting the notion of racial blending, 
one conclusion can be that the boy has Down’s syndrome.36 Whatever the 
interpretation of this character, it seems that in the future galaxy of Stars in 
My Pocket, races have blended such that all assumptions about stereotypes of 
racial difference are to be dismissed as invalid from here on. Furthermore, as 
the five-year-old Marq finds the child sexually attractive (as is revealed by his 
use of the pronoun ‘he’), the interpretation can be very uncomfortable, since 
could there be a more taboo subject—at least for readers with what Broderick 
called “smug prejudices”—than a child with Down’s syndrome as a same-sex, 
interracial love interest? 

The above excerpt also comments on and deconstructs the Western illusion 
of “Caucasians” as the human norm on a global scale. According to Marq, the 
majority of human beings in Marq’s universe have “eyes that were once called 
Mongolian,” and he points out not knowing that “at one time perhaps a fifth of 
the human race” were “Caucasian.” Similar to the excerpt where Marq and 
Korga discuss legislation on Rhyonon, the vague “at one time” raises the 
question “When?” until one realizes that it has to do with the demographics of 
late twentieth-century Earth. Delany is in one sentence both overturning the 
white/black hierarchy and exposing the illusionary nature of “Caucasians” as 
the eternal racial majority in both present and future societies. Thus, he evokes 
another parallel between the white, human-only Rhyonon as contrasted with 

                                                 
36 Mongolian idiocy is the term John Langdon Down used for the syndrome he described and 

analyzed, and which was re-named after him in the 1970s (NADS). The description of a person with 
Down’s syndrome often included “Mongolian eyes,” even though later the term “Mongoloid” has been 
deemed both mistaken and derogatory. Delany’s employment of the term “Mongolian,” Foster argues, 
“seems designed to make readers reflect on the historicity and openness to change of such supposedly 
natural or biological categories, even as the novel has Marq go out of his way to remember the existence 
of such categories anachronistically—that is, to read them back into this memory, as part of what makes 
it significant” (244). 
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the rest of the galaxy, on the one hand, and the Western societies compared to 
the diversity of cultures in the rest of the world, on the other.  

Reading Stars in My Pocket exposes readers to their own ossified models 
of thinking by forcing them to rethink their racial and gender categories as well 
as the implications of those categories. Readers often cannot be sure which 
clues to trust when deciding whether a certain character described in 
conflicting terms is “really” female. For example, a “woman” Marq meets at a 
conference is described as “tall,” “bald,” “towering and shirtless,” and there is 
a pendant hanging “on the bony place between her breasts.” “She” has a “broad 
nose” in her “brown round face,” which is “flattened by epicanthic folds” (82). 
Having described this character, Marq remarks that “[i]t all seemed 
ludicrously contradictory” (83)—seemingly commenting only on the 
conflicting political emblems she is wearing, items symbolizing both the Sygn 
and the Family. However, it is hard not to read the comment as another 
instance of mirroring readers’ responses when trying to pinpoint the “woman”: 
is “she” of Asian or African descent, female or male—and, as “she” is obviously 
infatuated with a male character—is “she” straight or gay? The interpretation 
very much depends on what features each flesh-and-blood reader finds most 
central to gendered or racial identity: physical features like tallness or breasts, 
cultural factors like hair style or clothing customs, or the gender of the person’s 
object of desire. As for racial characters, do epicanthic folds override a broad 
nose? 

Such ambiguities reveal and deconstruct the stereotypes lurking in the 
readers’ own prejudices. Having to choose between interpretations of a tall and 
bald but heterosexual female or a masculine but homosexual male, resorting 
to a conservative, heteronormative framework is made impossible or at least 
very uncomfortable. Similarly, in the case of the boy in the kindergarten, 
unwillingness to interpret the combination of Mongolian eyes and Caucasian 
race as proof of racial mixing in Delany’s future galaxy may lead to another 
unsettling interpretation about sexual desire. Therefore, interpreting Stars in 
My Pocket according to a centered structure of normative gender roles, racial 
features, or heteronormativity becomes a confusing and even disturbing effort, 
because the novel’s characters cannot be interpreted so that they will fit 
unproblematically into any of the binary categories on offer in the culture of 
the late 20th-century USA. An attempt at trying to fit a character into the 
framework of contemporary categories becomes an anxious one, since it will 
constantly oscillate between impossible, uncomfortable, or even taboo 
options. One could say that the narrative sets traps for the readers by means 
of passages where defining the race or gender of a character is impossible, and 
they may fall into these traps owing to their prejudices. Hence, ambiguity and 
uncertainty become the easiest and the most comfortable options—a move 
toward accepting the free play of signifiers suggested by Derrida’s theory.  

In addition to gender and race, the ambiguity sometimes encompasses a 
character’s species: it is not made explicit whether certain minor characters 
are human or evelm. This is emphasized by the fact that Delany’s narrator uses 
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the terms “interspecies” and “interracial” interchangeably when discussing 
human/evelm relations. As the ambiguity implies, evelmi have a double role 
in the novel: on the one hand, they are an alien species; on the other, they serve 
as an allegory for racialized people on contemporary Earth—or, rather, they 
serve as an allegory for the twentieth-century politics of difference. Thus the 
focus on the grotesque and monstrous and difference is ultimately on the 
beholder; Stars in My Pocket implies that to some extent, the aliens remain 
alien, and readers cannot, and should not, do anything about it. What one can, 
and should, change is one’s attitude toward that difference. Also, the shifting 
terms “species” and “race” reflect the aliens’ ambivalent status in the novel’s 
universe: for the Family, they are an alien species, even when they are the 
native people of a planet, whereas for the Sygn they are an equal part of the 
free play of differences.  

Robert Scholes and Eric S. Rabkin argued in the late 1970s that the 
colorblindness of science fiction was due to there usually being “unhuman 
races, aliens, and robots,” creatures who can make Earth-bound race issues 
seem rather trivial in comparison (188). According to this approach, humanity 
is united across racial boundaries because there is something inhuman—even 
more different from “us” than the racial other—to replace human others in the 
role of that-which-is-not-us. In other words, xenophobic attitudes are simply 
transferred to a new, even more different object. Even though Stars in My 
Pocket emphasizes the politics of difference and heterogeneity, its rhetorical 
strategy does not include arguing for peaceful coexistence on the grounds of 
everyone being the same. On the contrary, the emphasis is, as we have seen, 
on accepting and celebrating difference and ambiguity. In the novel, there are 
six thousand inhabited planets in the galaxy and the variety of sentient life 
forms is virtually unimaginable, ranging from very human-like to the radically 
other Xlv, with whom no human has managed to communicate. No one knows 
anything about the Xlv except that they are the only other species besides 
humans that has invented space travel, and it is suggested by a minor character 
that they may have had something to do with Rhyonon’s holocaust. Because of 
that possibility, “[t]heir absolute otherness provides a sinister foil to the 
narrative’s active embrace of alterity” (Liste-Noya 409). In the end, however, 
whether there is truth to the claim is left open. Thus, even though the Xlv are 
radically and incomprehensibly alien, they are not made “the enemy” in the 
way that they would most likely be presented in a traditional alien invasion 
story. It is also implied that the galactic organization the Web is censoring all 
information about the Xlv, perhaps trying to put the blame on the mysterious 
aliens, for one reason or another.37 This would imply that those in power are 
eager to exploit the otherness of the Xlv for their own purposes.  

While the Xlv occupy the position of the truly, unknowably other, the 
evelmi in Marq’s urban complex represent the most anthropomorphic end of 
the continuum of otherness. Having such degrees of otherness deconstructs 

                                                 
37 The truth about the Xlv may be one of the questions that might have been answered in the second 

novel, which has never been published. 
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the self-evidence of the dichotomy of the self and the other and provides, in 
the words of Delany in his article on deconstruction, a “critique of the 
totalizing impulse to mastery” (“Neither” 141). The most alien aliens are to be 
found at the beginning of the novel and at the end of it. When Marq is in Nepiy, 
the first character he describes to his audience is “[l]arge and blue” and 
“tended to come apart into jellylike pieces only to flow together about the 
translator pole” (62). The strangeness of this member of an alien species is 
likely there just to create a sense of wonder and provide a science-fictional 
setting. After this scene, there are no other radically alien characters beyond 
the enigmatic Xlv until the final section of the novel, the “Epilogue,” where 
Marq reminisces about his encounters with different cultures and different 
species. Byrne rightly finds “expression of extreme cultural relativity” (166–
167) in the scene where young Marq encounters an alien creature and realizes 
he is "gazing at an alien gazing at an alien gaze" (329). This “landscape where 
difference dizzyingly proliferates,” is a setting where Delany’s protagonists 
often find themselves, and which “problematizes the politics of identity,” notes 
Alcena Madeline Davis Rogan (448). However, the immense variety of life 
forms and cultures in Marq’s universe is, despite the melancholic tone of the 
final chapter, presented with a similar sense of wonder as in the beginning, but 
this time in the spirit of free play of differences and an understanding of 
cultural relativity that the novel’s audience has been educated about 
throughout the novel.  

Thus, the novel’s depictions of otherness are neutral in the sense that 
alterity in itself is not glorified or demonized in itself. Instead, an ethical 
contrast is created between different types of human characters, especially as 
regards their attitudes to and treatment of the alien characters. In Stars in My 
Pocket, the aliens are not monstrous (in the sense of behaving unethically), 
and there is no need for them to change their behavior or lifestyle. Rather, the 
novel argues, readers who may first perceive the aliens as threatening in their 
grotesqueness are the ones who should change. 

3.5 CHANGING ETHICAL JUDGMENTS   

All of these strategies used by Delany boil down to ethical judgments made by 
readers regarding the novel’s societies and characters. As Phelan argues, “The 
default expectation for reading fiction is that authors will take ethical stands 
on the events and characters they represent and will guide us explicitly or 
implicitly, heavy-handedly or subtly (or, indeed, any way in between) to adopt 
those stands” (Experiencing 53). In Stars in My Pocket, the combination is at 
times implicit and at times heavy-handed. The treatment readers are given is 
implicit in that the message is not clearly laid out but conveyed by a carefully 
constructed and purposefully confusing reading experience. On the other 
hand, as Phelan points out, in some cases the ethical judgments of characters 
work by clear contrast (Living 52). This is obviously the case with the ethical 
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judgments in Stars in My Pocket; the desired ethical stand is created to a large 
extent by contrasting characters, societies, and attitudes against each other. 
For instance, Rat Korga’s home planet Rhyonon is presented as a dystopian 
place, even though it is depicted quite neutrally, in part because of the RAT-
treated focalizer Korga is incapable of having strong emotions. Only after 
being presented with a society where all the social injustices of Rhyonon have 
been eradicated, are the evils of Rhyonon evident, largely through comparison 
with the two most central characters, Rat Korga and Marq Dyeth. As Bray and 
Freedman have pointed out, this encourages readers to see similarities 
between injustices in their society and those of Rhyonon.  

An interesting feature in the ethical judgments created in the novel is that 
at times the ethical judgments turn inward, toward the readers’ views of the 
world, especially during the confusion and ambiguity at the beginning of the 
novel proper, when all facets of identity are set into free play. Above I discussed 
the potentially perplexing situations, when characters and their actions need 
to be interpreted without the knowledge of their gender, race or species, and 
when the information made available to readers is ambiguous and seemingly 
contradictory. Hence, attempts to interpret characters according to the 
twentieth-century Western readers’ conventional frameworks are doomed to 
fail, since the characters cannot be unambiguously placed in any of the 
inherited categories. When the novel’s ethical judgments are pointed in the 
direction of the readers, those readers are invited to reflect on their confusion 
and perhaps repulsion after some abstruse passages in the novel. The self-
reflection is encouraged by the novel’s narration, which intermittently seems 
to go beyond the surface level of describing the fictional world. One instance 
is the passage quoted above, where Marq pauses to wonder whether “the 
disorientation and estrangement” trigger in him “the mode of terrified retreat” 
or a “relaxed sense of disinterested aesthetic contrast” (74). 

The two different attitudes are also manifested in the characters coming 
from outside of Morgre:  Rat Korga and the Thants (acquaintances of the 
Dyeth “nurture stream”). These characters are a rich source of ethical 
judgments in the novel: the Thants are quick to make judgments and invite 
readers’ judgments on their judgments, while Korga’s role is mainly to invite 
judgments on the way he has been treated, and to evoke parallels with the 
readers’ own world and their own reactions. Also, at the beginning of the novel, 
when the ambiguity and confusion put a strain on the readers’ attempt at 
understanding the narrative, both Korga and the Thants function as mirrors 
of the strangeness of the narrative world and what kind of ethical judgments 
readers should make of it. Especially in the case of the Thant family, the 
created judgments are not static but change during the novel. At first the 
Thants are presented to be much like any family from late twentieth-century 
Earth: slightly puzzled and amused by the Dyeth way of life and by the evelmi, 
since they are from another planet. When the Thants make their first 
appearance, especially the youngest of them, who is visiting Morgre for the 
first time, asks a lot of questions and amusedly marvels at everything Marq 
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tells them about the Dyeths and the Morgran society, but it is also obvious that 
the rest of the Thants are not comfortable with the evelm members of the 
Dyeth family. One of them asks Marq to join them for company, because one 
of the evelm Dyeths is “doing her lizard routine” (132), as the Thant puts it, 
which apparently makes them uncomfortable. Despite their rudeness, it is easy 
for readers to relate to them and identify with their bemusement toward 
Marq’s way of life. Being strangers to the Morgran society, readers, too, find 
everything rather strange. At first, this behavior appears rather benign. 
However, it becomes obvious that, as Broderick has noted, the Thants shun 
the “utterly casual, often homosexual and generally interspecific sexuality” of 
Morgre, just as many of the novel’s readers may (Reading 140). Rat Korga, on 
the other hand, despite never having been outside his home planet before, 
takes to the new world with a more open mind, even though at times he is 
baffled and insecure. With Marq, he gets to know the Morgran society and tries 
his best to adjust. Korga and Marq’s discussions on the differences between 
Rhyonon and Morgre direct the readers’ attention, and as the parallels 
between Rat Korga’s world Rhyonon and the contemporary society begin to 
dawn on readers, it becomes easier to adopt Korga’s point of view. 

If many readers admit to empathizing with Rat Korga more than one might 
have imagined in the beginning, the Thant family may induce a more 
unpleasant reaction with regard to identification and ethical judgments as the 
novel progresses. Even if at first the Thants and their puzzlement are quite 
easy to identify with, when they reappear toward the end of the novel, the 
situation changes. Between the two scenes featuring the whole Thant family, 
readers have had time to explore the Sygn ideology with Marq and his “stream” 
and to follow Rat Korga’s adjustment to the new freedom provided by that kind 
of society. During the middle part of the novel, readers do not meet the Thant 
family other than through a depiction of a short visit from a perplexed Nea 
Thant, the family’s daughter. She shows up to ask for the Dyeths’ advice, as 
their family is about to adopt the Family ideology and become a “Focus 
Family” (180) on the distant planet of Nepiy (where Marq was at the beginning 
of the novel), which is on the verge of a natural catastrophe. When attempting 
to stabilize a society in turmoil, The Family uses “Focus Units” or “Focus 
Families,” whose purpose is to function as models for a whole world; in Marq’s 
words, this is “a strange form of rule by celebrity, by media, by notoriety” 
(180).  

The term Focus Family undoubtedly invokes in many readers’ minds, at 
least at the time of the publication of the novel, both the idea of the nuclear 
family in general and, more specifically, the conservative evangelical 
organization Focus on the Family, which promotes conservative gender roles 
and disapproves of LGBT rights. Founded in the late 1970s, it was active and 
expanding during the 1980s (Brooks 570), that is, at the time of publication of 
Stars in My Pocket. Making this connection evokes strong associations of what 
the values of a Family society and a “focus family” stand for. On the other hand, 
by guiding readers to negative ethical judgments regarding their actions and 
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ideology, this allusion provides insight into the implications of this kind of 
ideology in real life. The difference between the power structures of a family 
and a stream become obvious when Nea’s brother George Thant comes to fetch 
her home. While George is yelling insults to his sister, who is to him “as a drop 
of yellow poison in the clear currents of our Family’s love” (187) and drags her 
out of the house, the Dyeths gather together to comfort a young member of the 
stream, who is severely distressed by the Thants’ argument and the fact that 
George shoved her. It is made obvious which characters are happier: those 
within “the clear currents” of a Family (with a capital F) or those within a 
caring Sygn stream. 

When the Thants return to Morgre at the end of the novel, they are openly 
bigoted and rude. At a party organized in their honor, they talk loudly amongst 
themselves, condemning the Morgran way of life as bestial and sick, “an 
unnatural crime,” “which can only be cured by the most primitive means: 
quarantine, fire, prayer” (303). It seems that for the Thants, the depravity of 
the Morgran way of life culminates in liberal sexuality and the interracial 
relations between humans and the evelmi: “Not only the males with the 
females, but the males do it with males, the females do it with females, within 
the race, across the races—and what are we to make of neuters—as if they had 
not even reached the elementary stage of culture, however ignorant, where a 
family takes its appropriate course,” claims one of the Thants (302). All the 
while, their spiteful behavior is contrasted with the graciousness of the Dyeths, 
who, despite obvious distress and hurt, continue to treat their guests in a 
dignified manner, which further enhances negative judgment of the Thants’ 
behavior.  

The hate speech of the Thants clearly echoes the prejudices and bigoted 
arguments in the real world both during the 1980s (and the 2020s), to the 
extent that Freedman has described it as “Christian fascism” (Critical 158) and 
the “equivalent of unabashed Ku Klux racism” (Critical 159). Jeffrey Allen 
Tucker points out the racist connotations of the epithet “lizard-loving 
perverts” which George Thant uses of the human members of the Dyeth family; 
for Tucker, it is a “term that models the fear of miscegenation, antipathy 
towards whites invested in black liberation” (“The Necessity” 266). Similarly, 
Broderick finds the Thants at this point “unpleasant and ignoble” (Reading 
144). This scene is clearly one of the most ethically loaded ones in the novel, 
as so many flesh-and-blood readers have reacted strongly to it. 

The intensity of these readers’ reactions result from two factors in the 
novel’s structure, both having to do with the changing ethical judgments and 
the timing of the scene in the narrative. First, by leading readers to certain 
ethical judgments, the novel entices them to see the novel’s liberal universe in 
a very positive light, and the world of Rhyonon, the Family ideology—and 
perhaps also the world of the readers—as narrow-minded and intolerant. 
Thus, having been exposed to the immense variety of sexualities in the Stars 
in My Pocket universe, the Thant/Family version of rigid heterosexuality and 
human-centeredness seems like a conservative attitude that readers are 
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invited to reject (Broderick, Reading 144). Second, by this point in the novel, 
readers have learned to know the characters whose lives these attitudes and 
ideologies have had an impact on. The Thants’ insults seem so harsh because 
they attack the way of life which clearly makes the main characters happy. 
Furthermore, by having the Thants use rhetoric which resembles that of anti-
gay and racist hate speech, the scene resonates strongly with the current state 
of affairs in the real world.  

In yet another excerpt guiding readers’ interpretations, this time less 
subtly, Marq and Korga discuss the Thants’ verbal attack in Marq’s room. 
Marq says: “All those things they were saying—those idiotic statements—they 
made me feel as if I were living on some world out of history where all that we 
do here is against the law!” But Korga disagrees: “They didn’t make you feel 
that way. That’s the way they made me feel. […] You didn’t grow up on such a 
world. You didn’t spend your childhood and make your transition to maturity 
on a world where bestiality and homosexuality were legally proscribed. So you 
do not possess the fund of those feeling to draw on. I do” (311–312). As 
Freedman notes, so do the readers (Critical 161), as they hail from a world 
much like Korga’s. However, Delany makes his readers view attitudes such as 
those expressed by the Thants as extremely negative and harmful, and, by 
being less subtle with the allegories and estrangement toward the end of the 
book, he makes sure that the authorial audience realizes that, actually, it is 
their own society that is this “some world out of history,” and that they 
themselves might even be disturbingly similar to the Thants. As Bray notes, 
the Thants are “a visible reminder to readers of how far current social reality 
is removed from the possibilities [...] manifest in Morgran society” (23). If one 
has managed to read through Stars in My Pocket without making the 
connection, the allegorical dimension is made explicit at this point in the 
novel. 

Discussing Delany’s fiction in relation to the postmodern paradigm, 
Martha Bartter argues that the structure and rhetoric of the narrative does 
have an effect on how readers view the assumptions they started with: “Having 
experienced Stars in My Pocket [...] must change the way we look at the 
beginning of the book, at the relationships it explores, at ourselves. The world-
view inevitably alters work, even as the work alters world-view” (336, 
emphasis original). Even though it remains to be established whether any 
changes in the readers’ ethical stance remain after finishing the book, one 
might speculate that the effect could be more likely to linger after reading the 
novel, as it encourages, or even demands, readers to think about the issues and 
forces them to eschew quick understanding and comfortable interpretations. 
Due to the ambiguity and uncertainty that have such a central role in the 
experiencing the novel, reading Stars in My Pocket entails exposing yourself 
to the ethical shortcomings of your own contemporary society, and perhaps 
even your own frameworks of interpreting the world. 

James Phelan describes the default ethical relationship between the 
implied author and readers as one of mutual influence. Authors provide 
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readers with “guidance to their particular value systems and to the ethical 
judgments that follow from those systems” and in return, they receive the 
attention of their readers. Readers, on the other hand, receive 
“reinforcements, challenges to, or disagreements with their own value 
systems” (Experiencing 53–54). Stars in My Pocket offers plenty of 
disagreements and challenges. It aims at showing readers which side it is 
preferable to be on, mostly through changing ethical judgments of the 
characters and their actions, especially the Thant family and Rat Korga. 
However, in Stars in My Pocket, the followers of the Family ideology do not 
change—they have for centuries taken good care not to—but readers are, 
during the process of reading the novel, led to realize the evils that the Family-
type ideology causes and encouraged to adopt the Sygn way of embracing 
difference. Thus, they are enticed to join in Rat Korga’s acceptance of this new 
liberal and liberating way of thinking and to reject the conservative and hate-
filled Thant/Family way.  

The didactic strategy is not without its risks, however. As Phelan argues 
regarding the guidance authors give to readers on the ethics of the narrative, 
the reciprocity of reading entails risks for both readers and the author:  

Audiences who place their own interests (ideologies, politics, ethics) at 
the center of their reading risk turning reading into a repetitious activity 
that misses the ways in which authors can extend their vision of human 
possibility and experience. Authors who flaunt their power and take 
aggressive stances toward their audiences risk alienating them to the 
point of losing them. (Experiencing 54)  

 
The contents of the novel alone—a world where humans have intercourse with 
lizard-like, groin-nuzzling aliens—may cause the most conservative flesh-and-
blood readers to find the ethics of Delany’s telling deficient and feel that the 
author is, in Phelan’s words, “flaunting his power” by taking the more 
obviously didactic stand at the end of the novel. As Broderick points out, 
readers who react to the ambiguity and play in the novel with anxiety “would 
recoil in horror from the tale” (Reading 140). As I have noted earlier, the 
concept of the double audience seems no longer relevant for the analysis of 
Stars in My Pocket. By this time, race issues could be discussed in a science 
fiction novel; furthermore, as Delany deconstructs his readers’ prejudices 
about identities and categories, by the end of Stars in My Pocket, any 
categorizing should have become a meaningless task. However, in its thorough 
investment in oppositions and comparisons, the ethical judgements coded in 
the text establish a new division. Just as societies and ideologies and 
characters are juxtaposed in the novel, so perhaps is the audience. Readers, 
like the characters in the novel, are often clearly offered two ways of reacting 
to a scene, which is then followed by a self-reflecting passage either of inner 
contemplation by Marq, or dialogue between Marq and Korga. In this sense, 
the novel is establishing a new double audience based on the two ways of 
relating to free play: the anxious and the liberated. The aim is clearly a didactic 
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one: to make the audience adjust their thinking and, by the end of the novel, 
side with the liberal, deconstructed worldview.  

At the end of the novel, in the epilogue named “Morning,” Marq has been 
separated from Rat Korga and is traveling to a distant world in a large 
spaceship, reflecting on other trips he has made during his career as Industrial 
Diplomat. He remembers visiting “a society far more liberal than any [he]’d 
ever known” and how he felt when leaving it. This memory makes Marq 
ruminate on the effects that visiting a world different from one’s own may 
have: “To leave a world at dawn [...] is to know how much you can want to 
remember; and to realize how much, because of the cultural and conceptual 
grid a world casts over our experience of it, we are victims to that truth against 
our will, once we tear loose from it into night” (338). By providing one more 
metaphorical description of the experiences of the readers who are about to 
finish reading the novel, this passage—like so many others in the novel—
directs readers to reflect on their experience and the “cultural and conceptual 
grid” now that they are leaving the world of Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of 
Sand. 

3.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Deconstruction, Delany explains, “sets […] oppositional terms in motion—and 
retains its force only as long as the terms remain in motion” (“Neither” 146). 
As I have shown in this chapter, Stars in My Pocket deconstructs the binary 
categories of gender, sexuality, and race by using ambiguity created by 
expositional manipulation, and then guides readers’ ethical judgements 
toward accepting the liberated, deconstructed view of what it might meant to 
be human. The ambiguous scenes and resulting uncomfortable interpretations 
that readers are guided to make aim at epiphanies about binary notions like 
gender and race, while keeping those oppositional terms in constant motion. 

The three Delany novels discussed in this and the previous chapter 
demonstrate how Delany’s work both reflected and sought to drive change in 
the science fiction, society, and literary theoretical paradigms of his day. 
Whereas The Ballad of Beta-2 was traditional space opera, written and 
published during the peak of the Civil Rights Movement, The Einstein 
Intersection demonstrated the effects of the New Wave aesthetics. Stars in My 
Pocket, for its part, presents a picture of a genre where more open discussion 
of gender and race was possible, but even more explicitly it also reveals the 
effects of the all-encompassing theoretical framework of deconstruction.  

In Stars in My Pocket, Delany has to a large extent modeled his didactic 
strategy on Derrida’s work. The rhetorical strategy of Stars in My Pocket is 
based on the deconstruction of binary identity categories and the changing 
ethical judgments of the characters, societies, and ideologies. Using 
deconstruction as a model, Delany juxtaposes conservative and liberal 
ideologies and guides his readers toward certain ethical judgments and 
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conclusions. The narrative is structured to defamiliarize and encourage 
comparisons between juxtaposed ideologies and societies, so that readers can 
make ethical judgments of the societies, characters, and ideologies before 
being led to realize, first, the impossibility of making easy interpretations 
based on the categories they know, and secondly, the allegorical dimensions 
and connections to their own reality. Phelan argues that during the process of 
reading, readers make interpretive and ethical judgments of characters, their 
actions, and the situations they are in, and those interpretations and 
judgments can and often do change while the narrative progresses and 
characters and situations change (Experiencing 7). In the case of Delany’s 
Stars in My Pocket, it is also the readers’ views on the novel’s themes that are 
likely to change. One could even say that whereas usually characters in a novel 
develop and the readers’ judgment of them changes accordingly, in Stars in 
My Pocket the opposite happens. Many of the key characters do not really 
change in the sense of eliciting different ethical judgments due to their change, 
but readers are led to change their ethical judgments about the characters, 
about their societies and ideologies—and perhaps even about the society they 
themselves live in. 

In his essay on Delany’s Babel-17, Carl Malmgren notes that “science fiction 
gives us many new and different languages to speak. Mastering these 
languages, we learn to think and act differently” (“The Languages” 15). This is 
certainly what happens in Stars in My Pocket. However, the processes of 
internalizing the new language in Stars in My Pocket and the new ways of 
thinking it requires are not easily mastered. Therefore, paradoxically, as far as 
Stars in My Pocket is concerned, it seems that not being able to master the 
new language is what forces readers to think differently. In order to effect this, 
Delany exploits the probability that readers are not able to detach themselves 
completely from their own language and all the meanings that words and 
concepts contain. 

In a final metaphor for the experience of reading Stars in My Pocket, the 
novel ends with Marq as a passenger on a spaceship, sleeping in a net but 
waking up for his “morning exercise circuit” (346). Even though he is still a bit 
“unsteady” and stops to take a breath, the speaker announces: “Please 
continue your morning exercise circuit. Please continue, Marq Dyeth” (346). 
This mirrors the authorial audience’s reading experience—stumbling over the 
ambiguities over and over again, still dizzy from the gender and race 
disorientations that opened the novel. After all the energy one has to invest in 
reading—or co-creating—the story, the novel encourages its audience to 
“please continue” despite their exhaustion. As a result, readers may be like 
Marq, who remarks: “The timed drugs had released me from deep-suspension 
coma long enough for these bodily exercises to prepare me, after a much 
lighter sleep, for a proper waking,” while he feels himself “fall away into the 
next stage of consciousness” (347).  

A version of that next stage of consciousness is presented in Octavia 
Butler’s novels, which are discussed in the next chapter. In Butler’s work, 
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racial dichotomies are further disassembled by hybrid characters, and loving 
the alien is not as straightforward as it is in Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of 
Sand.  
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4 “EMBRACE DIFFERENCE”: ALIEN 
OTHERS IN OCTAVIA BUTLER’S WORK  

4.1 ON BUTLER AND NARRATIVE STUDIES  

Octavia Butler (1947–2006) was the first published—and for many years the 
sole—female African American science fiction writer.38 During her career, her 
work was awarded many of the field’s most prestigious awards, and she was 
the first science fiction writer to receive the MacArthur Fellowship, also known 
as the “Genius Grant.”39 Born in Pasadena, California, she grew up with her 
mother and grandmother, her father having died when she was seven years 
old. Butler describes her childhood as one where she, a very shy child, often 
escaped into books and storyworlds of her own (“Positive Obsession” 128). She 
decided quite early in life that she would be a writer, but not everyone around 
her was convinced. She recounts her aunt telling her that writing would be “a 
nice hobby” but nothing more as “Negroes can’t be writers” (“Positive 
Obsession” 127). The defining point in Butler’s writing career was the moment 
when, as a child, she saw the sci-fi movie “Devil Girl from Mars,” which 
prompted her to think: “I can write a better story than that!” (“An Interview” 
13). Despite—or perhaps because of—the fact that the start of her science 
fiction writing career was a reaction to the poor quality of some of the science 
fiction available to the public at that time, much of her work can be read in 
dialogue with those earlier works. In interviews she gives the impression of 
being very conscious of how, before gaining her own voice, she copied the style 
and subject matter of earlier science fiction, because “stories about thirty-year-
old white men who drank and smoked too much” was all there was (“An 
Interview” 13). Thus, like Delany, Butler’s oeuvre developed from following the 
genre’s conventions to writing against them.  

Some of the central themes traceable in much of Butler’s writing—which 
spans almost three decades and consists of several series of novels, numerous 
individual titles, and short stories—are listed concisely by Michael Levy: “the 
importance of community, the evil of racism, and the difficulty of making a 
place for oneself when power relationships are unequal” (45–46). In fact, the 
hardships of making a place for oneself when power relationships are unequal 
could also describe her relationship to the science fiction genre. Much like 
Delany, Butler was no stranger to discriminative genre conventions and 
practices. For example, in an essay from 1980, she relates how science fiction 
writers were instructed to avoid black characters “unless those characters’ 

                                                 
38 Unlike Delany’s title as the first African American science fiction writer being open for 

contestation, there does not seem to be debate about Butler’s primacy. While in Fifty Key Figures of 
Science Fiction, Levy calls her “[t]he first significant female African-American sf author” (42), implying 
that there may have been others, they may have not made their mark in the genre. 

39 The MacArthur Fellowship is awarded by the MacArthur Foundation. For details, see 
www.macfound.org. 
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blackness was somehow essential to the plot,” because “the presence of blacks 
... changed the focus of the story—drew attention away from the intended 
subject” (qtd. in Govan, “Connections” 84). Ignoring such prejudiced advice, 
Butler populated her storyworlds with ethnically diverse characters.  

Butler was a firm believer in the potential of science fiction to change the 
world. In her essay “Positive Obsession,” she answers a question she often 
heard during public appearances: What good is science fiction to Black people? 

What good is science fiction’s thinking about the present, the future, and 
the past? What good is its tendency to warn or to consider alternative 
ways of thinking and doing? What good is its examination of the 
possible effects of science and technology, or social organization and 
political direction? At its best, science fiction stimulates imagination 
and creativity. It gets reader and writer off the beaten track, off the 
narrow, narrow footpath of what “everyone” is saying, doing, thinking—
whoever “everyone” happens to be this year. And what good is all this to 
Black people? (“Positive Obsession” 134–135) 

 
Butler’s answer emphasizes science fiction’s possibility to intervene in “what 
‘everyone’ is saying, doing, thinking”—that is, not simply to provide answers 
or solutions to the world’s problems but to challenge ossified ways of 
perceiving the world around us. As we shall see, it seems to be an underlying 
principle of her own fiction as well.  

Even though much of Butler’s writing includes “writing herself in” 
(Canavan 173) as an African American woman, during her life she carefully 
kept some aspects of her personal life and her writing career separate. 
Conseula Francis, editor of a collection of Butler interviews over a 25-year 
period, remarks that the interviews “reveal a woman who seemed to accept her 
public role as a writer, and who was also very good at maintaining the 
boundaries of that public role” (“Introduction” ix–x). Because of the well-
maintained boundary, Butler’s sexual orientation, among other things, has 
been debated; after her untimely death in 2006, some obituaries claimed that 
she was a lesbian (e.g., The Guardian; Los Angeles Times). In an interview 
with Larry McCaffery and Jim McMenamin in 1988, however, Butler explicitly 
denies it. McMenamin quotes a character in Butler’s Patternmaster saying, 
“When I meet a woman who attracts me, I prefer women … and when I meet a 
man who attracts me, I prefer men.” When he asks Butler to “[t]alk a bit about 
the sources of this openness” (Butler, “An Interview” 14), she relates how she 
was called “various and sundry unsavory names by people who thought [she] 
was gay” and she even started to wonder herself whether those name-callers 
were right. However, she soon concluded, “Nope, this ain’t it,” but that she was 
“intrigued by gay sexuality” and “wanted to play around with it in [her] 
imagination in [her] work” (“An Interview” 14). In fact, as one source for her 
interest in different aspects of sexuality, including incestuous relationships, 
she mentions the Bible, which her mother encouraged her to read 
(“Congratulations” 131). But whatever her original inspiration for writing the 
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often complicated and non-binary depictions of gender, sexuality, and 
reproduction in her novels, the interviewer’s question seems to suggest that it 
may have been the works themselves that led critics, scholars, and fans to 
make assumptions about her personal life. Often, however, as we shall see, the 
deductions critics make about the parallels between Butler and her work go 
the other way, as readers (critics as well as fans) interpret Butler’s fiction and 
its alien others based on their knowledge of the flesh-and-blood author’s 
gender and race.  

Butler’s oeuvre has been studied quite extensively and from different 
theoretical positions. Book-length studies into her fiction include Gerry 
Canavan’s rather thorough Octavia E. Butler (2016), Gregory Jerome 
Hampton’s Changing Bodies in the Fiction of Octavia Butler: Slaves, Aliens, 
and Vampires (2010), and anthologies like Strange Matings: Science Fiction, 
Feminism, African American Voice, and Octavia E. Butler (2013), edited by 
Rebecca J. Holden and Nisi Shawl. In addition, her novels and short stories 
have been discussed in many other scholarly collections, especially those on 
feminist science fiction. Her work has also been read through the lenses of 
postcolonialism and critical race theory, just to name the most obvious. In 
Roger Luckhurst’s words, Butler’s work “constitute[s] an astonishingly 
intricate and sustained meditation on the imbrication of race and gender 
across cultural and scientific discourses” (“Horror and Beauty” 28). It is 
important to note, however, that often race, sexuality, or gender are central to 
her works not as motifs or themes, but simply because of the circumstances of 
her black women characters. Because of Butler’s quite realistic multiethnic 
societies, her alien encounters do not make the differences between human 
beings seem “appropriately trivial,” as Scholes and Rabkin in 1977 
optimistically claimed would happen in science fiction (188). Her characters 
are very much aware of race, gender, and sexuality as sources of difference and 
hierarchy between humans. Therefore, Butler’s strategy is different from 
Delany’s, in whose futures race, gender, and sexuality no longer matter as 
sources of discrimination in the same way.  

Alien encounters in Butler’s work are ethically complex events that often 
signal the end of the world as we know it. Yet, her alien encounters are not 
necessarily apocalyptic; rather, they initiate a process of irrefutable change. 
They are heavily laden with power issues in the form of a continuous struggle 
to negotiate power and responsibility, while a symbiotic relationship is 
gradually negotiated between two sentient species. Gerry Canavan puts it 
aptly: “Butler’s science fictions typically pit power against justice and leave 
both utterly transformed” (3). Butler’s fiction highlights the necessity for and 
benefits of a compromise and cooperation. Symbiotic existence with the other 
is the key to a healthier, more prosperous life, whether it be aliens who have 
come to Earth (the Xenogenesis trilogy) or aliens who inhabit a planet where 
humans come as refugees (“Bloodchild”). 

One of the most prominent features in Butler’s work is its tendency to often 
employ contradictory and ambiguous themes, as noted by many. For example, 
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Peter Sands remarks that her work “resist[s] orthodoxies, including those of 
feminism and anti-racism” (1), as “Butler deftly works with influences from 
multiple genres and historical events, providing in her oeuvre multiple 
approaches to mind-body problems, race, sexuality, and essentialism” (11). 
Gerry Canavan, who has studied Butler’s notes, diaries, and drafts, which are 
kept at the Huntington Library, characterizes her as a “deeply ambiguous 
thinker,” and suggests that there are “no easy answers, no manifestos or 
utopias to be found within her pages” (4). Canavan further notes that Butler’s 
notes and journals are rife with the shorthand “aop,” meaning “as opposed to,” 
and that often her narratives would become radically different from what she 
had planned (4).  

Furthermore, Butler does not necessarily fit in any one of the “orthodoxies” 
Sands mentions in the quote above. Shannon Gibney characterizes Butler as 
“a Black woman feminist science fiction writer [who] stretched each of these 
groups’ definitions of literature, identity, and possibility” (109). This might 
also have to do with Butler’s aversion to theoretical models. Unlike Delany, 
who clearly utilizes literary theory and philosophy in his fiction, Butler claimed 
that she shunned critical theory, because, she confessed, “I worry about it 
feeding into my work. … I worry about criticism influencing me, because it can 
create a vicious circle or something worse” (“We Keep” 66). Hence, the 
complications can also stem from Butler writing her work without any one 
theoretical or thematic framework in mind, even though several have been 
employed to analyze her work and interpret the human/alien relationships in 
her novels and short stories. 

In this chapter, I focus on Butler’s short story “Bloodchild” (1984) and the 
Xenogenesis trilogy (1987–1989) published as an omnibus edition renamed 
Lilith’s Brood in 2000). Both works narrate an alien encounter which results 
in a need to radically adapt to new circumstances. “Bloodchild” is a story about 
the struggles of a group of human emigrants or refugees on a planet inhabited 
by an alien species, whereas Xenogenesis depicts a post-apocalyptic humanity 
saved by an alien race and the birth of a new, hybrid species. “Bloodchild” and 
Xenogenesis are not Butler’s only alien encounter narratives; there are alien 
characters in central roles at least in Survivor (1978), “Amnesty” (2003), and 
a posthumously published early short story “A Necessary Being” (2014). In 
addition to alien others, her works present mutants and telepaths (in the 
Patternist series, 1976–1984) and vampires (in Fletchling, 2005). The works 
discussed in this thesis—“Bloodchild” and Xenogenesis—have been selected 
on the basis of their being representative of the central thematics and the most 
intriguing and even controversial aspects of Butler’s oeuvre, as well as their 
interpretations.  

As Jeffrey Allen Tucker has rightly noted in relation to humans and aliens 
in Xenogenesis and “Bloodchild,” it is possible that “although there is an 
anticolonialist approach to the human side of Butler's contact narratives, the 
author's aliens […] are not necessarily figures for white slave owners and 
overseers” (“The Human Contradiction” 173). The underlying reason for such 
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interpretations nevertheless persisting, Tucker suggests, is that “the author's 
race has overdetermined these stories’ interpretations” (“The Human 
Contradiction” 173), causing her narratives to be seen “as imaginative 
recreations of ante-bellum American slavery” (“The Human Contradiction” 
173–174). Butler herself seemed to be against interpreting aliens as African 
Americans: in her 1980 essay “Lost Races of Science Fiction,” she argues 
against “substituting extraterrestrials for blacks,” because “if your readers are 
touchy about human races as you were afraid they might be when you 
substituted the [aliens], are they really likely to pay attention to any analogy 
you draw? I don’t think so” (“Lost Races” 183). While “Bloodchild” and 
Xenogenesis are similar in this bucking against the anticolonialist analogies, I 
approach them and their alien encounters from slightly different angles. When 
discussing “Bloodchild,” the focus of my analysis is on the different analyses 
that the short story has been subject to. For example, the problems inherent 
in allegorical interpretations of the human/alien interactions in “Bloodchild” 
are due to them being influenced by the flesh-and-blood author’s persona 
instead of the implied author. When discussing the Xenogenesis trilogy, my 
focus is on how the narrative’s point of view moves from the human to the alien 
narrator in the third novel, and how the authorial audience’s ethical 
judgements shift during that process—in a manner similar to Delany’s Stars 
in My Pocket—and whether flesh-and-blood audiences follow along with that 
shift. Agreeing with Phelan’s observation that thematic and rhetorical readings 
will “[s]ometimes […] lead to conflicting views of the work” (Phelan, 
Experiencing 89), I discuss how a critic’s reading and judgments can be 
influenced by the theoretical framework chosen for the scholarly reading: 
whether the aliens are seen as saviors or colonialists, and whether the trilogy’s 
outcome is read as a positive or a negative one—a dichotomy that is present in 
critical readings of Butler (Canavan 97).  

Therefore, Butler’s aliens provide a case study of how readings of a 
narrative with alien characters are influenced by the interpretive context and 
the flesh-and-blood author’s identity. Because of the contradictory, 
ambiguous, and shifting nature of ethical judgments in Butler’s works, some 
of the allegorical readings are not always consistent with the ethical judgments 
of the narrative itself. In the otherwise rich criticism of Butler, this aspect of 
how ambiguity and contradiction is built into her works, and how it 
simultaneously causes and frustrates the different interpretations and ethical 
judgments, has so far been neglected. This chapter intends to bridge that gap 
by analyzing the narrative arc and dynamics of ethical judgments in these 
works. Assessing how Butler’s narratives allow for different readings that 
spring from different critical positions, I demonstrate how the various 
readings produce conflicting ethical judgments that can be found in Butler 
criticism regarding the human and alien characters and events in the 
narratives. In addition to the fact that her characters are complex both 
psychologically and ethically, the situations presented and the points of view 
offered often change along the way in Butler’s fiction. This makes it even 
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harder to pinpoint a single, static human-alien relationship on which to base 
an allegorical interpretation. Butler’s work is often resistant to a single 
interpretive framework, including any framework that presumes an allegorical 
relationship between the aliens and humans to be based on existing 
asymmetrical power relations in the author’s or readers’ reality.  

As my focus is on the variety of readings presented of the alien encounters 
in Butler’s work, out of the five Westfahlian authorities discussed in the 
Introduction, this chapter is most centrally concerned with academic critics. It 
is, of course, only natural that scholars are prone to interpreting a work of 
fiction through the author’s identity, as they are experts on the writers, having 
studied both fiction and nonfiction by and about them. In fact, this chapter, 
too, began with biographical information. For example, at the beginning of an 
article on Butler, Sandra Y. Govan characterizes the author as follows: 
“Through the interviews she has given, the articles she’s written, the pieces 
published about her, and of course, her novels, Octavia Butler emerges as a 
forthright and honest author” (“Homage” 79). Thus, critics and other readers 
gather information about the flesh-and-blood author, and sometimes tend to 
filter their readings both through their knowledge about the life of that author 
and through the theoretical frameworks that may themselves be selected based 
on the real-life author’s persona, identity, and political views. There is nothing 
wrong with this kind of reading as such. However, things get more complicated 
regarding interpretations of “Bloodchild” and Xenogenesis when the aliens are 
interpreted allegorically on the basis of Butler’s identity as an African 
American author—for example as colonialists, slave masters, or misogynists—
in a way that then seems to conflict with the ethical structures of the works 
themselves. Allegorical interpretations may involve another pitfall: that 
reading Butler’s science-fictional aliens within the framework of her own 
identity as a black woman may lead scholars to inadvertently reproducing the 
power structures that the texts in fact aim to overturn (see also Section1.4). 
This is often done by appointing the role of women or African Americans to 
either humans or aliens, based on which “side” is at the bottom of the power 
hierarchy in the storyworld. This aspect of allegorical readings will be 
discussed in more depth in conjunction with “Bloodchild.” 

But what exactly happens when scholars proceed from the outside in, or 
insist on a certain reading, even if it does not suit the whole of the series or 
even the whole of a short story? The “outside” may reflect the critics’ own 
interests and expertise, but often it seems to arise from the author’s persona. 
Within the framework of rhetorical narratology, such readings where, for 
example, the author’s blackness or femaleness guides the interpretation can 
be understood through the differences between the implied author and the 
flesh-and-blood author. Phelan characterizes the implied author as “a 
streamlined version of the real author, an actual or purported subset of the 
real author’s capacities, traits, attitudes, beliefs, values, and other properties 
that play an active role in the construction of the particular text” (Living 43). 
Wayne C. Booth, on the other hand, notes in “Resurrection of the Implied 
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Author” that the concept describes the flesh-and-blood author’s projection, or 
an act of masking (79), where the flesh-and-blood author can present a version 
of themselves that they would find in some way more commendable than they 
actually are in reality (81).40 In other words, the complications of an allegorical 
reading of Butler’s work arise from readers not interacting with the implied 
author, but rather going straight to the flesh-and-blood author for points of 
reference in an allegorical reading. Therefore, the implied author can act as a 
kind of “shield” (Phelan) or a mask (Booth), not in the sense of deliberately 
hiding one’s identity but in the sense of authors choosing what kind of role to 
take in their various works.  

Madhu Dubey has noted the problem of allegorical readings of the 
telepaths in Butler’s Patternist series: the power relations between the 
telepathic and “mute” (that is, non-telepathic characters) change between and 
during the novels in the series, which problematizes attempts to interpret the 
relationship in any stable identity-political framework. Even though the 
changes in the equilibrium are more subtle in “Bloodchild” and Xenogenesis 
than in the Patternist series, the problem with allegorical readings persists. 
Chapter 4.3 will discuss how scholars’ different positions can be seen to 
produce contradictory or conflicting readings of Butler’s Xenogenesis trilogy, 
and how the series offers an excellent place to test the benefits of a rhetorical 
reading of science-fictional aliens by reading from the inside out as opposed 
to through a predetermined and static framework. However, since both of 
these reading strategies, the identity-political and the rhetorical, tend to miss 
the science-fictional context (see Canavan), I will begin in chapter 4.2 with an 
analysis of “Bloodchild” that emphasizes the relevance of alien encounters as 
a science-fictional trope rather than allegories of race and colonialism. 

4.2 GENRE AS GATEWAY TO ETHICAL JUDGEMENTS 
IN “BLOODCHILD”  

In the afterword to the re-publication of “Bloodchild” in the 1995 short story 
collection, Butler writes that she found it surprising that the short story had 
been read as a story about slavery, and insisted that it is no such thing. She 
declares that among other things, it is “a love story between two very different 
beings,” “a coming-of-age story,” a “pregnant man story,” and “an effort to ease 
an old fear of [hers],” namely, the fear of botflies that she was afraid that she 
might encounter on a research trip to the Amazon. Furthermore, she claims 
that “Bloodchild” is: 

a story about paying the rent—a story about an isolated colony of human 
beings on an inhabited, extrasolar world. […] It wouldn’t be the British 
Empire in space, and it wouldn’t be Star Trek. Sooner or later, the 

                                                 
40 Booth’s main examples are Sylvia Plath and Robert Frost, both authors whose personalities and 

day-to-day lives were, according to biographers, arguably quite different from the implied authors that 
emerge from their work. 
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humans would have to make some kind of accommodation with their 
um ... their hosts. Chances are this would be an unusual 
accommodation. Who knows what we humans have that others might 
be willing to take in trade for a livable space on a world not our own? 
(“Afterword” 31-32).  

 
It is not completely unproblematic, of course, to use an author’s words 
conerning what a story is “about,” especially in an afterword for a re-
publication a decade after the original printing. However, Butler’s afterword 
projects an image of a science fiction writer who, perhaps frustrated about her 
work being read in a certain way, wants to highlight other themes in the 
narrative. While I do not claim that Butler’s afterword should be counted as 
evidence overriding what is in the narrative itself, the author’s statements 
about their narrative can explain and support what can also be found in the 
text.  

Therefore, Butler’s afterword becomes interesting in the context of the 
interpretations of “Bloodchild” that are based on the flesh-and-blood author’s 
persona, as opposed to just the implied author. “Bloodchild” demonstrates the 
effect that a critic’s knowledge of the flesh-and-blood author may have on 
interpretations, as the text has mainly been studied as a narrative about gender 
and race, despite Butler’s own emphasis on the generic context and her 
rewriting of the first encounter parabola. This discrepancy builds tension 
between, on the one hand, readers’ seeming preference for an implied author 
constructed out of elements of the flesh-and-blood author, and, on the other 
hand, the author’s own extratextual comments which try to point elsewhere.  

“Bloodchild” is a story of a group of humans who have arrived on a planet 
already inhabited by an insect-like people, the Tlic. Read as an allegory of 
North American slavery, “Bloodchild” immediately turns humans, who in the 
storyworld happen to have less power than the aliens, into metaphors of 
African Americans as slaves. The same risk of reproducing unequal power 
structures is present in postcolonial and feminist analogies, where the aliens’ 
more powerful position is interpreted allegorically as them being colonialists 
or metaphors of patriarchy. Thus, there is a risk embedded in allegorical 
interpretations that are based on the fact that the author is a black woman: the 
readings may not only impose judgments that are not supported by the text 
itself, but they may also inadvertently reproduce an oppressive power 
structure in the future world of a piece of fiction that actually seems to criticize 
such a structure. 

Many of the critical articles on “Bloodchild” are feminist readings. Elyce 
Rae Helford takes on the challenge to answer questions posed by a human 
character to an alien character: “Who are you? What are we to you?” In an 
allegorical reading “of who and what the aliens can be” (259), Helford’s 
starting point shows in her analysis of the human-alien relationship, as she 
reads the relationship between a human character and an alien character “as 
allegorical representations of man and woman, master and slave, and animal 
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and human” (263), noting, however, that Butler denaturalizes the divisions. 
Michelle Erica Green’s feminist reading analyzes “Bloodchild” in the context 
of feminist utopias, arguing that the alien race does “employ many of the 
ideologies and practices of patriarchalism: compulsory heterosexuality, 
reproductive colonization, marital rape, and oppression of the childbearing 
sex, to name the most deadly” (171). Teri Ann Doerksen’s article interprets the 
short story as “address[ing] through allegory contemporary assumptions 
about gender and race” (24). Doerksen takes into account the science-fictional 
context, noting that “the superimposition of the dominant alien race onto an 
already familiar narrative of a minority group—in this case people of color—by 
a majority is also an implied criticism of the imperialist discourse that both 
mandates and assumes conquest as the ultimate goal of exploration” (24–25). 
For Doerksen, the alien Tlic are both imperialists and vessels for a “deft 
reversal of [gender] roles” (24), and “Bloodchild” represents “a close 
allegorical parallel, a parable, of Western culture, replacing our dominant 
racial paradigm with another in order to create an awareness of oppression in 
a reader blinded by familiarity” (26).  

Roger Luckhurst’s article from 1998 mentions “Bloodchild” briefly in the 
context of analyzing trends in Butler’s oeuvre (“Horror and Beauty”). 
Luckhurst describes “Bloodchild” as a 

subtle and disconcerting story [that] slyly rewrites the gendered 
anxieties of the ‘body horror’ genre by initially appearing to repeat the 
scenario of the implantation of alien eggs into the male human body, 
the visceral description of male birthing echoing scenes from films like 
Alien or The Thing. The story concludes, however, with a loving 
acceptance of this role, a recognition of symbiosis between species, and 
an ecstatic coupling of human and alien (“Horror and Beauty” 28–29). 

 
Luckhurst’s brevity in the case of “Bloodchild” is unfortunate from my 
perspective, since it intriguingly recognizes the change in the narrative, 
describes its ending as an “ecstatic” coupling—most likely referring to the 
concluding scene that many critics have read more negatively (a metaphor for 
marital rape, for example). More recently, Kristen Lillvis aims to reconcile 
Butler’s claim that “Bloodchild” is a love story with the theme of slavery by 
demonstrating how “Butler’s marginalized subjects destroy hierarchies within 
their families and communities through acts of motherly love” (8). Finally, the 
most recent article (discussed below) is from a slightly different discipline than 
most studies of sf texts: that of medical humanities. John Pasco et al. examine 
“Bloodchild” as a “liberatory imagining of health and embodiment, one that 
does not reify and reinscribe boundaries of difference, but reimagines the 
nature of Self and Other, power and collaboration, agency and justice” (246). 
They suggest that “Bloodchild” and other “visionary speculative fiction” could 
be used in medical training in order to teach students “to critically examine 
even their most deeply held assumptions regarding difference, power and 
race” (250). In the following, I will discuss all these critics’ differing readings 
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together with my own close reading of “Bloodchild” and attempt to show how 
a rhetorical reading that takes the genre tradition into account can reveal the 
blind spots of the various allegorical interpretations.

THE ALIEN SPEAKS BACK: ETHICAL JUDGMENTS IN 
“BLOODCHILD”

The opening of “Bloodchild” signals that it is a coming-of-age story: the 
protagonist and first-person narrator Gan describes his “last night of 
childhood,” which “began with a visit home” (3). Despite this implying the 
existence of a possible conflict to come, “Bloodchild” opens with a tranquil 
scene: a family “drifting and dreaming” after having consumed “sterile eggs” 
that would “leave everyone feeling good” (3). Gan is leaning “against T’Gatoi’s 
long, velvet underside” (3). There is nothing suggestive of slavery, patriarchy, 
or colonialism as yet, but it becomes clear that there is some kind of tension 
between T’Gatoi, obviously an alien being, and Gan’s mother. Soon the story 
begins to have ominous undertones by references to objectifying and selling 
people and breaking up families. Gan explains why T’Gatoi likes to visit them: 

T’Gatoi was hounded on the outside. Her people wanted more of us 
made available. Only she and her political faction stood between us and 
the hordes who did not understand why there was a preserve—why any 
Terran could not be courted, paid, drafted, or in some way made 
available to them. [...] She parceled us out to the desperate and sold us 
to the rich and powerful for their political support. Thus, we were 
necessities, status symbols, and an independent people. She oversaw 
the joining of families, putting an end to the final remnants of the earlier 
system of breaking up Terran families to suit impatient Tlic. (5)  

This paragraph contains the most obvious grounds for the interpretation of
slavery: the humans are thought of as “necessities” and “status symbols,” and 
T’Gatoi is “selling” humans in order to benefit from the trade. The rest of the 
paragraph, however, does not as straightforwardly fit the idea of the “Terrans” 
being slaves to the native species: humans could also be “courted, paid, drafted 
[…]”—all verbs that put humans in the more active role of choosing to be 
available. Furthermore, even though T’Gatoi is said to be trading the humans, 
in the next sentence she is described as the one ending an earlier, crueler 
system of breaking up families. Still, the impression that readers are left with 
is one where humans are definitely not the ones with the upper hand, even if 
they are “an independent people.” 

Slavery interpretations are further encouraged when some background 
information is provided. It appears that humans have arrived on a planet 
inhabited by the Tlic a few generations before. Instead of colonizing the world 
(as they most likely would have done if this were a Golden Age story), humans 
are now living in “preserves” and they must provide the Tlic with one child of 
each human family to act as host to Tlic eggs. Gan, readers learn later, is the 
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chosen one in his family. Due to references of the selling of people living in 
preserves, the story’s beginning offers allusions to slavery, colonialism, and 
the oppression of Native Americans. According to Gan, there was a time when:  

the Tlic saw us as little more than convenient, big, warm-blooded 
animals […]. [T]hey would pen several of us together, male and female, 
and feed us only eggs [infertile Tlic eggs, which make humans pleasantly 
drugged, in addition to providing health and longevity]. That way they 
could be sure of getting another generation of us no matter how we tried 
to hold out. We were lucky that didn’t go on for long. A few generations 
of it and we would have been little more than convenient big animals. 
(9) 

 
Pasco et al. note that at first glance, “‘Bloodchild’ might be read as an ‘us versus 
them’ story, in which humans and aliens are pitted against one another as 
enemies. It can also be read […] as a metaphor for human enslavement” (Pasco 
et al. 249). However, as Helford notes, the reference here is more to “a 
metaphorization of domesticated animals such as cows and horses” than 
slavery (269). As we shall see, the animal theme continues throughout the 
short story, resulting in highlighting “the complexity of human-alien relations 
[which] allows us to see the degree to which species, like gender and race, is 
primarily a matter of who has the power to construct and label whom” (Helford 
270).  

In “Bloodchild,” the exposition Gan is providing is cut short when the cozy 
if intoxicated family evening is interrupted by noise from outside. T’Gatoi finds 
a human man who is in severe pain: the Tlic eggs inside him have begun to 
hatch and eat their way out, and the man’s Tlic partner is not available to help 
him. In quite a bloody chain of events, T’Gatoi has to cut the man’s stomach 
open and take the grubs out before they eat him alive. Gan insists on assisting. 
This scene is where interpretations of the short story begin to vary. In 
Doerksen’s feminist psychoanalytic reading, the emerging Tlic grubs represent 
“a disembodied phallus,” “voracious and all-consuming, prized above all else 
and representative of the dominant and dominating Tlic culture” (28). For 
Doerksen, the scene represents “[a] figurative consumption of the other” that 
is transformed into a literal one as the human males […] become not only 
objects of Tlic sexual hunger as they are caressed and penetrated by the egg-
laying Tlic females, but also objects of the Tlic bodily hunger” (24). For the 
medically-minded Pasco et al., however, the “pain and struggle” in this scene 
are “mimetic of a human birth” (249) without further allegorical 
interpretations, and instead of viewing the human body in this scene as 
something that is consumed, it becomes “the space in which both human and 
alien exist simultaneously” (249). The difference between interpretations that 
see a consumption of the other and those perceiving simultaneous existence of 
species highlight how different allegorical frameworks imposed on the scene 
can significantly alter readers’ ethical judgments. 
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Throughout the first part of the narrative, it is obvious that Gan has grown 
up accepting his role as host for T’Gatoi’s offspring, and perhaps he is even 
proud of being chosen. However, the bloodier and the more gruesome the 
situation gets, the more upset and afraid Gan becomes. Readers most likely 
agree with him, and hope that he might escape his obligation to find himself 
in a similarly horrible situation in the future. Thus, the tension in the narrative 
is heightened, especially for first-time readers, who do not yet know that the 
human hosts of the Tlic larvae are supposed to survive the ordeal. Gan begins 
to question whether he can really bear the idea of T’Gatoi’s grubs inside his 
own flesh. Finally, Gan goes to the kitchen to fetch a gun, apparently in order 
to kill himself. T’Gatoi follows him and an argument follows, during which Gan 
asks T’Gatoi the provocative questions I cited at the opening of this discussion: 
“What are you? […] “What are we to you?” T’Gatoi’s only answer is: “You know 
me as no other does. […] You must decide” (24). The answer Gan seems to be 
looking for is that the Tlic are parasites, as he raises the gun under his chin 
and tells T’Gatoi that he doesn’t want to be “a host animal” (24). This scene is 
the turning point in the narrative, where two points of view collide and the 
crisis is resolved through mutual understanding. T’Gatoi argues, “You know 
you aren’t animals to us” (24). So far in the narrative, readers have only been 
familiar with the human side of the story. The situation is slightly different 
when T’Gatoi explains the Tlic point of view:  

“The animals we once used began killing most of our eggs after 
implantation long before your ancestors arrived” she said softly. “You 
know these things, Gan. Because your people arrived, we are relearning 
what it means to be healthy, thriving people. And your ancestors, fleeing 
from their homeworld, from their own kind who would have killed or 
enslaved them—they survived because of us. We saw them as people and 
gave them the Preserve when they still tried to kill us as worms.” (25)  

 
When the alien T’Gatoi is allowed to “speak back,” the ethical judgments 
elicited by the narrative change. For the first two thirds of the story, readers 
have been shown Gan’s first possibly indoctrinated and then traumatized point 
of view, which makes the Tlic seem truly alien: ugly and dangerous parasitic 
worms. Then, as T’Gatoi offers her perspective, readers are provided with 
further exposition in assessing the situation, that is, the reasons why humans 
are valuable to the Tlic. The shifting labeling of animal vs. people in this 
passage brings to mind Helford’s point quoted above, the question of “who has 
the power to construct and label whom” (270). Humans labeled the Tlic as 
“worms” and tried to kill them, but on the other hand, humans feel that they 
have been treated like domestic animals by the Tlic.  

The excerpt also includes explicit references to slavery as a cause for the 
human characters arriving on the Tlic planet. Since “[a]ll human characters 
described are either black or Asian,” Doerksen points out, “it is likely that 
Butler is describing a colony in flight from racial prejudice. Landing on the 
planet already inhabited by the Tlic, however, merely substitutes one form of 
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enslavement for another” (25). However, as Canavan has noted, much of 
Butler’s work has some connections to the Patternmaster universe she began 
creating even as a teenager (7), where a group of humans have left the Earth, 
where a race of telepaths have enslaved the non-telepathic people. According 
to Canavan, Butler acknowledges in her notes that “Bloodchild” could well be 
in the same storyworld as one of the “Missionary” stories (7), that is, the 
Patternmaster universe. Thus, the reference to enslavement in “Bloodchild” is 
not necessarily based on ethnicity or race. Whatever the exact background of 
the slavery reference, with its change of point of view from Gan to T’Gatoi, 
from human to alien, this scene strongly determines the way readers interpret 
the outcome of the story and how they judge the characters and the alien 
society. If one reads T’Gatoi as reliable, accepting her Tlic perspective of the 
events and seeing the Tlic not as “worms” but as people, and rightful owners 
of their planet, the actions of the Tlic characters seem much more ethical. Who, 
after all, would not prioritize the lives of one’s offspring? And why would 
anyone insist that the Tlic let the “aliens” from Earth just come and settle 
wherever they feel like? Hence, T’Gatoi speaks not only for herself and her 
species, but for a reading that is critical of all anthropocentric tales with 
archetypal, bug-eyed monsters and colonial human space exploration.  

In the kitchen, Gan and T’Gatoi reach an agreement: Gan will host T’Gatoi’s 
eggs, but T’Gatoi has to allow Gan’s family to keep the gun in the house, 
because, as Gan says, “there is risk […] in dealing with a partner” (26) as 
opposed to a domesticated animal. T’Gatoi leads Gan into his room, where he 
undresses and gets ready for his duty. Again, interpretations of this scene 
differ significantly as to whether Gan is an active decision-maker or a victim, 
and whether T’Gatoi is first and foremost a mother, who wants a safe 
environment for her children, or a manipulative predator. For Doerksen, Gan’s 
realization of the grisly reality of hosting Tlic eggs marks a moment when he 
is no longer “buying into” the Tlic ideology (26), but he is “unable to posit 
himself as an empowered subject” because “[h]e is conquered by a discourse 
that establishes his identity under an oppressive system” (29). In Doerksen’s 
reading, then, Gan obviously does not make the decision independently, of his 
own free will. However, both Lillvis and Pasco et al. see Gan as active in his 
role. Pasco et al. observe that “Gan’s decision is that of a partner, not that of a 
victim” (250), and Lillvis sees Gan’s decision as strategic in the sense that it 
not only intensifies his physical and emotional bond with the Tlic but also 
enables him to influence the alien species that controlled the direction of his 
childhood” (15). Somewhere between Doerksen and Pasco et al. is Helford, 
whose reading regards both characters as negotiators. Even though Helford 
characterizes T’Gatoi as “ever the skillful manipulator” (268), when the alien 
“reminds Gan that he is asking her to beg for the lives of her children” Helford 
rightly notes that Gan’s “demand also reminds her that the Tlic are dependent 
on humans for their survival” (268). In addition to T’Gatoi and Gan both 
“manipulating” each other in the course of a negotiation, this scene provides 
exposition, and thus it also manipulates readers’ judgments. Readers are 
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presented with both sides of the situation in a new light, emphasizing the 
survival of both species.  

Once the deal is struck, Gan describes the moment T’Gatoi implants her 
egg: “I felt the familiar sting, narcotic and mildly pleasant. Then the blind 
probing of her ovipositor. The puncture was painless, easy. So easy going in. 
She undulated slowly against me, her muscles forcing the egg from her body 
into mine” (27). Even though the scene is not sexual as such (T’Gatoi is just 
implanting her eggs), Butler’s choice of words like “undulating” and “entering” 
suggest intercourse, and interpretations of the scene therefore usually have a 
sexual dimension. However, different critics’ readings vary significantly. The 
setting has even been viewed as a reference to rape: for Doerksen, the 
ovipositor becomes a phallic symbol (24), and for Helford, Gan’s “passivity” 
can be read as a “representation of acquaintance rape” (264), while Green 
claims that “the human male narrator stresses that the men—or, in his own 
case, boys—may be ‘raped,’ impregnated against their wills, and forced to carry 
fetuses that have never been a part of themselves if they do not submit” (171). 
However, there is no evidence for this in the text, which does not mention rape, 
let alone violence or forced impregnation. While Helford and Doerksen 
acknowledge the scene’s subversive potential, that it presents a “complication” 
(Helford 264), or a “reversal” of sex or gender roles (Doerksen 27), the only 
unreservedly positive reading is that of Luckhurst, whose completely different 
interpretation of an “ecstatic coupling” acknowledges Gan’s agency.  

When audiences do not judge an author’s intentions and guidance based 
solely on the text but also on what they already know about the author and 
their previous work, readings of the text are likely to emphasize different 
themes and aspects of the text, and bring that knowledge into play as regards 
the work’s allegorical potential. As Pasco et al. note, “depending on who is 
asked, the relationship between Terran and Tlic could be called symbiotic or 
parasitic” (249). In “Bloodchild,” taking a stand for the human characters at 
the beginning of the narrative may lead to the conclusion that Butler, as an 
African American female science fiction writer, wants to guide readers to the 
judgment that the aliens resemble slave masters. The danger with this kind of 
interpretation is not only to impose judgments that are not supported by the 
text itself, but the inadvertent reproduction of the oppressive power structure 
in fictional worlds that seem to criticize such a structure. The same re-
production of unequal power structures is at risk in postcolonial and feminist 
analogies, where the aliens’ more powerful position is interpreted allegorically 
as their being colonialists or metaphors of patriarchy.  

Hence, critiques of colonialist and anthropocentric genre conventions in 
the short story can be understood in two ways. First, the critique can be colored 
by the “revenge” mode Canavan mentions: humans get shown their place in 
the universe. Yet, the hopeful ending of the short story does not fully support 
this reading. A second reading, which I myself am more prone to advance, 
takes that the readers’ anthropocentric assumptions are frustrated by the story 
giving the Tlic a voice, agency, and “human” rights. In the genre context, then, 
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“Bloodchild” questions the anthropocentric presuppositions in traditional 
science fiction, as Jarrett has rightly pointed out: “The appeal of ‘Bloodchild’ 
is also located in its difference from the kind of contact narratives with which 
readers of science fiction may be familiar”; it “avoids relocat[ing] manifest 
destiny in outer space” (405). In other words, I would claim that readers of 
“Bloodchild” are asked to accept the alien point of view and the humble notion 
that the colonialist fantasy about the world existing only in order to be 
exploited by humans is and always was just an illusion. Thus one of the most 
obvious casualties in allegorical interpretations of “Bloodchild” is Butler’s 
critical take on science fiction’s human-centered alien encounters and her 
rewriting of the first-encounter parabola.  

Thus, Butler’s narrative is not postcolonial in the sense that it would 
comment on the evils of colonialism, but it critiques the colonialist and 
anthropocentric orientations inherent in the genre. Her critique of the 
underlying colonialist tone often present in alien encounter narratives invites 
a subversive interpretation of genre conventions, letting the aliens have the 
upper hand, and allowing them to speak for themselves. Unwittingly, 
allegories of slavery and patriarchy tend to refuse this subversive aspect by 
reproducing power structures instead of refuting them. Rather than allowing 
Butler’s aliens to be the rightful owners of their planet, and making humans 
pay for their upkeep, in allegorical readings aliens are often seen as evil 
colonialists and representatives of patriarchy. This is why it is problematic to 
pigeonhole Butler’s fiction as a postcolonial narrative in the first place. 

Thus, whether the Tlic are seen to engage in reproductive colonization is a 
matter of interpretation, but once that interpretation is in place, the text’s 
emphasis on mutuality in its closing scene becomes impossible to accept. After 
the implantation, Gan begins to convince T’Gatoi that future hosts should be 
shown a birth and have more information so as to reduce their fears. In the 
end, as they lie together on a sofa, Gan remembers his mother telling him to 
“take care of her [T’Gatoi].” T’Gatoi reassures Gan by promising to be there for 
him when the time comes for the eggs to hatch, and the narrative closes with 
T’Gatoi’s promise: “I’ll take care of you” (29). This emphasizes the mutuality 
of their previous agreement. Both make concessions in order for both species 
to survive, and both are afraid but promise to look after each other. However, 
both Helford (271) and Larsen (249) interpret T’Gatoi’s “I’ll take care of you” 
as threatening—which is entirely logical in the slavery framework or a feminist 
reading of the Tlic as patriarchy. For Doerksen, the promise is a form of 
“objectification; she promises that she will always take care of him—not care 
for him but take care of him—placing him simultaneously under her protection 
(implying that he needs protection) and under her power” (27). Furthermore, 
Doerksen implies that the human characters are in denial, fostering “this 
thoroughly imaginary relationship between them and the existence that they 
must learn to live with” (26). In other words, the ending’s conciliatory function 
becomes utterly transformed in such a reading.  
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As quoted in the beginning of this chapter, Tucker argues that criticism of 
Butler’s work has perhaps been overdetermined by the author’s race and 
gender (“The Human Contradiction” 173). It is clearly demonstrated by these 
differences between flesh-and-blood readers’ views that taking colonialism 
and/or feminism as a starting point leads critics to conflicting views of the 
story. As in the case of Xenogenesis, readings of “Bloodchild” depend on the 
critics’ chosen position and whether it allows for adapting to the change in the 
narrative’s ethical judgments, when the alien speaks for itself and its species. 
The judgment twist changes how the authorial audience is guided to interpret 
the narrative and what kind of judgments to make of the characters and their 
actions. In readings of “Bloodchild,” those positions seem to be chosen more 
on the basis of the flesh-and-blood author being an African American woman 
than her being a science fiction author. In Doerksen’s reading, for example, 
Gan’s active role in deciding to fulfill his duty, and thus also his coming-of-age 
narrative, is thwarted by the static framework that does not allow for a 
judgment twist, where his role would change to that of the explorer negotiating 
on behalf of humanity. Similarly, T’Gatoi and the Tlic are not judged more 
positively after the judgment twist, even though the rhetorical form of the 
narrative encourages an understanding of the Tlics’ point of view.  

The judgment twist and the ensuing positive ending of the narrative 
complicate many of the allegorical interpretations. Holding on to a slavery 
allegory, for example, would result in implying that Butler’s short story leads 
its readers to support slavery, as the story ends not in emancipation but in a 
deeper mutual understanding. In order to avoid this conclusion, the reliability 
of characters must be undermined and their motives questioned. The integrity 
of this argument requires perceiving T’Gatoi as unreliable and manipulative, 
in order to explain Gan’s change of heart and his reconciliation with T’Gatoi. 
However, there are no rhetorical grounds provided in the text for claiming 
either that Gan is fallible or that T’Gatoi is manipulative; they are both just 
telling their sides of the story.  

While the Tlic “occup[ying] the position of phallic father” (Lillvis 11) due to 
their ovipositors may raise a few eyebrows among biologists, Lillvis’s 
Lacanian/Spillerian reading actually avoids the victimization of Gan because 
of its acceptance of his agency. For Lillvis, Gan chooses to host T’Gatoi’s eggs 
and takes an active role in shaping the interspecies relations. Lillvis notes that 
others have read T’Gatoi’s promise to Gan to take care of him as “ominous,” 
but argues that it should rather be read as “Gan and T’Gatoi’s mutual 
statements of ongoing care” (16). Therefore, it seems that even if Lillvis’s 
reading does not grant complete “human” rights to the Tlic, her reading of Gan 
not as a victim but as a partner allows her to follow more faithfully the ethical 
judgments in the short story.  

Another reading that avoids most the contradictions of an allegorical 
reading of “Bloodchild” is that of Helford, for whom allegories work to 
complicate and destabilize categories in Butler’s narrative. Helford interprets 
aspects that do not fit her allegorical interpretation as belonging to Butler’s 
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strategy to denaturalize categories like male/female. However, the feminist 
position Helford occupies makes her reading prejudiced toward the Tlic, and 
the framework does not seem to allow her interpretation to fully accept the Tlic 
point of view and Gan’s acceptance of his role as a Tlic egg host. Green, on the 
other hand, at first notes that Butler critiques the idea that “human beings 
should be at the center of their own universes” (168), but she does not seem to 
fully recognize that critique in her own reading of “Bloodchild.” Thus, a critic’s 
position and their assumptions about the ideologies that Butler “should” be 
professing in the story seem to affect ethical judgments of the alien other, and 
shortcuts to the flesh-and-blood author (instead of the implied author) in 
Butler’s fiction results in interpretations based on identity categories imposed 
on Butler as a black woman, rather than on a science fiction writer critical of 
the genre’s human-centered conventions. Taking into account the science-
fictional context emphasizes that “Bloodchild” subverts the expectations that 
readers of a traditional science fiction narrative might have, but only after 
Butler has in a sense lured her readers to expect the traditional kind of story. 
In other words, as Melzer puts it, “Butler’s narratives consistently deviate from 
prevailing stereotypes in science fiction as well as from anticolonial stories that 
fail to move beyond existing notions of the ‘noble savage’” (Melzer 50). This 
generic criticism is thwarted and obscured by adherence to allegorical 
interpretations, which focus on the alien’s role as a suppressor, instead of 
reflecting on the narrative’s denial of a human-centered position. 

In my reading of “Bloodchild,” I have demonstrated the significance of 
bearing in mind the generic context when analyzing literature by authors
whose flesh-and-blood persona is ‘marked’ in a way that a white male author
would not perhaps be. I have also shown how a rhetorical reading can highlight
the short story’s rhetorical dynamics and its dialogue with genre conventions,
without being overshadowed by thematic interpretations based on critics’ 
position and their expertise on the identity of the flesh-and-blood author.
These guidelines define my reading of Butler’s work throughout this chapter.

4.3 THE XENOGENESIS TRILOGY

INTRODUCTION
Let me now perform a close reading of the Xenogenesis trilogy, focusing on 
the way ethical judgments change in the trilogy along with the changing 
focalization and different narrators. I do so by comparing the authorial 
audience’s ethical judgments with different thematic readings of the 
Xenogenesis trilogy by other critics. My aim is to discuss how these dynamic 
ethical judgments often complicate allegorical readings and what risks are 
involved in attempts to reconcile the discrepancy between dynamic ethical 
judgments and a static interpretive framework. 
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The trilogy41 narrates the fate of the survivors of a global nuclear war that 
has rendered Earth uninhabitable. An alien race called the Oankali have 
rescued the last surviving humans, keeping them in suspended animation 
while the aliens work to restore Earth’s biosphere. Masters of genetic 
modification and manipulation, the Oankali have changed much of the planet 
to meet the ends of their plan: to join with humans in order to create a new, 
hybrid species. The Oankali need to “trade,” that is, to exchange genes and 
merge with other species regularly in order to survive, and most of their lives 
are spent traveling around the galaxy in search of new partner species. 
However, not all human survivors of the apocalypse are willing to join the 
aliens.  

Part of the trilogy’s attraction arises from its handling of the controversial 
human-alien relationship and the intriguing way it constructs and directs 
readers’ empathies, at times in a counterintuitive manner. The trilogy is 
sometimes read as embracing difference, and this is also the conclusion of my 
rhetorical reading. On the other hand, as Gerry Canavan’s analysis of the 
novels’ premises reveals, it is also possible to take the narrative as one in which 
the Oankali are in many ways like colonizers: “When we strip the novel’s events 
of their specific science-fictional context, they become a plain retelling of the 
brutal history of imperialism” (106). Canavan even demonstrates that the 
Oankali’s actions in fact fulfill the United Nations’ definition of genocide.42 It 
is no wonder, then, that the critical readings of the trilogy have varied 
significantly in their views of the alien Oankali. The key to entering the 
authorial audience of these novels, I maintain, is to keep firmly in mind the 
science-fictional context and the overall progression and ethical judgments of 
the trilogy. Thus, I explore what factors in the novels’ structure and themes 
contribute to the often contradictory readings that clearly take one side or 
another on the question of the Oankali. My claim is that the differences 
between interpretations are often enabled by two aspects: first, the theoretical 
background against which the trilogy is read; and second, the complications of 
shifting ethical judgments that arise from changes in focalization as the trilogy 
advances and persuades readers to side with the alien and hybrid characters.  

Butler’s trilogy has been studied from various perspectives during the 
decades since its publication. Much of the criticism on the Xenogenesis trilogy 
has paid attention to its utopian and dystopian thematics. Even though some 
critics see the narrative world of Xenogenesis as ultimately utopian (e.g., 
Miller; Green), often the trilogy is seen as containing both utopian and 
dystopian elements (see, e.g. Zaki); at times it is described specifically as a 
critical utopia (Belk; Jacobs). Such readings judge the utopian quality of the 

                                                 
41 Quotes and page numbers in this chapter refer to the 2000 omnibus edition, Lilith’s Brood. For 

clarity, only the name of each part of the trilogy is mentioned in references. For example, references to 
the first part of the trilogy will be marked as Dawn, followed by the page number in the omnibus edition. 

42 The definition is as follows: (a) killing members of the group; (b) causing serious bodily or mental 
harm to members of the group; (c) deliberately inflicting on the group conditions of life calculated to 
bring about its physical destruction in whole or in part; (d) imposing measures intended to prevent births 
fwithin the group; and (e) forcibly transferring children of the group to another group (Canavan 106–
107). 
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trilogy’s narrative world according to a theme, such as race, gender, or 
acceptance of difference in general. Also, they often note the pedagogical 
potential of the trilogy (see, e.g., Outterson). 

The human-alien relationships in the trilogy have understandably received 
the main critical attention. Some studies have focused on sexuality as a uniting 
and separating force between the two peoples in the novel (see, e.g., White; 
Belk; Gomel), while others have explored the racial theme (Luckhurst, “Horror 
and Beauty”; Tucker, “The Human Contradiction”). Race is also implied in 
interpretations that analyze the trilogy as an allegory of colonialism (Sands; 
Melzer; Rieder, “Science Fiction, Colonialism”). Some readings analyze the 
trilogy’s attitudes toward difference in general (see, e.g., Michaels; Peppers), 
sometimes in a posthuman framework (Goss and Riquelme). These readings 
tend to view the alien Oankali in a positive light because of the aliens’ 
difference-embracing philosophy of life. More negative readings of the alien 
Oankali are naturally included in critical readings that focus on allegories of 
neoliberalism (Wallace), for instance, or a violent state (Braid). Butler’s 
mastery of biology has also garnered attention, especially regarding her use of 
sociobiological concepts (Johns) and “[t]he tropes of the parasite, the host, 
and the symbiont” (Ferreira), which are relevant in both Xenogenesis and 
“Bloodchild,” as well as in much of Butler’s other fiction.  

As this selection of scholarship demonstrates, “Xenogenesis has proven 
remarkably open to productive resignification,” as Molly Wallace (95) puts it. 
The range of critical work provides interesting material for a study into 
audiences’ ethical judgments of the novel’s events, characters, narrators, and 
the implied author. Key questions are: what are the factors influencing flesh-
and-blood readers’ interpretations, and how does a certain interpretive 
framework influence ethical judgments and interpretations of the alien species 
and events in the trilogy? Patricia Melzer has pointed out that “Butler’s focus 
on both colonial experience and alternative ways of dealing with difference 
invites at times seemingly contradictory interpretations” (36). She adds, “This 
apparent contradiction is especially visible in the Oankali […]. An anticolonial 
context highlights their negative role as colonizers, while a critical 
examination of the relationship of identity and difference points out the 
alternative, anti-essentialist logic they embody” (36). Readings that are more 
positive toward the hybridity seem to be situated in feminist and postcolonial 
discourse, whereas later readings tend to focus more on negative aspects of the 
Oankali actions, regarding the alien species as colonialists, neocapitalists, or 
even metaphorical representatives of “friendly fascism” (Braid 57).  
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DAWN
In the first novel of the trilogy, Dawn, the main character Lilith Iapo, through 
whom the narrative is focalized,43 wakes up (once again) in a locked room, not 
knowing where she is and who is holding her captive. Eventually Lilith finds 
out that she is on an enormous alien spaceship. She is given the task of waking 
up fellow humans from suspended animation, preparing them to meet the 
aliens, and teaching them to survive on the restored but genetically modified 
Earth, where all signs of previous human occupancy have been erased. But as 
it turns out, the aliens are not entirely altruistic in sacrificing their time and 
energy to save the human species: the Oankali plan to merge with the humans 
and to give birth to a new, improved hybrid species. When the humans realize 
the Oankali plan, they are understandably angry. 

Even though ethical judgments tend to be complicated in Butler’s fiction, 
in the first part of the trilogy, readers’ empathy is mostly on the humans’ side. 
Still, the controversies in Butler criticism are rooted even in this opening of 
the trilogy—or rather, in events that take place even before the narrative 
begins. The critics with most negative views of the Oankali question the novel’s 
backstory—what caused the destructive war. The question whether the 
Oankali actually saved the humans from imminent death by nuclear holocaust 
or whether they had something to do with it in the first place is important, as 
it grounds the readers’ judgment of the alien people as either saviors or 
abusers. Canavan, who is open to both negative, positive, and ambiguous 
readings, suggests that the fact that the Oankali find Earth just at the right 
moment, when they were “overdue for” the next trade (Dawn 42), is 
suspiciously convenient for the Oankali (Canavan 112). Thus, they might have 
something to do with the destruction of the planet.44 However, there is actually 
nothing in the text of the trilogy to support this argument, except for Lilith’s 
early suspicion, and that is refuted very early in the first novel: Jdahya, the 
Oankali character whom Lilith encounters first, explains to Lilith that the 
Oankali arrived during the war’s aftermath, “collecting” as many of the 
survivors as they could, and Lilith, according to the narrator, “believed him. 
Humanity in its attempt to destroy itself had made the world unlivable” (15). 
The notion of the Oankali having some role in the war, which is entertained by 
some human characters in the beginning, is also dismissed later in the trilogy,
and purely on the basis of the text it seems clear that no aliens were involved 

                                                
43 Lilith is the only person whose thoughts the narrative has access to, and whose information and 

knowledge restricts the amount of information readers can acquire. Thus the readers’ understanding of 
the situation develops at the same pace as Lilith’s. There are passages, however, when it is not necessarily 
clear whether it is Lilith or the otherwise invisible narrator whose opinions are expressed (that is, 
whether the narrator is recounting Lilith’s inner thoughts or adding their own remarks).

44 Canavan notes that Butler refutes this suspicion in a letter to science fiction author Ian Watson, 
but she also admits that she should have made her human characters more suspicious of the Oankali in 
the novel (113). Furthermore, Butler often mentioned in interviews that her inspiration to the trilogy was 
Ronald Reagan and his administration, which seemed to believe in “a winnable nuclear war” (Butler, 
“An Interview” 23). Of course, the question whether the flesh-and-blood author is the best or only 
authority on the events in the storyworld outside the narrative events may be relevant in this context.
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in instigating the end of the world, which humanity itself was perfectly capable 
of doing. 

In addition to the question of who caused the war, the Oankali’s role as 
saviors can be problematized if we take the books to present humanity as a 
victim. Christina Braid’s reading is one of the most critical. She summarizes 
the trilogy as “a set of critical dystopias [that] provides an overview of 
Humanity in a state of post-war crisis, made worse by an alien takeover of 
Earth” (50)—clearly implying that the humans still alive on the planet would 
have been better off without the alien intervention. Furthermore, Braid argues 
that the Oankali are taking advantage of the humans, as she relates how the 
humans are “in a vulnerable state of devastation and nuclear war” (53). On the 
other hand, readings highlighting the Oankali as benefactors tend to downplay 
the negative aspects. For example, Donna Haraway, in her feminist reading, 
describes the Oankali terraforming project almost poetically: “the Oankali do 
what they can to heal the ruined earth. Much is lost forever, but the fragile 
layer of life able to sustain other life is restored, making earth ready for 
recolonization” (379). In contrast, Braid’s ironic style highlights the 
intentionality of the Oankali actions by calling it “ethnic cleansing” (58). 

The readings critical of the aliens are understandably more numerous in 
connection with the first novel in the trilogy, since the opening of Dawn is a 
classic example of a colonial experience. We learn that Lilith has been awake 
before, interrogated by someone through speakers in the walls, but she has 
never seen anyone, nor has anyone ever answered her questions: she is 
“helpless, alone, and ignorant” in the bare cell where she finds herself (5). She 
has a scar on her abdomen, indicating that she has been operated upon while 
asleep, which means that “she did not own herself any longer. Even her flesh 
could be cut and stitched without her consent” (6). It is obvious that she is the 
one being looked at, and her captors have absolute power over her body. This 
opening scene works perfectly as a horrifying colonial setting: Lilith is 
completely under the colonial gaze, which “distributes knowledge and power 
to the subject who looks, while denying or minimizing access to power for its 
object, the one looked at” (Rieder, Colonialism 7).  

Another passage causing controversy in criticism of Butler is when Lilith 
meets her first Oankali. Their appearance and snake-like sensory tentacles, 
which remind her of “Medusa,” 45 are too much to fathom: the Oankali’s sheer 
“alienness, difference, literal unearthliness” (13) provoke in her a “true 
Xenophobia” (23) that she struggles to come to terms with. Other human 
characters experience the same panic, to the extent even that some of them 
have tried to kill the Oankali on first sight. Clearly, then, Dawn at first presents 
the Oankali as horrendously alien and non-human. On the other hand, on 
closer inspection, the human characters’ dramatic, xenophobic reaction to the 
aliens is revealed to be based on a fear of difference rather than on any 
imminent threat the aliens pose. Kilgore and Samantrai (355) explicitly 

                                                 
45 J. Adam Johns also notes how Lilith’s first encounter with Jdahya can be read as a “sly feminist 

inversion” of Freud’s take on the myth of Medusa and Perseus (387).  
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describe Lilith as xenophobic due to her strong reaction, and J. Adam Johns 
(387) also points out the surprising intensity of Lilith’s reaction, considering 
her introduction to readers as a strong, sensible woman who is able to use 
reason to understand her own reaction. Johns finds an explanation for the 
seeming discrepancy in Butler’s inspiration by E.O. Wilson’s Sociobiology 
(1975) and Biophilia (1984), and points out that “Lilith’s xenophobic dread, 
followed by her forever incomplete recovery from it, is practically a textbook 
demonstration of both the biological roots and biological limits of mind and 
culture: she cannot easily adapt to the Oankali, because the forces of natural 
selection have not provided a human mind or culture which can easily adapt 
to them” (Johns 388).  

Together, the radical otherness of the Oankali and the colonial setting offer 
a warped, estranged view of humanity, as the novel oscillates between an 
ominous sense of powerlessness and xenophobic terror and the Oankali’s 
attitude toward the humans as a somewhat childish, inferior race. This is best 
illustrated in a dialogue between Lilith and Jdahya, one of the Oankali, early 
in Dawn, when Lilith asks: 

“How can you teach us to survive on our own world? How can you know 
enough about it or about us?” 
“How can we not? We’ve helped your world restore itself. We’ve studied 
your bodies, your thinking, your literature, your historical records, your 
many cultures. . . . We know more of what you’re capable of than you 
do.” 
Or they thought they did. If they really had had two hundred and fifty 
years to study, maybe they were right. (32)  

 
This last thought, suggesting that the Oankali might have known better, plants 
a seed of doubt in the minds of readers and establishes another role for the 
alien race in the trilogy: that of a perceptive outsider, offering an estranged 
view of humanity. When discussing the reasons for the apocalyptic war, the 
Oankali tell Lilith that humans were doomed to destroy themselves sooner or 
later. The end was inevitable, because humans as a species are at the same time 
hierarchical and intelligent, which is a dangerous combination: 

“You are potentially one of the most intelligent species we’ve found 
though your focus is different from ours.” […] “You are [also] 
hierarchical. That’s the older and more entrenched characteristic. [...] 
When human intelligence served it instead of guiding it, when human 
intelligence did not even acknowledge it as a problem, but took pride in 
it or did not notice it at all [...] That was like ignoring cancer, I think 
your people did not realize what a dangerous thing they were doing.” 
(39)  

 
Regardless of whether they are right or not, the aliens at this point seem to be, 
to use Lilith’s colorful language later on in the book, “patronizing bastards,” 
who tell the human characters (and the readers) what went wrong with 
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humanity. At the same time, the Oankali at times treat the humans like 
children or domestic animals—at least according to Lilith’s understanding of 
the situation, since the novel often refers to Lilith feeling patronized like a 
child. In fact, the Oankali perception of humans as childlike is supported by 
the way humans are referred to by their Oankali names: the names include a 
part which means “an adopted non-Oankali” child (64).  

Eventually, as the human hierarchical tendency begins to show, many of 
the human characters demonstrate traits that prove the Oankali insight right. 
Even if the tension and conflict of interests between the humans and Oankali 
occasionally erupt in physical violence, the aggressor is always a human 
character. The Oankali’s pacifist principles are presented in a favorable light, 
and their utter dislike of violence and killing is in sharp contrast to the human 
characters, who in comparison seem to revert to hatred and violence all too 
easily. The contrast is enhanced by estrangement. For example, a character 
called Joseph is disliked by some men in the group; in Nikanj’s words, “One 
has decided he’s something called a faggot and the other one dislikes the shape 
of his eyes” (159). This kind of estrangement not only points out that 
homophobia and racism are based on rather trivial differences and prejudices, 
but also goes to show that despite their deep study of humanity the Oankali do 
not understand prejudice, due to the lack of hierarchy and prejudice in their 
own society. 

All in all, however, in this first part of the trilogy, the hopes, desires, and 
expectations that readers have for characters are in relation to the humans: 
the plot structure that draws on adventure and the thriller genre guides 
readers to desire the survival and freedom of Lilith, along with the survival of 
the human race. Authorial guidance at the beginning of Dawn is so strong that, 
even though the flaws of humankind are beginning to show at the end of the 
novel, it is probably not enough to make readers change sides, even though the 
seed of doubt that the human race seems to be doomed has been planted in 
the readers’ minds. In fact, Green’s utopian reading goes so far as to conclude 
that Dawn is “an angry utopian novel, a scathing condemnation of the 
tendency of human beings to hate, repress, and attack differences they do not 
understand,” and “a novel that demands an end to prejudices and acceptance 
of differences” (Green 166). The novel’s ending strongly suggests that the 
readers should side with the human characters and with Lilith, who are 
planning to escape the Oankali as soon as they get the chance, but the form of 
the plot departs from the adventure narrative. Patricia Melzer, in her 
colonialism allegory, notes that readers might want to see Lilith in “combat 
mode” instead of “negotiating the limits of her colonization” (57). That is, to 
readers who have invested in the colonialist allegory (which Dawn 
encourages), Lilith’s lack of active resistance may be unsatisfying. Combat 
mode, however, is not how Butler’s main characters operate.  

At the end of Dawn, Joseph is killed by a human male character, and Lilith 
is left aboard the space ship in order to guarantee her safety when her group 
of humans is sent back to Earth. Disappointed at not being allowed to go back 
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on Earth with the first group of humans and furious at Nikanj for making her 
pregnant with Joseph’s child without her consent, Lilith finds solace in the 
thought that now she will be able to teach another group of humans:

Another chance to say: “Learn and run!” 
She would have more information for them this time. And they would 
have long, healthy lives ahead of them. Perhaps they could find an 
answer to what the Oankali had done to them [rendered them infertile]. 
And perhaps the Oankali were not perfect. A few fertile people might 
slip through and find one another. Perhaps. Learn and run! If she were 
lost, others did not have to be. Humanity did not have to be. (248)

The first part of the trilogy thus ends with a glimmer of hope for humanity: 
perhaps humans will escape and survive, and perhaps they will find a way to 
reproduce without the Oankali. But as becomes evident in the last volume, 
Imago, Lilith should be careful of what she wishes for.

ADULTHOOD RITES
In the second part of the trilogy, Adulthood Rites, Humans have been returned 
to Earth to live with the Oankali somewhere in the Amazon region, producing 
hybrid offspring—the only kind possible, as Humans have been rendered 
incapable of having children without Oankali genetic engineering. Many 
Humans have run away as soon as they landed, forming “resister” villages in 
the jungle, but Lilith, who has now been transferred to Earth, stays with Nikanj 
in the Human-Oankali community. In this novel, readers’ expectations and 
ethical judgments, which at the end of Dawn were on the Human characters’ 
side, continue to be gradually shifted to the side of the alien and “construct” 
(Human-Oankali hybrid) characters, even though there is constant oscillation 
and ambivalence. To reflect this change, in Adulthood Rites, ‘Human’ is 
written with a capital H, which I interpret as a typographical marker that both 
‘Human’ and ‘Oankali’ are names for peoples, neither being the default nor the 
exotic other—a practice I adopt for my discussion of the two latter novels of 
the trilogy. 

The focal character is now no longer Lilith but her construct son, Akin, 
albeit there are short passages where the narrative is focalized through other 
characters to reveal their inner thoughts when Akin is not present. Still, Lilith’s 
role as a character to identify with and whose judgment readers are expected 
to trust stays central throughout the trilogy. In a way, then, Lilith’s role in the 
two last novels of the trilogy is reminiscent of the role Rat Korga plays in 
Delany’s Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand (discussed in Chapter 3): she 
represents the world readers live in, as she reflects on her experiences on a 
strange world in a way that someone recognizably like us might do. Lilith 
continues to be torn by her position between the Humans and the Oankali. 
She, Akin realizes, “sometimes hated herself for working with the Oankali, for 
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having children who were not fully Human. She loved her children, yet she felt 
guilt for having them” (360). The ambivalence Lilith feels about the alien 
Oankali and her own part in the birth of a new world order mirrors the 
ambivalent and contradicting ethical judgments in the trilogy. Yet, for the 
most part, Lilith seems to be coming to terms with the new situation Humanity 
finds itself in. As she explains to Tino, a young man who comes to the village 
and becomes Lilith’s Human partner:  

“They change us and we change them” […] “I don’t like what they’re 
doing, and I’ve never made any secret of it. But they’re in this with us. 
When the ships leave, they’re stuck here. And with their own biology 
driving them, they can’t not blend with us. But some of what makes us 
Human will survive, just as some of what makes them Oankali will 
survive.” (282) 

 
Lilith’s point of view also advocates the acceptance of the Oankali as “in this 
with us.” Hybridity is necessary for the Oankali to survive, and thus binds them 
to Humanity whether they actually want it or not. At the same time, ethical 
judgments of the Human characters become more and more negative when 
the baby Akin is kidnapped and mistreated by the resisters. The Human 
characters, whose escape readers were encouraged to hope for in Dawn, are 
shown to be less and less worthy of pity and empathy: in addition to 
kidnapping children, they fight, kill, rape, and destroy. Obviously, then, the 
audience of Adulthood Rites is guided to admit that the Oankali’s patronizing 
attitude, which readers were not perhaps willing to accept in Dawn, now 
seems accurate: the Humans’ hierarchical and violent nature is evident, the 
Human fear of difference well established, and their horrible consequences 
again and again pointed out to the audience.  

Human and Oankali ethics, worldviews, and perception are constantly 
juxtaposed throughout the novel, especially as regards the two species’ very 
dissimilar views on difference. This aspect is one of the central themes in 
Adulthood Rites and the whole trilogy, and certainly the most often noted in 
readings that favor the Oankali and interpret Adulthood Rites as utopian. The 
most enlightening passage is when Akin remembers Lilith teaching him about 
the differences between the two species:  

“Human beings fear difference,” Lilith told him once. “Oankali crave 
difference. Humans persecute their different ones, yet they need them 
to give themselves definition and status. Oankali seek difference and 
collect it. They need it to keep themselves from stagnation and 
overspecialization. If you don’t understand this, you will. You’ll 
probably find both tendencies surfacing in your own behavior. […] 
When you feel a conflict, try to go the Oankali way. Embrace difference.” 
(329) 
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As the words of wisdom come from Lilith, the character readers empathized 
with in Dawn and whose perspective they have learned to trust, Butler’s 
audience is being tutored to accept the Oankali way of difference. 

Akin’s hybridity and his understanding of the “Oankali way” help him 
survive the ordeal of being kidnapped and sold to a resister village, and 
eventually they lead him to understand the Human fear of difference. He is 
“Oankali enough to be listened to by other Oankali and Human enough to 
know that the Humans were being treated with cruelty and condescension” 
(404). Living among the resisters, he becomes an ethnographer, studying 
them and learning to understand their point of view. Akin comes to 
sympathize with the resisters, who do not see the Oankali as saviors but as 
monsters ensuring the Human race’s extinction, which the Oankali think they 
are saving the Humans from. For example, when Akin begins to understand 
the resister perspective, he explains to other kidnapped construct children in 
the village:  

“There won’t be any more of them,” he said, trying to project the 
sensation of aloneness and fear he believed the Humans felt. “Their kind 
is all they’ve ever known or been, and now there won’t be any more. 
They try to make us like them, but we won’t ever be really like them, and 
they know it. […] Because of us, they won’t exist anymore.” (377) 

 
Akin entertains the idea that Humans should, despite their flaws, be allowed 
to have a chance to stay Human. The Oankali themselves always designate one 
group that stays unchanged, in case the latest gene “trade” were to go wrong, 
and Akin argues that Humans should be given the same promise of continuity 
(378). Akin’s understanding of Humans is what scholars most critical of the 
Oankali tend to highlight. For example, Braid’s plot summary of Adulthood 
Rites completely omits the resister violence and the fact that Akin was 
kidnapped and kept against his will: 

In Adulthood Rites, Butler continues her tale, focusing on the Human 
resister movement and Lilith’s son, Akin, who learns more about his 
Human and alien roots. From childhood, Akin prefers his Human 
resister friends, who raised him for a year. The novel concentrates on 
Akin’s coming of age and his efforts to convince the Akjai to help him 
create a Human colony on Mars. […] Akin’s identification of Oankali 
injustice inspires his efforts to befriend the resister Humans, save them 
from their oppression, and give them a second chance for independent 
life. (Braid 52) 

 
Later, in conjunction with her critical reading, Braid suggests that the blame 
for Human violence is on the Oankali: “Unwilling to see meaning in their own 
lives, the Humans lose their appreciation of life and begin to view other 
Humans as objects on which to displace their anger” (54). According to a 
rhetorical reading, this is not, however, how the trilogy’s audience is directed 
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to interpret the violence, even if one Human character claims this in a passage 
that Braid quotes to back up her argument. It is made clear in the trilogy that 
Humans do not need an alien invasion to make them violent and destructive; 
again and again, Human characters frustrate any attempt at believing in their 
possibility to overcome their inherently violent and hierarchical nature, just as 
Butler frustrates her audience’s empathy for the resisters. 

However, the utopian nature of the Oankali community is itself marred by 
a scene where Akin’s Oankali parents discuss Human nature. The novel omits 
several years after Akin’s return from the resister village: he is now twenty 
years old. The point of view in this section of the novel is that of Dichaan, 
Akin’s male Oankali parent. Akin keeps wandering and visiting resister villages 
in order to learn more about them, which Dichaan finds an enterprise not 
worth the trouble, as “[w]hat is there for him to learn? […] The resisters don’t 
seem very complex—except biologically” (423). Nikanj, on the other hand, 
wonders at the Humans’ unwillingness to merge with the Oankali, as Humans 
have never been purely Human anyway:  

Inside [Tino], so many very different things are working together to 
keep him alive. Inside his cells, mitochondria, a previously independent 
for of life, have found a haven and trade their ability to synthesize 
proteins and metabolize fats for room to live and reproduce. We’re in 
his cells too now, and the cells have accepted us. […] Even before we 
arrived, they had bacteria living in their intestines and protecting them 
from other bacteria that would hurt or kill them. They could not exist 
without symbiotic relationships with other creatures. Yet such 
relationships frighten them. (427) 

 
The comparison between the Oankali and mitochondria is challenged by 
Dichaan, but Nikanj is adamant. There is, of course, a posthuman point to 
Nikanj’s ponderings, which adds to the amount of estranged insight into 
Human character that the Oankali offer throughout the trilogy. Immediately 
afterwards, however, Nikanj’s insight is undermined by its selfish comment 
that it does not want to change Tino’s painful and traumatic memories even 
though it could easily do that—not because it values Tino’s right to self-
determination but because if humans’ painful memories are tampered with, 
“too much of what [it] value[s]” in the humans will be lost (428). Braid reads 
this moment as one where “the Oankali reveal their lustful and decadent 
character” (58). There is some truth in this, but the decision also simply 
embodies the Oankali enjoyment of difference, and, in a paradoxical way, it 
also makes Nikanj seem more “human” with its selfish wish. Within an 
allegorical interpretive framework where the Oankali represent colonialists or 
neocapitalists, however, any crack in the moral stance of the aliens becomes 
proof of a hidden agenda and takes precedence over the atrocities committed 
by Human characters.  

Another key moment for allegorical readings of the novel is when Akin 
discusses the Human-Oankali relationship with his Oankali parents. He asks 
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a question that, according to Wallace “mirrors one often asked by critics” (95): 
“What are we that we can do this to whole peoples?” (Adulthood Rites 443). 
Wallace suggests that combined with the cue in Akin’s name—“akin to 
what?”—his question “turns from the particularities of the texts themselves—
plot, character, theme—to the outside world to which the texts might refer as 
if in allegorical code” (95). Wallace seems to be right in noting that in the end, 
the trilogy’s refusal to answer Akin’s question “leav[es] critics to do the work 
of decoding, beginning with the global question of what Butler might most 
profitably be read to be representing” (95). However, while the question 
indeed defines much of the critical work on the trilogy, the answer is often a 
static one based on one of the power inequalities of the late twentieth- and 
early twenty-first-century societies. Wallace’s answer to the question is 
neocolonialism, an allegory which suits the latter part of Adulthood Rites, 
where Akin, determined to give the Humans a second chance, criticizes the 
Oankali and negotiates with them about the fate of the resisters. In Akin’s view, 
the Oankali are not the beneficial symbionts they like to think they are but are 
in fact “consuming” Humans (442). Such terminology supports Wallace’s view 
of the novel as a neocapitalist allegory.  

Whether decadent or not, these scenes certainly have the potential to 
distance the Oankali characters from readers, just as the Human characters 
have been shown in an unpleasant light earlier in the novel. From this point 
on in the trilogy the ethical view of Humans is that of the constructs—the 
Human-Oankali hybrid characters. Their better ability to understand both 
species is foreshadowed in Dawn in a discussion between Lilith and the 
Oankali Kahguyaht. Lilith tells Kahguyaht: “You don’t understand us as well 
as you think you do,” and Kahguyaht answers: “And you don’t understand us 
at all. […]. Your children will understand us, Lilith. You never will” (Dawn 
112).46 The advantage of hybridity in negotiating between and understanding 
both the species is evident when Akin manages to persuade the Oankali to 
accept his idea that the Human race must be allowed to live, unchanged, in an 
all-Human settlement on Mars. Akin is the only non-Human character who 
believes that the Humans should be given a second chance, although he, too, 
knows that something must change. All he can do is hope: “Chance exists. 
Mutation. Unexpected effects of the new environment. Things no one has 
thought of. The Oankali can make mistakes” (501–502).  

From an ethical point of view, the Mars colony is the narrative’s way out of 
the deadlock situation: it bypasses the decision whether the resisters should 
be left to die in space, killed, or taken onboard against their will. Nevertheless, 
the colony is also a narrative dead end in the sense that its success or lack 
thereof is never followed through on. Thus, even though the third part of the 
trilogy includes descriptions of preparations for the Mars colony, the focus 
stays on Earth and the present and future of the trade villages and construct 

                                                 
46 Ironically, this holds true for Kahguyaht herself: Akin, her “grandson,” understands Humans better 
than she and the Oankali can, which results in Akin confronting the Oankali about the way Humans have 
been treated. 
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characters; perhaps for Butler, societies that opt out of the xenogenesis were 
not as interesting. 47 Wallace, however, due to her focus on humankind as 
victims, sees the promise of the Mars colony as a kind of epitome of the trilogy: 

If the trilogy ended here, with Akin creatively intervening in the 
hegemonic discourse in the service of true biodiversity in the form of a 
reproductively separate population of human beings, we might read the 
humans as flawed but redeemable and the Oankali as perhaps well-
meaning but ultimately misguided in their project. But the trilogy does 
not end here and Akin’s is not the final word. (117)

While the Mars colony seems to entail hope for humanity, Butler’s ending for 
Adulthood Rites also refutes that hope. As Akin prepares for the Mars colony, 
the last section of the novel once more shifts the way Humanity and Human 
characters are represented. When Akin returns to the Human resister 
settlement of Phoenix to inform them about the new opportunity, he learns 
that the resisters have become even more violent and that raids on villages are 
more common. The second part of the trilogy ends with Phoenix burning after 
some of the resisters try to burn Akin alive while asleep, and the future of 
Humanity does not seem very promising. Butler leaves her audience skeptical 
about whether giving Humanity a second chance is in fact worth the trouble. 

IMAGO
Imago, the third and final part of the trilogy, focuses on another one of Lilith’s 
construct children, Jodahs. Unlike the two previous novels in the trilogy, the 
final part is narrated entirely in the first person. Jodahs is not only a human-
alien construct but also an ooloi, the Oankali third gender. The third volume 
thus completes the increasing estrangement of point of view in the trilogy, 
which moves from female human focalization (presumably with a human 
narrator) to focalization by a human-alien construct male main character, and 
finally to a human-alien construct character narrator representing a non-
binary gender. Jodahs knows that as a construct ooloi, it48 will be “not just a 
mix of Human and Oankali characteristics, but able to use [its] body in ways 
that neither Human nor Oankali could. Synergy” (549). The term ‘synergy’

                                                
47 Some critics expected the Mars colony to receive more attention in the trilogy. Zaki claims that 

Imago “was supposed to describe a human community struggling to create a better society in the absence 
of the ubiquitous Oankali” (249 n7). Zaki points out, however, that Butler’s steering away from the 
human colony on Mars “should not be surprising, since the elaboration of such a society necessitates a 
synthesis on Butler's part of certain inconsistent views that she holds” (ibid.). Canavan, on the other 
hand, draws a parallel between the Mars colony and “the nineteenth-century of Indian removal in the 
Americas, in which the indigenous population was displaced by colonizing invaders and moved to less 
desirable locations the invaders didn’t want” (107).

48 Butler uses the personal pronoun it to refer to the Oankali ooloi, who are neither male nor female. 
While I acknowledge that the pronoun is problematic for our time of increased awareness and “they” 
would be the more usual option for non-binary genders, I am following Butler’s usage as I feel that “it” 
can also be read as a move from human-centeredness to the non-human. 
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summarizes well the trilogy’s positive take on hybridity: it is the best of both 
worlds, a solution that guarantees the survival of both species. 

Presented as a very sympathetic and honest character, readers are guided 
to root for Jodahs, even though its happiness is based on manipulating some 
of the human characters. This, too, however, is shown to be best for the 
Humans in question. According to Phelan, “the formal logic of character 
narration has consequences for our emotional responses to character 
narrators, and these emotional responses, in turn, have consequences for the 
ethical dimension of our engagement with them and with the narratives in 
which they appear” (Living 5). In science fiction, Elana Gomel points out, one 
consequence of character narration can be “literary anthropomorphism” that 
lessens the alien character’s otherness (Gomel 98). In Imago, the effect is 
intentional. The first-person narration makes it easier to identify and 
sympathize with Jodahs’s point of view. On the other hand, the intimacy also 
opens up the possibility of the narrator being unreliable, and, more precisely, 
fallible: for example, Braid (52) accuses Jodahs of being “indoctrinated” by 
Oankali logic, whereas Wallace sees readers being manipulated by the Oankali 
just as much as the characters are (107), and for this the first-person narration 
has ample potential (cf. Gomel 98). But without an allegorical frame of 
interpretation, the first-person narration of Imago can be read as an actual 
change in point of view so as to understand (and accept?) the hybrid state of 
mind. Still, as in the previous part of the trilogy, there are arguments for both 
positions because of the contradictions inherent in Butler’s work.  

In either case, the point of view of a construct ooloi is novel to audiences 
and characters alike, since genetically Jodahs is rather unique. The experience 
is new even to Jodahs itself: the novel begins with Jodahs in metamorphosis, 
relating how it has to “relearn everything” when its new sensory abilities make 
it see and taste the world differently. Yet, being in part Oankali, its attitude to 
change is straightforward: “As quickly as I could, I learned again to understand 
and accept my sensory impressions of the people and things around me” (523). 
This willingness to adapt is required of readers as well, as they follow Jodahs’s 
narration and at times quite alien point of view, and perhaps even different 
ethical standards.  

The first-person construct ooloi narration also changes the way in which 
the Mars colony for Humanity is presented in the third novel. Whereas it 
provided the possibly hopeful narrative thread of Adulthood Rites, in Imago it 
is presented from Jodahs’s clearly pessimistic point of view: its Oankali side 
“know[s] to the bone that it’s wrong to help the Human species regenerate 
unchanged because it will destroy itself again” (532, emphasis original), even 
while its Human side agrees that Humans must be given the choice to do so. 
Thus, Imago presents the colony as something the Humans are 
understandably willing to try out, but would be better off without, as hybrid 
existence offers so many benefits. Rather, the Mars colony remains a narrative 
tool that allows for more positive ethical judgments of the Oankali and the 
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hybrids, who can be seen as giving the Humans the option of opting out of the 
posthuman future. 

The theme of the Oankali as colonizers also resurfaces in the third novel, 
especially in the way the Oankali explain to Human characters why the Human 
colony is being established on Mars instead of Earth. In part evading the 
necessity to tell Humans the whole truth, that is, the gruesome fact that only a 
barren piece of rock will be left of Earth when the Human-Oankali ships 
depart, Jodahs matter-of-factly answers the protesting Human characters who 
ask why the Oankali should have Earth to themselves: “They do have it. And 
you can’t take it back from them” (601). There is no doubt as to which side is 
the more powerful one here. It is significant that Jodahs uses the pronoun 
‘they’ instead of ‘us’ when referring to the Oankali; the implication is that it 
does not consider itself an Oankali, but a new species and a new generation. 
This suggests that even if the Oankali are considered colonizers, the hybrid 
offspring of the two peoples is a different matter.  

Much of Jodahs’s experience over the span of the novel consists of its 
coming of age in the jungle. Being the first construct ooloi, it is deemed 
potentially dangerous to others owing to its lack of control of its newly 
acquired ooloi skills in genetic manipulation. Thus, Jodahs is exiled with its 
Oankali and Human parents (including Lilith) and its closest sibling Aaor. 
When Jodahs and its family travel in the jungle, they are convinced that sooner 
or later they will be attacked by resisters, and they have to accept that their 
Human family members and children may have to use violence in order to 
protect themselves, a thought that the construct and Oankali members of the 
family find utterly repulsive. This provides Butler with another chance to 
emphasize the difference between Human and Oankali ethics, as Jodahs 
informs its narratee: “Humans said violence was against Oankali beliefs. 
Actually it was against their flesh and bone, against every cell of them. Humans 
had evolved from hierarchical life, dominating, often killing other life. Oankali 
had developed from acquisitive life, collecting and combining with other life” 
(564). As is often the case in the trilogy, human characters prove the 
generalizations to be right. The family is indeed attacked by resisters who try 
to lure the Oankali and their Human family members into a trap by abusing a 
woman, then destroy their camp, and shoot the Oankali from the shadows, 
also injuring Jodahs. It is made evident for readers that the Human resister 
characters in Imago remain violent, perhaps even more so than in the second 
novel. 

In the wild, Jodahs meets the Human siblings Tomás and Jesusa, and 
learns that they are from a Human colony in the mountains, a village where 
Humans have been able to procreate. However, the villagers show signs of 
severe genetic disorders, and Jesusa and Tomas are no exception: both 
siblings are riddled with tumors and painful deformations that are the result 
of generations of incestuous relations. Mirroring the Oankali situation when 
they first arrived on Earth, Jodahs desperately needs Human mates to be 
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allowed to stay on Earth. Thus, it is drawn to these people and wants to help 
them and mate with them.  

Jodahs’s relationship with the siblings becomes the most acute moral 
dilemma of Imago. It fails to mention to the Human siblings that because of 
its ooloi chemistry, the longer they stay with it, the more dependent they will 
become on it, until finally they will not be able to stay apart from it for long 
periods of time (or Jodahs from them). Tomás is reluctant to go back to the 
Human colony and more willing to stay with the Oankali and let Jodahs heal 
him, but Jesusa is determined to get back to her people and fulfill what she 
sees as her duty to ensure the continuation of Humans. Despite their 
disagreement, both siblings would obviously have liked to have had the chance 
to make their decision freely. What is more, Jesusa is suspicious of the ease 
with which she and her brother accept Jodahs, especially with their resister 
upbringing, which, she realizes, should make them reluctant to join what is 
“an alien thing […] an unchristian thing, an un-Human thing. It’s the thing 
we’ve been taught against all our lives. How can we be accepting it or even 
considering it so easily? […] It wants us to stay and I want to stay and so do 
you, and we shouldn’t! Something is wrong” (648, emphases original). It is 
made obvious that Jodahs is manipulating them, albeit unwittingly in the 
sense that the actual manipulation is done by pheromones it cannot help 
secreting. But since it is very conscious of its effect on the Humans, luring the 
siblings to stay with it is not completely accidental.  

When Jodahs talks about this with his same-sex parent Nikanj, the 
manipulation of the Human characters takes on an even darker tone. Nikanj 
advises Jodahs: “Start them slowly, and in only a little time they will be more 
willing to give up eating than give up you” (679). It is clear that the hybrid ooloi 
can also use its manipulative skills for selfish purposes, if only in order to fulfill 
its very basic needs. Showing the first generation of the Oankali to be more 
ruthless by reminding readers of the more selfish, cunning side of Nikanj 
(which is also briefly shown in Adulthood Rites) underlines the ethical 
superiority of the Human-Oankali constructs: Jodahs has greater 
understanding and sympathy for the humans, as its hesitations and guilty 
conscience show. And with greater power comes greater responsibility: the 
question for readers to ponder is whether it is used correctly. Using their ooloi 
skills, Jodahs and its ooloi sibling Aaor persuade the Human siblings to take 
them to the resister village, where they succeed in convincing the Humans to 
come and meet the Oankali and other constructs. 

The names of Jodahs and its Human mates-to-be Jesusa and Tomás clearly 
invoke biblical connotations of Judas, Jesus, and the doubting Thomas. This 
layer in Imago presents a new, rather heretical retelling of the Biblical 
narrative, which is bound to raise eyebrows and may be why it has not been 
discussed in criticism of Butler. In this retelling Judas is the protagonist, and 
his act of betrayal of Jesus is, in the end, for the better, as Jesus needs to be 
saved from his “sins”—the cancers—that are caused by everyone in that 
community being the offspring of a woman called María, from an incestuous 
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relationship with her son, Adan. This biblical allegory illustrates how in 
Butler’s work following allegorical conclusions to the end also means facing 
the disturbing consequences they might result in. Jodahs is also a Judas to the 
Human colony, which it “betrays” by revealing its location to the Oankali. At 
the end of the trilogy, most of the Humans want to join the Oankali in their 
trade villages, while a few opt for the Mars colony. Having secured human 
mates for itself and Aaor, Jodahs is ready to settle down. Imago thus becomes 
both Jodahs’s bildungsroman and, perhaps controversially, humanity’s 
growing up story, as it is the Human species’ final chapter on the brink of a 
new, hybrid existence. The trilogy ends with Jodahs planting a seed on a 
riverbank, a seed which will eventually grow into a spaceship that will take 
Jodahs’s (and Lilith’s) future brood into space. 

Despite the end of humanity as we know it and the eventual destruction of 
the planet we call home, Butler makes the trilogy’s ending a hopeful one. There 
is a feeling that everything has changed, but the novel seems to reassure 
readers that it is for the better, since by the end of the trilogy, it has been 
demonstrated that the Oankali analysis of the human race as hierarchical and 
prone to always destroying itself may well be true. The new, hybrid existence 
is presented as utopian; by pairing with the Oankali, Humans gain longer, 
healthier lives. But it is also a melancholy conclusion. The birth of new 
species—the xenogenesis—requires destroying everything that was before, 
both culturally and physically, with only the Mars colony offering a slim chance 
for those wishing human kind’s survival. It is also brought about by reference 
to the biblical story of Judas’s betrayal, which is bound to undermine the 
positive developments in the eyes of those readers who pick up the presence 
of that allegory. In Xenogenesis, as in all of Butler’s compromises, the key to 
ethical judgments lies in whether one sees the gain as worth the loss. Thus, the 
author’s guidance, or lack thereof, can boil down to setting up oppositions and 
positions that are hard to choose between, since nobody in Butler’s fiction ever 
seems to get exactly what they want, and every solution is a compromise.  

Phelan points out that for implied authors and authorial audiences, 
narrative endings include a “farewell” and a “completion” (Experiencing 21). 
The farewell “conclud[es] exchanges among implied author, narrator, and 
audiences,” and these “final exchanges always have the potential to affect the 
audience’s response to the whole narrative,” whereas the “completion” is “the 
conclusion of the reader’s evolving responses to the whole narrative” (21). 
Therefore, the endings of each part of the trilogy have a greater impact on 
ethical judgments of characters and events of each of the novels, as well as of 
the trilogy as whole. The progress of ethical judgments in Xenogenesis can be 
summarized by the succession of narrative farewells and completions. Dawn 
concludes with Lilith’s glimmer of hope that humanity will not be lost, and that 
she would be able to teach humans to “learn and run!” (Dawn 248). Adulthood 
Rites, which presents a complex web of contradictory ethical judgments, 
concludes with the Humans, who through their own violent behavior endanger 
their new chance to “learn and run” in the Mars colony. Finally, Imago 
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completes the trilogy with a scene full of hope for the new hybrid species. 
Eventually they, too, will “learn and run,” but into space in search of new 
species to merge with. The farewell of the trilogy has Human and Oankali 
characters joining together, with Jodahs, Aaor, and even Lilith happy and 
looking forward to a brighter future. Thus, the conclusion which a rhetorical 
reading sees in the trilogy is one that speaks for understanding, cooperation, 
and change, but leaves in the air questions of the cost of that change and of the 
motivations by means of which it has come about.  

4.4 ETHICS OF THE TELLING AND BUTLER’S ALIEN 
ENCOUNTERS  

As is obvious by now, ethical judgments are far from self-evident or simple in 
Butler’s fiction. In both “Bloodchild” and Xenogenesis, a character questions 
the relationship between aliens and humans without getting a proper answer. 
In the trilogy, the question is posed by Akin in Adulthood Rites: “What are we 
that we can do this to other peoples” (Adulthood Rites 443), whereas in 
“Bloodchild” the protagonist Gan asks the alien T’Gatoi: “What are you?” 
“What are we to you?” (24). The alien does not answer, but tells Gan that it is 
up to him to decide, as he knows her “as no other does” (“Bloodchild” 24). In 
both texts, the question that is left unanswered invites an allegorical 
interpretation from critics who take on the challenge of answering it. 

However, in their changing ethical judgments, both “Bloodchild” and 
Xenogenesis make consistent allegorical readings problematic. Even though 
the trilogy and “Bloodchild” certainly evoke many allegories and points of 
reference, none of them carry unproblematically throughout the narratives. As 
we have seen, reading “Bloodchild” as an allegory of an “Earthly” evil makes 
an interpretation less flexible and less open for the narrative’s dynamic ethical 
judgments. Reading the narratives through a framework imposed from the 
outside means that in cases where that framework is not in fact shared by the 
author, readers have to leave the authorial audience and make interpretations 
that in part go against the line of ethical judgments evoked by the rhetorical 
structure of the narrative. Applying a single metaphor for the whole of 
Xenogenesis or “Bloodchild” and ignoring their judgment twists is only 
possible by going against the ethical judgments in the narrative or by judging 
a character or the narrator to be unreliable, in order to maintain the ethics of 
the telling.  

As is evident from the different interpretations of both “Bloodchild” and 
Xenogenesis, Butler does not make explicit to her readers what they should 
think of the outcome of her narratives. Consider, for example, the ending of 
Imago, the last installment of the Xenogenesis trilogy. Even though the ending 
is positive and full of hope, many flesh-and-blood readers cannot make up 
their minds whether or not it is, after all, good or bad that the human race is 
merged with the Oankali. The ethical judgments invited for some actions and 
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some characters are obvious, but the trilogy as a whole is ambiguous due to its 
multiple contradictions and dynamic nature. The overall ethical judgments 
that readers arrive at are thus dependent on their overall interpretation of the 
trilogy, which, in turn, is influenced by their respective position and allegorical 
framework. 

Phelan writes that even though the “default ethical relation between 
implied author and authorial audience” is one in which “authors give, among 
other things, guidance to their particular value systems and to the ethical 
judgments that follow from those systems,” it is also possible that an author 
occupies “a kind of meta-ethical position and guide[s] us to the conclusion that 
no clear and fixed ethical judgment of a central action is possible” 
(Experiencing 54). It would seem, then, that in this trilogy at least, Butler 
eschews easy solutions and an overall “clear and fixed ethical judgment” 
concerning the central action of the Oankali saving or invading humankind is 
not definitely determined anywhere over the course of the trilogy but oscillates 
between positive and negative. Even though there are clearly good and evil acts 
and characters in the trilogy, neither the Humans nor the Oankali are 
presented as being right or wrong in claiming the planet and the human 
genome as theirs. Thus, in fact, Butler is providing guidance, but in such 
conflicting ways as to encourage readers to change sides (and ethical 
judgments) during the reading process, to finally perhaps accept the hybrid 
point of view. 

Phelan also argues that while the author’s meta-ethical position entails 
certain risks for the author, as audiences can take it as “an abdication of 
authorial responsibility” (Experiencing 54), “effectively executing the transfer 
of responsibility for ethical judgment to the authorial and flesh-and-blood 
audiences can not only challenge those audiences but provide them with 
extremely rich reading experiences” (Experiencing 54). Thus, the ethics of the 
telling—rather than just the ethics of the told—is also central to Xenogenesis 
and Butler’s fiction in general. As Phelan notes, audiences draw conclusions 
about the author’s communication to readers through the characters and 
events of the novel. In judging the ethics of Butler’s telling, readers often seem 
to use an interpretation based on an allegorical reading, either based on an 
assumed allegorical dimension by the author or one adopted by the critic 
because of something in the novel evoking an ideological stance. In the case of 
the Xenogenesis trilogy, the ambiguous reading experiences also result in a 
very varied body of criticism, with different scholars looking for stable ethical 
ground in a variety of theoretical models and real-world allegories. 

As I have argued, because of the complexities and shifts and progressions 
of judgments, static allegorical interpretations of the trilogy often do not work, 
since adhering to one theoretical or allegorical framework can lead to readings 
that are not actually supported by the text. When a critic reads a dynamic 
trilogy as using a static framework but does not want to question Butler’s ethics 
of telling, they need to downplay the narrative’s internal logic and dismiss 
some of the shifts in its ethical judgments. If humanity in the trilogy is to be 
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seen as a victim whose demise in hybridity cannot be a satisfactory ending, the 
contradictions and dynamics of the narrative must be simplified and the 
ethical judgment offered to the authorial audience in the end must be modified 
somehow, in order, for instance, to avoid claiming that the trilogy condones 
colonialism. This is usually done, as we have seen, either by viewing certain 
characters or the narrator as unreliable, even though this is not explicitly 
supported by the text, or by questioning the trilogy’s premise.  

The most critical readings of the Oankali regard the aliens as colonialists 
and the human resisters as tragic heroes, fighting for a just cause. Such 
interpretations usually view the Oankali characters as not completely 
trustworthy; otherwise they would not fit the allegorical framework, because 
of the changes and controversies in the trilogy. Adhering to the Oankali 
reasoning would mean, among other things, accepting their view of humanity 
as doomed by the “Human Contradiction” and thus the Oankali intervention 
as beneficial for humanity in the long run. By presenting Lilith’s doubt of the 
Oankali and their motivations at the beginning of the trilogy, the text opens up 
possibilities that not everyone—whether human or Oankali—is telling the 
truth, even though there are no actual signs of unreliability as such in the 
novels. That is, despite Lilith’s healthy skepticism, there is no evidence any of 
the Oankali characters actually lying in the storyworld; try as she might, “the 
closest [Lilith] came to catching the Oankali lie was to catch them in half-
truths—though they were honest even about this. They freely admitted that 
they would tell her only part of what she wanted to know. Beyond this, the 
Oankali seemed to tell the truth as they perceived it, always” (Dawn 59). The 
Oankali do withhold information, but both Lilith and the readers know when 
they do so, and thus it does not affect the Oankali’s reliability as characters, 
focalizers, or narrators.  

Characters like Jodahs can also be read as fallible. For example, Braid, who 
interprets the aliens as representing an oppressive state, regards the hybrid 
character narrator’s understanding of both of its peoples in Imago as its 
“indoctrination into the Oankali way of life” due to which Jodahs “comes to 
understand the biological underpinnings of the Oankali condition” (52). In 
Braid’s reading, the hybrid ooloi Jodahs in Imago is not a hybrid who 
understands both sides of its inheritance, but rather a character 
“indoctrinated” by the Oankali. Braid’s interpretation does not take into 
account the changing point of view and the shift in ethical judgments, and thus 
it views Jodahs as a fallible narrator. However, there is no actual support for 
this in the text: Jodahs may have some difficulties in reacting correctly to 
humans, who say one thing with their words and another with their bodies, as 
the Oankali put it, but it is well aware of the conflicting forms of human 
communication. In addition, bypassing the change in ethical stances during 
the trilogy entails ignoring some of the clearly malicious deeds in the story. 
Because of her chosen interpretative framework, Braid seems to resist the 
ambiguities as being neutral or seeing the trilogy’s outcome as positive. 
Unreliability can also be read into the narration, as Wallace does. In her 
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allegorical reading of neoliberalism in the trilogy,49 the Oankali represent 
neocolonialists; therefore, there is not much room for the Oankali society and 
actions to be good and justifiable. Even though Wallace recognizes the novel’s 
change of ethical judgments to favor the Oankali, for her, their society is only 
“seemingly” utopian, as is their “appreciation of life in all its forms.”  

More positive interpretations of the Oankali are usually based on the 
trilogy’s emphasis on accepting and embracing difference—contrasted with 
the Human characters’ tendency to dislike and distrust it. In such 
interpretations, difference takes center stage. Critics who focus on hybridity 
also celebrate the ending as a happy one. The most positive is Michelle Erica 
Green, whose feminist utopian reading makes her very critical of the Human 
characters even in Dawn, argues that “[t]he world at the end of Imago is truly 
utopian, a society in which all have an equal chance to work together on the 
construction of a new world” (189). Another utopian reading is presented by 
Jim Miller, who is well aware of the dynamic nature of the trilogy. He argues 
that Butler’s trilogy and her novel Parable of the Sower are “critical dystopias 
motivated out of a utopian premium in that they force us to confront the 
dystopian elements of postmodern culture so that we can work through them 
and begin again” (339). In fact, the concept of a critical utopia, in its potential 
for dynamic, shifting ethical judgments, makes it possible to acknowledge the 
changes in the trilogy. While Molly Wallace dismisses Jim Miller’s utopian 
interpretation as “a rather optimistic reading of the trilogy’s end” (109), her 
own reading struggles to come to terms with the apparent optimism, since in 
her allegorical interpretation a positive conclusion would imply that Butler 
advocates neocapitalism—a claim that does not fare well with other ethical 
judgments in the novels. In order to avoid that conclusion, Wallace has to 
disown the trilogy’s ending:  

Human beings […] are indeed in need of a utopian alternative to both 
cold war and post cold-war contexts, but the one the Oankali offer, 
which is, I would argue, a kind of utopianism built on the market, is not 
a viable or “sustainable” alternative. At the close of the trilogy, we have 
to wonder whether, contrary to the Oankali rhetoric, there is not some 
way out other than the way the Oankali offer, even if the trilogy itself 
does not explicitly represent what that might be. (122)  

 
Similarly, one of the critics inclined to read the trilogy as a colonialist allegory, 
John Rieder, notes that there is “a powerful analogy between Butler’s post-
apocalyptic fiction and the contemporary situation of post-colonial people,” 
whose “‘trade’ with the invaders” robs the native culture of its land, its 
resources, and its identity” (“Science Fiction, Colonialism” 389). However, 
Rieder rejects the metaphor of colonialism when he comes to the trilogy’s 
ending, concluding that the science-fictional mode in which Butler writes 

                                                 
49 However, I should mention that Wallace’s reading of the trilogy is, as she writes, “interested less 

in decoding Butler’s intended referents than in exploring the trilogy’s potential as a model for and 
critique of the politics and economics of contemporary neoliberalism” (97). 
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overrides the implications that static allegorical relationships with reality 
would indicate. Butler’s novels, he argues, “do not engage the historical and 
the social in the mode of allegorical or encrypted representation but rather 
gather together a multitude of threads of reference and weave them into a new 
texture of possibilities” (“Science Fiction, Colonialism” 391). Following just 
one thematic thread determines what kind of pattern emerges, but none of 
them alone account for the whole array of possibilities on offer.  

Holding on to an allegorical reading and accepting the positive tone of the 
ending is an option that no one seems to be quite willing to take, as this would 
involve blaming the ethics of the telling and arguing that the implied Butler is 
advocating a form of injustice like colonialism or neocapitalism as necessary 
and beneficial. Yet, Braid almost does so; she writes, “While Butler creates 
ambiguity in her critical dystopia that massages the reader’s ethical view of the 
Oankali invasion of Earth as potentially beneficial, she effectively obscures the 
injustice of the Oankali by juxtaposing their gentle, yet absolute, rule against 
the crude Human resister movement that ineffectively revolts against it” (57). 
In the end, however, the author’s act that “obscures the injustice” turns into 
an ethical one, as Butler challenges readers with the impossibility of choosing 
one way over another, instead of actually endorsing the Oankali logic. In this 
sense, the ethics of the telling remains intact to the end.  

To conclude, the interpretation of this alien encounter story depends on the 
theoretical position of the critic and on the current paradigms of cultural 
studies, and a rhetorical reading can provide the critic with insights into how 
the work manipulates expectations based on such theories and paradigms, and 
what values and ethical judgments it offers beyond the simple analogy with 
real world issues. As was the case with “Bloodchild,” the source of conflicting 
interpretations can be situated in the theoretical and moral/ethical framework 
of the critic or any flesh-and-blood readers, and judgments about an 
ambiguous work like the Xenogenesis trilogy are often informed by the 
identity of the flesh-and-blood author.  

4.5 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

In this chapter, I have discussed how ethical judgments change in “Bloodchild” 
and the Xenogenesis trilogy, and how those judgments in key scenes shift from 
the side of the human characters to, first, an understanding of the alien other 
in “Bloodchild,” and secondly, to the side of hybrid characters and an altered, 
posthuman humanity in Xenogenesis. Both “Bloodchild” and Xenogenesis 
begin with a human point of view, and clearly aim for readers to side with the 
human main characters, while the alien characters are initially presented as 
misusing their position of power. As the narratives progress, however, 
emphases and empathies change. In the Xenogenesis trilogy, the shift is 
gradual and progresses along with changes in focalization and narration, 
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whereas in “Bloodchild,” there is a more sudden change in ethical judgments 
when the alien character gets to tell her version of the two species’ coexistence.  

The complicated nature of ethical judgments is typical of Butler’s fiction: 
solutions to ethical dilemmas in her alien encounter fiction always require 
significant sacrifices and compromises. As I have shown, the dilemmas and 
their solutions are interpreted differently, often based on an analogy or a 
theoretical framework that is brought to the text by flesh-and-blood readers. 
If the framework is static, it often does not comply with the dynamic ethical 
judgments evoked by these narratives. In fact, such a framework is often based 
on the fact that Butler is a black female author, thus taking a shortcut to the 
flesh-and-blood author by reading the human-alien relationships in her fiction 
as allegories reflecting Butler as a black woman. However, critics turning to 
racial, gendered, or other types of allegories as frameworks of interpretation 
of Butler’s work will either have to ignore some turns in the narrative, end up 
making claims that are not supported by a close reading of the text, or suggest 
an unpalatable ethical position as the outcome of the narrative.  

Such thematic ways of reading sometimes conflict with a rhetorical 
reading, which proceeds from the inside out, focusing on the ethical judgments 
the works seem to offer to their authorial audiences. By focusing on the ethical 
judgments and authorial audience, a rhetorical analysis can provide insights 
into the causes of the discrepancies between critics’ readings of Xenogenesis, 
or between the interpretations of “Bloodchild” as an allegory of slavery and 
Butler’s insistence that it is no such thing. But even a rhetorical reading cannot 
directly account for the significance of Butler’s ethical judgments regarding 
genre and generic change without taking into account genre conventions, key 
motifs, and the historical baggage of science fiction and its tradition of 
subjugated alien others. This combination of genre and rhetorical poetics will 
be more closely discussed in the following chapter, in relation to Nalo 
Hopkinson’s novel Midnight Robber (2000), a novel whose criticism of the 
genre is fully recognized, along with its author, to be subverting science fiction.  
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5 “I STOLE THE TORTURER’S TONGUE!”: 
NALO HOPKINSON’S SUBVERSIVE 
STRATEGIES 

5.1 INTRODUCTION: HOPKINSON AND SPECULATIVE 
FICTION  

Twelve years after Butler finished her Xenogenesis trilogy, Nalo Hopkinson’s 
Midnight Robber (2000) continued with many of the themes present in 
Butler’s and Delany’s work: a future inhabited with people of color, seasoned 
with queer sexuality and bended genre conventions. Hopkinson (b. 1960) 
clearly identifies with the previously discussed writers. When asked in an 
interview, “Whose sentences are your favourite, and why?” the first influential 
sentence Hopkinson mentions is one of Delany’s:  

“We need visions of the future, and our people need them more than 
most.” That's black science-fiction author Samuel R. Delany, speaking 
at an event in Harlem a few decades ago. His words helped me when I 
was younger to figure out one of the many reasons it's not frivolous for 
black people to read science fiction. (“Nalo Hopkinson” n. pag.).  

 
Hopkinson’s predecessors Delany and Butler welcomed her into the genre. 
Hopkinson relates how “Butler blurbed my first novel and Delany, while I was 
new to the community, was making a point of introducing me at every [science 
fiction] con[vention] that he and I ended up at together” (“Caught” 188). While 
looking up to Delany and Butler, Hopkinson goes a step further and challenges 
the genre in that her narratives give an Afro-Caribbean twist to the 
conventions of science fiction.  

As Hopkinson was entering the genre around the turn of the millennium, 
the steady struggle toward a more diverse genre and genre community was 
gaining momentum. Along with the rising numbers of black science fiction 
authors came heightened academic interest, and in addition to critical articles 
about Butler’s and Delany’s work, book-length studies were in the making; one 
of the first article collections, Into Darkness Peering, had appeared in 1997. 
The moment when Hopkinson’s Midnight Robber was published was, 
therefore, a turning point for the genre. The challenge to make science fiction 
and the community around it more inclusive was taken up in 1999 by a group 
of active black science fiction writers and fans, including Hopkinson, who 
founded the Carl Brandon Society, an organization whose mission is “to 
increase racial and ethnic diversity in the production of and audience for 
speculative fiction” (Carl Brandon).50 Emphasizing the role of science fiction 

                                                 
50 The society is named after Carl Brandon, a hoax by Terry Carr and his fandom friends in the late 

fifties. Carl Brandon was an imaginary black science fiction fan who gained quite a reputation in fandom 
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in society, their aim is to “envision a world in which speculative fiction, about 
complex and diverse cultures from writers of all backgrounds, is used to 
understand the present and model possible futures; and where people of color 
are full citizens in the community of imagination and progress” (Carl 
Brandon). So, whereas the pioneers Delany and Butler wrote in a white-
dominated genre largely on its terms, the emerging new generation of black 
science fiction writers will not settle for less than an active role in shaping the 
genre. Hopkinson has been quite outspoken about her willingness to subvert 
science fiction, and she has discussed it in many interviews. Thus, the 
authority defining science fiction that is in focus in this chapter is the internal 
diversity of the science fiction community, as well as the way an author can 
actively and overtly be a part of the change of the genre. Also, I will briefly 
discuss how Hopkinson’s work is classified, namely, whether it is labeled 
science fiction or something else, and how that matters.  

Like Delany and Butler, Hopkinson is one of the central authors in the 
genre; this accords with the genre community’s opinion, as she has been a 
regular on the nominations list for all of the major awards. She is also the first 
black woman to have received the Damon Knight Memorial Grand Master 
Award, presented by the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of America in 
2021. At the time of writing, Hopkinson has authored six novels and numerous 
short stories. Her debut novel, Brown Girl in the Ring, was published in 1998, 
followed by Midnight Robber (2000), a novel nominated and shortlisted for 
many of the prestigious prizes in the field, including the Hugo and Nebula 
Awards. Other novels by Hopkinson include the science-fictional neo-slave 
narrative The Salt Roads (2003), The New Moon’s Arms (2007), and the 
young adult novels The Chaos (2012) and Sister Mine (2013). Her short fiction 
has been collected into two anthologies, Skin Folk (2001) and Falling in Love 
with Hominids (2015). Furthermore, she has edited and co-edited anthologies 
of short stories. Recently, she has also been involved in the world of comics, 
authoring and co-authoring The House of Whispers.51 Much of her work 
contains fantastic and magical elements in addition to strictly defined science-
fictional features, which has often led to her work being seen as transgressing 
genre boundaries instead of stretching them. Hopkinson’s fiction includes a 
host of fantastic characters (for example, gods and goddesses, mermaids, 
spirits, mutants, and monsters). However, Midnight Robber, the novel in 
focus in this chapter, is the only one of her novels to date with an explicit 
extraterrestrial alien presence.  

Hopkinson was born in Jamaica but has also lived in Trinidad, Guyana, the 
United States, and Canada, where her family moved when she was a teenager 
(Hopkinson, “Brief”). Currently she is a professor of creative writing at UC 
Riverside, having once more relocated to the USA. All of these places are 
present in her work, either as the setting where the events take place or as 

                                                 
before Carr revealed that he did not exist. For the whole story, see Carr’s essay “The Fake Fan: Carl 
Brandon.” 

51 The House of Whispers is part of the Sandman universe created by Neil Gaiman. 
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sources of cultural references, while she transforms the genre to encompass 
African and Caribbean cultures. On her website, she mentions that her 
“favourite fiction has always been the various forms of fantastical fiction; 
everything from Caribbean folklore to Ursula K. Le Guin’s science fiction and 
fantasy” (“Brief”). However, while Hopkinson always seems to have known 
that science fiction was her genre, she is very aware of the potential rift 
between her identity and her choice of genre. In the introduction to So Long 
Been Dreaming, a collection of postcolonial science fiction and fantasy that 
she coedited, Hopkinson writes about the uneasy relationship between science 
fiction’s past allegiance with colonial history:  

Arguably, one of the most familiar memes of science fiction is that of 
going to foreign countries and colonizing the natives, and […] for many 
of us, that’s not a thrilling adventure story; it’s non-fiction, and we are 
on the wrong side of the strange-looking ship that appears out of 
nowhere. To be a person of color writing science fiction is to be under 
suspicion of having internalized one’s colonization. (“Introduction” 7) 

 
This internalization may have played a role in allegorically-minded critical 
readings of Butler’s “Bloodchild” (discussed in Section 4.2) where it seems that 
colonization was imposed on the narrative by critics whose readings 
inadvertently reproduce the power structure by assigning the role of the 
racialized other to humans or aliens, depending on who happens to be 
disenfranchised in that setting. Hopkinson, however, puts her Caribbeans in 
the controls of that “strange-looking ship.”  

Midnight Robber tells the story of Tan-Tan, a young girl living in Toussaint, 
a planet inhabited by people mostly of Afro-Caribbean origin, who have moved 
there in search of a life “free from downpression and botheration” (18). In 
Toussaint, everything is controlled and taken care of by “Granny Nanny,” an 
omniscient but benevolent artificial intelligence. When Tan-Tan’s father 
Antonio kills his wife’s lover, he kidnaps Tan-Tan into exile with him to New 
Half-Way Tree, a planet in another dimension that is being used as Toussaint’s 
penal colony. New Half-Way Tree is described by the narrator as the “dub 
version” (2) of Toussaint, its “rough” mirror image. Whereas on Toussaint all 
native flora and fauna have been destroyed or domesticated by the AI 
preparing the planet for humans, on New Half-Way Tree nature is wild and 
the native alien species, the douen, still exists. In New Half-Way Tree, Antonio 
starts sexually abusing his daughter until, on her 16th birthday, she kills him 
when he attempts to once again rape her. In fear of harsh punishment and 
pregnant with Antonio’s child, Tan-Tan escapes into the woods to live with the 
douen. However, she is careless and allows the fellow humans to follow her 
and find the douen home tree. In fear of retribution by the humans, the douen 
deem her a liability and leave her behind when they move deeper into the 
forest. At the end of the novel, Tan-Tan gives birth to the baby, whom she 
names Tubman. 
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Midnight Robber is in many ways a work of postcolonial science fiction. 
Michelle Reid concisely lists the postcolonial “strategies for constructing 
productive spaces, gaps, and disjunctions to ‘renovate’ the dominant English 
language and literature of the empire” that are also useful in the context of 
science fiction. The first of the strategies is appropriation: “capturing and 
remolding the language, making it ‘bear the burden’ of the colonial 
experience.” The second tactic is writing back: “rewriting major canonical 
works of English literature to resist and challenge the assumptions of the 
source-text,” and the third is mimicry, a policy where “the colonised adopt the 
language and forms of the empire but in doing so alter and distort the 
dominant meanings so they reflect back to the coloniser a displaced image of 
his/her world which is unsettling to the colonial authority” (Reid, Postcolonial 
SF n. pag.). All three strategies are relevant to Hopkinson’s subversive project. 
As a whole, Midnight Robber is a rewriting of the canonical, classic science-
fictional tropes of the alien encounter and predominantly white characters. It 
appropriates the language and renames concepts, and through parody of those 
traditions it performs a mimicry of the “colonial authority” offered by classic 
science fiction, reflecting back a “displaced image” of the classic science fiction 
narrative. In Midnight Robber, these strategies’ efficacy relies on the authorial 
audience’s awareness of the tradition that is under criticism, appropriation, 
writing back, and mimicry.  

Appropriation of the genre is declared at the very beginning of Midnight 
Robber through an epigraph by David Findlay. The poem, “Stolen,” is an apt 
metaphor for what the novel aims to accomplish: science fiction, originally a 
white man’s “tale,” is being appropriated.  

I stole the torturer’s tongue!  
man wouldn’t recognize this dancing, twining, retrained flesh 
if it slapped upside the empty space in him head- 
it will, it has; he’ll pay for the pleasure; [...] 
hear this longue tongue! 
fear this longue tongue! 
know this tale to be mine too, and I’ll live or die by it. 
I stole the torturer’s tongue!  

 
In addition to referring to the Creole language used in the novel, stealing the 
torturer’s tongue and “retraining” it describes the postcolonial strategy of 
“writing back” to the imperial center.52 Hopkinson writes back to the 
traditional alien invasion meme, against the grain of science fiction’s 
Eurocentric attitudes and colonialist frameworks. She rewrites the colonial 
adventure story in a complex and ethical way, performing what Kate Perillo 
calls “correctives to a (white) Euro-American science fiction tradition” (1). 

                                                 
52 As Juha Tupasela rightly notes, the poem’s demands to “hear” and “fear” the stolen tongue can 

also be read as demanding “the attention and respect of the reader” of the novel (35). 
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As a testament to Hopkinson’s fiction’s ability to unsettle existing 
categories, critics have read her novels as cyberpunk, as Afrofuturist, 
Caribbean fabulist, and postcolonial science fiction. While gender and 
sexuality have mostly been the focus of critical works concentrating on 
Hopkinson’s later novels, especially The Salt Roads, Chaos, and Sister Mine, 
these aspects have also been touched in regard to Midnight Robber. For 
instance, Gizelle Liza Anatol does a thorough examination of the theme of 
motherhood and the concept of a family in Midnight Robber, pointing out the 
multiple examples of what constitutes a family in the novel. Questions of race 
and gender in the novel have been studied by Elizabeth Boyle, who uses the 
concept of mis-en-scène to analyze them in conjunction with 
decorporealization in cyberspace. 

The postcolonial aspect, however, seems to dominate in criticism of 
Midnight Robber. It is discussed by, among others, Grace L. Dillon, Eric D. 
Smith, Jillana Enteen, and M. Irene Morrison. Of these critics, Dillon studies 
Hopkinson’s work in general and Midnight Robber in particular as cautionary 
tales, and analyzes similarities between Hopkinson’s novels and “indigenous 
scientific literacies.” The latter is Dillon’s term for “practices used by 
indigenous native peoples to manipulate the natural environment in order to 
improve existence in areas including medicine, agriculture, and sustainability” 
(25). Smith’s approach is slightly different, as he explores Midnight Robber as 
a postcolonial utopia, comparing the narrative worlds of Toussaint and New 
Half-Way Tree, and arguing that the novel “intervenes in the problematic of 
globalization by offering a cognitive mapping of the new global order and its 
spatial logic” (136). Enteen and Morrison both read Hopkinson’s work as 
postcolonial cyberpunk. Enteen discusses how Hopkinson and other 
postcolonial writers use and revise the subgenre, while Morrison contrasts 
Hopkinson’s artificial intelligence in Midnight Robber with stereotypical 
cyberpunk depictions of technology and usefully points out how Hopkinson 
“appropriates” the science-fictional trope (171).  

In the above studies, Hopkinson’s work is studied in conjunction with and 
contrasted with Anglo-American and European genre practices. What is 
striking in comparison with criticism on Delany’s and Butler’s work is that 
many scholars have adopted a different angle: for example Kate Perillo, Miasol 
Eguíbar Holgado, Paromita Mukherjee, Gordon Collier, and Leif Sorensen 
detach the novel from the context of Western science fiction. Perillo 
acknowledges previous research on how Hopkinson challenges mainstream 
science fiction, but places Midnight Robber “in conversation with Caribbean 
thinkers” (2) in order to inspect Hopkinson’s depictions of technology in a 
Caribbean context. Holgado examines Midnight Robber as a platform to 
illustrate contemporary debates on Afropolitanism and identities of the 
African diaspora. A Caribbean-centered point of departure is also present in 
Sorensen’s article, which combines Midnight Robber and another novel by 
Hopkinson, The Salt Roads, with dub, a subgenre of reggae music, which 
Sorensen uses as a metaphor for the aesthetic Hopkinson creates with her non-
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human narrators. Mukherjee discusses how Midnight Robber “contributes to 
the formations of nationalistic Caribbean literature” (n. pag.). Collier 
emphasizes the Caribbean context of Midnight Robber, but concludes that 
“the vitality of Hopkinson’s two novels derives from a clever syncretization of 
the generic features of science fiction and dystopia with the operational fabric 
of Caribbean folk culture” (455).  

Hopkinson’s generic subversion is in explicit focus in the critical analyses 
of Maureen Moynagh, Jessica McDonald, Nancy Batty, Juha Tupasela and 
Mukherjee critical analyses of the novel. Tupasela explores Hopkinson’s 
subversive strategies through the concepts of utopia and syncretism, whereas 
McDonald argues that a genre can best be transformed from within and 
counters the tendency of critics to situate Hopkinson’s work in a “‘science 
fiction and . . .’ category” (n. pag.). That is, McDonald resists reading the novel 
as a hybrid of genres instead of fully-fledged science fiction, and rightly argues 
that classifications of Hopkinson’s work have generic and political 
implications. Batty examines the novel’s potentially uneasy relationship with 
both science fiction studies and critics of Commonwealth literature. Moynagh 
reads Hopkinson’s work, including Midnight Robber, on a continuum of 
Afrofuturism, in connection with Delany’s and Butler’s works. Finally, 
Mukherjee’s study of the novel’s ties to nationalistic themes also includes 
analyses of Hopkinson’s rhetorical strategies and her use of Creole language. 
Still, even though subversion or genre transgression has been one of the foci 
in scholarship on Hopkinson, a comprehensive picture of what the much-
discussed transgression and subversion actually consist of remains largely 
uncharted territory, and its connections to narrative theory are yet to be 
established. In this chapter, I analyze Hopkinson’s subversive strategies and 
chart their significance from the perspective of rhetorical poetics and science 
fiction studies by exploring what this subversion means from the perspective 
of narrative theory and science fiction as a genre. Engaging in a close reading 
and analysis of specific passages and the themes that contribute to the 
subversion, I claim that there are three main factors contributing to Midnight 
Robber’s subversive strategy: the narrator’s voice, the diverse storyworld with 
its Caribbean references, and the postcolonial aspect of the human-alien 
relationship. These strategies work by evoking an ironic relationship between 
the genre’s traditional tropes and Hopkinson’s rewriting of those tropes. 
During my discussion, I also discuss the potential of rhetorical poetics to 
describe generic change.  

5.2 RHETORICAL POETICS AND GENRE SUBVERSION  

Before turning to the novel in detail, let us explore in terms of rhetorical 
poetics what is at play when an author attempts to subvert a genre. For Phelan, 
genre is an aesthetic element and one of the factors influencing interpretation 
and literary communication. Authors aim for certain effects with their texts, 
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and “those designs are conveyed through the words, techniques, structures, 
forms, and dialogic relations of texts, as well as the genres and conventions 
readers use to understand them” (Experiencing 4). In this sense, genre is a 
communicative shorthand: authors do not have to pause to explain to their 
readers, to take a classic example, the speculative technology behind faster-
than-light travel, or any other stock convention in the genre. The aesthetic 
quality of a text, on the other hand, can be judged in terms of whether or not 
it conforms to the genre’s conventions and whether that conformation or lack 
thereof is considered aesthetically valuable or a flaw. Genres and conventions 
are, therefore, not entirely in the authors’ control but something readers and 
authors share, and even though they are mentioned in Phelan’s list of designs 
used by authors, readers also use genres to understand texts.  

Phelan usually mentions genre when discussing aesthetic judgments of a 
text. He notes how Booth argues that “we experience every work under the 
aspect of its implied general kind, or genre” (qtd. in Phelan, Experiencing 142). 
Phelan, however, replaces genre with “purpose” in Booth’s formulations, 
because purpose fits Phelan’s rhetorical understanding of narrative, and 
because it is “much less likely to lead to violations of the a posteriori principle” 
(Experiencing 142). In aesthetic questions, the replacement makes perfect 
sense: in a rhetorical reading, aesthetic quality is not determined by whether 
or not a work of fiction conforms to the conventions of a genre, but whether it 
achieves its purpose (for example, by conforming to genre conventions or 
breaking them). The substitution of genre with purpose also suits my analyses, 
which are first and foremost concerned with generic change but also come 
from an ethical point of view. The concept of purpose becomes relevant in an 
ethical sense when generic change is itself seen as an ethically significant 
question affecting the ethics of the telling. In this regard, readers’ and authors’ 
knowledge of the genre’s traditions is an essential part of the literary 
communication itself, not (just) an aesthetic element. 

In Somebody Telling Somebody Else, Phelan also mentions history as one 
of the principles of rhetorical poetics. Because it “emphasizes author-audience 
relations” and views both participants in literary communication as “always 
already situated in historical and social contexts,” rhetorical theory is “not just 
compatible with but dependent on historical knowledge” (9). Among Phelan’s 
illustrative examples, Jane Austen expects her readers to be familiar with 
customs of the Regency Period, and a rhetorical reader of William Faulkner’s 
The Sound and the Fury “benefits from knowing something about modernism 
and that Faulkner was a modernist” (Somebody 17). Even though Phelan 
presents the Faulkner example as evidence of the significance of historical 
context, modernism is also an aesthetic movement and thus comparable to 
genre. Considering these examples as a genre critic, I see no reason not to 
include genre and its history in this category of historical and literary historical 
examples. Science fiction authors rely on their audiences to be familiar with 
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the genre’s conventions, and readers of any science fiction text will benefit 
from knowing the genre.53  

Significantly, from the vantage point of generic change, Phelan 
characterizes genre as a variable whose meaning and weight are not always 
constant. He states that whereas “authors and audiences [are] the constants of 
the communication,” genre is one of the “resources whose significance will 
vary from one narrative to another” (Debating 137). I argue in this chapter that 
in a text like Midnight Robber, which goes against the grain of generic 
conventions, genre becomes so significant that it actually becomes one of the 
themes of the text, even if it is a theme that is not recognized by the narrative 
audience because the references to generic conventions are not part of the 
storyworld. Thus, I claim that the key to the critique of genre conventions and 
generic change in Midnight Robber is situated in the differences between 
authorial and narrative audiences. 

In Phelan’s model, the narrative audience is “an observer position within 
the storyworld that the flesh-and-blood reader assumes” (Experiencing 4). 
The narrative audience “regard[s] the characters and events as real rather than 
invented, and, indeed, they accept the storyworld as real regardless of whether 
it conforms to the actual world” (Phelan, Somebody 16). The authorial 
audience, on the other hand, stands for the author’s ideal reader, a position 
that subsumes within itself the narrative audience. Phelan illustrates his point 
with J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter novels and points out that while the narrative 
audience accepts the existence of wizards, the authorial audience does not 
(Somebody 15). Because of such differences, Phelan notes that the authorial 
audience of fiction has “the double-consciousness that allows it to experience 
the events as real and to retain the tacit knowledge that they are invented” 
(Somebody 16). Since the term double-consciousness is bound to be confusing 
in connection with African American authors,54 I will for the sake of clarity use 
audience double-consciousness when referring to the narratological concept.  

This audience double-consciousness has a central role in Hopkinson’s 
genre subversion. She manipulates the authorial audience’s genre 
expectations past the narrative audience, which is typically unaware of both 
genre and its subversion. While the narrative audience follows the plot 
unaware of genre conventions, the authorial audience is likely to take note 
when the plot, characters, or narrative world does not conform to generic 
expectations, that is, conventions the authorial audience recognizes from the 
genre’s history and traditions. When reading Midnight Robber, generic 
background knowledge or prejudiced science fiction motifs such as white male 
heroes, Standard English-speaking future societies (and aliens), and the 
preference of humans over exotic aliens, are pointed out and challenged by 
Hopkinson’s “designs,” to use Phelan’s term.  

                                                 
53 Broderick goes as far as to claim that “only readers inducted into the sf megatext web or intertext—

only ‘native speakers’ of its grammar—will be competent to retrieve or construct anything like the full 
semiotic density of a given text” (“SF Megatext” n.pag.). 

54 Double consciousness is also W.E.B. Du Bois’s term for the black American experience in a 
dominant white culture (see Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk). 
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Because of the differences between the authorial and narrative audience 
positions, audience double-consciousness can also be understood in terms of 
irony. For genre-literate readers, the mode of reading becomes ironic as 
regards certain themes and events in the narrative when the text evokes genre 
conventions just in order to resist them. Such irony markers are points where 
the work does not conform to expectations that readers have, based on their 
previous experiences of the genre; something the narrator says or a character 
does (or does not do) defies the audience’s expectations of how a “typical” 
science fiction narrative functions. Thus, the butt of Hopkinson’s irony is the 
science fiction megatext. In a manner reminiscent of unreliability, the irony-
evoking passages involve a tacit communication between the author and the 
authorial audience beyond the narrator, characters, and narrative audience, 
who are typically oblivious to what is going on.55  

Hopkinson’s narrative actively encourages a dialogic meeting of the inside 
and the outside, the narrative world and reality, in a way that is similar to 
Delany’s Stars in My Pocket, where the narrator’s asides and Rat Korga’s 
observations of differences between the two worlds in the novel prompt 
readers to pause and think of the state of their own reality and related issues. 
In Midnight Robber, however, the reality evoked by the narrative is the genre 
and its racist conventions. Upon finishing the novel, the flesh-and-blood 
audience, the actual readers, may take this new understanding with them in 
the form of a deepened understanding of their society or changed readings of 
other science fiction narratives.  

The conventions and reading protocols of science fiction are criticized and 
subverted by Hopkinson by using three main strategies. Let me start by 
analyzing the novel’s narration and language. I then move on to Hopkinson’s 
appropriation of technology and naming conventions, and finally I explore the 
postcolonial approach to human/alien relations in the novel. These readings 
will also demonstrate how rhetorical theory can be used to analyze and 
theorize generic critique and change. 

5.3 NARRATION AND LANGUAGE  

Midnight Robber is narrated by a Creole-speaking, almost omniscient 
narrator. The narrator uses more pronounced Creole (Caribbean patois) when 
making a more marked appearance at the beginning and at the end of the 
novel, and at key points in the narrative. A good example is when the narrator 
announces at the start: “Oho. Like it startin, oui? Don’t be frightened, 
sweetness; is for the best. I go be with you the whole time. Trust me and let me 
distract you little bit with one Anansi story” (1). The narrator’s language is less 
distinct during other parts of the narrative, but still pertains many of the 

                                                 
55 However, as we shall see in the next chapter when discussing Nnedi Okorafor’s “The Magical 

Negro,” this is not always the case. 
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Creole features.56 On the last pages of the novel, the narrator reveals itself to 
be a “house eshu” (327), an AI unit present in every home on Toussaint, and 
the narratee is Tan-Tan’s baby, who is born at the end of the novel. With the 
benefit of hindsight, the beginning of the novel reveals that the narrator’s 
motive for telling the story is to distract the baby’s mind from the pain and 
anxiety of being born.  

The fact that the narrator is revealed to be a non-human, technological 
entity has implications for the narrative and its interpretation. Moynagh notes 
that the posthuman narrator emphasizes the synthetic aspect of fiction. She 
claims that “the idea of the narrative as a cybernetic sentient interface has to 
do with how readerly attention is drawn to the science-fictional form (218), 
while Sorensen argues that, with the non-human narrator, Hopkinson 
“challenges her readers to recognize the technological, inhuman character of 
storytelling” (279). These challenges have to be accepted retrospectively, 
however, as the narrator’s posthuman identity is hidden until the end of the 
novel.  

As we already saw in Delany’s use of pronouns in Stars in My Pocket, 
speculative language can play an important role in science fiction by 
manipulating audiences’ perceptions. Furthermore, linguistics as a science has 
sometimes also been a topic of science fiction, with authors creating entire 
languages or speculating on how an alien culture is affected by the limits of its 
language (Nicholls and Langford n. pag.). More often than not, however, 
future human and alien societies tend to speak Standard English. This is either 
because it is covertly assumed that the narrator translates as they relate the 
story, or because there is a universal translating apparatus that allows 
everyone to understand each other—both narrative devices that are, of course, 
essential for the narrative to be understandable for audiences.  

In addition to its communicative purposes, language in contemporary 
science fiction can have a political function, especially in a postcolonial 
context. In Midnight Robber, language is political in two ways. First, the 
possibility of using one’s own language and voice is of great importance for 
one’s identity. Hopkinson mentions in an interview that although Delany is 
“definitely [her] benchmark,” she feels that regarding language, she has 
“perhaps even more in common with Caribbean writers than with Delany. 
When your language has been colonized, you find ways to subvert and 
reconfigure it” (“Caught” 190). Second, the language used by narrators and 
characters in science fiction has implications to the depicted future societies, 
since Standard English inevitably implies that the future society, or the 
narratee and/or authorial audience, consists of a Standard English-speaking—

                                                 
56 The differences in the degree of Creole use and typographical features (the narrator’s direct speech 

addressing the narratee as “you” is in boldface) have led some critics (e.g., Mukherjee and Sorensen) to 
argue that there are at least two separate narrators in the novel, one of which is omniscient. However, 
the omniscient narrator is only omniscient in the part set on Toussaint, the planet where the AI can 
access databanks and is connected to the thoughts of the people living in its household. There, everything 
is focalized through Tan-Tan, in whose blood the Granny Nanny nanomites have survived and are now 
able to communicate to the ‘Nansi Web through the baby. This supports an interpretation that there is 
only one narrator, which adjusts its language to suit its narratee, the baby, as well as readers. 
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and, therefore, most likely Anglo American—population. Furthermore, 
nonstandard language use features in generic change. As Batty points out, the 
non-Standard English used by Hopkinson’s characters and narrators “not only 
challenges the dearth of ethnic voices and identities in speculative fiction, it 
enlarges the possibilities for genre fiction in the future” (“Caught” 21). 
Compared to the usual use of Standard English in science-fictional futures, 
Midnight Robber’s narrator with its use of Caribbean Creole57 can be said to 
function as the “dancing, twining, retrained flesh” in David Findlay’s poem 
quoted above. 

Therefore, Hopkinson’s use of Creole in her novels is in itself a subversive 
act. She relates in an interview how Creoles, arising in a colonial context, are 
“part enforced compliance, part defiance, and a whole lot of creativity” 
(“Making” 102). Elsewhere, Hopkinson describes the language she uses in her 
novels as “a hacked language,” that is, both “an act of referencing history and 
claiming space” (“Code Sliding” n. pag.). Hopkinson’s narrator’s use of Creole 
can also function as “verbal resistance,” a feature that slows down reading and 
makes readers pay more attention to the scene at hand (Mukherjee n. pag.). In 
a novel that, as we shall see, also criticizes genre conventions by naming things 
differently, this is an efficient strategy.  

The narrator’s use of language also raises the question of the authorial 
audience or the implied reader. Who comprises Hopkinson’s authorial 
audience? Brian Richardson discusses the possibility of multiple implied 
readers in postcolonial literature. He notes that:  

Postcolonial writers are often acutely conscious of the implied reader in 
a different way as they address the ideological implications of audience 
construction. In a dialectic informed by concepts of authenticity, 
universality, local respect, and international sales, most authors from 
the former colonies wish to be perceived as writing for an indigenous 
audience but do not wish to needlessly alienate the larger Anglo-, 
Franco-, or Lusophone world. […] Nevertheless, one suspects that few 
successful books fail to address in some substantial way each of these 
different (and even opposed) actual reading communities: the goal of 
postcolonial literature is not usually to create a different, distinct corpus 
but to produce a more knowledgeable and democratic readership. 
(262–263)  

 
The production of “a more knowledgeable and democratic readership” is 
definitely part of Hopkinson’s subversive agenda, even though her 
relationship to the questions of authenticity, universality, and local respect is 
perhaps slightly different because she is writing in North America for a science 
fiction readership. Still, all the aspects Richardson mentions are present, and 
it is obvious that in this sense the implied audience or authorial audience is 

                                                 
57 The right term to use would perhaps be Creoles (in the plural), as the language Hopkinson’s 

narrators and characters use is an amalgam of Trinidadian, Jamaican, and Guyanese dialects. The 
hybridity, Mukherjee points out, “does not restrict [Hopkinson] to one singular nation” (n. pag.). 
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also diverse in Midnight Robber. As was discussed in Chapter 2, the author’s 
negotiation of different readerships can result in a double audience. In 
Hopkinson’s work, however, even if the audience is a diverse one, it is not 
necessarily an actual double authorial audience, but an internally divided, 
double-conscious audience that is aware of the genre’s conventions and 
history, but ready to see them challenged.  

For Hopkinson’s subversive strategy to work, her authorial audience needs 
to be estranged. Therefore, the novel’s narrative audience is purposefully given 
the role of an outsider during some passages of the novel. It is obvious that the 
narrative audience and the narratee know Creole and Caribbean culture, as the 
narrator does not explain them to the narratee or to the narrative audience. A 
very illustrative example is Tan-Tan’s robber queen speech toward the end of 
the novel, where she lists half a dozen female Caribbean real or mythical 
characters that most non-Caribbean readers will not be familiar with (see 
Boyle 188). Nevertheless, even though it may miss several cultural references, 
the authorial audience is provided with most of what it needs to understand 
the novel. For the benefit of the non-Caribbean audience, Hopkinson 
downplays the narrator’s use of Creole in the main chunks of the narrative and 
“maintains a standard orthography” (Tupasela 36).  

The narratee of Midnight Robber is another instance of audience 
estrangement. The identity of the narratee is not revealed until the very end. 
The narrator opening the narrative with soothing words that tell “you” not to 
be frightened can also turn into irony of white readers, who may first read the 
novel as narrated to them, and the potentially frightening can be seen as the 
strangeness of the Creole narration and the subversion of genre conventions. 
This interpretation is strengthened along the way as the novel includes 
passages where the story of Tan-Tan is told to an audience (for example, to 
children in the evening). Thus (albeit incorrectly) interpreted, the beginning 
invites readers to gather round to hear Tan-Tan’s story—and the story of 
subverted science fiction. When the narratee is revealed to be Tan-Tan’s baby 
Tubman, the revelation may feel humbling and slightly embarrassing. It also 
reveals the irony of an initial reading that the narrator would somehow need 
to imply that the subtly subverted narrative ahead is so scary that the audience 
would need reassurance that they will not be left alone when the narrator 
begins to “weave” (3) its story.  

5.4 THE CARIBBEAN STORYWORLD 

The second of Hopkinson’s subversive strategies is the Caribbeanization of her 
narrative worlds. In an interview discussing her strategies of diversification, 
Hopkinson explains that she “began to long to see other cultures, other 
aesthetics, other histories, realities, and bodies represented in force as well” 
(“Correcting” 71-72). Therefore, she goes on to say, “[a] lot of the time, all I’m 
trying to do is put some of my specific ethnocultural touchstones into science 
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fiction and fantasy” (“Correcting” 88). This is obviously Hopkinson’s strategy 
behind Midnight Robber as well. In addition to the Creole spoken by the 
narrator and characters, the alien characters, technology, flora, and fauna are 
named after creatures in Caribbean history and mythology. 

Language is also political in Midnight Robber in the narrative world, as 
Hopkinson’s Toussaint and New Half-Way Tree are populated by Creole-
speaking denizens of the future. However, language is not the only clue of the 
ethnicities of Toussaint’s population. The narrator describes the origin of the 
people of Toussaint as “Taino, Carib, Arawak; African; Asian; Indian: even the 
Euro, though some wasn’t too happy to acknowledge that-there bloodline. All 
the bloods flowing into one river, making a new home on a new planet” (18). 
This passage is also an example of the workings of the ironic relationship 
between the authorial audience and narrative audience of Midnight Robber. 
The ethnicity of Toussaint’s population and the small reluctant addition of “the 
Euro” turns the concept of diversity in Anglo-American science fiction on its 
head; whereas the diversity of the crew of the original Star Trek television 
series, for example, consisted of only two non-white characters (Lt. Uhura and 
Lt. Sulu), in the world of Midnight Robber the situation is the opposite. 
Hopkinson’s narrative world includes only a few “token” white characters, who 
do not play major roles in the narrative. Hopkinson thus performs a maneuver 
similar to Delany’s in Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of Sand, where the 
protagonist remembers seeing a white boy for the first time and later realizes 
that at one point, “perhaps a fifth of the human race had such pale skins” (75). 
While Delany’s readers may read that passage without realizing the subtle 
deconstructive act, in Midnight Robber the Creole spoken by Hopkinson’s 
characters prevents readers from forgetting the characters’ ethnicity. Reading 
the above passage in Midnight Robber, a “Euro” narrative audience is overtly 
appointed to an outsider position when it gets acquainted with the narrative 
world, and those that have previously been excluded are provided with the 
recognition of a future where people like them exist. It is the white readers’ 
turn to experience a future that does not really include or welcome them. While 
the white narrative audience is made to feel like outsiders, the authorial 
audience is aware of what Hopkinson the author is doing, and may take 
pleasure in the reversal and the subtle lesson that “Euro” readers are being 
taught, an awareness which the flesh-and-blood reader can later apply to other 
reading experiences, as well.  

The diverse ethnicity of Toussaint is so obvious and natural that it makes 
the traditionally all-white populations of science-fictional futures look 
embarrassingly homogenous. This is obviously one of the points Hopkinson 
wants to make in her fiction. She points out in an interview: 

The story we tell ourselves in sf community is that in a good world, race 
shouldn't matter. Unfortunately, in our fiction we tend to portray this 
as though race doesn't exist. Or rather, as though only one race/culture 
exists; white and Western. It still tends to be assumed to be “normal,” 
the state that everyone would revert to if all things were equal. Less and 
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less can writers make that assumption, however. For one thing, more of 
us are coming from other communities and writing from those 
experiences. (“Caught” 185–186) 

 
In Midnight Robber, it is virtually impossible to “revert” to white and Western 
as the normal, because Hopkinson’s narrative worlds are linguistically and 
culturally distinct. The Caribbeanness of Hopkinson’s narrative worlds is so 
thorough that Collier describes them as “future, displaced Caribbean” (453).  

In addition to the diversity of the narrative world, the mythology and 
cultural references of the societies of Midnight Robber are not evolved from 
an Anglocentric setting either. Rather, they are a continuation of Afro-
Caribbean cultures. The inhabitants of Toussaint have not forgotten where 
they came from, nor have they given up their traditions—although they have, 
of course, adapted to the new situation. For instance, Jonkanoo, a street 
carnival of West Afro-Caribbean origin, is still celebrated on Toussaint. During 
Jonkanoo, “all of Toussaint would celebrate the landing of the Marryshow 
Corporation nation ships that had brought their ancestors to this planet two 
centuries before” (18). Tan-Tan, a small girl at the time, receives a starship-
shaped Jonkanoo hat as a gift from their gardener, who describes the meaning 
of the celebration to Tan-Tan and her nurse when he puts the hat on the girl’s 
head:  

This is the right way to play Jonkanoo, the old-time way. Long time, that 
hat woulda be make in the shape of a sea ship, not a rocket ship, and 
them black people inside woulda been lying pack-up head to toe in they 
own shit, with chains round them ankles. Let the child remember how 
black people make this crossing as free people this time. (21)  

 
The fact that the Toussaintians have adapted their old traditions to the new 
world has been read by some critics as parodic. M. Irene Morrison argues that 
the carnival character Midnight Robber is, on Toussaint, “reduced to a joke,” 
which is proof of the Toussaintians’ “loss of a revolutionary mindset” (168). 
Eric D. Smith sees the Caribbean heritage as “co-opted and banalized” when it 
is adapted on Toussaint in order to create a utopian society where history is 
“thoroughly evacuated and safely sublimated” (140). Although I do not agree 
with Morrison’s argument or Smith’s claim of banalization—unless all cultural 
adaptations in science fiction are in a way seen as banalized forms of the 
original—Smith is right in the sense that, on Toussaint, history is seen as an 
unpleasant memory of “downpression and botheration” (Midnight Robber 
18). But what Smith calls safe sublimation of history can also be read as an 
Afrofuturist subversion: the “Euro” do not seem to have a role in Hopkinson’s 
future society’s cultural heritage, and with the “thorough evacuation,” their 
importance in history is fading as well.  

Also fading is the role of Western technology: Hopkinson has replaced the 
Western mythology that is in the background of much modern science fiction 
with Caribbean myths and references. As Hopkinson notes in an interview: “So 
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many of our stories about technology and our paradigms for it refer to Greek 
and Roman myth and language ... I wondered what technologies a largely 
African diasporic culture might build, what stories its people might tell itself 
about technology” (qtd. in Reid, “Nalo Hopkinson” 107–108). In science 
fiction as well as in reality, new technology like spaceships have often been 
named “Apollo” or “Columbus,” but not in Hopkinson’s futures: in Midnight 
Robber the subversion of genre involves giving an Afro-Caribbean twist to 
such naming conventions. Granny Nanny, the artificial intelligence virtually 
running the whole world of Toussaint, is named after the legendary Jamaican 
maroon leader. However, as Boyle notes, the name can also evoke “the 
corpulent caricature of the slave mammy” (180). This ambivalence is visible in 
critics’ readings of Hopkinson’s Granny Nanny and the house eshu, but most 
seem to agree that Hopkinson’s technology questions and critiques the 
science-fictional stock trope of artificial intelligence. Morrison demonstrates 
how Hopkinson’s AI “positively explodes” the “problematic racializations of 
AI” present in much of science fiction, and the eshu as “a familial, domestic AI 
[is] not the dangerous, evil slave figure suited to be the nemesis of the white 
male savior of mainstream cyberpunk” (Morrison 166). Hopkinson, in other 
words, makes the racialization of technological tropes visible and transforms 
them with the help of an Afro-Caribbean figure.  

By appropriating science-fictional technology, Hopkinson takes heed of 
Delany’s claim that the technology used to signal “Girls, keep out. Blacks and 
Hispanics and the poor in general, go away!” (qtd. in Dery 188). Technology 
can be Caribbean as well. Nevertheless, unease about the combination of 
Caribbean culture and technology is alive in scholarship, as Perillo 
demonstrates. Perillo usefully sums up the scholarly discussions of technology 
in Midnight Robber and how readings tend to “vacillate between celebratory 
and condemnatory views of Toussaint and its ‘Nansi Web” (8).58 However, she 
also points out the risks involved in studies that consider Caribbean culture 
and science-fictional technology as separate, arguing that “such readings posit 
black/white, culture/technology binaries in which blackness and/or 
Caribbeanness constitute the realm of ‘culture,’ while ‘technology’ is primarily 
associated with whiteness” (2). Perillo herself draws on Édouard Glissant’s 
distinction between science of conquest and science of inquiry—a demarcation 
between two “agendas” that science can be in service of: “emergent digital 
technologies [can be presented] either as beneficent and democratizing or as 
part and parcel of Euro-American imperialism” (3-4). This is an apt 
description of the ambivalent roles technology plays in Midnight Robber: it 
has made life easy, but in the background lurks the knowledge that the price 
for this safely tamed world has been paid by the planet’s indigenous people, 
flora, and fauna. It is not a coincidence that the opinions about the role of 
science in Hopkinson’s novel vacillate, as the ambivalence is something that 
builds up as the novel progresses. Toussaint and its technology are first 

                                                 
58 For more thorough investigations of the utopian or dystopian associations of technology, see for 

example Tupasela, Reid, and Perillo. 
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presented as utopian, but the colonialist implications are hinted at and then 
revealed more explicitly in the second part of the novel. For example, 
Hopkinson has her narrator first describe the colonization of Toussaint as the 
“Earth Engine […] plunging into the womb of soil to impregnate the planet 
with the seed of Granny Nanny” (2). Later, as Jessica Langer (65) points out, 
the description is echoed in Tan-Tan’s words to her douen friend about how 
her father raped her: “He rape me […] He was forever trying to plant me, like 
I was his soil to harvest” (260). Readers are given a new perspective on the 
question of technology and utopia later on, when the narrative reflects itself in 
mirroring metaphors: first, terraforming is described as impregnating (soil as 
womb); in the latter example, rape is described as planting seed (womb as 
soil). Such mirror images abound in Midnight Robber.  

In a similar game of dark mirrors, the anticolonial move of appropriating 
technology gets more complicated when the same principle of naming new 
things is applied to the people, flora, and fauna of the new world. Afro-
Caribbean cultural references as the basis of naming Toussaint’s and New 
Half-Way Tree’s flora, fauna, and technology appropriate conventions of the 
Western science fiction tradition. On the other hand, they demonstrate a 
colonialist attitude when Toussaintians name the inhabitants, plants, and 
animals of New Half-Way Tree according to the same principle. For instance, 
the humans have named the native people of New Half-Way Tree the douen 
after the creature in Caribbean mythology, because the feet of the New Half-
Way Tree’s inhabitants remind of those of the mythical douen. The human 
characters are never interested in finding out what the douen call themselves; 
as a result, neither do readers. As we shall see, however, holding back 
information is a douen strategy as well: when Antonio questions Chichibud, 
the douen they encounter first, about why he calls himself “douen,” Chichibud 
answers simply: “Allyou call we so. Is we legs” (95). 

The cognitive estrangement of a non-Caribbean audience is enhanced by 
what I have elsewhere (Väätänen, “Educating”) called the alien narrator, a 
narrator inhabiting the narrative world that is alien to the audience. If the 
narratee is located in the same future or the same universe as this narrator, 
there is no need to explain alien customs, unfamiliar words, technologies, and 
concepts to the audience, and the audience is left to their own devices in 
figuring them out. In science fiction, this decoding is even harder than in 
mainstream fiction because of the amount of neologisms that are “a feature 
that marks [science fiction] out from other genres” (Stockwell 117). In 
speculative fiction taking place not just on a fictional planet but also outside 
the readers’ culture, the effort becomes double as readers should be able to 
differentiate between neologisms and concepts that are strange to them but 
would be known to readers of that culture. While it often does not matter for 
the understanding of the plot of Midnight Robber whether, for instance, a 
certain food is a traditional Caribbean treat or something the locals have 
adapted from the indigenous people of that planet, the implications for 
interpreting the narrative can be significant; the human characters can be seen 
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either as clinging to their cultural heritage or being open to influences in the 
new world. For example, Tupasela points out that the fact that the company 
that built the nation ships is called “Marryshow Corporation” “signals that the 
colonization of these worlds has been a pan-Caribbean project, and the worlds 
have been colonized by a mix of people from the Caribbean as a whole,” since 
Theophilus Albert Marryshow, after whom the company is obviously named, 
was a “proponent of Caribbean Federalism” (34). Furthermore, Smith notes 
how the fact that the douen are named by the humans after a “goblin spirit” of 
a child forms part of “the infantilizing techniques of colonial discourse” (146 
n.9). Some of these references are explained later in the novel, but some—like 
the Marryshow allusion—never are, and their implications may well be lost on 
Western readers not versed in Caribbean history and politics. When 
Hopkinson in fact includes some explanations, as Collier (448) notes, it is 
often after a significant delay. 

Whereas Delany used this technique to expose readers’ dependence on and 
prejudices concerning gender and sexuality, Hopkinson’s narrator poignantly 
reveals to the average white “Euro” reader their unfamiliarity with things Afro-
Caribbean, as much of that tradition may be as alien to them as fictional 
technologies and cultures on other planets (see also Batty 28). The novel can 
surely be read and enjoyed without knowing whether a “douen” or 
“Marryshow,” are neologisms invented by Hopkinson or references to 
something outside of the white audience’s knowledge, but the reading 
experience is bound to be diminished if the layers of mythmaking in the novel 
are not recognized. Furthermore, the text implies on many occasions that 
there is more to some terms than meets the eye, which can pique readers’ 
curiosity and is bound to foreground the audience’s potential ignorance of 
things Afro-Caribbean. 

5.5 HUMAN-ALIEN ENCOUNTERS IN A 
MULTICULTURAL FUTURE  

The third subversive strategy in Midnight Robber occurs on the plot level in 
the human-alien relations. Subversive alien encounters are present in both 
Delany’s and Butler’s fiction, but they are more explicitly critical of the genre’s 
traditions in Midnight Robber. Unlike Butler’s fiction discussed in Chapter 3, 
Hopkinson’s novel specifically conforms to a postcolonial reading but gives it 
a twist. The human-douen relationship in Midnight Robber is developed to 
criticize and subvert alien encounter tropes of science fiction, especially the 
white savior and noble savage stereotypes. The relationship is simultaneously 
similar enough to evoke comparisons and different enough to critique and 
frustrate generic expectations. Both stereotypes are intertwined with 
Hopkinson’s strategy to empower her native people, even though they are 
treated as colonial subjects by the human characters. However, the douen do 
have ways of resisting, and they are not at the mercy of the humans.  
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Human-alien relations in this novel are also connected to the concept of 
utopia, albeit in a rather startling way: the almost utopian Toussaint has a dark 
secret of genocide and extinction, the full implications of which are only 
revealed relatively late in the novel. Regarding alien encounters, Toussaint and 
its mirror image New Half-Way Tree differ from each other dramatically, 
albeit they are by no means each other’s opposites. Sorensen aptly describes 
the worlds through the metaphor of dub, a reggae term, pointing out that “the 
original recording and the dub version are not autonomous. The version 
fragments the original and the original always lurks among the echoes and 
reverberations of the version” (268). This is implied, for example, in the “seed” 
metaphor discussed above but also more clearly in the way the douen genocide 
on Toussaint is revealed to readers.  

Even though Toussaint is in many ways presented as a utopian society in 
the novel, the idea becomes highly suspect when considering that the arrival 
of humans with their all-encompassing AI has meant the genocide of the 
douen and the destruction or domestication of all indigenous flora and fauna. 
This is revealed “dubwise,” to borrow Sorensen’s expression: the fate of the 
douen on Toussaint is by no means made explicit in the narrative, but it “lurks 
among the echoes and reverberations of the version.” When readers first 
encounter this information about the douens’ demise, it is not mentioned that 
the douen are or were a sentient species.59 While still on Toussaint, the AI 
interface eshu is telling Tan-Tan about “the animals that used to live on 
Toussaint before human people came and made it their own. […] I mean the 
indigenous fauna: the mako-jumbie-them, the douen” (32). While the eshu 
readily describes the domestication and “gene-sculpting” of the enormous 
mako-jumbie bird, it hesitates when Tan-Tan asks what happened to the 
douen: 

“Searching…” the eshu whispered quietly. Usually it could get 
information instantly from the web data banks. “I don’t know plenty 
about them, young Mistress, it said finally. “Indigenous fauna, now 
extinct.” 
“Extinct?” 
“No longer in this existence.” 
“Why, eshu?” 
“To make Toussaint safe for people from the nation ships.”  
“Oh.” 
(Midnight Robber 33) 

 

The difference between the giant bird and the douen is clearly significant, but 
readers do not yet know why this is the case, because the douen are at this 
point only described as “indigenous fauna.” It is only when Tan-Tan and 
readers encounter douen on New Half-Way Tree that it is possible to realize 

                                                 
59 Of course, in many ways it should not make a difference whether a species destroyed by 

colonialists was sentient or not. 
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what the eshu’s hesitation or genuine difficulty in obtaining information 
entailed. The delay in presenting the information—and the sparsity of it—
suggests that the fate of the douen is kept secret (Tupasela 50) or that the eshu 
is struggling to explain a concept like genocide to a small child. 

The connection between genocide and utopia is a logical one, however. 
Joan Gordon adopts Michael Ignatieff’s insight that genocide and utopia are 
linked because, as Ignatieff puts it, “What could be more like paradise on earth 
than to live in a community without enemies?” (qtd. in Gordon 205). Gordon 
claims, “In novels of alien contact, as in the history of colonization, the first 
impulse of human confrontation with the alien, the Other, is to annihilate it” 
(205). This can be done by absorbing or by “expulsion and killing” (205). In 
Toussaint, the latter occurs, but for New Half-Way Tree the situation is more 
complicated, as I shall demonstrate below. Associating utopia with genocide 
also foregrounds the relativity of utopian impulses: one people’s utopia is the 
other’s dystopia, if not genocide. Therefore, when comparing the two narrative 
worlds in Midnight Robber, which one is a “shadow” version of the other 
depends on one’s point of view. Eric Smith suggests that New Half-Way Tree 
is “the political unconscious of Toussaint” (146). And, as is often the case, the 
unconscious proves more fascinating. With its human toil and struggle, and 
encounters between humans and douens, New Half-Way Tree makes up the 
bulk of the novel, even though the main narrative thread is the story of Tan-
Tan growing up.  

Whereas on the human-only Toussaint humans and their technology are in 
control of the environment, on New Half-Way Tree the tables are turned since, 
stripped of their technology, humans are rather out of their depth. Arriving 
alone or in pairs, they are confused and afraid, lacking the basic skills to 
survive in the wilderness. The native douen, on the other hand, know their 
environment and use it to their advantage. When Tan-Tan and Antonio arrive 
on New Half-Way Tree after a disorienting and nauseating transfer in a 
transport pod, they meet Chichibud, the douen who has detected their arrival 
and is there to trade “a safe passage through the bush” (92) in exchange for 
human artifacts that the exiles may have brought with them. 

The douen are described in the novel through Tan-Tan’s point of view, as 
the part of the novel where Tan-Tan and Antonio first meet Chichibud is 
focalized through Tan-Tan. Consequently, the description of the douen and 
their relationship with human inhabitants of New Half-Way Tree are 
presented from a rather naïve perspective and readers have to infer a lot from 
dialogues between human and alien characters. When Tan-Tan sees 
Chichibud for the first time, she finds him “someone strange,” a “creature” 
whose “head was shaped funny; long and narrow like a bird’s,” making it “ugly 
for so!” (92). She tries to ask the eshu about the creature but does not get an 
answer, as the eshu cannot reach her in New Half-Way Tree. Thus, the 
narrative’s focalization through Tan-Tan is more restricted in the sense that 
from this moment on in the narrative, there is nobody to explain things to Tan-
Tan—and thus to readers. On the other hand, as Smith argues, “The absence 
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of—or liberation from—her eshu forces Tan-Tan to reconsider both the 
authoritative narratives she has been told and the values they both manifest 
and obscure” (147). 

When Tan-Tan realizes that the short creature with knees bending 
“backwards” is called “douen,” she immediately remembers the douen stories 
her nurse had told her about the creatures “who came back from the dead as 
jumbies with their heads on backwards” (93), and understandably she 
becomes more wary of Chichibud. Sorensen points out that the creatures of 
New Half-Way Tree represent “fears and fantasies that may be projected onto 
the imagined future” (278), and Tan-Tan’s reaction to Chichibud, once she has 
made the connection between the two creatures called douen, one real and one 
mythical, demonstrates that these projections are not without consequence.60 
Soon Tan-Tan decides that the “small person” is not a “dead child,” after all, 
and begins to trust him—unlike Antonio, who retains his suspicious, hostile 
attitude throughout the novel.  

Regardless of how the human characters see Chichibud, the alien other, the 
narrative presents the douen as the one in control of the situation but not 
frightening, as he is at times quirky and even funny in his alienness, making 
Tan-Tan giggle by his antics. As Irene Morrison has noted, “The douen adhere 
to the mainstream science-fictional trope of indigenes as Alien Others; 
however, Hopkinson’s Afrofuturist appropriation of this trope deliberately 
leaves behind the trope of the noble savage or the idea that they are a race who 
will vanish in their primitive stage” (167). The key passage contributing to the 
appropriation is Tan-Tan and Antonio’s first encounter with Chichibud. The 
scene evokes the noble savage stereotype but almost immediately shows that 
it is untenable. As readers, we see Antonio, who was completely unprepared 
for the trans-dimensional journey, offering Chichibud a pen as a payment for 
taking them safely to a human settlement. Chichibud, however, dismisses his 
meager offer: “Country booky come to town you think I is? Used to sweet we 
long time ago, when oonuh tallpeople give we pen and bead necklace. […] 
Something more useful, Mister” (93). Chichibud knows the worth of his trade. 
The irony in this encounter, of course, is that Antonio himself is from a 
settlement populated by descendants of people who were cheated off their 
lands with bead necklaces and other trinkets.  

The irony of the setting should not be lost on most readers. Michelle Reid 
points out “how a once-colonized people can themselves be blinded to the 
assumptions and oppressions of colonialism” and treat the indigenous people 
“like slaves and animals” (“Nalo Hopkinson” 108). Tupasela, however, sees a 
connection between history and the fictional present, claiming that “[t]he 
configuration of the novel not only allows Hopkinson to question racist 
attitudes in general, but also to highlight the perpetuation of racist attitudes in 
the descendants of victims of racism” (52). Perhaps understandably, the 

                                                 
60  It becomes quite clear that the douen are not a threat to humans, even though the eshu told Tan-

Tan that they had been eradicated on Toussaint to make it safe for humans. Whether their accidental 
likeness to a malevolent spirit has prejudiced the AI against them is left for readers to decide.  
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human-alien relations in Midnight Robber do not produce such allegorical 
readings as did Butler’s trilogy and “Bloodchild,” even if Reid notes a similarity 
in the way the human characters treat the alien. When those with an upper 
hand are themselves non-European and non-white, an allegorical conclusion 
becomes harder to draw. Therefore, in terms of the risk of reproducing the 
power settings in readings of “Bloodchild,” Hopkinson’s human/alien 
relations in Midnight Robber are doubly efficient: her novel rejects the 
allegorical interpretation of the aliens but refuses to victimize them, as they 
have their own survival strategies. 

When Tan-Tan and Antonio arrive at the village of Junjuh with Chichibud 
and meet other humans, it is evident that the human characters treat the 
douen like “slaves and animals” (Reid, “Nalo Hopkinson” 108), and the douen 
are “exploited for their labor” (Perillo 14). This reading is certainly supported 
in the novel. When coming to greet Chichibud, the other douen working in the 
village’s gardens first “glanc[e] back at the houses to see if the humans would 
notice and stop them” (124). This implies that the relationship between the 
humans and the douen is an exploitative, colonialist one. This is not the whole 
truth, however. While the humans consider the douen inferior, untrustworthy, 
and “like children” (128), the douen make fun of the humans and their 
prejudices. When a man called One-Eye tells Antonio that nobody has ever 
seen a female douen, one of the douen has an explanation ready: “‘Them ‘fraid 
oonuh too bad,’ one of the douen said, arching a reptilian head towards One-
Eye. ‘Them tell we allyou ugly like duppy.’ And he laughed shu-shu, covering 
one eye with his hand to imitate the man he was speaking to” (128). 
Furthermore, when One-Eye tells Tan-Tan’s father Antonio that the douen 
need to be watched constantly because “[t]hem like children,” Chichibud does 
not say anything. Instead, he takes “his sharp bush knife from his waist and 
start[s] cleaning in between his fangs-them with it” (128)—a gesture that can 
signify either indifference or threat, or both. These scenes imply that while the 
human inhabitants of Junjuh try to subjugate the douen, the douen are not 
helpless and they do not let the humans’ way of seeing them define them. 

Later in the novel, it is revealed that the douen are secretly keeping up with 
human technology and getting ready to fight back if and when it becomes 
unavoidable, all the while “maintain[ing] an air of subservience to the human 
population in order to access to human knowledge and crafts to complement 
their own” (Tupasela 55). Tan-Tan also learns that humans have seen female 
douen after all; they just not did not realize what the “packbirds” the male 
douen often had with them actually were. The douen manage to keep their way 
of life mostly a secret from the humans as they control how much they let the 
humans know about them. Not that the humans would be interested in 
knowing more about them, they are content to stay ignorant as long as the 
douen do their work for them. In colonialist ideology, “the white man’s 
burden” included “civilizing” the indigenous peoples and controlling them 
through sharing and denying information. In Midnight Robber, however, the 
situation is clearly the opposite: the douen share what they see fit and keep 
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those secrets that they want to keep, while the humans remain ignorant, 
thinking that the douen are “simple people who never thought to advance 
themselves any further” (139).  

These elements of the plot very likely evoke but simultaneously subvert the 
stock convention of the “noble savage” aliens, benevolent but helpless in the 
face of the technologically advanced humans. Later on, there is another stock 
convention, the white savior. The native people are saved by a white hero, who 
sees how unjustly the natives are treated and changes sides, betraying his own 
people (as in, e.g., the movie Avatar). In Midnight Robber, this expectation is 
frustrated by Tan-Tan who, betrayed by her father and her own people, and 
saved by the “natives,” only causes the douen trouble instead of saving them. 
The douen know their land and Tan-Tan is clearly out of her comfort zone in 
the forest. By making the plotline similar enough to the conventional plot, the 
white savior convention is critiqued and subverted through the authorial 
audience’s knowledge of the genre. In other words, while the narrative 
audience is immersed in the story and hopes for Tan-Tan to survive her 
ordeals, the authorial audience has its generic expectations and becomes 
conscious of them when the narrative is similar enough to the conventional 
plot but in the end goes in a different direction. As Morrison remarks, 
“Hopkinson is not interested in giving the Douen a white savior” (168). They 
do not need one, as they are presented by Hopkinson as a people who have 
their own survival strategies. Even in a moment of crisis, when Tan-Tan 
accidentally leads humans to the douens’ home tree and endangers them, the 
douens take control of the situation by felling and disposing of their giant tree 
dwelling and moving deeper into the forest, leaving Tan-Tan behind.  

The douens’ decision not to take Tan-Tan with them as they move on is 
another example of a passage where audience double-consciousness is 
highlighted and connected to the ethics of the telling. When the douen leave 
Tan-Tan behind, the narrative audience is very likely shocked to see a 
traumatized pregnant teenager (however capable she is at this point to look 
after herself) left to her own devices in the jungle. This leaves the ethics of the 
telling severely compromised, because Hopkinson presents the douens’ 
decision as completely acceptable. The authorial audience, however, 
recognizes the white savior stereotype that is resisted by the narrative. Without 
the authorial audience’s recognition of the stereotype and its subversion, the 
flesh-and-blood reader is likely to judge the ethics of the telling on 
Hopkinson’s part as flawed. Therefore, Hopkinson’s novel demonstrates how 
the aesthetics of a genre can have deep ethical reverberations that depend on 
the authorial audience recognizing generic conventions. Readings by critics 
cited in this chapter testify that readers do recognize those conventions and 
often make their ethical judgments based on that recognition instead of the 
judgments of the narrative’s mimetic dimension. Therefore, this audience 
double-consciousness is the key to generic change; rather than only changing 
the science fiction megatext by adding her own take on the alien encounter 
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parabola, Hopkinson’s novel encourages readers to view the genre’s traditions 
critically. 

5.6 CONCLUDING REMARKS  

As discussed above, Hopkinson’s subversion of generic conventions has ethical 
implications when those conventions are understood to be harmful and 
outdated, and critical readings almost unanimously recognize it and laud the 
author. There is another ethical side to readings of Hopkinson’s work, 
however: that of classifications. Because of the perceived transgression, her 
work can “fall between […] institutional cracks” of academia and be ignored by 
scholars (Batty 23). On the other hand, the way her work is categorized has 
implications for the subversion of science fiction. The question is especially 
pronounced in scholarly analyses of the narrative world of Midnight Robber, 
its technology and culture. Critics’ readings vary along the lines of whether she 
is, as it were, using science fiction to enliven her Caribbean fiction, or using 
Caribbean cultural references to spice up her science fiction.  

At the Caribbean end of the spectrum is Collier, for whom the narrative 
worlds of Midnight Robber are not significantly different from a Caribbean 
setting, but a “future, displaced Caribbean that can serve to explore socio-
ethical ideas that are relevant to the character of present-day Caribbean 
societies” (453). While definitely true, Collier’s definition foregrounds the 
Caribbean aspects of the novel and downplays the science-fictional context, to 
the extent of arguing that Hopkinson’s focus is not science-fictional. Collier 
claims that Hopkinson does not “explore [the science-fictional elements] as 
such, in a sense of working out forms of technological ‘originality,’” but the 
science fiction elements of Midnight Robber are “drawn from earlier science 
fiction which itself may have provided great elaboration of, and granted 
centrality to, the devices and processes involved” (Collier 453). While the way 
Collier presents his argument implies that Hopkinson’s use of earlier science 
fiction weakens her adherence to the genre because she is not inventing 
technologies of her own, I have argued in this chapter that from the point of 
genre the situation is exactly the opposite: “drawing from earlier science 
fiction” and renaming the technologies is exactly what makes Hopkinson’s 
work such a subversive contribution to the genre. Subversion cannot work if 
audiences do not recognize the link to what is being critiqued. At the other end 
of the spectrum, for example, is Perillo, who sees Midnight Robber first and 
foremost as science fiction.  

The separation of the Caribbean elements and science fiction by Collier and 
others suggests that the two aspects in her fiction are not seen to be easily 
combined, and criticism focusing on the science-fictional elements tends to 
perceive her fiction as a hybrid. Defining Hopkinson’s work as a hybrid, 
however, can undermine her works’ subversive potential. As McDonald points 
out, the  
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understandable focus on generic hybridity has some politically charged 
consequences, and that there are troubling, if subtle, assumptions 
undergirding the way scholarship has regarded Hopkinson’s writing. 
Such scholarship generally refuses to see her texts as residing squarely 
in the realm of science fiction, and reads them instead as hybrid forms 
of science fiction. (n. pag.)  

 
In a similar vein, Perillo points out that in this division of what is Caribbean 
and what is science-fictional technology reside “the pitfalls of […] binary 
thinking” that blackness and technology are not compatible (2).61 Hence, the 
genre is prevented “from becoming more epistemologically varied; this means 
that, for example, white, Western worldviews continue to predominate 
ideologically in science fiction” (McDonald n. pag.). In other words, is a genre-
defining, ideological choice whether Hopkinson is seen as a “bricoleuse who 
gathers sci-fi elements and achieves cohesion not via a sci-fi vision but via a 
Caribbean ethnocultural dynamic” (Collier 453) or as a science fiction author 
putting her own “ethnocultural touchstones” in the genre (Hopkinson, 
“Correcting” 88).  

However, it is important not to forget the Caribbean aspects of Midnight 
Robber when discussing how Hopkinson’s novels aim to transform the genre. 
Hopkinson is aiming for a more inclusive genre by expanding the cultural 
background of science fiction megatext, renewing and diversifying the 
mythology. By now it should be obvious that what Delany’s, Butler’s 
(“Bloodchild”), and Hopkinson’s worlds have in common is that their human 
populations of the future often consist mainly of people of color. Why is it, 
then, that Hopkinson’s future worlds are read as more subversive? The most 
likely explanation lies in her narrative strategy. Delany mostly keeps elements 
of race understated but offers clues to the fact that his future society is mostly 
black, thus allowing for readers to interpret the passages otherwise (as 
discussed in Chapters 2 and 3). In Hopkinson’s Afrofuturist societies, on the 
other hand, the narrator’s and characters’ Creole never lets the reader revert 
back to the “normal” mode of “white and Western,” as Hopkinson has 
described typical science fiction narrative worlds. In other words, Hopkinson’s 
novel works by overriding the Western colonialist mythology with a Caribbean 
one, and it does so in dialogue with the genre’s prejudices and colonialist 
legacy. Such aspects contribute to an Afrofuturist transformation of the genre: 
the Western world and its inhabitants become obsolete—just as black people 
and their culture were in science fiction before Delany. The efficacy of 
Midnight Robber, however, lies not in the absence of the Western people alone 
but the fact that the genre’s history and conventions are targeted at the 
authorial audience, making that absence tangible at regular intervals.  

                                                 
61 Perillo references Mark Bould’s and Alondra Nelson’s arguments about the tendencies to 

understand “technologically driven chronicles of progress” and blackness as opposites (Nelson, qtd. in 
Bould “The Ships” 181). 
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All in all, Hopkinson’s novel becomes a declaration of independence from 
the Eurocentric tradition and performs a reversal of what Isiah Lavender calls 
the “blackground” of science fiction (6–8). Blackground here refers to the 
notion that African Americans have always had a marginalized presence in the 
genre, or rather a significant absence, appearing instead as allegories in the 
guise of monsters and aliens. While Hopkinson foregrounds the blackground, 
her Afro-Caribbean narrative worlds, their population, and their cultural 
references turn the white and European tradition of science fiction into a 
background for a more expansive kind of writing, to develop Lavender’s line 
of thought. Hopkinson’s white “Euro” characters (as well as readers) and 
Eurocentric history thus become a “whiteground,” a background against which 
Hopkinson’s narrative gains its subversive quality.  

Subversive strategies require an audience that is familiar with a genre that 
used to be unwelcoming to anyone but an Anglo American readership. 
Hopkinson comments on the traditions of classic science fiction by twisting 
aspects of them in her novel. She includes a non-human narrator that does not 
speak Standard English but Caribbean Creole, and populates her narrative 
worlds with people of Afro-Caribbean descent, who name their technology as 
well as the flora and fauna in the alien world with references to Caribbean 
culture. Finally, she problematizes alien encounter narratives by having her 
human characters behave like colonialists while her indigenous aliens resist 
subordination. This “close enough but significantly not quite” quality of her 
novel is evident in critical readings: many scholarly readers recognize what 
Hopkinson does differently, even if they use the recognition for other kinds of 
readings than mine here. The same transgression is also significant as regards 
genre definitions. If some aspects of Midnight Robber fit inside the definition 
of traditional science fiction and others do not, the scholarly interpretation 
may be not to stretch the mold but to deem the work as a hybrid. In this case, 
the science fiction megatext remains unchanged and some of the subversive 
quality is lost. 

In this chapter, I have suggested that in terms of rhetorical poetics, the 
mismatch between generic expectations and Midnight Robber is realized in an 
ironic relation between the experiences of the narrative audience and the 
authorial audience. The narrative audience does not perceive that anything is 
amiss but follows the characters’ actions and sees the events unfold, while the 
authorial audience is aware of generic conventions and grasps Hopkinson’s 
critique of them. At key points in the narrative, the text invokes conflicting 
ethical judgments: the narrative audience may find the characters’ actions or 
something else in the narrative world as slightly offensive or unethical, but the 
authorial audience recognizes the purpose of the telling as subversion of racist 
genre conventions. The ethics of the telling remain sound if the authorial 
audience recognizes genre and its traditions as one of the themes of the novel 
and generic subversion as one of its purposes.  

When genre is not seen as just one of the aesthetic factors of a text but an 
ideological, even political theme, the vagueness regarding genre in rhetorical 
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poetics is highlighted. The theoretical understanding of genre transformation 
which I have formulated in this chapter begins to build a bridge across a gap 
in rhetorical poetics and its dealing with genre. While one of the central tenets 
in rhetorical poetics is proceeding from the inside out, we also need to figure 
out a way to bring the outside in when factors external to the text impinge on 
the structure of the narrative. I have suggested in this chapter that at least in 
situations where genre is in focus, like it is in Hopkinson’s Midnight Robber, 
it should be understood as a theme in the text, even if an elusive one that is 
hidden from the narrative audience (but not always, as we shall see in the next 
chapter). I have also argued for situating genre more firmly in the knowledge 
of the authorial audience and the flesh-and-blood readers. Such explicitness 
is, I would claim, necessary for the usefulness of rhetorical theory for genre 
literature, although much remains to be done to better combine genre studies 
and rhetorical poetics. 

Next, let us have a look at what happens when bold stereotypes and 
metafiction are added into the blend of genre subversion in Nnedi Okorafor’s 
short story “Magical Negro” and Violet Allen’s “The Venus Effect.” 
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6 A NEW GENERATION: METAFICTION, 
STEREOTYPES, AND AUTHENTICITY 

6.1 OKORAFOR, ALLEN, AND CONTROVERSIES IN THE 
GENRE COMMUNITY 

As we saw in the two previous chapters, Hopkinson’s and Butler’s novels can 
fruitfully be situated within the context of the postcolonial, and their critique 
of the genre is in dialogue with the colonialist aspects of science fiction 
traditions. Yet, with new writers and a new millennium, science fiction seems 
to be ripe for more direct criticism. In this chapter, I first analyze two 
contemporary short stories: Nnedi Okorafor’s “The Magical Negro” (2004) 
and Violet Allen’s “The Venus Effect” (2015), focusing on their use of 
metafiction and humor in their openly critical relationship with the genre. 
Whereas Delany’s, Butler’s, and Hopkinson’s transformations of the genre and 
their critiques of it were rather exclusively directed at the written genre of 
science fiction, Okorafor and Allen target wider and longer traditions, from 
Norse mythology to science-fictional elements in popular culture in general. 

The beginning of the twenty-first century was a time of more open, at times 
heated, discussions about race and racism in the science fiction and fantasy 
communities. Fan communities and societies were founded and more and 
more black science fiction writers and artists emerged. Articles and book-
length studies about race in the genre were published and, as the number of 
writers of color quickly grew, scholarly articles concerning the work of other 
African American authors than Delany and Butler boomed. In fact, even the 
general public’s knowledge about science fiction by African American authors 
increased and the presence of black fandom was evident. For the genre 
community’s awareness of race and racism, the defining moments of the 
decade and a half since the publication of Midnight Robber were most likely 
RaceFail ’09 and the Sad and Rabid Puppies. RaceFail ’09 was an online 
exchange that began in 2009, and it brought into the limelight race and racism 
in the genre as well as in society. As so often in online discussions, the tone 
was not always very polite and arguments sometimes not carefully thought 
through: the “fail” part of the name of the exchange derives from the fact that 
“a number of well-known or influential personalities in the field said things 
that revealed problematic assumptions/thinking about people of color, or race 
issues in general” (Jemisin, “Why I Think” n. pag.). But as Jemisin notes, the 
discussions were long overdue and, in the end, resulted in heightened 
awareness in the field.  

However, there was a backlash when, in 2014–2016, two groups of 
conservative, right-wing, mostly white male authors and fans, calling 
themselves the Sad Puppies and Rabid Puppies claimed that the kind of 
science fiction they wanted to read was being ignored by the Hugo Awards, the 
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prestigious science fiction awards voted on by the participants of World 
Science Fiction Convention. Some inkling of what kind of science fiction they 
thought should be voted for can be found in, for example, a blog entry of Brad 
Torgersen, the Sad Puppies campaign organizer: “a rousing space adventure 
featuring starships and distant, amazing worlds,” “a rousing fantasy epic with 
broad-chested heroes who slay monsters, and run off with beautiful women,” 
or “[b]attle-armored interstellar jump troops shooting up alien invaders” (n. 
pag.). Clearly, the space opera Torgersen and the Puppies pine for is exactly 
the kind of tradition that the writers discussed in this thesis have sought to 
subvert, As Lisa Dowdall points out, the argument behind the Puppies’ 
campaign was “not merely a matter of taste, or even literary value, but of overt 
racism” (149). The Sad Puppies and their more openly racist and misogynist 
wing, the Rabid Puppies, organized a voting bloc for the Hugo Awards, 
creating a slate of works more to their liking.62 The situation drew attention to 
the fact that the racial problems raised by the RaceFail ’09 discussions were by 
no means solved. As Samuel Delany predicted in his 2000 essay “Racism and 
Science Fiction”:  

As long as there are only one, two, or a handful of us, however, I 
presume in a field such as science fiction, where many of its writers 
come out of the liberal-Jewish tradition, prejudice will most likely 
remain a slight force—until, say, black writers start to number thirteen, 
fifteen, twenty percent of the total. At that point, where the competition 
might be perceived as having some economic heft, chances are we will 
have as much racism and prejudice here as in any field. We are still a 
long way away from such statistics, but we are certainly moving closer. 
(386) 

 
As Lavender notes, Delany’s prediction has proved to be right (Literary 1–2). 
The “economic heft” of the rising numbers and increasing influence of authors 
of color may well explain some of the motivation behind the Puppies; in 2015, 
the financial benefits attached to the visibility and book sales of nine Hugo 
nominations pushed by the Puppies went to works issued by the publishing 
house of the leader of the Rabid Puppies (VanDerWerff n. pag.). It is important 
to note, however, that RaceFail ’09 and the Sad and Rabid Puppies were not, 
of course, isolated events that only affected science fiction, but were connected 
to online controversies and harassment campaigns such as GamerGate in 
2014, and the rise of the alt-right—the far right, white nationalist online 
movement (see, e.g. Bezio 563). 

Thus, the years before and after 2010 formed a period when the science 
fiction community of fans, authors, and editors were engaged in a struggle to 
define the genre as a kind of Westfahlian authority. Black authors and fans 
demanded to be recognized, while conservative voting blocs aimed to bring the 

                                                 
62 For a detailed account of the events and the Sad and Rabid Puppies’ claims, see Anna Oleszczuk’s 

article. 
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genre closer to what they saw as the good old days of space adventure. As Anna 
Oleszczuk puts it, “Ultimately, the Puppygate may serve as another proof of a 
fragmentation of sf communities that has been progressing slowly over the last 
30 years” (132). The diversification of the genre and the genre communities 
were thus perhaps acquired partly by fragmentation rather than inclusion, 
while at the same time reflective awareness of the genre’s conventions 
increased among its audiences. 

These discussions in the genre community are reflected in Okorafor’s “The 
Magical Negro” and Allen’s short story “The Venus Effect.” Both include vocal 
and open criticism of the whiteness of the genre, and both use metafiction and 
metaleptic effects to enforce their message. Even though Okorafor’s “The 
Magical Negro” was written and published before RaceFail ’09 and the Sad 
and Rabid Puppies, it is obviously part of the discussions that were already 
bubbling under the surface. Allen’s “The Venus Effect,” on the other hand, also 
focuses on what was happening outside the genre: among the defining events 
of the decade, police violence and the shooting of black Americans, resulting 
in the Black Lives Matter movement. These tragedies are incorporated into the 
very structure of the story. 

Nnedi Okorafor (previously Okorafor-Mbachu) is a Nigerian American 
author who has been outspoken about the lack of diversity in the genre. She 
has described her relationship with the genre of science fiction as follows: 
“Growing up, most science fiction novels and films presented boldly white 
male-dominated worlds where I knew I could never exist on my own terms. In 
these narratives, I found that I, more often than not, empathized with the 
aliens/others more than the protagonists, so reading these stories felt more 
like an attack on my person than an empowerment” (Broken Places 8). 
Okorafor has published a dozen novels, including children’s fiction, young 
adult fiction, short stories, and comics, as well as non-fiction. She has received 
many of the genre’s most coveted awards, including the Hugo Award and the 
Nebula Award for her novella Binti in 2016. The setting of much of her fiction 
is Nigeria, or a West African-like milieu inhabited mostly by black characters, 
aliens, or characters with extraordinary abilities. Violet Allen is an emerging 
writer who has published several short stories set in science-fictional 
landscapes as well as on contemporary Earth, like “The Venus Effect.” To date, 
neither “The Magical Negro” nor “The Venus Effect” seems to have been the 
subject of literary criticism. Thus, this chapter also fills a gap in analyzing two 
original works and showing how these stories are key examples of another 
moment when science fiction authors started to reflect on the genre’s racism 
in their fiction in a new way. 

The short stories by Okorafor and Allen have been chosen because of their 
similarities, which demonstrate a change in strategy compared to the works by 
Delany, Butler, and Hopkinson. Whereas the authors discussed in the previous 
chapters used their fiction to counter stereotypes, Okorafor’s and Allen’s 
works are rife with exaggerated stereotypical characters. In their use of 
stereotypes, Okorafor and Allen can be said to belong to a new generation of 
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black artists who use stereotypes in their work as part of a new cultural and 
identity political strategy. Shawan Worsley points out that the context of black 
cultural producers at the end of the twentieth century was shaped by a 
“dialectic of racism and racelessness”:  

Today’s society can embrace multiculturalism at the same time it finds 
rationale for racist practices, such as racial profiling, in the name of 
patriotism and national security. Black people still believe in the 
“American Dream,” despite the fact that there are fewer blacks in many 
colleges and universities now than in the 1970s. Black cultural 
producers who incorporate stereotypes into their art both reflect and 
respond to these seemingly schizophrenic aspects of the late 20th 
century. (4)  

 
In addition to bold and at times exaggerated stereotypes, these authors also 

deploy metafictional features in their stories. In doing so, they form a part of 
a new generation of artists who use metafiction differently from their 
postmodern forebears: whereas the postmodern, playful metafiction of the 
1980s often disrupted the mimetic illusion (at least in theory), Okorafor’s and 
Allen’s metafiction aims to connect the self-reflective elements to real-world 
ethical concerns. While the stereotypes and metafiction in their fiction are 
playful and entertaining, their main function is to thematize the readers’ 
judgments of stereotypes, racist generic conventions, and in the case of Allen’s 
narrative, police violence against black Americans.  

Since Monika Fludernik has suggested that all titles are metanarrative (22), 
it may be fitting to introduce the short stories discussed in this subchapter 
through their titles. The term “Magical Negro” or “Mystical Negro” typically 
refers to a racist stock character, who, according to Hughey, “often appears as 
a lower class, uneducated black person who possesses supernatural or magical 
powers. These powers are used to save and transform disheveled, uncultured, 
lost, or broken whites (almost exclusively white men) into competent, 
successful, and content people within the context of the American myth of 
redemption and salvation” (544). In their role as a wielder of mysterious and 
magical powers harnessed for the use of the white man, the Magical Negro is 
a kind of subdued trickster figure. Okorafor herself describes the character as 
one who “seems to have nothing better to do than help the white protagonist” 
and often “disappears, dies, or sacrifices something of great value after or 
while helping the white protagonist” (“Stephen King’s” n. pag.). However, the 
Magical Negro in Okorafor’s story revolts in the middle of the narrative, and 
refuses to be defined by racist stereotypes or succumb to his subservient role 
in a stereotypical narrative. Rather, he embraces a disruptively exaggerated 
element of the stereotypes and turns to his Afro-Caribbean heritage for 
empowerment. Declaring that “[t]he Magical Negro ain’t getting his ass kicked 
around here no more” (94), he leaves the scene and walks off into the forest.  

Through mis en abyme the title of “The Venus Effect” refers to the very 
strategy of the short story. The Venus effect is a psychological and optical 
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illusion, or a case of erroneous cognition, where the spectator cannot rightly 
judge what the person in a painting (for example, Venus in Peter Paul Rubens’s 
Venus before a Mirror) is seeing in the mirror she is looking into. Rather than 
seeing the same image the audience sees in the mirror—her face—she looks at 
the audience through the looking glass (see also Allen (@blipstress)). The 
effect perfectly captures the effect of the short story, which, in the end, turns 
its gaze on the readers. “The Venus Effect” is composed of nine brief chapters, 
each of which are slightly different in genre, style, setting, and main character, 
and almost all of the chapters end abruptly when a police officer kills the black 
main character. After each failed attempt to tell the story, the narrator 
intervenes and restarts the narrative, always presuming to have found the 
reason why the story has gone wrong. In the final chapter, in a metaleptic 
move, the narrator ushers the readers into the story to determine how the last 
chapter, and thus the whole story, will end. In the spirit of the Venus effect, it 
becomes evident at the end of the short story that it is the audience that is the 
both the subject and object of reflection.  

 “The Venus Effect” and “The Magical Negro” also employ similar narrative 
strategies. In both stories, the narrator is mostly unintrusively omniscient but 
breaks the illusion at strategic key moments in the narrative. In “The Magical 
Negro,” the self-consciousness is realized through the titular main character, 
who “[l]ooks directly at you, the Reader” at the moment of his emancipation 
so as to take control of his stereotypical representation. In “The Venus Effect,” 
the narrator is rather neutral when narrating the chapters proper, but becomes 
self-conscious between the chapters, addressing the audience directly 
whenever the narrative is cut short by the main character dying. During these 
metafictional passages, the narrator ponders the origin and motives of the man 
in the police uniform and the nature of the narrative. Yet, at the end of “The 
Venus Effect,” the narrator ushers the readers to perform a metaleptic move 
and go “in” the narrative and take the role of the man in the police uniform. 
Both stories use the tactic of racial stereotyping, but in different combinations 
with their narratorial strategies. Allen’s intrusive narrator, who comments on 
the abruptly ended chapters and the possible reasons behind each of the 
story’s violent failures, helps point out to readers the stereotypes and other 
faults in the narrative, whereas Okorafor’s story has no explicit narrator to 
point out the stereotypes but those stereotypes are themselves made so 
flagrant that no explicit pointing out is needed. 

Both the metafictional elements in the narratives and the exaggerated 
stereotypes used by Okorafor and Allen highlight the synthetic aspect of their 
short stories. In earlier chapters, my focus has been on the mimetic and 
thematic components of narratives as introduced by Phelan. In this chapter, 
due to the metafictional features in the stories, the spotlight is mainly on 
Phelan’s third component, the synthetic. A narrative that exposes its synthetic 
component through metafictional elements, for instance, directs readers’ 
attention to “the characters and to the larger narrative as artificial constructs” 
(Phelan, Somebody 18). In a story like “The Venus Effect,” metafiction clearly 
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foregrounds the synthetic aspects of the narrative, an emphasis which, Phelan 
notes, often lessens the importance of the mimetic. This is precisely what 
happens in “The Venus Effect” and “Magical Negro”: the narrative does not 
invite a reading of the characters as real, and their death or injury does not 
intend to evoke genuine empathy or shock in the audience. Rather, the 
audience most likely reads the characters as stereotypes and synthetic 
constructs with a certain function in the narrative. This, in turn, puts more 
emphasis on the thematic aspect of the stories. 

As a concept, metafiction has been thoroughly theorized and analyzed in 
narrative theory, and definitions vary. I use the term in a broad sense as an 
umbrella term to refer to fiction about fiction, passages and aspects that self-
reflectively refer to the fiction as an artifact constructed by the author.63 One 
of the types of metafiction is metalepsis, a trope that “addresses the 
transgression of the boundaries of the fictional world and thus narrative 
levels” (Kukkonen 2). Metafiction in general and metalepsis in particular are 
narrative techniques that foreground the synthetic aspects of a narrative, but 
they also make Okorafor’s and Allen’s narratives self-reflective not only in the 
sense that they refer to themselves as works of fiction and products of a genre 
but they also force their readers to self-reflect. In fact, the metalepsis in both 
narratives turns the spotlight on the readers and their relationship to the 
thematic questions addressed by the narrative.  

After the analysis of Okorafor’s and Allen’s use of stereotypes and 
metafiction, I return to the issue of generic change by discussing the naming 
and renaming of genres as strategies available to actors in the Westfahlian 
sense of taking control of a genre. Westfahl points out that in order to increase 
their influence in the genre, any group of the five actors in his theory of 
“unknowingly shared authority” can coin a new name for the genre, one “that 
is free from the dead hand of Gernsback” (68). For example, while Okorafor 
was earlier content with being labeled an Afrofuturist, she now insists that 
what she does is “Africanfuturism, not Afrofuturism” (Okolo et al. n. pag.). 
Okorafor’s rejection of Afrofuturism as a description of her work is based on 
an understanding of Afrofuturism as being still a Western phenomenon, seen 
in relation to the Western traditions. This approach is evident in the way Mark 
Dery, who is usually credited as first using the term in print, discussed the 
term. Dery, in conversation with Delany and Tricia Rose, specifically discussed 
the African American experience as Afrofuturist. Therefore, Okorafor’s “The 
Magical Negro” can be read as an Afrofuturist text in its engagement with 
American culture and its explicit critique of stereotypes and racist genre 
conventions, but Okorafor’s Binti novels represent a newer form of 

                                                 
63 Neumann and Nünning make a distinction between metafiction and metanarration: 

“metanarration refers to the narrator’s reflections on the act or process of narration; metafiction 
concerns comments on the fictionality and/or constructedness of the narrative” (n.p.). Especially in “The 
Venus Effect,” it is not feasible to make a distinction between the two, however, as the narrator engages 
in both at the same time. Therefore, I employ the term metafiction throughout this chapter, despite the 
fact that some of the examples discussed could also be labeled metanarration. 
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Africanfuturism, rooted both geographically and culturally in the continent of 
Africa. 

6.2 A CHANGE IN STRATEGY: METAFICTION AND 
STEREOTYPING

UNAPOLOGETIC STEREOTYPES IN SHORT FICTION BY 
OKORAFOR AND ALLEN 

In the previous chapters I have discussed how the SF pioneers Delany and 
Butler often defied stereotypical presentations by embracing hybridity and 
difference, emphasizing similarities rather than differences between aliens 
and humans, the self and the other.64 Allen and Okorafor, however, have a 
different approach: they boldly use stereotypical and derogatory descriptions 
in their stories, but by exposing and parodying them, they also show that they 
belong to a recognizable new generation of African American cultural 
producers emerging at the end of the 20th century. According to Worsley, 
representatives of this generation 

hold no allegiance to traditional artistic strategies of black uplift, whose 
historic goal has been to rework anti-black stereotypes into more 
positive images. Rather, these artists assert that the continued currency 
of racist black stereotypes is due, in part, to the failure of these 
strategies. In response, these black cultural producers present anti-
black stereotypes in their original forms and encourage audiences not 
to ignore, but to explore them. (1)

In their treatment of stereotypes, Allen and Okorafor employ the tactics 
described by Worsley: they “strategically employ pre-existing, typically racist 
narratives of black identity in order to dislodge them from their position of 
dominance” (3). The narrative of “The Magical Negro” juxtaposes two very 
stereotypical fantastic characters: the white “Thor the Brave”65 and the 
Magical Negro. However, Thor the Brave’s presumed bravery, strength, and 
hyper-masculinity is soon undermined: in the opening scene, he is seen 
“panicking” at the edge of a cliff. At first, he holds his long, silver-handled 
sword high, waiting for the dark shadows in pursuit to reach him, but then “a 
tear [is] falling down his rosy cheek” (91), and later on in the story, he is 
described as vain and rather simpleminded. While the white hero stereotype 

                                                
64 Delany, however, employs rather stereotypical characters and notions about black men and 

sexuality in his pornographic novel Tides of Lust, even though, as Robert Elliot Fox notes, both white 
and black characters in the novel “act out roles for one another which are mutually stereotypical”; this 
results in “a kind of pornographic minstrel show” (“Politics of Desire” 55).

65 In a republication of “The Magical Negro” in her short story collection Kabu Kabu (2013), 
Okorafor has changed Thor the Brave to Lance the Brave. Changing Thor to Lance may simply have to 
do with Okorafor’s later role in writing for Marvel Comics, since Thor is one of the superheroes in the 
Marvel Universe. 
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is dismantled, the narrative focuses on stereotypes concerning blackness and 
seems to enhance them. First, it exposes and exaggerates to the point of parody 
the negative aspects associated with darkness in this kind of story. In addition 
to a graphic description of their terribly painful way of devouring their victims, 
the shadows attacking Thor are characterized as “horrible black things,” 
springing from “the heart of darkness in the forbidden zone” (91), “leaving only 
rotten, filthy blackness behind them” (92). It is at this point that the Magical 
Negro appears, and initially the blackness of his skin is equated with the 
darkness of the shadows: when Thor opens his eyes after saying his last prayer, 
he is startled to see that “[s]tanding before the approaching shadows was an 
equally dark figure” (92). The way Thor perceives the Magical Negro is in 
accordance with the derogatory stereotype, equating dark skin with darkness 
and evil, and describing everything in the Magical Negro’s countenance—from 
lips to skin color and hair—as “horrible,” “deformed,” and “corrupted” (93).  

At first, true to his function in a white narrative, the Magical Negro stands 
between the dark shadows and Thor, and tries to help the white god by 
explaining how Thor should use his magic amulet, but Thor is unable to 
concentrate and to understand the directions, and the shadows reach the 
Magical Negro. However, instead of saving the white god and sacrificing 
himself, the black hero refuses to die for the white man and launches into an 
aggressive rant: “My ass comes here to save his ass and after I tell him what he 
needs to do, I get sixed? Whatchu think I am? Some fuckin’ shuckin’, jivin’ 
happy Negro still dying for the massa ‘cause my life ain’t worth shit?” (93). As 
long as the Magical Negro was fulfilling his role as the Magical Negro, a minor 
self-sacrificing character, he spoke to Thor gently in standard English, but at 
the moment of mutiny, he switches to black urban slang. Thus, the Magical 
Negro is just as stereotypical as a character after he decides that he will not 
fulfill the subservient role of the Hollywood Magical Negro, but in a different 
way.  

Worsley points out that in addition to exposing derogatory views, 
stereotypes can also offer an empowering “counter-narrative” (3), which is the 
central point of the rebellion of Okorafor’s Magical Negro. The Magical Negro 
can be understood as a benevolent if misguided attempt at positive 
representation, a modification of the “Sambo figure,” whom D. M. Jones 
describes as a character who “never has a voice, never has a mind of his own, 
and always plays a quasi-feminine supportive role” (35). Its opposite is the way 
“we still think of [black males] through the prism of myth, as the wolf, red 
tongue lolling, in our social life” (D. M. Jones 34). Here, the Magical Negro can 
be understood as adopting the mythical, more aggressive stereotype and using 
it to his advantage in his mutiny.  

Once the Magical Negro has shoved Thor over the cliff to his death, Thor’s 
perception of him does not define his blackness anymore. As the Magical 
Negro takes over the narrative that was initially focalized through Thor, he 
becomes the one who defines his own identity and what it means. In his black 
coat, red cane, and top hat (which have not been mentioned before), he smokes 
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his cigar, and “laugh[s] a wheezy laugh” (94)—characteristics typical of a 
Haitian Vodou deity Baron Samedi (Hanna 70). Refusing the role of the 
subservient Magical Negro, the transformed stereotypical character walks 
away as an Afro-Caribbean deity, not only replacing the white god Thor as the 
main character of the narrative, but also the mythology behind the narrative. 
Hence, the plot twist also changes the intertextual context of the short story: 
it is no longer a narrative situated in Norse mythology. “The Magical Negro” 
thus parodies and rejects the white European epic fantasy tradition, now 
exposed as unsustainable and exhausted, and bows to different predecessors 
by transporting the empowered Magical Negro into an Afro-Caribbean 
context.  

Allen’s “The Venus Effect” also deals with stereotypes through parodic 
humor, but as the structure of the story is different from “the Magical Negro,” 
so are the possibilities available to the author: Allen discusses stereotypes both 
in the narrative proper and in the authorial interventions. Every time a chapter 
is cut short by the police officer appearing with deadly consequences, the 
narrator presents possible reasons for the abrupt ending in order to make 
changes, so that the next version might be more successful. Many of the 
changes have to do with the stereotypical image of a black man as threatening. 
Allen’s narrator tries to make the main character more “likable” (as a model 
citizen), more “relatable” (as a child), or less threatening (as a “lady”).66 In one 
of the chapters, the setting is that of a superhero story, and in another, the 
story is “blaxploited”67 but nothing seems to work. The entertaining switching 
of genres and the humoristic display of stereotypes inherent in the genres have 
a deadly serious sociopolitical background, which has become even more 
topical since “The Venus Effect” was published in 2016, with police brutality 
and the killing of unarmed African Americans. Hence, by exposing stereotypes 
prevalent in popular culture and society, Allen is also addressing a painfully 
topical issue. 

The parading and evaluating of stereotypes continues throughout the 
narrative. After the first of the many deaths of the main character Apollo, the 
narrator stipulates that he may not have been likable enough. Therefore, in the 
next chapter, he is depicted as a very traditional hero with a heart of gold. For 
instance, he wins the basketball game for his team—a victory which, it is 
implied, will save the local youth center, and he has apparently helped a small, 
disabled orphan boy to get adopted. Leaving the stadium, he is still described 
as the ultimate good guy, but in an increasingly ironic way; features that would 
not match his hyper-positive hero image are presented with strikethrough font 
in the text, which creates a comical effect. For instance, Apollo “blasts Rick 
Ross a positive, socially conscious rap song about working hard and pulling up 
one’s pants on his stereo,” and when he sees a spaceship crash land and 

                                                 
66 Quotations from and references to “The Venus Effect” do not include page numbers, as the short 

story was published online in the digital Lightspeed magazine and thus lacks pagination. 
67 The narrator is referring to the blaxploitation film genre, the “action-oriented” films with mostly 

African American cast that during the 1970s were targeted to young, urban black audiences (Howards 
7). 
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explode, he reacts with: “Holy shit Golly.” When Apollo is (nevertheless, again) 
killed by the man in the police uniform, the narrator concludes that in this 
chapter “Apollo was a big phony, totally unbelievable. Guys like that went out 
of style with Flash Gordon and bell-bottoms.” The implication is that an image 
attempting to transpose acceptable “white” characteristics on Apollo would 
not just be unrealistic but also futile in fighting racism and defending the 
protagonist from police violence.

After the superhero-styled chapter “Go Go Justice Gang! ft. Apollo Young,” 
where Apollo is killed by a police officer who pulled Apollo’s car over because 
there was a white girl in it with him, the narrator speculates that “I guess 
Apollo shouldn’t have been in a car with a white lady? That’s scary, I guess. … 
The man in the police uniform probably had good intentions. Like, he wanted 
to make sure the girl wasn’t being kidnapped or anything. Why else would they 
be together?” The rhetorical question can also be interpreted as a question to 
the audience: Do you think so? In the last chapter that has Apollo as its 
protagonist, the style is that of a blaxploitation movie, because, as the narrator 
puts it: “Borges teaches us that every story is a labyrinth, and within every 
labyrinth is a minotaur. I’ve been trying to avoid the minotaur, but instead I 
need to slay it. I have my sword, and I know where the monster lurks. It is time 
to blaxploit this problem.” Avoiding stereotypes or countering them with 
positive images has helped neither the narrator nor Apollo to get rid of the 
monster of racism and violence. Whereas in “The Magical Negro” the 
protagonist’s chances of survival seem to increase when he becomes 
empowered by his stereotypicality, not even blaxploitation can save Apollo 
from the man in the police uniform. For that, the narrator decides to recruit 
the reader, who, not being “pure pretend” like the narrator, can thus be a 
match for the man in the police uniform. At the end of “The Venus Effect,” the 
pointing out of archetypes, stereotypes, and prejudices is made evident and 
personal to readers in a last attempt to save Apollo with a metaleptic move by 
“engag[ing] second-person present” and ushering readers into the narrative in 
the role of the police officer, in order to face the difficult, “civilization-
destroying” Omega question. At the very end, this question is revealed to be: 
“Who matters?” This metaleptic move will be discussed in the following 
subchapter, but its connection to the Black Lives Matter movement is evident. 
Thus, the discussion of stereotypes and the metafictional qualities in the 
narrative are inextricably linked.

METAFICTION, METALEPSIS, AND JOINT ATTENTION
As I have shown, Okorafor and Allen can be seen to belong to the new 
generation of African American writers—as Worsley characterized it (1)—who 
boldly use stereotypes in a more explicit way in order to explore and expose 
them. The discussions of stereotypes and the authors’ use of stereotypical 
representations in the two short stories focus on and are enhanced by 
metafiction and metalepsis. What is more, their use of metafiction has 
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additional characteristics that mark the authors as a new generation of writers. 
Irmtraud Huber describes a new “post-postmodernist” or “neo-realist” 
generation whose playfulness is closely tied to an ethical principle about the 
role of fiction in society: “In face of the omnipresence of fiction, they ask for 
our agency in its production and to assume responsibility for the fictions we 
tell” (15). Huber notes that when this generation of writers uses metafiction, it 
is not so much to reveal the artificiality of fiction (as that artificiality should be 
clear to everyone) but to “authenticate the authorial voice” (27). 
Authenticating the authorial voice is especially important for African 
American authors operating in a genre that they are criticizing for its 
stereotypes and whiteness, and in which they may have been made to feel 
outsiders.  

Even though earlier conceptions of metafiction emphasized the playfulness 
of metafiction and its self-reflectivity as autonomy, a separation from society 
and societal issues, later scholarship has noted another kind of potential 
inherent in metafiction. As Richard Walsh argues:  

Innovative forms in general should not be perceived as marginal or 
deviant, but as explorations of the vast range of textual strategies left 
largely untouched by the dominance of realism in the literary tradition. 
Among these diverse approaches are many with a capacity to engage 
reality on ways inaccessible to realist fiction, and innovative fiction 
should be credited with this potential. […] Innovative fiction does not 
abandon the conventions of realist representation out of adolescent 
posturing, glib nihilism or sheer frivolity, but the better to pursue 
something else: an argument (Novel Arguments 42). 

 
This pursuit of an argument is obvious in Okorafor’s and Allen’s use of 
metafiction and metalepsis, and the readers of these stories are denied the role 
of passive bystanders. Rather, they are encouraged to take a stance as regards 
the racist stereotypes underlined in these short stories by the authors’ strategic 
use of metafiction. This seemingly paradoxical entwining of self-reflexive 
metafictionality and engagement can be explained by the concept of joint 
attention, which Merja Polvinen suggests as a way of dealing with the “Paradox 
of Fiction,” and reconciling affect and reflection (165–166). Through the joint 
attention of the author/narrator (or in the case of “The Magical Negro,” a 
character aware of the audience), readers are forced to consider their 
relationship to the stereotypes of racism in popular culture and in society. By 
breaking the mimetic illusion and directly addressing the reader, the narrator 
(in “The Venus Effect”) or a character (in “The Magical Negro”) engages the 
readers through joint attention, which is crucial to establishing a strong link 
between the synthetic, thematic, and ethical aspects of these two narratives.  

Mainstream literature, African American literature, and science fiction as 
a popular genre all use metalepsis differently, and partly for different 
purposes. With its propensity for realist descriptions, science fiction as a genre 
provides a particular kind of setting for metafictional effects, and African 
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American writers’ relationship to metafiction is both different from white 
writers’ traditions and under-researched, claims Madelyn Jablon (30–31 and 
passim). Perhaps the greatest discord between metafiction and science fiction 
is caused by the mimetic tradition of genre science fiction, and definitions 
based on the tradition. In The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction, John Clute 
argues that genre science fiction “is essentially a continuation of the mimetic 
novel” in that its underlying assumption is that “the ‘world’ and the human 
beings who inhabit it can be seen whole, and described accurately, in words” 
(n. pag.). Thus, science fiction that breaks the mimetic illusion does not fit the 
core definition of genre science fiction, The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction 
includes this kind of “non-‘realistic’ non-genre sf” under the umbrella term 
“fabulation” (Clute n. pag.). In science fiction, this special relationship also has 
to do with narrative construction; as Chatelain and Slusser note, in science 
fiction the temporal and spatial distance between narratee and “virtual 
readers” is often vast (passim), and can complicate things, especially when 
metaleptic moves are made between the real world and the storyworld. For 
example, a character cannot easily look directly at the reader if the narrative’s 
events are taking place in the far future. Also, the genre has a plethora of 
options for “literally” transporting characters from the storyworld to other 
fictional worlds. Both the separation of readers from the storyworlds and the 
literalization of what might otherwise be a case of literary transportation both 
seem to make metaleptic effects difficult to apply in science fiction.  

Nor have metafictional elements in fiction been unproblematically 
accepted in African American literary circles. Madelyn Jablon notes that social 
realism has long been the preferred mode of expression for African American 
authors, and for some, deviating from it has meant neglecting the duty of the 
African American writer (14–21). Jablon quotes an African American scholar, 
Donald B. Gibson, who as early as 1981 claimed that “attention to form” in an 
African American author’s oeuvre means neglecting “social commitment” 
(qtd. in Jablon 15). However, as my analyses of Allen’s and Okorafor’s short 
stories below will demonstrate, this argument does not hold—the “social 
commitment” of both stories is obvious, not despite but because of the 
metafiction, making it clear that their use of metafiction is in line with what 
Huber argues about the “post-postmodernists” who take their role in society 
seriously. On the other hand, Jablon notes, “Eurocentric theories excluded 
African American literature from discussions of serious literature because it 
was not perceived as stylistically complex. Instead, it was dismissed as social 
realism and classified as propaganda tract rather than fiction” (168). Add to 
the mix the definition of genre science fiction excluding “fabulation,” and 
metafiction-employing science fiction written by African American writers 
becomes a kind of nonconformist literature. 

To complicate things even further, as Jablon points out, in black fiction 
“metafiction is a byproduct of the contemporary writer’s dialogue with literary 
predecessors” (4). That is, African American writers have traditionally used 
metafiction not so much as satire or in order to circumvent literature’s 
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“usedupedness” or “exhaustion,” as Linda Hutcheon and John Barth have 
characterized metafiction,68 but rather to bring it back to life, to modify, and 
to pay homage to their literary predecessors (Jablon 30). Jablon’s point 
applies to references African American authors make to other African 
American writers’ texts, so the relationship is slightly different when 
discussing a genre like science fiction that has not always been a part of the 
African American canon nor included African American writers. The 
intertextual dimension in Okorafor’s and Allen’s stories is clearly a heavily 
parodic one and at the same time also revitalizing, as they pave the way for 
other kinds of representations and other identities. As the butt of irony and 
satire in their work is often the stereotypical representations of black 
characters in popular culture as well as the lack of diversity in fantasy and 
science fiction, they do not easily fall under either of the two categories: they 
neither react to literature’s “usedupedness” as such, nor pay respectful homage 
to literary predecessors. Instead, they exist in a particular context that 
combines aspects of both, as earlier science fiction and other white writers are 
included among their predecessors. Still, the lack of diversity in that genre 
makes them outsiders, which brings up John Barth’s notion of exhausted 
literature from a different perspective, expressed most vividly in the Magical 
Negro’s words: “The bullshit you been readin’ is about to change” (94).  

From the point of view of science fiction, which as a genre shares a pool of 
conventions and images (for example, the alien, faster-than-light travel, etc.), 
intertextuality becomes both a ubiquitous issue and a political one. Even 
though it would not be meaningful to claim that every rocket or alien in science 
fiction is a metafictional reference to the science fiction megatext, many of the 
concepts carry ideological weight that may be exposed in, for example, 
postcolonial science fiction and the stories discussed in this chapter. That is, 
Okorafor and Allen engage in political metafictional activity by making direct 
references to the prejudices and lack of diversity in science fiction and fantasy, 
and in popular culture in general. In “The Magical Negro,” the critiques 
addressed toward science fiction and fantasy’s lack of diversity and the genres’ 
stereotypical representations are expressed in the aggressive style of the 
emancipated Magical Negro. When refusing his stereotypical fate, the Magical 
Negro asks:69 “What world is you livin’ in? Some kinda typical fantasy world 
from some kind of typical fantasy book?” (93). Finally, the Magical Negro 
declares that “All this bullshit you readin’ is ‘bout to change. The Magical 
Negro ain’t getting his ass kicked around here no more” (94). Then he “stroll[s] 
into the forest to see if he could find him some Hobbits, castles, Rastas, 

                                                 
68 It is clear, however, as Pettersson (How Literary 182) suggests, that the roots of self-

consciousness in literature reach as far as the oral traditions of storytelling, and are not as exclusively 
postmodern, as is often claimed.  

69 The Magical Negro is not directing his words to anyone in particular at this stage; he “look[s] up 
at the blue sky” while speaking (93). This can be interpreted as him talking to his god, which would be 
rather strange, as there is only a god from the Norse mythology present and the Magical Negro himself 
is about to become divine. As the short story contains other metaleptic elements, this can also be 
understood as the character addressing the author as the character’s “maker,” or simply being aware of 
the other reality and audience outside their storyworld. 
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dragons, juke joints, princesses, and shit,” thus implying that he will take over 
other genre conventions and sub-genres.  

Throughout “The Venus Effect,” Allen parodies the genres on which she 
models her chapters, but overt criticism is pointed at the lack of diversity, or 
the very narrow and selective understanding of diversity in the genres. In the 
superhero chapter of the story, the leader of the Justice Gang, Red Justice, 
explains to Apollo—naturally featured as “Black Justice”—why the gang needs 
all of its members, even the “stereotypical valley girl” Pink Justice, to stop a 
danger threatening the city: “Just as white light is composed of all colors of 
light, so White Justice [their greatest superpower] will be formed from our 
multicultural, gender-inclusive commitment to Good and Right.” However, a 
few lines further on, it is duly clarified that “the Justice Gang accepts all types 
of people, as long as they love justice, are between fifteen and seventeen, and 
present as heterosexual.” This implies, of course, that the alleged “diversity” in 
popular culture is often reliant on so-called token characters and is not actually 
inclusive at all. Furthermore, when Allen’s narrator tries to save Apollo from 
police brutality by situating the story in the far future, the chapter does not 
come to an end with the main character’s death, since, surprisingly, he is not 
present in this version. The evil Lord Tklox is planning to take over the 
universe, and—as evil geniuses tend to do—discloses his evil plans, as if 
waiting for someone to appear and confront him. But nobody is there to hear 
him, and the narrative comes to a halt when lord Tklox keeps on waiting, and 
“[m]ore waiting continues to happen.” This time, however, the intervening 
narrator/author knows exactly what went wrong: “So I checked, and it turns 
out there are no black people in the far future. […]. I don’t know where we end 
up going. Maybe we all just cram into the Parliament-Funkadelic discography 
at some point between Star Trek and Foundation?” Due to the exclusively 
white distant future in the majority of science fiction storyworlds, the text 
needs to be taken back to the present in order for Apollo to even exist.  

In addition to their shared critique of racist stereotypes and the genre’s 
whiteness, both of the stories also contain a metaleptic moment. Before stating 
his promise or threat concerning the state of the speculative genres and 
refusing to die while saving the white hero, the Magical Negro “looks directly 
at you, the reader” (94). This metaleptic moment corroborates the message 
that readers, too, are participants in the genre and have a role in preserving or 
dismantling stereotypes. Similarly, the final chapter of “The Venus Effect” also 
ends with a powerful metaleptic moment. The narrator reasons that because 
the readers are real, like the man in the police uniform, they are the key to 
solving the conundrum. Therefore, the narrator tells his readers that “[y]ou’ve 
got to go in [to the narrative]” to face the “civilization-destroying” Omega 
question. Therefore in the final chapter, readers are responsible for deciding 
whether to pull the trigger and whether Apollo survives this chapter. As the 
short story nears its end, “you” have just stopped a black man, presumably 
Apollo, who “fits the description of a mugger who has been plaguing the area 
for weeks,” and the encounter reaches a climax: 
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Suddenly, his hand moves towards a bulge in his pocket. It’s a gun. You 
know it’s a gun. You draw your weapon. You just want to scare him, 
show him that you’re serious, stop him from drawing on you. But is he 
even scared? Is that fear on his face or rage? How can you even tell? He’s 
bigger than you, and he is angry, and he probably has a gun. You do not 
know this person. You cannot imagine what is going through his mind. 
You have seen this scenario a million times before in movies and TV 
shows. 
You might die. 
You might die. 
You might die. 
The Omega Question is activated: 
Who matters? 

 
The ending is powerful because it ends in medias res, leaving “me” standing 
there, with a gun in “my” hand, trying to determine “who matters,” and the 
only help to be obtained is from popular culture: “you’ve seen this scenario a 
million times before in movies and TV shows.” By only giving readers 
references to popular culture as a clue as to how to act in this situation, the 
short story demonstrates that even though the decision to shoot or not is made 
by the individual holding the gun, people act based on the cultural prejudices, 
and many of them are acquired through the media and popular culture.  

These metalepses in Okorafor and Allen involve a “paradoxical 
transgression” (23) of the boundary between fiction and reality, as defined by 
Jeff Thoss in his study When Storyworlds Collide. Thoss argues that 
metalepsis can be divided into three “archetypes,” and the metalepses in Allen 
(when the reader is told to go into the narrative world) and Okorafor (when 
the Magical Negro stares defiantly at the reader) both fall under Thoss’s 
“storyworld-reality metalepsis” (28).70 However, more important to this 
chapter than the identification of a specific archetype is Thoss’s discussion of 
the uses of metalepsis in popular culture. There Thoss identifies three central 
functions for metalepsis: “the investigation of escapism, the creators’ self-
inspection and parody” (44), but notes that “entertainment […] always 
dominates” (45). However, while it is clear that Okorafor’s and Allen’s 
metalepses are entertaining in just the way Thoss describes, they also fulfill 
other functions, such as pointed anti-racist morals, that go beyond Thoss’s 
description. Therefore, the parallels Thoss draws between popular culture 
metalepsis and the authors’ self-inspection may be too straightforward in 
relation to Allen and Okorafor. I would suggest that rather than providing a 
metaphor for the authors’ self-inspection or inspection of the escapist aspects 
of popular fiction, in these short-stories what is evoked is the audience’s self-

                                                 
70 The other two archetypes in Thoss’s typology are Storyworld-Imaginary World Metalepsis (for 

example, a character in a film moving into a “film-within-the-film” (24)) and Storyworld-Discourse 
Metalepsis (for example, comic strip characters becoming aware of the graphic features of a comic strip, 
such as speech bubbles  (31)). 
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inspection. Readers should consider, as a character in “The Venus Effect” puts 
it, “the ideological mechanisms by which my community and society 
determine who benefits from and participates in civil society.” The short 
stories interrogate the role of popular fiction in creating and maintaining those 
ideological mechanisms, and the ideological question is an integral part of the 
metafictional passages of both stories.  

What is particular in Allen’s use of metafiction is that rather than turning 
inwards in self-reflection or self-consciousness, metafiction in “The Venus 
Effect” turns readers’ attention to the forms and conventions of popular 
culture (of which it is admittedly a part), and in so doing it establishes strong 
links between fiction and reality. One of the most evident links to the readers’ 
reality is the police officer, who is, as the narrator reasons in the end, “real” 
and thus cannot be controlled by the narrator, who is, in contrast, “an 
authorial construct, just words on a page.” This ironically turns the situation 
on its head: the narrator/author is not real, but the character in the narrative 
is, which makes the police’s appearance at the end of each chapter a kind of a 
retrospective metaleptic move. The “real” policeman in the narrative is a 
representative of the narrative’s connection to the real world: police violence 
ending the life of many black Americans is the main theme of the story.  

Thus, while the metalepses in Okorafor’s and Allen’s short stories fulfill the 
functions Thoss described as typical of metalepsis in popular culture—
entertainment and discussion of the effects of popular culture—they do not do 
so exactly in the sense Thoss shows in his examples from works of popular 
fiction (which are by white male authors, as it happens). Thoss interprets the 
parallel between immersion in popular culture and metalepsis in his examples 
as a literal metaphor: the author’s or character’s journey to a fictional world is 
a metaphor of immersion, which implies that if the journey into the fictional 
world has negative consequences for the person transgressing the border, it 
can be interpreted as corroborating the criticism of uncritically consuming too 
much popular culture. In Okorafor’s and Allen’s use of metalepsis, however, 
the relation is more complicated (see McHale “Against Nature”). When the 
Magical Negro “looks directly at you, the reader” and Allen “engage[s] second 
person present,” the authors are encouraging readers to co-create the story 
and its meaning with an active consideration of racism, both in society and in 
the traditions of the genre.  

As I have noted, by their fictional treatises on racism in society and popular 
culture, Okorafor and Allen seem to be part of a “post-postmodernist” 
generation, who, as Irmtraud Huber demonstrates, are concerned with the 
responsibility and communicative function of fiction: 

All of them shift their focus from ontological and epistemological 
questions to pragmatic ones in an attempt to reclaim fiction as a form 
of communication that actually manages to convey meaning, however 
unstable and compromised it may be. In face of the postmodernist 
tenets of the inaccessibility of the real, the indeterminacy of meaning 
and the impossibility of truth, they explore the ways in which we 
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nonetheless understand reality, construct meanings and communicate 
with each other. In face of the omnipresence of fiction, they ask for our 
agency in its production and to assume responsibility for the fictions we 
tell. (15) 

 

This “responsibility for the fictions we tell” is clearly present in “The 
Magical Negro” and “The Venus Effect.” In the blaxploitation-style chapter of 
“The Venus Effect,” the blaxploitation-hero Apollo and his partner Patrick 
reveal that the man in the police uniform appearing in each of the earlier 
chapters with murderous intent is in fact the evil alien lord Tklox, who is 
present in many previous chapters in various villainous roles. Apollo’s partner 
Patrick is happy that the police officer was an alien “bad guy,” as now “it is in 
no way necessary for me to consider the ideological mechanisms by which my 
community and society determine who benefits from and participates in civil 
society, thus freeing me from cognitive dissonance stemming from the ethical 
compromises that maintain my lifestyle.” The sudden academic jargon 
attributed to Patrick is striking, because up to this point in the chapter, Patrick 
has mostly been presented as a man of monosyllables, echoing Apollo’s verbal 
bravado. However, the relief of not having to think of politics and police 
violence is short-lived: another police officer arrives, sees Apollo standing next 
to a dead policeman, and shoots Apollo.  

Patrick’s relief at not having to think of complex real-life issues and his 
white male privileges71 ties in with the questions of whether fiction has any real 
life effect, and what the responsibilities of an author are. If, indeed, the “bad 
guys” just happen to be bad, self-reflection regarding society’s racist structures 
and the readers’ role in maintaining them and profiting from them is 
unnecessary. A stereotypical story with good and bad guys may be entertaining 
and escapist, and lack any subversive potential. Allen’s narrative thwarts 
Patrick’s avoidance of responsibility with having yet another police officer turn 
up and shoot Apollo. As Allen notes in the “Author Spotlight,” published with 
the short story in Lightspeed magazine, while “the story came from a place of 
fear and powerlessness, fear that something like this might happen to me or a 
loved one and powerlessness in the face of this huge problem,” she did not 
even wish to represent the police officer as the sole bad guy of the story:  

From a political point of view, I hope people get that this story isn’t just 
saying that cops are bad or whatever, but is arguing for a more 
comprehensive indictment of how our society functions and how it 
defines black people as citizens and as human beings. To put it real 
simple, the bad guy is not the cop, the bad guy is racism, racism that 
goes far beyond the actions of individuals or particular institutions. (n. 
pag.) 

                                                 
71 Although it is not specifically stated, I interpret Patrick, at least in this chapter, as a white 

character, because the narrator describes Apollo and Patrick’s “manly” handshake by comparing it to a 
handshake by “[Arnold] Schwarzenegger and Carl Weathers in Predator.” Of course, Patrick is also a 
traditional (New York) Irish name. 
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This implies that responsibility belongs to everyone, and no one should ignore 
“the ideological mechanisms by which [their] community and society 
determine who benefits from and participates in civil society,” like Patrick 
wanted to do in the quote above. Huber notes that when these “neo-realist 
texts” employ metafiction and self-consciousness, devices usually considered 
a trademark of postmodernist literature, their aim is not so much to “disrupt 
aesthetic illusion but mainly serve for further authentication of the authorial 
voice” (27). Therefore, through metafiction, the ethical and social dimension 
of fiction is highlighted in such work, and the rationale behind the use of 
metafiction is not just to reveal the artificiality of fiction, which is claimed to 
be the main motivation behind the use of metafiction by postmodern authors 
(often erroneously, as Pettersson (“The Real”) points out). In Narcissistic 
Narrative, Linda Hutcheon argues that “metafiction has two major focuses: 
the first is on its linguistic and narrative structures, and the second is on the 
role of the reader” (6). Such a description of metafiction tends to ignore its 
political potential when employed by later writers like Allen and Okorafor. 
Political metafiction includes another level, one that focuses on aspects of the 
real world represented in the narrative, that is, a special kind of relationship 
between fiction and reality.72  

A related attempt to communicate and explore the role of fiction is also 
evident in Allen’s comments in the interview in Lightspeed: “I was driven by 
an interest in using metafiction to explore how we conceptualize race. I’ve 
always loved metafiction and postmodernism, particularly stuff from the ’70s. 
A lot of it’s just sort of fun, but I think that good metafiction is a way of 
examining the ways that stories influence our lives” (“Author Spotlight” n. 
pag.). If metafiction, in its tendency to disrupt the mimetic effect of fiction, has 
been largely understood as distancing readers from the text by making them 
aware of the artificiality of fiction, it might be difficult to see why Allen and 
Okorafor would turn to metafiction to amplify the emotional and political 
effects of their stories. For example, Neumann and Nünning note that 
metafictional strategies “often produce a hermeneutic paradox: readers are 
forced to acknowledge the fictional status of the narrative, while at the same 
time they become co-creators of its meanings” (paragraph 7). How can the 
metaleptic moves engage readers as co-creators in the agenda the authors have 
clearly set for their narratives, and how is it possible that metafiction in these 
short stories can both reveal the artificiality of fiction and authenticate the 
authorial voice—in other words, encage in foregrounding of the synthetic while 
disrupting the mimetic—and still have a more profound impact on readers?  

One way of explaining what happens when authors or characters address 
readers explicitly in a metaleptic move is the concept of joint attention, which 
has the potential to overcome the assumption that emotional engagement with 

                                                 
72 Political metafiction can also focus on linguistic and narrative structures in that such structures 

may be embedded in and supported by the linguistic representation, especially in a poststructuralist 
context. 
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a piece of fiction would not be possible simultaneously with an awareness of 
the artificiality of fiction. While joint attention in literature can be understood 
in a wide sense to describe how authors and readers share awareness of the 
storyworld (see Herman and Caracciolo), Merja Polvinen uses the concept for 
understanding the effects of metalevel commentary in fiction. In an article 
discussing Dave Eggers’s A Heartbreaking Work of Staggering Genius, 
Polvinen argues for “a model where engagement with fiction is seen in terms 
of multiple and simultaneous layers of attention in readers” (167). Polvinen 
describes joint attention in literary interpretation as including three aspects in 
the readers’ “mental processing”: “1) the object of attention (the story); 2) the 
other person’s actions in the shared situation (the metalevel commentary); 
and 3) self-referential processing of one’s own actions in the shared situation 
(awareness of our own role as readers)” (168). In this way, metanarrative 
commentary invites readers to share the narrator’s/author’s attention, 
allowing readers to be aware of the co-creative process they are engaged in.73 
As joint attention occurs when we “look at” the characters and the narrative, 
and are at the same time aware of the author in the text looking at it with us, 
this is how the author’s ethics of the telling and attitude toward the object (the 
text or a character or action) can be taken into account.  

Joint attention is also where the thematic—in the case of Allen and 
Okorafor, political—aspects of metafiction can be brought more into the 
picture, as readers become conscious of joining narrators or characters in 
creating the story and its meaning. In this joint attention to the narrative, 
readers’ knowledge of an author’s or character’s background can play a more 
significant role; knowing that the writer is African American, for example, may 
make readers more aware of questions related to race and identity politics. In 
Chapter 4, I argued that readings of Butler’s “Bloodchild” go against the grain 
of the rhetoric of the narrative when critics rely on the flesh-and-blood 
author’s persona to impose a particular thematic interpretation on the alien 
characters. But it should be noted that in Butler’s case the mimetic illusion is 
never broken and the flesh-and-blood author remains behind the “mask” of 
the implied author, not thematizing the issues of race and gender to the extent 
that critics’ readings sometimes do. Perhaps one could characterize those 
readings of Butler’s fiction as a kind of assumed joint attention: as the author 
is wearing the implied author’s mask, critics can only presume where the 
author’s own gaze is directed.  

In the case of Eggers, analyzed by Polvinen, the author and the reader are 
jointly attending to the narrator-main character of the author’s younger self, 
but Allen’s direct address invites readers more specifically to examine the 
reasons behind the grisly fate of the main character. This becomes even more 
personal when Allen’s narrator trusts the reader with the responsibility of 
deciding how the final chapter ends for Apollo. By disrupting the “passive 

                                                 
73 Polvinen does not claim that this is exactly the cognitive processing in our brain, but suggests that 

joint attention is a fruitful way of conceptualizing the joint creative process that combines our knowledge 
of the artificiality of the text, and our ability to commit to it emotionally. 
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bystander” effect, Allen’s narrator invites readers to pay more attention to 
racist conventions of popular culture or actual brutal police violence—both of 
which boil down to institutional racism that the reader is also a part of, one 
way or another. The disruption of the mimetic illusion thus creates a more 
personal, more authentic reading experience than a realistic, mimetic 
narrative could provide. In Okorafor’s “The Magical Negro,” it is the main 
character that breaks the fourth wall, but the effect is similar: being “looked at 
directly” by the Magical Negro may feel more acute knowing that he is a 
character who has had to die in various movies and narratives for the white 
hero. The object of joint attention in this case is comprised by the readers, who 
suddenly become aware of being looked at, while looking at the narrative’s 
events and themes. Thus exposed, readers are almost forced to follow the 
Magical Negro’s cue and turn their gaze back on themselves, realizing their 
own relationship to the stereotypes and the change in the speculative genres 
which the Magical Negro is promising to implement. Therefore, even though 
the exact mechanics of join attention is different in each case, in each the effect 
of breaking the fourth wall is similar: it strengthens the bond between the 
author and the reader, and it authenticates the authorial voice. While the 
narratorial interventions in “The Venus Effect” and the Magical Negro’s 
references to “typical fantasy books” break the immersive illusion, they may 
also enhance readers’ involvement by removing the barrier between fiction 
and reality, as character, narrator, and audience meet eye to eye. Jointly 
acknowledging the genre’s history and need for change, Allen and Okorafor, 
their narrators, and audiences become part of that change. 

6.3 REGAINING CONTROL THROUGH RENAMING: THE 
CASE OF AFROFUTURISM AND 
AFRICANFUTURISM  

Okorafor has lately been adamant that she writes “‘AfricanFuturism’, not 
Afrofuturism, AfricanFuturism (one word). That falls under science fiction” 
(Native Interview n. pag.). Previously she was reluctant to define her coinage, 
but in a recent essay she explains her need for a new term:  

I started using the term Africanfuturism (a term I coined) because I 
felt…  
1. The term Afrofuturism had several definitions and some of the most 
prominent ones didn't describe what I was doing.  
2. I was being called this word [an Afrofuturist] whether I agreed or not 
(no matter how much I publicly resisted it) and because most 
definitions were off, my work was therefore being read wrongly.  
3. I needed to regain control of how I was being defined.74 
(“Africanfuturism” n. pag.)  

                                                 
74 Okorafor’s insistence on the term Africanfuturism and her need to “regain control” also have a 

retrospective dimension: a short story that was published online as “Afrofuturist 419” in Clarkesworld 
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Okorafor’s new coinage and her explicit rejection of “Afrofuturism” form an 
illustrative case of taking control of generic change through the act of 
renaming. In the introduction, I discussed how science fiction by African 
American authors has been subjected to the “force field” of different defining 
authorities laid as out by Gary Westfahl, and how generic definitions are never 
the property of any one of those groups. Yet, Westfahl argues, any of them can 
try to increase their influence through nomenclature and  

create a new word for the literature—a term that is free from the dead 
hand of Gernsback, that is not associated with any established 
community, that is not already defined by the public, that is not familiar 
to publishers and academic critics. With that new word as a weapon, 
concerned writers and commentators might succeed in forging a new 
type of imaginative literature more to their liking. (“Who Governs” 68)  

 
Westfahl chronicles the previous attempts by authors and critics to take 
control by means of renaming, including “structural fabulation,” “science 
fable,” “speculative fiction,” and various abbreviations such as “sci-fi” and 
“SF.” Of these, Westfahl points out, only “speculative fiction” has had a longer 
lifespan and enjoyed wider usage (see also Oziewicz). Ties to older genre 
science fiction can be severed more efficiently with names that are further 
removed from the original: for example, terms like “the fantastic,” 
“slipstream,” “cyberpunk,” and “techno-thriller” (68–70). As Westfahl notes, 
terms like “the fantastic” are also attempts to “to subsume discussions of 
science fiction into general considerations of all non-mimetic fiction” (70). The 
same can be said about the contemporary use of speculative fiction. Some of 
the terms Westfahl mentions are an attempt at defining a certain type of 
science fiction—that is, a subgenre—while “the fantastic” widens the term’s 
scope. This highlights how naming and renaming are also acts of inclusion and 
exclusion.  

A similar strategy is discernible in discussions of science fiction 
thematizing issues like race and racism. De Witt Douglas Kilgore writes about 
“astrofuturism” (Astrofuturism), Tal about “black militant near-future 
fiction,” and many critics about Afrofuturism. All three terms, Lavender points 
out, are “part of science fiction because [they] fill […] a particular niche in the 
study of race and racism in the genre” (Race 40). Okorafor’s Africanfuturism, 
on the other hand, is a move beyond that particular niche. But why does she 
insist on explicitly rejecting Afrofuturism as a name for her work? 

Let us first explore the uses and definitions of Afrofuturism, as in itself it is 
an interesting case of defining and naming genres. The term Afrofuturism is 
usually attributed to Mark Dery, who first used it when interviewing Delany, 
Greg Tate and hip hop scholar Tricia Rose in the early 1990s. Dery described 

                                                 
(November 2016) has recently been renamed “Africanfuturist 419.”According to the internet archive 
Wayback Machine, the change was done between December 23, 2019 and January22, 2020. In audio 
clips embedded in the story, the main character still talks about “Afrofuturism.” 
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Afrofuturism as “[s]peculative fiction that treats African-American themes 
and addresses African-American concerns in the context of twentieth-century 
technoculture—and, more generally, African-American signification that 
appropriates images of technology and a prosthetically enhanced future” 
(180). As the term has, since Dery’s coining of it, become “an important 
buzzword in in literary circles” (Lavender, Afrofuturism 1), its uses have 
become varied and definitions manifold. In his thorough exploration of the 
term, Lavender notes that Afrofuturism can be seen as a reading strategy, “SF 
written by black people for black people,” “a mode of aesthetic production,” or 
“a cultural phenomenon emerging from the relationship between African 
Americans and Western technology” (Lavender, Afrofuturism 1).  

Some scholars of Afrofuturism have moved the definition further away 
from the assumption that technology is an inherently Western phenomenon. 
Ytasha Womack, for example, describes Afrofuturism as  

an intersection of imagination, technology, the future, and liberation 
[…]. Both an artistic aesthetic and a framework for critical theory, 
Afrofuturism combines elements of science fiction, historical fiction, 
speculative fiction, fantasy, Afrocentricity, and magic realism with non-
Western beliefs. In some cases, it’s a total reenvisioning of the past and 
speculation about the future rife with cultural critiques. (9) 

 
Womack’s definition of Afrofuturism is one that highlights the view that 
science fiction and Afrofuturism are not directly comparable, even though they 
overlap to a great extent. However, Afrofuturism is often used more or less 
interchangeably with science fiction by African American authors, as “a 
shorthand for ‘Science Fiction and Fantasy (SFF) by black people,’ in the media” 
(Jemisin in Lavender and Yaszek 26), or, as Lavender puts it, “an aesthetic genre unto 
itself” (Afrofuturism 1). This shorthand or grouping of texts under a common 
denominator has both positive and negative consequences. Jemisin regrets that 
because of the term she is often “lumped in with writers who are nothing like [her] in 
content or style or focus”—the only thing common to the writers is that they are all 
black (in Lavender and Yaszek 26). On the other hand, Afrofuturism can be a useful 
marketing tool, as author Nisi Shawl notes: 

The term Afrofuturism allows Dery and other critics and scholars to 
conceptualize the commonalities underlying the participation of 
Afrodiasporic people in the creation of speculative fictions. Following 
his analytical trail, we creators have adopted the term and have used it 
to publicize our work to those looking for pleasures familiar to them 
from their experience with other African-descended creators of 
speculative fictions. (Shawl in Lavender and Yaszek 27; see also Bould 
“Afrofuturism and the Archive” 175 n7).  

 
Significantly, from the perspective of generic change and inclusion, the 
difference between Jemisin’s and Shawl’s examples is the idea of control: 
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whether the grouping and classification of a work or an author as Afrofuturist 
is imposed from the outside or used strategically by the authors and editors 
themselves. In fact, in many definitions and discussions of Afrofuturism the 
notion of taking control is present. Minister Faust, a Canadian science fiction 
author, argues against the term partly on grounds of the definition coming from the 
outside and asks: “Africentric SF and fantasy are far older than the term ‘afrofuturism’ 
[…], so why use such a recent term created by a non-African unless it adds 
significantly greater analytical value?” (Faust in Lavender and Yaszek 27). Womack 
writes that “Afrofuturism […] kicks the box of normalcy and preconceived 
ideas out of the solar system. Whether it’s sci-fi story lines or radical 
eccentricity, Afrofuturism inverts reality. Afrofuturists write their own stories” 
(16). Reynaldo Anderson seems to agree: “What I like about Afrofuturism is it 
helps create our own space in the future; it allows us to control our imagination 
[...]. An Afrofuturist is not ignorant of history, but they don’t let history 
restrain their creative impulses either” (qtd. in Womack 16). Some see 
Afrofuturism as springing from science fiction but resulting in something 
more comprehensive, as in Kodwo Eshun’s characterization: “Afrofuturism 
does not stop at correcting the history of the future. Nor is it a simple matter 
of inserting more black actors into science-fiction narratives. These methods 
are only baby steps towards the more totalizing realization that, in Greg Tate’s 
formulation, Afrodiasporic subjects live the estrangement that science-fiction 
writers envision. Black existence and science fiction are the same” (298). 

But let us return to Okorafor’s statement that she does not “do” 
Afrofuturism but rather Africanfuturism. As noted above, Dery describes 
Afrofuturism as specifically African American context (180), and in his 
definition of the term, the “Afro” prefix refers to African American and not 
necessarily to the continent of Africa. Nalo Hopkinson, for one, feels that 
Afrofuturism “doesn’t completely contain or reflect those of us whose root 
context isn’t American” (in Lavender and Yaszek 26), and Bould relates how 
many “African and Afrodiasporic authors and editors […] reject [the term 
Afrofuturism] because, for them, the term reeks of appropriation and 
American cultural imperialism” (“Afrofuturism and the Archive” 175). 
Therefore, even though some later scholars of Afrofuturism, like Womack, 
have included afrocentrism in their definitions, Afrofuturism is firmly located 
in the diaspora and entwined with its histories, as it turns to science-fictional 
tropes of alienation to discuss the trauma of slavery in America (Eshun, 298–
300). Perhaps one of the benefits of the term Africanfuturism, therefore, is 
that it turns away from the tropes of alienation and marginalization.  

Okorafor also points out that “Africanfuturism is specifically and more 
directly rooted in African culture, history, mythology and point-of-view [than 
Afrofuturism] as it then branches into the Black Diaspora, and it does not 
privilege or center the West” (“Africanfuturism” n. pag.). This severing of ties 
with the Anglo American and Eurocentric contexts is significant in the 
definitions and practices of Africanfuturism. In his article “Emergence of 
African Science Fiction,” Peter J. Maurits contemplates the relationship 
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between decolonization and African science fiction, wondering whether the 
proliferation of African science fiction could be seen as “facilitated by a form 
of decolonization of SF” or, conversely, whether it could be thought of as 
“decolonization of SF” in itself (10). Maurits’s view is most relevant also in the 
context of Africanfuturism and Afrofuturism. While Okorafor’s “The Magical 
Negro,” with its unflinching commentary on the genre’s lack of diversity, 
actively facilitates the decolonization of genre that Maurits discusses, 
Okorafor’s recent work, such as Binti and “Mother of Invention,” both situated 
in a technologically advanced Africa, are manifestations of an Africanfuturist, 
decolonized narrative that has renounced the previously default Anglo-
American context.  

Africa has not played an important role in traditional, Golden Age Anglo-
American science fiction or for decades afterwards. The continent of Africa is 
seldom mentioned, especially in connection with technology; instead, it 
represents an exotic and alien place. Typical among white writers and 
audiences are the attitudes exemplified by Mike Resnick in his 1993 
introduction to a collection of science fiction short stories about Africa, where 
he writes that Africa “now provides thoroughly documented examples of some 
of the most fascinating people and societies any writer, searching for the new 
and the different and the alien, could hope to find” (Resnick 12–13). Charles 
Saunders, a Canadian speculative fiction writer, criticizes Resnick’s 
exoticization of Africa and urges black writers to take control: “We blacks have 
more than made our mark in the Western world’s popular culture. […] We 
need to provide alternatives to the stereotypes that continue to plague us 
within that mythology. After all, if we don’t unleash our imaginations to tell 
our own sf and fantasy stories, people like Mike Resnick will tell them for us” 
(404). This is what Africanfuturist writers like Okorafor are doing: taking 
control of both stereotypes and the stories that are told.  

Another difference between Afrofuturism and Africanfuturism is their 
relationship to genre science fiction. Whereas Afrofuturism according to its 
broader definition also encompasses genres like fantasy and magic realism, 
Africanfuturism “falls under science fiction” (Okorafor, “The Native Exclusive” 
n. pag.). For Okorafor, it is  

concerned with visions of the future, is interested in technology, leaves 
the earth, skews optimistic, is centered on and predominantly written 
by people of African descent (black people) and it is rooted first and 
foremost in Africa. It’s less concerned with ‘what could have been’ and 
more concerned with ‘what is and can/will be.’ It acknowledges, 
grapples with and carries ‘what has been’ (“Africanfuturism” n. pag.) 

 

According to such a characterization, Okorafor’s Binti trilogy’s three 
novellas are at the heart of Africanfuturism. Binti (2015) and its sequels Binti: 
Home (2017) and Binti: The Night Masquerade (2018) narrate the adventures 
of a young Himba woman, Binti, in a future African setting. All the human 
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characters in it are either black African or Arab, and there are no references to 
white people—they are excluded from this future narrative world, like black 
characters were in science fiction before Delany. Furthermore, despite the fact 
that the narrative is set in a future that bears the scars of environmental crises 
and war, the focus is on “what is and can/will be.” A similar emphasis can be 
found in most of Okorafor’s fiction after “The Magical Negro,” which is more 
obviously Afrofuturist to start with but perhaps becomes an Africanfuturist 
manifest in the end.  

Despite Okorafor naming her fiction differently, it is obvious that it still 
science fiction, as she herself points out. There are many aspects in Binti that 
can be read in relation to many of the works discussed in this thesis, especially 
Butler’s and Delany’s fiction. Binti’s acquired hybridity and tentacles, for 
example, are reminiscent of the slug-like appearance of the Oankali in Butler’s 
Xenogenesis. Furthermore, like Lilith’s hybrid children Akin and Jodahs, 
Binti’s hybridity helps her negotiate and mediate differences between peoples. 
The destruction of a spaceship, from which a single woman escapes, on the 
other hand, is a plot device familiar already from Delany’s The Ballad of Beta-
2, for instance. As these are plots and conventions typical of the genre, 
Okorafor is not necessarily incorporating such references on purpose, but they 
show how Africanfuturism can return to a traditional, space adventure kind of 
science fiction—with the obvious exception that Binti’s storyworld, 
technology, and characters are all African. Thus, Binti in a way closes the circle 
that Delany started: Binti is at the heart of the traditional enterprise, with the 
same sense of wonder and great adventure on a galactic scale. Therefore, 
Africanfuturism brings Okorafor’s fiction back to the heart of science fiction. 

6.4 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In this chapter, I have argued that Allen and Okorafor represent a new 
generation of writers whose stories may be rife with stereotypes and 
metafiction, but who use both of those elements differently from their 
forebears. Allen’s “The Venus Effect” and Okorafor’s “The Magical Negro” 
presented blatantly stereotypical characters in order to force readers to notice 
and to explore that aspect, and the effect is heightened through the use of 
metafiction and metalepsis. Such literary devices highlight the narratives’ 
synthetic and thematic dimensions, while downplaying and disrupting the 
mimetic. In these two stories, audiences are not invited to feel much empathy 
for the characters because they are presented so stereotypically, being 
caricatures instead of relatable human beings. Instead, these authors 
encourage their readers to concentrate on the thematic features of the 
narratives: the cultural and political elements of the readers’ reality. Due to 
the direct address and metaleptic moments in both stories, the self-reflectivity 
of the narrative turns toward the readers in a spell of joint attention, much like 
the Venus effect in a painting. 
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In the latter part of this chapter, I discussed how Okorafor has sought to 
take control of genre denominations and how her writing can be read through 
the term Africanfuturism. Thus, whereas her “The Magical Negro” can still be 
read as an Afrofuturist narrative, her Binti trilogy demonstrates 
Africanfuturist tendencies. Drawing on Westfahl’s notion that different groups 
or even individuals can attempt to gain more control of defining genre, I 
studied how the definitions of Afrofuturism and Africanfuturism strive to do 
just that. Authors and editors seek to gain control of how their work is defined 
and categorized—and, in Okorafor’s case, even how it is read. Africanfuturist 
narratives like Binti take a further step: when writing their own stories, they 
cut ties with the West and establish a new normalcy that is not dependent on 
comparisons with Eurocentric, racist, and colonialist traditions of Anglo-
American science fiction. By replacing the (Anglo) American context in their 
fiction with an African one, Africanfuturist writers like Okorafor expand and 
radically transform the worlds of speculative fiction.  
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7 CONCLUSION 

CHANGING SCIENCE FICTION  
In this thesis, I have outlined how science fiction has changed from a “white 
man’s genre” into one that can accommodate Okorafor’s Africanfuturist fiction 
and includes so many influential writers of color. Through case studies of 
fiction by Delany, Butler, Hopkinson, Okorafor, and Allen, I have shown how 
these authors have shaped the genre from within. Each generation of writers 
has—within their own contexts and to an extent influenced by those contexts—
consciously aimed at transforming or subverting science fiction to allow for 
more diversity, more writers and characters from different backgrounds, and 
more variety in its themes. In order to provide a wider view of the change, this 
thesis has also discussed other forces that are at play when a genre is changing. 
When discussing different forces or authorities shaping the genre of science 
fiction, I have used Westfahl’s model of “unknowingly shared authority,” albeit 
I have modified its five authorities in order to allow for more complexity within 
each group, in order to make it better suited for the context of science fiction 
by authors of color. In the pages that remain, I will first sum up the main 
arguments regarding generic change presented in this dissertation and, 
because this study strives to be a part of the academic discussion defining 
science fiction, I will also take up the challenge I avoided in the Introduction, 
and briefly discuss the implications of the practices of forming definitions of 
sf within academia. Finally, I will sum up my findings about the compatibility 
of science fiction and rhetorical poetics.  

When Delany started writing science fiction in the 1960s, he entered a 
genre where writing traditional science fiction meant having no (obviously) 
black characters in central roles, and where technology and the hard sciences 
were the desirable motifs. As I argue in Section 1.1, for Delany’s early fiction, 
the most relevant authority shaping the genre was John W. Campbell’s 
editorial policies and the genre’s roots in adventure fiction. Delany’s earliest 
novels, including The Ballad of Beta-2, did not so much change the genre as 
work within the genre on its terms. However, even as the protocols of science 
fiction shaped Delany’s early fiction, he also reshaped motifs like the alien 
encounter, thus paving way for others after him. By 1970, science fiction was 
also refashioned by the science fiction community, when the emergence of the 
New Wave favored more literary works and allowed for more explicit 
depictions of sexuality and race; for instance, Delany’s aliens in The Einstein 
Intersection assume brown skin as part of their human forms. Delany’s 
subsequent work then highlights how changes exterior to the genre can be 
reflected in the context of science fiction. Stars in My Pocket Like Grains of 
Sand reflects academic discussions of deconstruction and the backlash on gay 
rights during the 1980s. Delany uses both the trope of the alien and principles 
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of deconstruction to problematize his readers’ assumptions about race, 
gender, sexuality, and language.  

Octavia Butler’s works and their reception also show the impact of 
academia, this time in labeling and interpreting the works of an African 
American female science fiction author. The conflicting interpretations are 
most evident in readings of Butler’s alien encounters, which can be read as 
allegories from colonialism to neo-capitalism; many of those readings are, in 
Tucker’s words, “overdetermined” by the author’s race (“The Human 
Contradiction” 173). What Butler’s Xenogenesis trilogy and “Bloodchild” do, 
however, is to transform the science-fictional motif of the alien encounter that 
is often paired with demonization of the other in many classic works of science 
fiction. In doing so, she travels the trail blazed by Delany, whose fiction from 
the very beginning avoids equating difference and otherness with evil. 

 Nalo Hopkinson, emerging in the genre in the late 1990s, assumes a more 
openly critical stance toward genre conventions. In many interviews, she 
declares that she is subverting science fiction, and this motivation is evident 
in her fiction. In Midnight Robber she populates the future society with Afro-
Caribbean people and has her narrator and characters speak Creole. 
Furthermore, by subverting readers’ assumptions about colonialist power 
relations she questions the genre conventions of the alien encounter. 
Hopkinson’s quest to change science fiction has also shaped fandom: she was 
one of the key figures in founding the Carl Brandon Society, which aims to 
make the genre more inclusive. Hopkinson’s fiction also demonstrates the role 
of definitions and labeling: because of its Afro-Caribbean features, her work is 
often described as going beyond science fiction.  

The early years of the twenty-first century brought more discussions on 
race and racism inside the genre community, which finally erupted in the so-
called RaceFail ’09 discussions. The positive aspects arising from the debate 
were plenty, but they were soon followed by an attempted backlash in the form 
of the Puppygate controversy. This is the context for Okorafor’s “The Magical 
Negro,” a short story whose titular main character declares to readers that the 
speculative genre they are reading is about to change. Allen’s “The Venus 
Effect,” on the other hand, parodies the racist conventions and stereotypes 
abundant in popular culture by thematizing the real-life tragedy of police 
brutality. In the end, there emerges a tale of the opposing forces of inclusion 
and prejudice, subversion and tradition. Whereas the genre these writers have 
chosen to write in/into may be said to have to some extent limited and 
thwarted their writing and the themes and motifs available, today black 
science fiction authors today are consciously changing and subverting the 
genre into something more inclusive, which does not flinch in the face of 
diversity, but lives up to the potential of the genre as literature of change and 
possibility. 

The authors’ insistence on changing the genre while still remaining in it 
underscores the issues that are at stake with genre definitions and even 
theoretical notions of genre. Rieder argues: 
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The attribution does not just classify the text, it promotes its use by a 
certain group of readers and in certain kinds of ways (e.g., with a high 
level of seriousness, or a lack of it). When “we” point to a story and say 
it is SF, therefore, that means not only that it ought to be read using the 
protocols associated with SF but also that it can and should be read in 
conversation with other SF texts and readers. (“On Defining SF” n. pag.)  

 
This is a central feature in the works discussed in the thesis, and the dialogue 
with other science fiction texts and readers gets a pronounced role in many of 
them, especially in Hopkinson’s Midnight Robber, Okorafor’s “The Magical 
Negro,” and Allen’s “The Venus Effect.” John Frow rightly argues that “texts 
do not ‘belong’ to genres but are, rather, uses of them” (2) or “perform the 
genres by which they are shaped” (25). In the context of these authors, 
however, the notion of “belonging” to a genre becomes more significant, as the 
texts are intended by their authors to widen the definition of the very genre 
they want to belong to. In other words, such changes in the field entail 
widening the traditional definitions of what science fiction is.  

ALIEN ENCOUNTERS  
Throughout this dissertation, I have focused on the authors’ ways of 
transforming the central motif of science fiction, the alien encounter. Leonard 
argues that the potential of science fiction to imagine otherness has sometimes 
been underestimated. She claims that a “large argument-cum-explanation has 
tempted some—that White SF writers, sending White protagonists to defeat 
(Black) aliens, stage the meeting of difference only to reassert White 
superiority, so the genre’s compulsive re-enactment of racial supremacies and 
suppressions makes it hostile to Black liberation” (13). On the other hand, 
despite the racist conventions Leonard describes, the opposite potential in 
allegorical alien encounters—that is, the possibilities to discuss difference and 
otherness through the figure of the alien other—has been commended as one 
of the reasons why African American authors and readers are—or should be—
writing and reading science fiction.  

However, none of the authors analyzed in this thesis completely conforms 
to the metaphor of aliens as racial others in their works. In Delany’s The Ballad 
of Beta-2, differences like race, gender, and sexuality are discussed 
allegorically, despite the context of human characters and their obsession with 
normativity and the persecution of difference among themselves. The actual 
alien encounter in Delany’s early work is often based on resolving 
misunderstandings, and the real danger for the main characters is posed by 
fellow humans. This motif is to some extent also present in Stars in My Pocket, 
depending on how one reads the role of the mysterious aliens known as the 
Xlv. Even though Delany’s early fiction is in many ways located at the core of 
genre science fiction, the differences between human/alien encounters in 
Delany’s fiction and, for instance, van Vogt’s “The Black Destroyer,” where 
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white characters encounter and defeat a murderous black alien, are striking. 
In The Einstein Intersection, on the other hand, the encounter between 
humans and aliens is not explicit but occurs when humans are already gone 
from the surface of the planet. In this novel, Delany’s aliens function as what I 
term agents of double estrangement, as they interpret and enact human 
culture, but base their interpretations on a culture of a future human society 
which is largely unknown to the readers. Therefore, readers cannot know, for 
example, whether the aliens, who are mostly black, deliberately choose to take 
the form of black people, or whether that is the default makeup of humanity in 
the far future, on which the aliens are basing their interpretation of humanity.  

In Delany’s Stars in My Pocket, humans and aliens coexist peacefully on 
most of the planets in the galaxy. The variety of life forms and different 
cultures makes communication a challenge, and societies are usually the result 
of compromises. Just as in The Ballad of Beta-2 and even The Einstein 
Intersection, the crucial division is not humans versus aliens, but the 
characters’ attitudes toward difference. In Stars in My Pocket, the opposing 
forces are demonstrated by the two ideologies striving for societal stability, 
either through conserving and setting norms or by allowing for the free play of 
ideas and encouraging adaptations to new circumstances. The evelmi’s role in 
the novel is also a kind of metaphor for racial difference, as Delany has his 
characters refer to the evelmi both as a different species and as a different race. 

In Octavia Butler’s fiction, aliens seem to have the upper hand, but they are 
also dependent on humans in order to survive. Whereas issues of power do not 
play a significant role in Delany’s human/alien encounters, Butler’s 
encounters are defined by power versus powerlessness, together with 
questions of responsibility and ethics. These themes have caused many critics 
to read Butler’s aliens as allegories of various “Earthly” groups. Due to the 
aliens’ position of power in Butler’s works, their otherness is usually not read 
as a metaphor for blackness, for example, but rather as an allegorical portrayal 
of colonialists and slave masters. However, this interpretation poses the risk 
of simply reproducing the power structures which Butler’s fiction aims to 
overturn. Furthermore, as we have seen in Chapter 4, the changing ethical 
judgments in Butler’s Xenogenesis trilogy and “Bloodchild” complicate 
allegorical readings and may force critics to read against the narrative’s 
structure of ethical judgments or ignore parts of the plot. Hence, I claim that 
Butler’s alien encounters, rather than being primarily allegorical, function as 
correctives to the genre’s traditional trope of the alien encounter, where the 
alien is othered and demonized, or indeed where the encounter is presented 
as unproblematic. While Butler’s works promote embracing difference and 
symbiotic coexistence through the ethical judgments they evoke, they show 
that it is never easy to reach an agreement and maintain a functioning 
relationship between humans and aliens. 

Nalo Hopkinson’s aliens, for their part, mostly do function as a colonial 
allegory, but they never fit the mold of a helpless colonial subject at the mercy 
of white colonialists. First, the aliens in Midnight Robber are represented as 
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perfectly capable of looking after themselves, even when the human characters 
treat them in a manner redolent of colonialism. Second, the allegory is 
complicated by the fact that the human characters are from cultures previously 
colonized by white Europeans. Hopkinson thus builds a similar tension 
between tradition and subversion as Butler, but in a more outspoken way, 
which lets readers recognize a science-fictional motif before rejecting it in its 
stereotypical form.  

In the short stories by Okorafor and Allen discussed in Chapter 6, 
encounters with the other do not end well. In Allen’s “The Venus Effect,” 
seeing the human other as a stereotype leads to catastrophic consequences, as 
the narrative anomaly of the man in the police uniform repeatedly kills the 
main character. The actual extraterrestrial aliens’ roles in the narrative are 
constantly thwarted as well when each of the short chapters ends abruptly in 
the main character’s death. The alien girl from Venus and the main character 
Apollo never get to “have some romantically-charged adventures fighting evil 
aliens,” like the narrator describes the direction the plot should have taken. In 
Okorafor’s “The Magical Negro,” there are no alien characters, but the human 
other, the Magical Negro, rejects his stereotypical role in a white genre and 
transforms into an Afro-Caribbean deity. Okorafor’s Binti trilogy, briefly 
discussed in the context of Africanfuturism in Section 6.3, in many ways 
returns to the traditional alien encounter narrative, where the alien can be a 
deadly enemy—if humans so choose. Still, understanding, negotiation, and 
hybridity prove to be the solutions for coexisting with the other in Binti as well.  

The human-alien encounters studied in this thesis usually involve a conflict 
which is resolved by negotiation and compromise. Often the best negotiator is 
a hybrid figure, due to his or her intrinsic understanding of both parties. 
Hybridity in the novels and short stories analyzed is thus a strength, 
combining the best of both worlds. In this sense, the hybrid characters 
represent the science-fictional grotesque, beings that break categories and are 
thus seen as monstrous by some critics. Rather than demonizing the other or 
the grotesque, however, these authors have designed their alien encounter 
narratives so that the main difference between the two groups in the novels 
and short stories is not the classic “us versus them” divide between humans 
and aliens but the way the characters relate to otherness and difference. In 
fact, those who demonize difference turn out to be monstrous. 

THE POLITICS OF DEFINING  
Another facet of generic change is the practice of labeling. Naming can be an 
act of inclusion or exclusion, or, as noted in Section 6.2, a form of taking 
control, as Okorafor’s use of the term Africanfuturism demonstrates. 
Okorafor’s move is a textbook example of the strategy Westfahl describes in 
“Who Governs Science Fiction”: influencing the genre by coining a new name 
for the literature. Okorafor insists that “Africanfuturism is a sub-category of 
science fiction” (“Africanfuturism” n. pag.). In other words, her new term is 
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inclusive in the sense that it specifically aims at including her work in the 
genre. The same impulse seems to be behind Kali Tal’s discussion of the “black 
militant near-future novel,” which she names a “subgenre of African American 
science fiction” (66). Tal argues that the works she discusses, such as Melvin 
Kelley’s A Different Drummer (1962) and Sam Greenlee’s The Spook who Sat 
by the Door (1969), have previously been “ignored and miscategorized” 
because of their authors’ blackness (66). In such cases, labeling a work as 
representing a particular subgenre of science fiction can help bring it under 
the generic umbrella without raising the objections of those policing the edges. 
However, sub-genre labeling often ends up having an opposite effect. As 
McDonalds points out in her discussion of Nalo Hopkinson’s work, novels like 
Midnight Robber and Hopkinson’s debut novel Brown Girl in the Ring (1998) 
are often classified as “science fiction and…”;—in other words, they are 
considered hybrids rather than as full members of the genre. McDonald notes 
that the “generic matrix […] has compelled some scholars to declare 
alternative genres, subgenres, and entirely different nomenclatures for types 
of speculative writing that are based in more than just the white, Western 
mode of scientific thinking” (n. pag.).  

Still, all of the writers included in this dissertation clearly want their work 
to be included in the genre of science fiction. Delany, for one, is against 
grouping works by black science fiction authors as a subgenre called African 
American science fiction, because racism “is still fueled by aspects of the 
perfectly laudable desires of interested whites to observe this thing, however 
dubious in reality, that exists largely by means of its having been named: 
African-American science fiction” (“Racism” 395). As DeGraw explains, 
Delany feels that grouping “otherwise dissimilar” African American authors in 
a subgenre means segregating them from the genre (151), and N.K. Jemisin 
noted a similar tendency when critics and journalists employ the term 
Afrofuturism.  

All of Westfahl’s five authorities involved in defining science fiction have 
had an impact on how science fiction by African American authors has been 
labeled and whether the genre is defined in a way that can include these 
authors. Hugo Gernsback, who coined the term “science fiction,” defined 
science and technology as the core content of the genre. This emphasis has had 
repercussions for the genre’s inclusivity, when Western definitions of science 
are defaulted to and other kinds of speculations are excluded and defined as, 
for example, fantasy or magic realism—a demarcation which Leonard sees to 
also be motivated by the authors’ ethnicity. Large publishing companies, on 
the other hand, use whatever labels they see as the most lucrative, and until 
recently, marketing the works of black authors as science fiction has not been 
their choice of a marketing strategy. The customers of those large publishing 
companies, the general public, often exercises its power by defining science 
fiction by African American authors as African American literature instead of 
science fiction. Perhaps the most obviously internally divided of Westfahl’s 
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authorities is the science fiction community, as events like RaceFail ’09 and 
the Sad Puppies have demonstrated.  

The fifth of Westfahl’s defining authorities comprises academic critics. As 
much of the naming and classifying is done in academia, it is important for 
science fiction critics and other literary scholars to be aware of the choices we 
make in discussing works of science fiction by African American authors, even 
as we do not want to hinder discussions on race in the genre. Throughout this 
thesis, my own attempt at a solution has been to use the phrase “science fiction 
by African American authors” instead of “African American science fiction.” It 
has been a self-evident choice to make, as these authors and their works have 
been chosen exactly for their status as works that belong in the science fiction 
genre. That is, the authors clearly identify themselves as writers of science 
fiction and their works have been published as science fiction. In more 
marginal cases, the demarcation may not be so easy. For the black militant 
near-future novels discussed by Tal, for example, the first step into the sphere 
of science fiction may well involve naming them as a subgenre, while on the 
other hand, grouping certain works under a subgenre may inadvertently 
promote exclusion. Further study of such aspects of generic change is certainly 
needed.  

RHETORICAL POETICS AND SCIENCE FICTION 
In analyzing the narratives and their alien encounters, I have used rhetorical 
poetics to study the ethical judgments evoked in those encounters: which 
characters are the audience invited to empathize with, and which actions and 
which groups are presented as unethical? Rhetorical poetics, with its principle 
of proceeding from the inside out, has proven a useful tool for studying science 
fiction, where the ethics of a character or a society can be different from the 
ethics that readers live by in their real-life societies. After all, science-fictional 
alien cultures and alien ways of thinking cannot always be fruitfully judged by 
standards brought in from the outside. This has proven helpful, for instance, 
in locating the sources of differing interpretations of Butler’s Xenogenesis 
trilogy and “Bloodchild,” where a rhetorical reading and thematic readings 
resulting from allegories imposed on the narrative produce drastically 
different interpretations of Butler’s alien encounters. The wide spectrum of 
interpretations is made possible by the fact that the alien occupies a peculiar 
double position: alien characters can be read either thematically as allegories 
of something else or mimetically as sentient characters deserving of our 
empathy. Furthermore, as a central trope in the genre, interpretations of alien 
encounters can always also be interpreted in relation to generic traditions. 

Combining genre literature, identity politics, and rhetorical poetics has not, 
however, been completely unproblematic. In rhetorical poetics, genre is both 
an aesthetic factor and a factor readers employ to understand a text. Seeing 
genre in this way works well in cases where genre can be regarded as neutral, 
a set of conventions agreed upon by both authors and readers. In such cases, 
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bending or breaking generic conventions can be a source of aesthetic 
pleasure—or displeasure, depending on the audience’s tastes and the author’s 
skills to effect subversion. However, when genre conventions involve ethical 
and political dimensions rather than just aesthetic and communicative ones, 
the relationship between genre, aesthetic, and ethical judgments is rather 
complex. Following James Phelan’s distinction between the authorial 
audience’s and the narrative audience’s respective awareness and acceptance 
of genre features, I have tentatively located readers’ understanding of generic 
change and the critique of the genre conventions in the combination of the two 
audience levels and the tension that writers like Hopkinson build between 
generic expectations (held by the authorial audience) and ethical judgments 
(on the level of the narrative audience). In this way, genre conventions are 
made visible in frictions between the levels of audience and the different 
components of narrative that Phelan outlines in Experiencing Fiction: 
thematic, mimetic, and synthetic (5–6).  

The combination of the ethical and the political in alien encounters also 
highlights the possibility of a double authorial audience, a notion that Phelan 
has been reluctant to accept. In Section 2.2.2, however, I join critics like Brian 
Richardson in arguing for the possibility of a double authorial audience. My 
view is that when there are two groups in a narrative, such as humans and 
aliens, an author can refrain from providing guidance about which side to 
empathize with and leave it up to the audience(s) to decide. In such cases, the 
interpretation depends on which side a reader takes, and the author can code 
both possibilities into the text.  

Other narratological concepts I have discussed in a science-fictional 
context and/or the context of African American literature are the unreliable 
narrator and the idea of joint attention. Unreliability may function in science 
fiction just as in mimetic fiction, but the fantastic context provides a special 
framework for creating and interpreting reliability, because readers cannot 
necessarily use the same cues they would when reading non-fantastic 
literature. As I noted in Chapter 3, when the narrative world and characters’ 
behavior cannot be relied on to provide clues as to what kind of behavior is 
“normal” and how the world generally works, readers can be misled and 
confused by the withholding of information about the narrative world. Thus, I 
have suggested that the kind of unreliability that Delany uses in Stars in My 
Pocket can be theorized more fruitfully through Bo Pettersson’s concept of 
expositional manipulation. The idea of joint attention in the context of 
metafiction has been used in this thesis to conceptualize how the author’s 
identity can influence readers as they, through the co-creative process 
highlighted by metafiction, are offered the chance to reflect on their 
relationship to racist conventions in the genre and in popular culture. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In sum, what seems to be emerging from the tale of five decades of science 
fiction by African American authors is a genre that has been changed by the 
authors and their works, the genre communities, publishers, editors, 
academics, and the public. The transformation of science fiction as a genre 
where “black people are most conspicuous by their absence” (Govan, 
“Insistent” 43) will, in Leonard’s words, hopefully eventually “reach a point 
where writing from or about a racial minority is neither subversive nor unusual 
but rather one of the traits which makes it a powerful literature of change” 
(“Race” 262). 

While trailblazing for new black writers and more African American 
characters and themes in science fiction, the writers studied here have also 
contributed to the cultural discourse on black identity, simply by writing 
science-fictional futures where they are present. As theorists like Stuart Hall 
have noted, cultural identity is formed and maintained in part through the 
culture’s mythology: identity is, in a way, narrated into being. Whereas 
previously there seemed to be no room for people of color in science-fictional 
futures, many black writers now see their role as that of a bard, creating new 
myths and stories of a new future, refusing to be ignored and written out of 
existence. As Charles Saunders puts it: “The human imagination manifests 
itself in stories. Those stories become legends, myths, the defining elements of 
a culture. And for all the condescending disdain the literary establishment has 
heaped on sf and fantasy, writers in those genres serve a function similar of 
that of the bard or the griot in ways ‘literary’ writers cannot approach” (404). 

 In the spirit of the changing genre, the endings of all of the novels and short 
stories analyzed in this thesis involve new beginnings, births, and awakenings. 
The protagonist of Delany’s Stars in My Pocket is at the end of the novel 
confused but ready for a new awakening. Butler’s Xenogenesis and 
“Bloodchild” both end in a dawn of a new symbiotic existence. Allen’s “The 
Venus Effect” leaves the reader to decide how the story ends, and Okorafor’s 
Magical Negro leads readers into another, Afro-Caribbean context. 
Hopkinson’s Tan-Tan gives birth to a baby whom Tan-Tan names Tubman 
(thus alluding to Harriet Tubman), a “human bridge from slavery to freedom” 
(329). These endings can also be read as symbolic awakenings and rebirths of 
readers and a rebooted genre. Because of the nanomites in Tubman’s blood 
forming a “living connection” with the artificial intelligence on Touissant, Tan-
Tan’s baby can bridge the dimension veil. In a kind of a fictional hermeneutic 
circle, the readers, like the narratee of Midnight Robber, become the baby to 
whom the story is narrated, the “you” addressed by the narrator. Now, like 
little Tubman, those readers may also be full of communicative nanomites that 
can alter the way they perceive science fiction.  
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